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Abstract 

 

‘Energy Futures: Finance and Petroculture’ is a study of how finance shapes the economic and 

cultural world of petroleum, or ‘financial petroculture.’ It begins with the claim that finance is 

a central, if often unrecognised, feature of energy systems and cultures, because of its capacity 

to make representations of the future into reality. I analyse ‘energy futures’ as a mediating 

concept, naming a mode of financial representation that conjoins financial instruments and a 

way of framing the future of energy. I show that finance establishes a dominant speculative 

logic in relation to energy and ecology, conditioned by anticipations of future energy states as 

energised ways of life and forms of value. It establishes the future in the present, as the present 

strives for an alternate energy future. As financial markets, ecological crisis, and energy 

transition begin to contour the shape of the future, financial representation becomes a 

privileged site for a cultural and economic theory of energy. Through the interpretation of 

different cultural forms – literature, architecture, visual media, and financial writing – I propose 

a cultural history of energy futures, asking: how do culture and capital come together through 

financial representation to shape the real and imagined future of energy?  

I track energy futures from the energy crisis of 1973, after which the historicity of 

petroleum became inseparable from financial representations, to the concerns crystallising 

around the Anthropocene, as the fossil economy undermines its own socio-ecological 

conditions of reproduction. I identify the economic and cultural logic of financial value claims 

to fossil energy through offshoring: the separation of energy and capital, through markets, 

infrastructures, and landscapes, from democratic political cultures. I then argue that this era is 

best periodised as a ‘long transition’ between energy regimes, and that energy transition is a 

problem of representation for a financial petroculture: what will sustain its energy futures after 

petroleum, and how does offshoring shape the culture of clean energy it is invested in? This 

thesis claims that energy transition, a temporal mode of thinking the future, is constitutively 

calibrated in a field of financial representation, which is given historical form through 

electrified infrastructure, architecture, and media. It concludes with a critical reading of cultural 

forms that prefigure alternative relations to energy to those that render it amenable to financial 

accumulation.  
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For the tendencies leading to the future are in fact more firmly and definitely contained in what 

really is than in the most beautiful Utopian dreams or projections. 

 

Georg Lukács, The Historical Novel  
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Introduction 

At the American Economic Association conference on economics and resources in December 

1973, famed economist Robert M. Solow told the lecture hall that “A resource deposit draws 

its market value, ultimately, from the prospect of extraction and sale.”1 Months after the 1973 

oil shock, after which the price of a barrel of oil quadrupled (from about $3 to about $12), and 

on the eve of a financial revolution, he articulated an emergent common sense about markets 

and value in an era in which the long-term depletion of natural resources had become a problem 

of widespread interest. It contained a series of theoretical claims about the economic principles 

of markets and proposals for what economics could do when considering the unique status of 

non-renewable resources that made “the long view” into a social and ecological problem.2 

Referencing a foundational text of the environmental movement, Limits to Growth (1972), 

Solow decided to see what economic theory would say about the genre of “Doomsday 

forecasts” that described a distant depleted future, and what economic mechanisms were 

available in his profession for regulating the present usage of non-renewable resources so that 

such scenarios would be avoided.  

This entailed thinking and writing in a different temporal register, from “spot and flow 

decisions” to “future or stock decisions” – from the present to the future – to find a method for 

conceptually isolating how resource exhaustion structures economies.3 If “the future brings no 

endowment of its own to whatever markets actually exist” then the problem that exhaustion 

poses was how to write the future into existence, to regulate the demand curve of resources like 

oil that are essential to the long-term functioning of modern societies.4 Solow points to a 

problem of representation, to be solved through an energy futures market whose price-finding 

mechanism will distribute information about the material and technical factors affecting oil 

production. His proposals imagined that curious abstraction we call ‘the market’, which did not 

yet exist for oil, would convert the prospects of the extraction, transportation, refinement, and 

consumption of oil into a price, rationally regulating resource consumption. While economic 

and political upheaval may change resource production, the reliable regulative function of the 

market, it was imagined, could convert all that turbulence into calculable prospects and so 

 
1 Robert M. Solow, ‘The Economics of Resources or the Resources of Economics’, The American Economic 

Review, 64 (1974), 2 < https://www.jstor.org/stable/1816009> 
2 Solow, 12. 
3 Solow, 13. 
4 Solow, 10. 
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rationally govern its use rate. This occurred some five years later in 1978, as the first oil futures 

contracts were traded on the New York Mercantile Exchange and the market began to compose 

the energy present in the future tense.  

Solow’s lecture is of interest because of its proposals, and because it outlines the 

historical and conceptual presuppositions of turning resource markets into a technology for 

regulating the present through an imagined distant future. It is a historical period in which the 

economic and the ecological future became contoured by the political economy of fossil fuels, 

unnerved by a concern with exhaustion, compounded by fears of leaving resources of such 

importance in the hands of monopolistic private and state companies. Alongside eliminating 

the uncertainties of depletion, the market for exhaustible resources “could have the additional 

purpose of generating a set of consistent expectations about the distant future.”5 Because oil 

was cheap, abundant, and non-renewable, its consumption receded into a distant future – one, 

it must be noted, we seem little closer to fifty years later. In 1973, consistent expectations about 

resource futures become necessary for a society increasingly saturated by petroleum, which, 

more than a localised economic concern, became a structuring force over financial 

accumulation and capitalist production, on which social and financial stability rested. Through 

practices of financial calculation, energy markets turned the future into an actually existing 

force in the present, uniting economic expectations and a horizon of value with a resource that 

seeped into every aspect of modern life. Not just abstract speculation, energy futures became 

an operative financial abstraction. Representing the future of oil became central to managing it 

through markets.   

The expectation that futures markets can regulate resource consumption rates depends 

on the belief that depletable energy sources will eventually be replaced by other energy sources, 

otherwise the price would tend upwards exponentially as resources decreased. Solow 

references a contemporaneous paper by economist William Nordhaus – 2018 winner the Nobel 

Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences – that, like Solow, saw futures markets as central 

mechanisms for governing resource consumption. In Nordhaus’ argument, to make resource 

economics fit with the discipline’s economic theorems – to make the world look an economic 

model for the purposes of controlling oil and money flows – required two assumptions: a 

perfect knowledge of future energy prices through a futures market, and a ‘backstop 

technology’: a future limitless energy source, in this case nuclear fusion. For the economic 

models to work, it assumed a future that will move beyond oil through unproven nuclear energy 

 
5 Solow, 14. 
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technology. Baked into the financial world after 1973, then, is Nordhaus’ claim that “in some 

sense, the current stage of history is a transitory phase between dependence on cheap but scarce 

resources and dependence on more costly but abundant resources.”6 As cheap oil became more 

expensive in Nordhaus’ energy future, it would be eclipsed by nuclear fusion, in a natural, 

market-led energy transition into energy abundance, driven by financial calculation, power, 

and profit. The purpose of energy markets was to make that vision a reality. Economics met 

the challenge that there was an external limit to growth by suggesting that this problem could 

be solved in the representational space of resource markets.  

 The development of energy futures markets is a well-documented example of the 

political power that finance has over energy in the modern world.7 This power persists in the 

present in the struggle over how to bring about an energy transition, in which many solutions 

continue the logic of Solow’s proposal, allowing a market price to destroy demand at a speed 

that allows for the development of renewable replacements, and with natural gas operating a 

bit like a backstop technology. That this remains common-sense is due in no small part to 

economists in and around the critical years of 1973, not because the arguments themselves are 

so convincing – who now believes in abundant energy from nuclear fusion replacing 

petroleum? – but because it was when these financial models became the objective mediating 

form of the future of energy.    

This thesis is interested in what financial writing, and other frameworks of thinking and 

calculation about energy and finance, can tell us about the effect that financial representation 

has on how energy is articulated as a social and cultural problem, far beyond the confines of 

the economics discipline. If the future is usually thought of as an effect of present causes, then 

finance makes the present an effect of the future, in a commingling of future presents and 

present futures whose mediations are hard to see, but which nevertheless give shape to patterns 

of thought and techniques of representation. Changing the relationship between present and 

future depends, in crucial ways, on particular structuring fictions, like technological backstops. 

After 1973, in which capital accumulation was linked to an ever-increasing consumption of oil, 

finance has become a crucial site for the political, economic, and cultural mediation of energy 

and ecology. 

 
6 William Nordhaus, ‘The Allocation of Energy Resources’, Brookings Papers on Economic Activity, 3 (1973), 

548 <EconPapers.repec.org/RePEc:bin:bpeajo:v:4:y:1973:i:1973-3:p:529-576> 

Emphasis mine. Nordhaus’ models describe only the usage of oil for electricity generation, not its chemical and 

synthetic refinements that are as important to the world-economy as its role as fuel.  
7 Timothy Mitchell, Carbon Democracy: Political Power in the Age of Oil, (London: Verso, 2011), pp. 195 – 197.  
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 If Solow and Nordhaus’ assumptions had proved correct this thesis would not exist, 

because switching from one abundant energy source to another would have occurred through 

market pricing, and there would be no need to write about the cultural logic of petroleum in an 

era of protracted energy transition. But oil is unlike any other commodity. What Jeff Diamanti 

has called the “aesthetic and economic saturation” of modern landscapes with energy-intensive 

infrastructures means it is impossible to think, see, or interpret the modern world-system 

without petroleum.8 As a fuel and in its derivative forms, petroleum binds a global system of 

infrastructure, logistics, and automation to the plastic and synthetic forms that saturate 

everyday life. Drills, terminals, refineries, pipelines, tankers, storage facilities, and road 

systems thread their way through the world-system. Diesel and petrol fuel the container ships, 

automobiles, and aeroplanes that move commodities and people around the world at speeds 

and in quantities impossible to imagine before (or after) oil. Fossilised agriculture is powered 

by mechanised machinery and synthetically fertilised by natural gas derivatives. Oil is the 

chemical feedstock of a dizzying array of synthetic materials that shape our lifeworld. When 

cheap, it powers economic growth and when expensive, slows it, and its global character shapes 

the accumulation of foreign currency reserves, affecting geopolitics and forming the bedrock 

of imperialism. Oil booms, always uneven, create wealth and jobs, while diesel-powered and 

computational automation destroys them. It is the energetic medium of modern means of 

communication, providing the energy and material for the digital and electrical revolution, 

about which Solow once quipped that “you can see the computer age everywhere but in 

the productivity statistics,” the latter being determined by energy costs and technological 

revolutions.9 It is as integral to financial accumulation, from pension funds, state debts, and 

bond prices to currency markets. Hydrocarbons are as inseparable from our sensorium as from 

the world-economy. It is in our phones, our screens, our eyes; synthetic fibres clothe us, while 

electrical and gas power heats our homes; the medium of modern music, from vinyl and cassette 

tape to digital streaming; the basis of cinema infrastructure, the substance of film stock. 

Petroleum products are one of the first things to touch us when we are born, and we are in 

contact with it when we die. Microplastics float through our cells and carbon pollution coats 

our lungs. Energy abundance in modern societies shapes how we live, think, act, speak, and 

write; it forms our sense of who we are and what we can do with our lives, forming our sense 

 
8 Jeff Diamanti, Climate and Climate in the Age of Petroleum: Locating Terminal Landscapes, (London: 

Bloomsbury Academic, 2021), p. 62.  
9 Quoted in Jason E. Smith, Smart Machines and Service Work: Automation in an Age of Stagnation, (London: 

Reaktion Books, 2020), p. 10.  
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of autonomy, self-development, and desire. To be modern is to live in a world derived from 

petroleum, a ‘petroculture’, made through the wondrous and terrible capacities of this energy-

dense fuel and malleable material.  

 If oil is difficult to think about, think about it we must, because climate change calls 

into question the social and cultural practices built through petroleum. As the Petrocultures 

Research Group argue, energy transition will mean “the unmaking and remaking of our social 

worlds.”10 So transition is at once necessity and opportunity, something that must take place 

and something that might be the basis for a better world. If the wager of the ‘Energy 

Humanities’ – a scholarly field dedicated to interpreting energy and culture – is that transition 

is “a condition of possibility for action within a situation that is suddenly open because it is 

uncertain,”11 then it behoves us to pay attention to the modes of speculation that are already 

making the future of energy, and have been for some fifty years. The objective of a capitalist 

transition is to make transition governable through organised but dispersed regulations, 

markets, infrastructures, and technologies that sustain the expanded reproduction of capital 

after fossil energy (if such a thing is possible). How this determines the form in which transition 

and energy get imagined is a problem we will return to later in the introduction.  

This thesis is about the petrocultural logic of financial representation. I conceive this as 

a hegemonic process that materialises a condition in which representations become central to 

the social reproduction of oil, capital, and petroculture, but which undermines the socio-

ecological condition in which humans flourish. I call it a logic, rather than an ideology or belief 

system, to identify a tendency that is advantageous to follow, driven by economic laws that 

dictate the conditions of economic survival. It structures social life and frames how we relate 

to energy. This logic can be embraced, ideologically justified, resisted, or critiqued, but it 

cannot, in any real sense, be ignored. My orienting questions are: what happens to petroculture 

when finance becomes the dominant mode of mediating the petroleum forms that saturate and 

structure the modern world? How does the meaning of transition come into focus through 

representation, changing historical, ecological, and geological time? As financial markets, 

ecological crisis, and energy transition begin to contour the shape of the future, financial 

representation becomes a privileged site for a cultural theory of energy. Finance is constantly 

tasked with representing the future of energy, shaping how we think and live this present future. 

Focalised through finance, this thesis offers a critical account of how we relate to energy; how 

 
10 Petrocultures Research Group, After Oil, (Canada: University of Alberta, 2016), p. 17. 
11 Petrocultures, p. 16.  
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the infrastructure, media, and culture of the financial world form that relation; and how a 

financial mode of representation shapes the economy and culture of energy transition. This 

cultural logic is tracked through a comparative study of novels, films, theory, architecture, and 

financial writing, in a period in which financial representation comes to frame the problem of 

energy, climate, and transition.  

 This introduction is divided into four sections. The first outlines the two research fields 

brought into debate in this thesis, the ‘Energy Humanities’ and the ‘Economic Humanities,’ 

through reference to the period in which their objects of study – energy and economy – become 

a singular condition: the world-system after the crisis of 1973. Following this historical and 

methodological discussion, I turn to the problem of transition as a crucial periodising term and 

keyword in making sense of the historical changes that followed the crisis. I then offer a 

theoretical outline of financial representation, which offers a central point of contact between 

the economic and cultural valences of energy futures. Finally, I conclude with a chapter 

overview.  

On Energy and Finance  

 

The ‘Energy Humanities’ is a multidisciplinary field that, in the words of some of its most 

distinguished critics, “draws critical attention to the fact that energy is absolutely necessary for 

modern societies,” in order to “map out other ways of being, behaving, and belonging in 

relation to both old and new forms of energy.”12 One way that scholars have approached this 

is by naming hydrocarbon-soaked societies a ‘petroculture’. Petroculture, understood “as 

object of study, mode of interpretive critique, and field of cultural practice,”13 has been 

primarily concerned with how oil constitutes forms of social life and subjectivity, to work out 

what insight the humanities can bring to energy transition – here envisaged not (only) as a 

technological revolution, but a revolution in ways of living, moving, and thinking, in values, 

practices, habits, perceptions, beliefs, and feelings. “There is no shortage of knowledge about 

the stuff itself,” Diamanti notes, so what the humanities brings to energy “is a larger view of 

how oil matters in social, political, and economic—as well as in geological—terms.”14 Jennifer 

 
12 Imre Szeman and Dominic Boyer, ‘Introduction: on the Energy Humanities’ in Energy Humanities: An 

Anthology, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2017), pp. 1, 3. 
13 Graeme Macdonald, ‘Containing Oil: The Pipeline in Petroculture’ in Petrocultures: Oil, Politics, Culture, 

edited by Sheena Wilson, Adam Carlson, and Imre Szeman, (London: Mc-Gill-Queen’s University Press, 2017), 

p. 36. 
14 Diamanti, Climate, p. 29.  
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Wenzel challenges scholars to understand energy and culture “reflexively and dialectically, to 

gain critical purchase not only on the pressure that energy exerts on culture but also the pressure 

that culture exerts (or, in the case of the fiction of surplus, fails to exert) on energy regimes.”15  

The Energy Humanities insists that energy is a social relation that regulates the material 

constitution of social formations, altering economics, politics, society, and culture, and the 

topographical relation between what these terms denote (a petroleum-saturated ‘cultural’ and 

‘economic’ have a different internal and structural relation to each other than what those terms 

denote in Renaissance England).16 The de-differentiation of fields, of the cultural and the 

economic, is by no means new – an earlier such moment goes under the name of postmodernity 

– but the steady collapse of these social practices into the field of ecology cannot but modify 

the relations between them, at the material and conceptual level.17 The historicity of energy 

forces us to rethink the coherence of disciplinary objects and the relation between them, as well 

as the political and epistemological orientation towards those fields developed in critical 

apparatuses and institutions, as forms conditioned by a wider social and geophysical field of 

forces. We discover we aren’t so postmodern after all, as we awaken in the grand narrative of 

planetary history. 

This thesis contributes to this debate by tracking how finance has come to dominate the 

representation of energy futures, and in doing so shape the ecology of a warming world. I am 

interested in how financial representation structures what Wenzel calls oil’s ‘resource 

aesthetic’: modes of producing, thinking, and imagining required to turn inanimate fossil 

energy into useable and exploitable form.18 Anna Kornbluh argues that “theory must work to 

build the world up. We must, in the present, make claims about causality, systematicity, and 

the revaluation of values, so we can make the very specific move to counter rapacious greed 

with rapid decarbonization.”19 Thinking causally requires that we make claims about the 

relationality of fields in order to situate petrocultural critique. In my argument, the collapse of 

economy and culture into climate does not form a total undifferentiation or equivalence of 

 
15 Jennifer Wenzel, ‘Introduction’ in Fueling Culture: 101 Words for Energy and Environment, edited by Imre 

Szeman, Jennifer Wenzel, and Patricia Yaeger, (New York: Fordham University Press, 2017), p. 12.  
16 Daniel Hartley, ‘Anthropocene, Capitalocene, and the Problem of Culture’, in Anthropocene or Capitalocene? 

Nature, History, and the Crisis of Capitalism (Michigan: PM Press, 2016), p. 164.  
17 Fredric Jameson, The Cultural Turn: Selected Writings on the Postmodern, 1983-1998 (London: Verso, 1998), 

p. 73.  
18 Jennifer Wenzel, ‘Afterword: Improvement and Overburden’, Postmodern Culture, 26 (2016), 2, 

<DOI:10.1353/pmc.2016.0003.>  
19 Anna Kornbluh, ‘Extinct Critique’, South Atlantic Quarterly (2020) 119 (4), 767–777 

<doi.org/10.1215/00382876-8663675> 
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fields, but a new structure to historical movement. In a financial world, causation flows from 

the futures into the present, becoming a social form, force, and structure before altering climate 

and atmosphere.  

The particular period from which I draw my objects of study begins in the 1970s, when 

the climate-altering effects of carbon on an earth systems scale were only beginning to be 

understood. 1973 is the crucial year: oil shocks and the beginnings of futures markets; the 

ending of the postwar financial architecture of Bretton Woods; the long downturn and financial 

accumulation; and the surge of power and money concentrated ‘offshore’ in money markets 

and extractive zones. The period ends around the time this thesis is written, at the start of the 

third decade of the twenty-first century, in the wake of the digital revolution and 

deindustrialisation; the coming and going of postmodernism, liberal globalism, and the end of 

history; and amid political inertia, financial exuberance, floods, wildfires, heatwaves, and a 

pandemic, in which the future is an unstable, ever-shifting horizon, both matter of concern and 

opportunity for investment: a situation without a sense of an ending, but of being in medias 

res, in the turbulence of transitional times.  

Since the 1970s, world energy usage has more than doubled, the amount of CO2 in the 

atmosphere has increased by a quarter, and average temperatures have increased by about 

1oC.20 In 1973, the epochal shift from an energy system dominated by coal to one dominated 

by oil had borne its major productive fruit, in the form of Fordism that produced material wealth 

and human misery that surpassed any other period in history. Since that time, as much as one 

third of the stock market is invested in the energy sector, with much of the rest in industrial 

sectors that would grind to a halt without petroleum energy, materials, and lubricants. The stock 

market is invested in a carbon future, because cheap energy powers growth, and growth powers 

the financial system.21 This is corroborated by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting 

Countries (OPEC) prediction that petroleum consumption will continue to increase to 2045 

(although oil will decline as a proportion of energy share).22 Oil remains the world’s most 

traded commodity. Through project financing, insurance, and energy markets, the financial 

 
20 Hannah Ritchie, Max Roser and Pablo Rosado, "Energy", OurWorldInData.org (2020), 

<'https://ourworldindata.org/energy'> 
21 Cédric Durand, Fictitious Capital: How Finance is Appropriating our Future, Verso, London: 2014, p. 63.  
22 OPEC, World Oil Outlook 2021, OPEC Secretariat: Vienna: 2021 <woo.opec.org/>  

However, Vaclav Smil cautions against quantitative forecasting because past transitions do not necessarily provide 

insight into future transitions. Statistical abstractions do not register the fact that transitions are inherently 

complex, uneven, and prolonged, with logics emerging from the specific configurations of energy systems and 

their integration into modern societies. Transition cannot be solely a statistical mode of knowledge. Vaclav Smil, 

Energy Transitions: Global and National Perspectives, (Santa Barbara: Praeger, 2017), p. 207.  
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system shapes the future of energy and, consequently, modes of human life. Despite warnings 

from climate science, investment in new fossil infrastructure continues unabated, making 

investment banks a key site of political and cultural conflict over the future.  

Stock market expansions meant widening market participation, through access to 

information, publishing, and financial news. Oil investments became sources of personal 

wealth, through pensions, hedge funds, and tracker funds for most citizens of consumer-

capitalist democracies, connecting the ‘financialization of daily life’23 to vast hydrocarbon 

infrastructures across the globe. In the digital age, real-time updates about oil news are only 

ever a few clicks away, while apps and add-ons integrate oil prices into digital life.  

Oil has always been a forward-looking industry. It is the nature of extractive capital 

that it must look to new sites as it exhausts ageing ones. But sometime around 1973 this energy 

futurity got caught up in a new way with a financial mode of relating present to future. Financial 

credit enables the future revenue of infrastructure such as oil wells, pipelines, refineries, oil 

tankers, and power stations to be traded before they circulate energy. Value that is signified in 

the present in, say, Shell share values, may imply decades of combustion, because an oil well 

or pipeline may, at its outer limit, have a lifetime of thirty years.24 Oil circulates in stock 

exchanges and offshore bank accounts before it flows through pipelines and gets refined into 

petroculture’s materials and media. Oil price shocks cause financial crises. Petrodollars make 

oil coextensive with the very texture of money. This new futurity then came to shape ways of 

imagining energy: as assets, risks, volatility, promises. Energy and finance internally modify 

and change each other.  

One way that scholars have understood this period is through the ‘financialisation of 

oil’, as the institutions that mediated oil into its economic and cultural forms changed in the 

1970s from a system dominated by private companies called the ‘Seven Sisters’, to one of 

OPEC and oil markets, with the transformation of oil into financial products and assets.25 In 

this argument, followed closely in chapter three, oil is mediated into production and circulation 

through financial markets, which rewire its flow to extract financial value. The counterpart to 

the ‘financialisation of oil’ thesis is what I call the ‘fossilisation of finance’ thesis. This 

describes an approach of a diverse set of scholars, from Marxists to former investment bankers, 

 
23 Randy Martin, Financialization of Daily Life, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2002).  
24 Imre Szeman & Caleb Wellum (2022) ‘Carbon Democracy at ten: an interview with Timothy Mitchell’, 

Cultural Studies, 16 (2022), <DOI:10.1080/09502386.2022.2056221> 
25 Angelos Gkanoutas-Leventis, Spikes and Shocks: The Financialisation of the Oil Market from 1980 to the 

Present Day, (London: Palgrave MacMillan, 2016). 
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who see oil not as an external resource shaped into asset classes and financial systems, but as 

giving shape to financial forms, processes, and institutions through the particular qualities of 

hydrocarbons as material inputs, basic commodities, and raw material.26 Both perspectives, 

what I shall hereafter call ‘financialised oil’ and ‘fossil finance’, register the systematic 

integration of energy and finance, or what Diamanti describes as “the economic abstraction of 

fossil fuels into the medium of the market after 1973.”27  

But, from the perspective of petrocultural critique, why prioritise finance at all? Surely 

what matters is resource extraction, carbon emissions, and pollution, the mines, wells, 

refineries, terminals, and pipelines? Stocks and shares don’t emit carbon. And, after all, 

finance, in the form of credit, merely facilitates capitalist development. 

Here I follow Timothy Mitchell in arguing that financial revenues depend upon a 

mechanism – infrastructure – that makes future revenue available. Infrastructures exist to 

transport financial instruments across time by transporting goods across space, not the other 

way around.28 Infrastructure develops in the ambit of value, which gives it character, form, and 

disposition. The dialectical insight here is the importance of the financial moment of petroleum 

infrastructure – not a reflection of infrastructure, but an economic form of futurity from where 

we might situate petrocultural critique, to track the cultural logic of petroleum as it gets 

distributed across the landscapes of the modern world-system. Rather than emphasise the 

abstraction of finance from the material world, my critique is focalised through particular sites, 

landscapes, technologies, and infrastructures that render petroleum as financial value.29  

I have begun to suggest not only why but how finance matters. Here, my thesis draws 

on, the ‘Economic Humanities’. This thesis is situated in the Energy and Economic Humanities. 

Scholars in the latter have provided studies of financial culture, on topics such as stock markets, 

insurance, debt, and money.30 In tracking a logic of finance across economics, politics, and 

culture, what has emerged is a field adept at interpreting representations of finance and finance 

as a representational process. Coining this field and announcing it as a research paradigm, Paul 

 
26 Perspectives on this thesis can be found in: Larry Lohmann and Nicholas Hildyard, Energy, Work and Finance, 

(Dorset: The Corner House, 2014); Helen Thompson, Oil and the Western Economic Crisis, (London: Palgrave 

MacMillan, 2017); Jeff Rubin, The End of Growth, (Canada: Vintage Canada, 2013). 
27 Diamanti, Climate, p. 23.  
28 Timothy Mitchell, ‘Infrastructures Work on Time’, E-Flux Architecture (2020) <https://www.e-

flux.com/architecture/new-silk-roads/312596/infrastructures-work-on-time/> 
29 Invaluable to this approach of situated thinking has been the work of Jeff Diamanti, Matthew Huber, Timothy 

Mitchell, and Keller Easterling.  
30 For stock markets, see: Peter Knight, Reading the Market; Leigh Claire La Berge, Scandals and Abstraction. 

For insurance, see: Ian Baucom, Specters of the Atlantic. For debt, see: Annie McLanahan, Dead Pledges. For 

money, see: Mary Poovey, Genres of the Credit Economy.  
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Crosthwaite, Peter Knight, and Nicky Marsh summarise that “economic discourses, narratives, 

visualizations, and other forms of cultural mediation actively constitute what we call “the 

economy” in the process of representing it. Far from being neutral or transparent, economic 

media and representational technologies play an integral role in constructing the ideological 

coordinates of economic knowledge and practice.”31  

I follow this paradigm in understanding energy and transition to be constitutively 

formed through financial representation. My methodology finds its origins in petroleum’s 

economic objectivity. Petroleum can be analysed through the critique of energy and the critique 

of finance because it is both, necessitating a dialectical analysis that attends to their dynamic 

relation. As Mazen Labban has convincingly argued, oil markets are not a “dualism between a 

‘real’ space-time of material circulation and a ‘fictitious’ space-time of financial 

representations” but an objectivity “produced from the incessant displacement between two 

space-times of circulation.”32 Financial and physical oil markets have different materialities 

that are internally linked, which comes into focus through this multiplication of perspectives 

on oil. The term that mediates between these fields is energy futures: a social form through 

which capital mediates energy’s present future economically, politically, culturally, and 

ecologically.  

In the words of former central bank governor Mark Carney, what must happen to force 

a transition is “every financial decision takes climate change into account,”33 which is an 

oblique way of saying that every financial investment must be disentangled from its current 

entanglements with fossil fuels.  

This poses the question: what happens if we think of all financial discourse as shaped 

by the economic forms and capacities of energy, either directly or distantly?34 All financial 

activity is either directly or indirectly formed by the energetic capacities of fossil fuels, in its 

 
31 Paul Crosthwaite, Peter Knight, and Nicky Marsh, ‘The Economic Humanities and the History of Financial 

Advice’, American Literary History, 31.4 (2019), 661, <doi:10.1093/alh/ajz031> 
32 Mazen Labban, ‘Oil in Parallax: Scarcity, Markets, and the Financialization of Accumulation’, Geoforum 41.4 

(20100, 541 <DOI:10.1016/j.geoforum.2009.12.002>  
33 Mark Carney, Value(s): Building a Better World for All, (London: William Collins, 2021), p. 8. 
34 Here I echo the early challenge posed to the energy humanities by Graeme Macdonald: “Given that oil and its 

constituents are so ubiquitous in the material and organization of modern life, is not every modern novel to some 

extent an oil novel?” This shifts the object of petrocultural critique from thematic or representational content to 

an insistence on the formal and energetics determinants of writing. I consider financial genres to be fundamentally 

concerned with the capacities of writing, language, and visuality to shape fields of representation in which profit 

and value claims can have an effect, and so Macdonald’s sense of writing as a conscious or unconscious mediation 

of the energetic organisation of modern life is particularly resonant.  

Graeme Macdonald, ‘Oil and World Literature’, American Book Review, Volume 33, 3 (2012), 7 

<doi:10.1353/abr.2012.0079>   
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investments, institutions, juridical forms, expectations of profitability, the time and space of 

the global economy, modes of manufacture, transport, and circulation, digital infrastructure 

that constitutes a financial field of representation, the cultural practices of the financial power 

bloc, and so on. This is a financial petroculture, the historicity of oil inseparable from market 

representations. But fossil economies undermine their own socio-ecological conditions. Which 

means that financial petroculture is tied up with profound questions: What will power our world 

after oil, and how should we act now to build it? How does financial wealth, formed through 

fossil energy, power particular visions of the good life, and how does this shape our sense of 

historical temporality?  

Poetics of a Foreclosed Transition?   

 

Conventionally, energy transition refers to a changing primary energy supply.35 Large-

scale transitions are extensive transformations in social and ecological production. Early 

capitalist development relied on humans and animal animate power as primary energy 

convertors, with reliance on wood and coal for thermal and industrial heat; the industrial 

revolution made steam, and therefore coal, fundamental to capitalist production, heat, transport, 

and lighting; while the hydrocarbon age made oil and natural gas central to industrial 

production, transport, electricity, heating, consumer goods, and much more. Similarly, 

whatever comes after petroculture will require a multigenerational transition.   

From the perspective of a single lifetime, the fossil fuel age seems long, but in the 

longue durée of human history, the transition into and out of it is brief. We live in a transitional 

age – what I will call throughout this thesis ‘the long transition’ – world-historical in scope and 

scale. Cara Daggett claims that “unlike solar regimes, though, fossil fuel society is necessarily 

‘transitional,’ given that fossil fuels are both practically nonrenewable and ecologically 

disastrous.”36 Oscillation between these futures – the spectres of exhaustion and climate 

catastrophe – is often how transition gets figured. But we must be cautious not to transform 

these facts of nature into historical agents in their own right. Fossil fuels are not running out at 

a global level, which is the scale that matters. Nor is there evidence that the climate will bring 

about fossil fuel’s end. We cannot trust in the longue durée. Which means we must think 

transition as a problem of scale.  

 
35 Smil, Energy, p. ix. 
36 Cara Daggett, The Birth of Energy: Fossil Fuels, Thermodynamics, and the Politics of Work, (Duke University 

Press, London: 2019), p. 31.  
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Transition may be inevitable in the long run, but it is by no means natural. It is a process 

immanent to the functioning of a society dependent on energy forms that undermine their own 

condition of reproduction across long periods of human history. To Etienne Balibar, a 

transitional period is both a rupture in the economic form of a society and a social structure 

with its own particular logic, owing to the fact that it is a coexistence of several modes of 

production. “The forms of transition,” he writes, “are in fact necessarily modes of production 

in themselves.”37 This thesis is premised, perhaps speculatively, on the wager that we live in a 

transitional mode of production. But modes of production can only be apprehended in their 

effects, never as the whole structure. Transition is what Fredric Jameson calls an ‘absent cause’: 

fundamentally non-representational and non-narrative, it is inaccessible to us except through 

its prior narrativisation in the political unconscious.38 This means transition is a problem of the 

representability of social reality: how transition shifts from an immanent process to a problem 

of meaning with real political consequences.  

Transition is what Raymond Williams calls a ‘keyword’, a problem rather than a 

concept with a fixed definition, “because the problems of its meanings [are] inextricably bound 

up with the problems it [is] being used to discuss.”39 When we talk about ‘the transition’, the 

social topography it designates to be transitioned is inseparable from ways of seeing culture, 

society, energy, and ecology. Transition does not refer to a fixed terrain, but an evolving social 

landscape that conditions forms of thinking about transition. While transition certainly is a 

historical transformation and a political objective, the shift from noun to verb should alert us 

to the fact that these are inseparable from the meaning of transition. The prospect of 

transformational change is at the centre of formations of social meaning in a transitional age: a 

way of seeing shared experiences, describing the future of human life. Some even deny the 

existence of energy transitions, as “the history of energy is not one of transitions, but rather of 

 
37 Louis Althusser, Étienne Balibar, Roger Establet, Jacques Ranciere, and Pierre Macherey, Reading Capital: 

The Complete Edition, translated by Ben Brewster and David Fernbach, (Verso, London: 2015), p. 473. 
38 I am referencing Jameson’s famous claim in The Political Unconscious that “History is not a text, nor a 

narrative, absent or otherwise, but that, as an absent cause, it is inaccessible to us except in textual form, and that 

our approach to it and to the Real itself necessarily passes through its prior textualization, its narrativization in the 

political unconscious.” The idea of an ‘energy unconscious’ as a modification of Jameson’s political unconscious 

has its origins in Patricia Yaeger’s early intervention in the field of the energy humanities, in which different 

sources and forms of energy become not so much representational or thematic concerns but absent causes 

detectable through a symptomatic reading of literature and culture.  

Fredric Jameson, The Political Unconscious: Narrative as a Socially Symbolic Act, Routledge Classics, Oxon: 

2002, p. 20; Patricia Yaeger, ‘Editor’s Column: Literature in the Ages of Wood, Tallow, Coal, Whale Oil, 

Gasoline, Atomic Power, and Other Energy Sources’, PMLA 126.2 (2011), pp. 305-309.  
39 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary for Culture and Society, (London: Fontana Paperbacks, 1981), 

p. 15.  
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successive additions of new sources of primary energy,” and that transition makes thinking 

about the real energy crisis much harder, deliberately.40 An expression of a transnational class 

project, with origins in the US Department of Energy, the Trilateral Commission, and the 

European Community, the term was invented because “to say ‘transition’ rather than ‘crisis’ 

made the future less generative of anxiety, by attaching it to a planning and managerial 

rationality.”41 The point is well made. I agree that we must be free “from the concept of 

transition,” but the problem of transition remains to me indispensable, not least because it is an 

essential Marxist category.42 We might argue instead that transitions are better understood 

through Williams’s tripartite historical temporality of residual, dominant, and emergent energy 

forms. But the movement between energy cultures is not smooth and linear. Transitions are a 

process of uneven and combined development, in which multiple temporalities converge or 

conflict in a non-simultaneity of the simultaneous: wood fires, electric lines, and automobiles 

coexisting in the same landscape. At the centre of our transition is a problem of seeing, 

interpreting, and selecting what needs to be transitioned. I’ll take a particular approach to it, 

but it is worth bearing in mind that its meaning varies, and the changes to meaning represent 

different perspectives on the common problems of petroculture.  

Within the broader scale of fossil fuel society, I frame transition through the date of 

1973, or what George Caffentzis calls the ‘work/energy crisis.’43 Between 1945-1973, 

sometimes referred to as capitalism’s ‘golden age’, capital achieved astounding productivity 

growth because of, among other things, cheap energy.44 The shift to ‘expensive oil’45 associated 

with the 1973 crisis led to falling profit rates and dwindling productivity growth, which drove 

capital accumulation along financial channels.46 This is what Robert Brenner calls ‘the long 

downturn’: a “long-term and system-wide economic downturn” in the advanced capitalist 

countries. “Throughout these economies,” he writes, “average rates of growth of output, capital 

 
40 Christophe Bonneuil and Jean-Baptiste Fressoz, The Shock of the Anthropocene: The Earth, History and Us, 

(London: Verso, 2017), pp. 91 – 2.  
41 Bonneuil and Fressoz, Shock, p. 92.  
42 Bonneuil and Fressoz, Shock, p. 92.  
43 Caffentzis, In Letters of Blood and Fire: Work, Machines, and the Crisis of Capitalism, (New York: PM Press, 

2013). For a theory of terminal crisis, see the Wertkritik school in Marxism and the Critique of Value (MCM 

Publishing, 2014) and, for a different theory of crisis rooted in the world-ecological exhaustion of the relations 

that sustain capitalist reproduction, see Jason W. Moore, Capitalism in the Web of Life: Ecology and the 

Accumulation of Capital (New York: Verso, 2015). 
44 Marc Levinson, An Extraordinary Time: The End of the Postwar Boom and the Return of the Ordinary 

Economy, Penguin Random House: London, 2016; Rubin, End.  
45 Jeff Diamanti, ‘Extractivism’, Krisis, 2 (2018), 56, <https://archive.krisis.eu/extractivism/>  
46 Dale W. Jorgensen, ‘Energy Prices and Productivity Growth’, The Scandinavian Journal of Economics, 83.2 

(1981), <https://doi.org/10.2307/3439894>  
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stock (investment), labour productivity, and real wages for the years 1973 to the present have 

been one-third to one-half of those for the years 1950-73, while the average unemployment 

rate has been more than double.”47  

Looking backwards at a decade defined by economic shocks, oil crises, the end of 

liberation struggles and the collapse of a western socialist culture, Jameson noted that 

“infrastructure and superstructures – the economic system and the cultural "structure of 

feeling" – somehow crystallized in the great shock of the crises of 1973 (the oil crisis, the end 

of the international gold standard, for all intents and purposes the end of the great wave of 

"wars of national liberation" and the beginning of the end of traditional communism)”: all 

historical shifts associated with the surge of petroleum through the postwar global economy.48 

More recently, Diamanti argues that our energy future is ‘still the future of 1973,’ because after 

1973 “the socioeconomic structure of oil pricing became syncopated to the macroeconomic 

rhythms of global capital.”49 This made locating the macroeconomic and geopolitical effect of 

the present and future of petroleum a representational problem immanent to the topographical 

reorganisation of economy, politics, and culture around the flows and floods of petroleum, 

unnerving modes of economic and geological futurity that made the temporal form of the future 

a stable epistemological and representational object. But if finance and energy diffracted the 

stable future of progress and growth into a volatile series of futures, Giovanni Arrighi famously 

argues that, at the world-historical level, financial expansions are long periods that enact a 

“fundamental transformation of the agency and structure of world-scale processes of capital 

accumulation”50 by laying the technical and infrastructural ground for a subsequent phase of 

capital accumulation. Amid falling profit rates, capital exits saturated industries and flows into 

pools of finance capital, where, in search of new returns, it expands outward, to new frontiers. 

A kind of transition is immanent to capitalism’s historical trajectory as it enters into crisis in 

1973. But is it working?  

The financialisation that begins around 1973 is dialectically bound to the energy 

extraction, refinement, fracturing, storage, distribution, and consumption that make 

petroculture run. Greta Krippner defines financialisation “as a pattern of accumulation in which 

profits accrue primarily through financial channels rather than through trade and commodity 

 
47 Brenner, Robert, The Economics of Global Turbulence: The Advanced Economies from Long Boom to Long 

Downturn, 1945-2005. (London: Verso, 2006), p. 4.  
48 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, (London: Verso, 1989), p. xx. 
49 Diamanti, Climate, p. 37. 
50 Giovanni Arrighi, The Long Twentieth Century: Money, Power and the Origins of Our Time, (London: Verso, 

2009, p. 87.  
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production. ‘Financial’ here refers to activities relating to the provision (or transfer) of liquid 

capital in expectation of future interest, dividends, or capital gains.”51 Financialisation is what 

happens when capital cannot get guaranteed returns from productive activity, instead turning 

to money-dealing and the extension of credit to new capital forms that might resuscitate 

profitability rates. Curiously, then, financialisation describes a shrinking economic horizon that 

becomes increasingly saturated by financial claims. Since 1980, project financing in the private 

sector has decreased, flowing through dwindling profitable productive channels, or swelling 

asset portfolios.52 Labour productivity in advanced capitalist economies has stagnated since 

about 1973, and has shifted into the negative since 2008.53 With few alternatives – least of all 

renewables as a source of productivity gains, as will be seen in chapter five – nothing, Jason E. 

Smith argues, “suggests we are in a period of renewal and transformation.”54 So we are living 

a kind of transition, but one in which finance, the objective world-historical mechanism 

whereby the capitalist world-system overcomes its own limits and is transformed, is unable to 

locate sites for the productive renewal of capital accumulation, and the future attains what 

Marija Cetinic calls ‘terminal saturation’.55 Futures do not embody progress, but a cultural 

logic of stagnation amid increasingly uneven material abundance. We are living a foreclosed 

transition, where finance is its mechanism and symptom, a transition that reproduces its own 

stagnating failure. Things cannot continue, but nor do they change, and in this double bind the 

future – if it can still be said to exist – operates like a barometer, measuring the fluctuating 

pressure of political foreclosure in an incrementally warming atmosphere.  

Finance’s relation to energy is a conceptual key through which to discern a transitional 

mode of life that is internally related to an ecology of capital soaked in petroleum. I understand 

the long transition as a fundamental restructuring of what Marx and Engels in the German 

Ideology call a “definite mode of life.”56 Marxism has long been engaged with transition 

problems, from pre-capitalist to capitalist societies, from transitions internal to the capitalist 

mode of production, and theorising what will force a transition out of capitalism.  

 
51 Greta R. Krippner, ‘The Financialization of the American Economy’, Socio-Economic Review 3 (2005), 174-5 

<doi:210.1093/SER/mwi008> 
52 Smith, Smart, p. 11. 
53 Ibid., p. 63. 
54 Ibid., p. 64. 
55 Marija Cetinic, ‘House and Field: The Aesthetics of Saturation’, Mediations 28 (2014), p. 36. 
56 Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, ‘The German Ideology’ in Karl Marx: Selected Writings, edited by David 

McLellan, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 161. 
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Petroleum-fuelled capitalist modernisation completed the global transition into 

capitalism, and, as TJ Clark memorably put it in 1999, “what we are living through is 

modernity’s triumph.”57 With economic modernisation complete, industrial economic engines 

sputtered to a halt: capitalism could no generate progressive visions of the future, only new 

distracting consumer gadgets that dramatically changed culture but left the underlying 

economic stagnation untouched, or the promise of financial wealth accrued through stock 

markets and set adrift in the hidden and reclusive world of the offshore, unmoored from society. 

This was compounded by the collapse of actually existing alternatives to capitalism, and the 

domination by the commodity-form of the residual enclaves and uneven developments that 

sustained utopian longings of a different world. With its enemies defeated, capitalism no longer 

needed visions of progress. Liberalism’s teleology was simultaneously completed and 

annihilated – the end of history established itself as the political unconscious of the era. This 

stagnation stifled the imagination of different versions of the good life in an atmosphere 

saturated with the realism of capital, managed through inflation, interest rates, and 

unemployment figures. But this end of history quickly threw up a new crisis. If it had put an 

end to the question of transition between modes of production, the return of a nature long 

believed to be mastered focused attention on capitalism, not as ideology but as energy system. 

In a terrible historical irony, as Marxism exited the historical stage, capitalists had to become 

the transition theorists! But with its opponents discredited or destroyed, transitioning energy 

had to be made consonant with the laws of private property, rather than a question of 

fundamental social and political principles. The keyword transition entered a new world-

historical phase with the triumph of liberal capitalism, the dawn of the Anthropocene, and the 

dusk of actually existing socialism. 

Even if Marxism became a residual political formation (in the world-system’s core), it 

is a tradition that retains an analytical clarity and commitment to the politics of transition that 

cannot be abandoned.58 As Marx wrote in The Eighteenth Brumaire, social revolution “cannot 

 
57 TJ Clark, Farewell to an Idea: Episodes from a History of Modernism, (London: Yale University Press, 1999), 

p. 3.  
58 My own Marxist inheritance, in British cultural materialism and Marxist value-theory, are themselves both 

modifications to the orthodox Marxist tradition at critical moments in the transition into petroculture.  

In British Marxism, the turn to culture as the central problem was, in Stuart Hall’s words, an answer to a 

political problem: “What happened to the working class under conditions of economic affluence? The post–

Second World War decades in Britain, especially the fifties and sixties, was a period of an unusually high level 

of economic affluence and sustained economic growth such as the British economy had not seen in this (twentieth) 

century” (5). This was the era in which Britain, following petrocultural America, became a fully-fledged consumer 

society, which Raymond Williams famously theorised as a culture of ‘mobile privatisation.’  
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draw its poetry from the past, but only from the future. It cannot begin with itself before it has 

stripped off all superstition in regard to the past.”59 It is clear the terrain of class struggle over 

the future has changed even since there were credible alternatives to capitalism in the late 

twentieth century. Any theory of transition – as a way of reflecting on a mode of life and 

imagining what might change it – must not mythologise the past. Critical renewal of the 

problem of transition helps understand the transformations in capitalist economy and culture 

since 1973 and the future history of the capitalist mode of production.  

The analysis of culture (another problem, rather than a concept, for Williams) may be 

one of our best methods for tracking transition, because culture is constitutive of the political 

economy of petroleum, its political forms, and its value relations. How we live is fundamentally 

shaped by sites of fossil energy transformation: from petrol stations to urban infrastructure, 

supermarkets to data centres, all animated by petroleum. This way of life is the raw material of 

all our energy futures. It sustains the sense that the freedom to transform ourselves through 

making our own life is separate from fossil energy infrastructure. Transitioning means more 

than technological change; it means building another way of life. It thus refuses the separation 

between praxis and poiesis, between transformation of self and world, so central to 

petrocultural life. This is the radicality of the Marxist transition theory. As Balibar notes, 

“praxis constantly passes over into poiesis and vice versa. There is never any effective freedom 

which is not also a material transformation, which is not registered historically in exteriority. 

But nor is there any work which is not a transformation of self, as though human beings could 

change their conditions of existence while maintaining an invariant 'essence'.”60 The problem 

of transition is a Marxist poetics for re-establishing the creation of a better future, and one that 

restores to the idea of culture its historical meaning of the cultivation of nature, fields, and 

 
Value-theorists such as Moishe Postone, on the other hand, developed at a relative distance from the 

Orthodox Marxist reading of the labour theory of value, and sought to reframe Marxism as a critique of political 

economy. Rather than rooting a politics in the affirmation of labour, as the workers movement did, value critique 

argued that the overcoming of capitalism would require the real abolition of the category of labour, because it was 

a form internal to the capital relation. The failure of the worker movement was a result of the shifting terrain of 

class struggle – from the concentration of ever-growing numbers of proletarians in factories to specialised cadres 

of workers alongside ever-growing service sector workers, itself shaped by a change in the dominant form of 

primary energy supply from coal to oil, which will be discussed in greater detail in chapter four. This was the 

objective situation that corresponded to the need for a new reading of Marx, in light of the failures of state 

socialism in the east and workers movements in the west to make a definitive break with the logic of capital. In 

these two distinct traditions, developing in isolation from each other in different languages, petroculture changed 

Marx! Which means that oil is already registered within theory, in ways we are only now coming to recognise.  

Stuart Hall, Cultural Studies 1983: A Theoretical History (UK: Duke University Press, 2016), p. 5. 
59 Marx, Karl Marx, p. 302. 
60 Etienne Balibar, The Philosophy of Marx, (London: Verso, 2017), p. 41. 
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agriculture, as much as cultivation of the self and society, in a socio-ecological transformation 

of the material conditions of our common life. The idea of culture is an index of the total social 

transformation of fossil-fuelled industrial capitalism, and so the meaning of culture is shaped 

by the fossil economy.61 For the kind of socialist that Williams was, beneath the paving stones 

(or the tarmac) was not the beach, as in the Situationist slogan of May ’68, but the soil: the city 

atop the country, which concealed the richness of labour so mixed with the earth that abstract 

Man and abstract Nature, economy and ecology, cannot ultimately be sustained as separate. 

Culture is the resource of the hope that this separation might be overcome in thought and in 

reality. 

As we discover ourselves in medias res of the long transition, time returns with a 

vengeance.62 Wenzel describes petroculture as a period with a unique temporality, because of 

the coexistence of ancient sedimentations processes that fuels the expanding combustion and 

modern space-time acceleration which morphs into the ever-growing threat of future energy 

depletions and ecological catastrophe stretching millennia into the future.63 The lifecycle of 

carbon infrastructure and its asset classes may stretch decades, but carbon in the atmosphere 

will there be for millennia and will affect the million-years long planetary carbon cycle. What 

 
61 As Williams argues in Culture and Society,  

The idea of culture is a general reaction to a general and major change in the conditions of 

our common life. Its basic element is its effort at total qualitative assessment. The change in 

the whole form of our common life produced, as a necessary reaction, an emphasis on 

attention to this whole form. Particular change will modify an habitual discipline, shift an 

habitual action. General change, when it has worked itself clear, drives us back on our 

general designs, which we have to learn to look at again, and as a whole. The working-out 

of the idea of culture is a slow reach again for control.  

Raymond Williams, Culture and Society 1780-1950 (Singapore: Penguin Books 1984), p. 285. 

62 Here I follow Andreas Malm in seeing anthropogenic climate change as a modulating force in the politics of 

time.  

Now more than ever, we inhabit the diachronic, the discordant, the inchoate: the fossil fuels 

hundreds of millions of years old, the mass combustion developed over the past two centuries, the 

extreme weather this has already generated, the journey towards a future that will be infinitely more 

extreme – unless something is done now – the tail of present emissions stretching into the distance 

… History has sprung alive, through a nature that has done likewise. We are only in the very early 

stages, but already our daily life, our psychic experience, our cultural responses, even our politics 

show signs of being sucked back by planetary forces into the hole of time, the present dissolving 

into past and future alike. Postmodernity seems to be visited by its antithesis: a condition of time 

and nature conquering ever more space. Call it the warming condition. 

 

Andreas Malm, The Progress of This Storm: Nature and Society in a Warming World, (London: Verso, 

2018), p. 11. 
63 Wenzel, ‘Introduction’, p. 10. 
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drives infrastructure investment and global warming is a dominant temporal dynamic – 

financial time – in which capital attempts to realise its prospective claims, ineluctably driven 

forward toward an ever-receding horizon by the demand to validate investments made in the 

past through a future formed to bring them to completion. Jameson writes that “every present 

of time in which we move includes its own dimension of futurity, of fears and expectations.”64 

Energy futures are the dimension of transitional futurity – hopes and dreams, fears and anxieties 

emerge from this new way of framing the future. “What makes speculating about energy futures 

productive,” Imre Szeman argues, “is that it highlights all the more powerfully the political 

fantasies in which literature [and culture] currently indulges.”65 We should distinguish here 

between energy futures as representations of the future and the energy future as it will actually 

come about. The latest IPCC AR 6 scenario are energy futures, even if we do not anticipate 

them to become reality. I am interested in the uncertain space between expectation and reality 

as the terrain in which the politics and culture of energy is decided. Energy futures are a 

mediating concept, naming a logic of speculation shaped less by a particular content or genre 

held in common, and more by a particular orientation toward reality, a way of framing 

problems, through an anticipatory representation of the future.  

Representing Value 

Finance is a necessary element of capital accumulation. It reallocates capital, smoothing 

production and exchange by extending credit to producers or consumers and taking a share of 

the value produced in the process. The concentration of credit accelerates the scale of 

production by combining smaller capitals, leading to a class of financial capitalists who exert 

power through the wealth redistributed to financial institutions from the circuit of capital. 

Financial profits are a share of the profits of capital accumulation, so finance confronts both 

producers and consumers in an antagonistic relation.66 Definitions of ‘finance capital’ 

sometimes refer to a process of capital in the credit system and sometimes to a power bloc of 

‘financial capitalists.’  

Financial expectations are not passive reflections of an external reality. They alter the 

relationship between present and future through leveraging. To extend credit or commit to a 

financial trade links the present to an anticipated future through the expectation that certain 

 
64 Fredric Jameson, The Antinomies of Realism, (London Verso, 2015), p. 297.  
65 Imre Szeman, ‘Literature and Energy Futures’, PMLA 126.2 (2011), 325 

<https://www.jstor.org/stable/41414106> 
66 David Harvey, The Limits to Capital, (London: Verso, 2006), pp. 283-329.  
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conditions will be met: production will have reached a certain capacity, stock prices will have 

risen or fallen a particular amount, and so on. This looping temporality instantiates the future 

in the present, creating a form, sense, and measure of time through economic expectations. For 

this reason, Leigh Claire La Berge claims that finance not only take places in historical time 

but produces time, and that this happens in a field of financial representation. Financial markets 

and media use representations and narratives to generate expectations about the economy, and 

when people act in accordance with this expectation, these representations produce social 

reality. Moreover, financial transactions produce time because finance inaugurates a process 

toward realising a project, and so uniquely organises a temporality around itself. For La Berge, 

‘financial forms’ are narrative and economic construction such as a financial “instrument, a 

device, a plan, or method, any of which allocate a relationship between present and future.”67 

And because to finance is to make an economic judgment about an anticipated future, financial 

representation is evaluative, either directly or roundaboutly about economic value. There would 

be little point to financial representation if it did not have something to do with financial value. 

La Berge defines finance “as the representational present of that promised future, and, 

accordingly, an era of financialization is defined by the assumption of finance to a site of 

representational dominance.”68 It is “at the level of representation that finance becomes 

efficacious,” which encompasses both “social historical and literary processes.”69  

Financial representations produce relations between the future and present of fossil 

fuels. Financial transactions, forecasts, maturities, interest, yield, promissory notes, produce 

energy futures as financial contracts and cultural expectations about the future. ‘Fossil finance’ 

is the representation of an (at times unconscious) relationship to fossil energy as (prospective) 

value. Energy futures are material, financial, and cultural forms. 

How does finance mediate the relationship between energy and value? To answer this 

requires a detour through Marxist value-theory and representation in capital’s value forms. 

For Marx, what distinguishes capitalism from other modes of production is that 

commodities are primarily produced for exchange. The production for exchange reduces 

commodities to what each commodity has in common with every other: the fact that it is the 

product of labour. Because the commodity’s use-value is a matter of indifference to its seller, 

the concrete labour that goes into it is a matter of indifference too. What is important is that the 

 
67 Leigh Claire La Berge, Scandals and Abstraction: Financial Fiction of the Long 1980s, (Oxford: Oxford 

University Press, 2014), p. 26. 
68 Ibid., p. 30.  
69 Ibid., p. 73. 
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fact that there is a common element: each is the product of abstract human labour, represented 

by value. On this basis, shoes can be measured against coats, cotton against coal, because each 

commodity is a form of value: the quantity of abstract labour required to produce the 

commodity for exchange. Value is not a physical attribute of the commodities, but a social 

value-relation that confers on them an immaterial objectivity, conditioning the form of 

productive activity through subordinating it to the expansion of value. If the commodity is 

unsold, its value is not validated, so each productive process requires its conclusion in the sale 

of the commodity, which valorises its value. This gives capital a distinctive temporal 

movement. Moreover, because value is produced by abstract human labour-power, the only 

way for value to increase is through the amount of value produced in the production process. 

Marx calls this ‘surplus-value’, to describe the difference between the wage cost of labour-

power and the commodity value the labourer produces. Capitalists that do not do this fail to 

recoup their investments and are doomed to bankruptcy. The expansion of value is an objective 

social regulation, forcing capitalists and workers to form the production process toward 

valorisation. Crucially, value is a ‘real abstraction’, not a conceptual or mental one, because it 

occurs in and structures the form of production and exchange, with no need for the producers 

and sellers to be conscious of it.  Rather, value operates as what Georg Lukács calls a ‘second 

nature’, a social form reified into a seemingly natural existence and so given a social facticity 

wherever capitalist social relations hold sway.70 

 Value is a social relation between producers mediated through commodity exchange. 

But in capitalism, it is a rare occurrence for producers to exchange commodities directly, such 

as a coat for a sack of coal, or a sandwich for a haircut. Instead, value must be represented in 

order for qualitatively different use-values to be made relative to one another as values. For 

Marx in the first volume of Capital, this explains the all-important function of money. Money 

is the counterpart to abstract labour. For abstract labour to be the dominant form of social 

mediation it requires a universal equivalent: a unique commodity, money, in which all other 

commodity values can be measured. Money has a specific natural form according to social 

custom, which gives it a physical and symbolic existence, such as gold, state-backed paper 

currencies, and electronic currencies, that operates to the extent that it fulfils money’s role as a 

social form. Money gives value an external independent form. It objectively expresses the 

value abstraction. Money is a value-form because it an objective value representation. Money 

 
70 Georg Lukács, History and Class Consciousness: Studies in Marxist Dialectics, (London: Merlin Press Ltd, 
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represents and mediates abstract labour. It is “an object always already given in the form of a 

representation.”71 We will return to the significance of representation shortly. But for now, it 

is worth noting that representation is an objective element of capital.  

Finance is not just money, but money-capital, and for this reason we must open the third 

volume of Capital, where Marx addresses credit. Interest-bearing credit is useful (it has a use-

value) because it smooths the production process, making sure that there are sufficient 

quantities of means of production and labour-power, raw material, transport, storage, etc. so 

that the value invested in the production process can be valorised in the form of produced 

commodities. To the financial capitalist, money-capital possesses the “capacity to represent 

and increase value.”72 In the form of interest-bearing credit instruments, stocks, and shares, 

finance increases in value. Its source remains the surplus-value created in the productive 

process, a share of which is claimed in the form of interest. Marx described this as ‘fictitious 

capital’ because it represents a claim to wealth and value that has not yet been produced and 

which can be traded independently as a financial asset before that value is realised. It is “value 

created in exchange ahead of the production and realization of (surplus) value—a 

representation of future value that comes to life before the value it represents.”73 According to 

Cédric Durand, this “proceeds from a more general logic of anticipating the capital valorisation 

process. Fictitious capital thus appears as a claim and a projection made by capital-holders.”74 

This is what makes finance doubly representational as a value-form. It represents future 

abstract labour in an independent financial form.  

For Marx, interest-bearing capital, like the commodity, money, capital, and rent, is a 

fetish. Fetishism is a strange process whereby the social relations of capitalist society take on 

physical form in the objective characteristics of the products of labour. Abstract labour is 

reflected in the exchangeability of commodities; the time of labour-power reflected in the 

magnitude of value; the relationship between producers reflected in the relationship between 

commodities. The fetish is the form of appearance that governs the social relations of capital 

and labour; it conceals and expresses the source of value, abstract labour, and therefore 

conceals and expresses the antagonism of capital and labour. Marx says that in interest-bearing 

capital “the fetish character of capital and the representation of this capital is now complete” 

because it appears as if capital is the source of value, in the form of interest (when the actual 

 
71 Balibar, Philosophy, p. 67. 
72 Karl Marx, Capital Volume 3: A Critique of Political Economy, (London: Penguin Classics, 1981), p. 473. 
73 Labban, ‘Oil’, 545. 
74 Durand, Fictitious, (London: Verso, 2017), p. 50. 
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source of value is abstract human labour-power). Interest-bearing capital, however, takes on 

the objective characteristics of a “relation of quantities.”75 I invest my personal wealth in bp 

shares because I expect those shares to increase in value. Barclays Bank invested £4 billion in 

fossil fuel projects in 2021 because it anticipated the interest on those loans will increase its 

capital stock. What finance represents is a relation of abstract quantities, of “money breeding 

money”, and so “the social relation is consummated in the relationship of a thing, money, to 

itself.”76 The financial value-form remains wedded to labour and production through 

representation.  

Finance is abstract, but this abstraction is a real abstraction, not a mental or conceptual 

one. Financial abstraction determines the form the productive process takes, and it derives its 

value, ultimately, through labour-power. In an era of financialisation, wherein finance 

predominates over capital accumulation, it bears the characteristics of what Alfred Sohn-Rethel 

calls a ‘social synthesis’: a social form that links together a society with a particular logic and 

imparts it with particular forms of thought necessary for its subjects to operate within a given 

division of labour.77 Financial abstraction is not an abstraction from but exists in the operations 

of capitalism; it is the modality of this social abstraction that gives finance its economic and 

aesthetic character. Financial representation combines an imagined future with the formal 

determinants of value. 

 I have shown the connection between finance and the representation of value. Before 

proceeding from Capital to a theory of representation, we must first note the connection 

between capital and energy.   

 Industrial capital could not have developed without the steam-engine and the coal that 

powered it. Inanimate mechanical power developed because it enabled the production process 

to expand in scale and to attain an abstracted regularity independent of human motive power. 

Large-scale machinery makes its motive power a matter of indifference, and energy becomes 

abstract through production: “As soon as man, instead of working on the object of labour with 

a tool, becomes merely the motive power of a machine, it is purely accidental that the motive 

power happens to be clothed in the form of human muscles; wind, water or steam could just as 

well take man's place.”78 Note Marx’s phrasing carefully. Motive power can be ‘clothed in the 

 
75 Marx, Capital 3, p. 515.  
76 Ibid., p. 516.  
77 Alfred Sohn-Rethel, Intellectual and Manual Labour: A Critique of Epistemology, (London: The MacMillan 

Press Ltd, 1978).  
78 Marx, Capital, Volume 1: A Critique of Political Economy, (London: Penguin, 1976), pp. 496-7.  
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form’ of human muscles, wind, water, or steam: it is a matter of indifference whether the energy 

is provided by the steam-engine or the worker. Machinery is a technical form that makes 

distinct motive powers into equivalent energy forms.   

According to Andreas Malm, fossil energy enabled the rapid increase in the surplus-

value extracted in production. Coal is a stock energy that can be divided, transported, and 

combusted to release energy far from the mines from which it was extracted. Coal could be 

brought to cities and burned in factories around which large working populations clustered, 

unlike factories distributed along waterways. In the latter, labour-time was shaped in the 

unpredictable water flows and, far from large populations, workers could make demands on 

capitalists, driving wages up and profits down. In the former, labour-time synchronised with 

the abstract needs of capital, and with a surplus of workers around, threat of replacement kept 

wages low. Steam power led to increases in productivity, so that each worker could produce 

greater and greater masses of commodities, making capitalist businesses more competitive. 

This dynamic of labour-power and fossilised steam-power, or ‘fossil capital’, conjoined 

surplus-value and fossil fuels. “Fossil capital, in other words, is self-expanding value passing 

through the metamorphosis of fossil fuels into CO2”, Malm writes, “But fossil capital is also a 

process. It is an endless flow of successive valorisations of value, at every stage claiming a 

larger body of fossil energy to burn.”79  

While there are differences between the social logics of coal and oil, which will be 

addressed later, the point stands that the valorisation of value proceeds across the long history 

of the fossil economy because  

capital thrusts human and fossil energy together to extract surplus value from 

the former but at a greater and greater magnitude due to the energic efficiency 

of the latter. Once the conditions for industrial capital are in place, neither 

coal power nor labor power can produce surplus value independent of the 

other, because each form of energy congeals unevenly into, and is in turn 

socially regulated by, what Marx calls the ‘organic composition of capital’.80 

The organic composition of capital is made of the value composition of capital: the ratio 

between constant capital (machinery, buildings, and raw materials) and variable capital 

 
79 Andreas Malm, Fossil Capital: The Rise of Steam Power and the Origins of Global Warming, (London: Verso, 
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(labour-power); and the technical composition of capital: the ratio between the mass of the 

means of production relative to the mass of labour-power. This tends to increase over time, as 

fossil-powered machinery replaces labour-power, squeezing more and more surplus-value out 

of fewer and fewer workers. Productivity increases driven by technological innovation entails 

greater quantities of constant capital and fossil energy and the extension of the labour reserve: 

the pauperised un- and underemployed masses thrown out of work.81 The problem capital faces, 

George Caffentzis argues, is “not the quantity of work per se, but the ratio of that work to the 

energy (or labor-power) that creates it. Capital is not just a product of work. Capital is the 

process of work-creation, i.e., the condition for transforming energy into work.”82 Capital is 

not just energy objectified in commodities, it is a process that transforms specific ratios of 

energy and labour into work.  

We might call this the energetic composition of capital: the ratio of inanimate energy 

to the animate energy of labour-power. Even if the value of energy fluctuates, the energy of 

value tends to increase over time, as long as replacing human labour with fossil energy reduces 

production costs. Its tendency to rise entails the transformation of labour processes, tying the 

expansion of capital to cheap energy in the form of fossil fuels in a historical trajectory that 

contours the economic, ecological, and aesthetic character of petroculture.  

  Constant advances in fossil energy-powered productivity reduces the amount of 

labour-time required to produce each unit of material wealth, requiring more material inputs 

and greater throughput results relative to surplus-value, which means that each unit of material 

wealth represents progressively less value. Built into the dynamic of capitalist growth is the 

displacement of human labour-power by constant capital. This expansion of material wealth 

tends to undermine surplus-value production because its source in human labour-power is 

 
81 In a stunning passage, Marx describes how  

The greater the social wealth, the functioning capital, the extent and energy of its growth, 

and therefore also the greater the absolute mass of the proletariat and the productivity of its 

labour, the greater is the industrial reserve army. The same causes which develop the 

expansive power of capital, also develop the labour-power at its disposal. The relative mass 

of the industrial reserve army thus increases with the potential energy of wealth. But the 

greater this reserve army in proportion to the active labour-army, the greater is the mass of 

a consolidated surplus population, whose misery is in inverse ratio to the amount of torture 

it has to undergo in the form of labour. The more extensive, finally, the pauperized sections 

of the working class and the industrial reserve army, the greater is official pauperism. This 

is the absolute general law of capitalist accumulation. 

Capital, Vol 1, p. 798, For a reading of the energic content of this passage, see Diamanti, ‘Extractivism’.  
82 Caffentzis, Letters (New York: PM Press, 2013), p. 16. 
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expelled from the production process. As competition catches up with the savings to capital 

outlay offered by automation cutting labour costs, relative surplus-value decreases, and so leads 

to dwindling capital accumulation. Capital has never been more materially productive, but that 

does not make it profitable, which drives capital into the financial sector in search of better 

returns. Moishe Postone, an important figure in the Marxist theory of crisis, notes that “one 

consequence implied by this particular dynamic — which yields increases in material wealth 

far greater than those in surplus value — is the accelerating destruction of the natural 

environment.”83 This dynamic explains why energy consumption has increased during the long 

downturn, revealing the logical – rather than coincidental – connection between financial and 

ecological crisis. It pushes capital to search for ways of making material and labour inputs 

cheaper: new extractive frontiers, automation, offshoring, reducing wages. The long transition 

binds energy, finance, and ecology in the capitalist world-system.  

What remains to developed in this introduction is a theory of financial representation, 

to which I now turn.  

In Capital and Time, Martijn Konings argues against conceiving value representations 

as passive and independent measures of a social process unaffected by this representation. 

Instead, it is argued,  

Value claims never transcend the speculative, promissory character of the 

interactions through which they emerged. They work not by creating an 

external standard but through “provoking”, through activating connections 

and prompting their reorganization around the validation of the speculative 

promise. Value is not given before it is signified: the signification of value is 

performative rather than passively representational, driven by the aim to 

elicit the generation of the value that it claims to represent—it involves 

“prospecting for potential”.84 

The value representation is performative. It is a social process that attempts to shape a future 

in which its prospective value can be valorised. Capital’s speculative value forms are not 

intended to be an accurate measure of value but rather to provoke a reality in which its claims 

become true (this strongly echoes La Berge’s argument outlined above). If successful, the value 

 
83 Moishe Postone, Time, Labor, and Social Domination: A Reinterpretation of Marx’s Critical Theory, 
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is retroactively validated, and a social rationality is asserted “post festum,” as Marx puts it.85 

This is not novel to us. Indeed, Solow said as much in 1973, in the quote that opened this 

introduction. What Konings’ argument enables us to develop is a theory of financial 

representation as a performative and retroactive signification, and thus – finally! – to bring to 

bear the theoretical insights of the humanities on value representation and, in so doing, find our 

mediating term between finance and petroculture.  

Value must be represented because in itself it is nothing; it is an abstract relation that 

must be represented to be given objective facticity. If we conceive financial value 

representation as a process of signification, as Konings invites us to, we can see how it gets 

bound up with practical life and consciousness. Signification is a material practice that 

mediates value into culture.  

Signification is made up of a signifier and a signified. Because the relationship between 

signifier and signified is not fixed, signification would slide in an endless series of sound-

images if it were not structured. The force of the structuring signifier turns an amorphous mass 

of sounds, images, and words into meaning. For Jacques Lacan, signifiers and signifieds are 

knotted together through ‘quilting points’ that act as points of convergence around which what 

happens in speech is retroactively and prospectively situated.86 Meaning comes about because 

the sentence ends in a particular way, and this provides the basis for continued meaningful 

speech. The structural parallel with the value representation is striking: a performative act 

produces a temporal structure, and a retroactive act encloses and validates what had been 

performed.87  Both are acts of social validation and are unfixed signification chains except at 

moments of exchange or quilting. While the financial value form is not a sign, it functions a 

bit like one in the way it performatively constructs a relationship between present and future.88 

The future that financial representation signifies must be a future for value, if capital is to 

survive to valorise it, but it also must, in some minimal sense, mean something for a reality to 

be provoked into existence. It is clear in the share price of, say, Shell, whose assets are still 

predominantly fossil fuels. These financial representations imply a future in which Shell’s oil 

and gas reserves will have become capital. But it is also clear in more speculative claims about 

Shell’s role in the future, as when the CEO Ben van Beurden said in interview that, to adapt to 

 
85 Karl Marx, Capital: A Critique of Political Economy, Volume 2, (London: Penguin Books, 1978), p. 390.  
86 Jacques Lacan, The Psychoses: The Seminar of Jacques Lacan, (London: Taylor & Francis, 2013), p. 268. 
87 Joshua Clover, ‘Retcon: Value and Temporality in Poetics’, Representations 126.1 (2014), 9–30 
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the conditional perfect when trying to explain why it did not. 
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the transition, the company must begin by “developing new types of biofuels and making them 

commercially viable, for example, or developing hydrogen for heavy-duty road transport in 

areas where nothing exists yet, not even the business model. We have to invent it, we have to 

build it, we have to make it happen. In some cases we will have to bring the customers with us 

as we develop the products, so we can actually sell the products to them.”89 Where nothing 

exists yet, van Beurden imagines a whole world of biofuels, technologies, infrastructures, and 

consumer habits built to valorise value after oil. This, too, is a financial representation, because 

it imagines a future that is internally structured by value.  

There is a dynamic relation between financial representation and value: a way of seeing 

the world through which it becomes assets and potential investments.  It is an active valuation 

process. It must be done by someone, from a particular perspective, and directed at something. 

Valuation constitutes subject and object through how the former gives significance to the latter. 

“What we mean by valuation,” Georg Simmel notes, is a way of seeing “the whole world 

viewed from a particular vantage point.”90 Financial representations such as Van Beurden’s are 

the result of translating this vision into descriptive financial language. 

Financial representations are particularly adept at registering economic and aesthetic 

shifts, making it a privileged object through which to trace the force of oil as it unfolds across 

petroculture. It requires a lot of work by gas companies to make natural gas a signifier of green 

transition, and it would be laughable if coal companies attempted to do so; but financial 

investors have little issue representing oil or flaunting green credentials, because its absence of 

determination by any particular content – i.e. its fetish, the fact that it is a capital form that 

appears to originate from itself – means the only thing that it must do is establish its relation to 

value, and value is abstract, without qualities. This gives finance a lot of latitude to how social 

meaning is produced in the ideological, formal, work of representation.  

Jens Beckert calls this structure of signification capital’s ‘imagined futures’ and 

‘fictional expectations’, conceiving it in explicitly narrative terms. In his argument, all 

capitalist practice must make assumptions about the future and act as if they will come true, in 

order to provide a framework for action. “Expectations,” he writes, “cannot be predictions of 

the future: they are mere imaginaries of future states—imaginaries upon which actors base their 

 
89 Lech Mintowt-Czyz, ‘Can Shell transform? Yes. And we will’, <www.shell.com/media/speeches-and-
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behavior “as if” these expectations actually do describe future states and causal relations.”91 In 

capitalist markets, the future is structured like a fiction. It is given narrative form in a 

performative attempt to shape reality: a future where biofuels and hydrogen meet the consumer 

and company needs through technologies and infrastructures not yet built, but which can be, if 

one imagines that Shell is capable of doing so: “Across our businesses, our low-carbon 

investments will increase significantly over time. In a company as big as Shell, even a strong 

rate of growth can be hard to notice, but we are accelerating.”92 Value structures the narrative 

forms of imagined futures, which must represent and describe, in variously mediated forms, 

future conditions in which investment is realised.93 

Financial representation establishes what I will call its objective ground of value: what 

finance refers to in order to appear as a given, natural value representation. If hydrocarbons 

allow fossil finance to transport and increase value across time, what happens as its referent, 

the future combustion of hydrocarbons, is disappearing? In this thesis, I argue that value’s 

referent is conditioned by petroleum, and so what will ground it after oil is a problem of 

capital’s political ecology in the transitional age (as evidenced by disinvestment campaigns 

and activist protests of major fossil fuel investors and the reluctance of major financial 

institutions to move beyond fossil fuel).94  

The purpose of this critique is to elucidate the logic of actual forms of futurity. Value, 

independent of consciousness, gives structure to the representation of the future. When I 

discuss the future of energy, I am less interested in pointing out that things might be otherwise 

than in understanding why they are not. My critique is focused on the actuality of emergent, 

dominant, and residual modes of speculation, exploring how the shape of the future is contained 

in the actually existing present.  

 
91 Jens Beckert, ‘Anticipating a Future Present’ in Fictions of American Capitalism, ed. Jacques-Henri Coste and 

Vincent Dussol, (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2020), p. 76. 
92 Van Beurden, ‘Can Shell Transform?’ 
93 But despite the fact we have now all the terms necessary for an investigation into financial petroculture and its 

structure of signification, a word of caution is necessary. While an attention to psychological dispositions and 

narrative structures are important to describing accumulation, this by no means should be understood as the sole, 

or even the major determining factor in capitalist development. Expectations can only help actors to shape this 

process, but not violate its regulative laws, which act independently of the knowledge of them. While the emphasis 

on structures of signification might focus on the motives of actors, Marx’s critique of capital’s fetish focuses our 

attention on the social forms that condition and shape such motives and the forms of activity they correspond to. 
94 Simmel notes that the stability of monetary value is central to advanced societies because “The length of the 

series of economic activities, which is a pre-condition for the continuity, the integration, and the productivity of 

the economy, depends upon the stability of the value of money without which long-range calculations, large-scale 

enterprises and long-term credits would be impossible.” Simmel, Philosophy, p. 133.  
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Representation is of heightened importance in acute moments of transition because it 

is through social practices of mediation, expression, and communication that the future of 

decarbonisation is formed, ordered, and contested. Representation creates and cultivates 

perceptual habits and forms of thought through which we understand transition. Cultural forms 

such as novels, film, news and so on, shape perceptions of energy. Financial media mediates 

oil abstractly, materially, and perceptually into petroculture. When I scan financial prices or a 

newspaper article about oil volatility, I experience this as an information source that enables to 

me to act, or a source of alienation that trains me to consider oil as something abstract, distant, 

and beyond my concern or understanding. Social impulses are technologically mediated; sight, 

sound, screens, and computers are registering devices for political capacities. These responses 

create and cultivate cultural, social, and political values. By examining these as aesthetic 

experiences, we can gain a better sense of our modes of perceiving and framing petroculture. 

Petrocultural subjects are shaped by energy markets because it is through the material practices 

of financial prices, stocks, and shares, that we learn to participate or not in energy systems. 

Subjects are made through the material practices that structure our world. What aesthetic 

experience can do, then, is reflect upon, question, and evaluate how this comes to shapes the 

relationship between culture and energy, and offer alternative ways that subjects can act in a 

world that must rapidly decarbonise to maintain a habitable planet.  

 

Chapter Overview  

 

Chapter one, ‘Petrodollars and Plot’, begins with a close reading of Carlos Fuentes’s 

thriller novel, The Hydra Head (1978), set amidst the Mexican oil boom, the 1970s energy 

crises, and petrodollarisation. Fuentes’s novel provides a unique perspective on this economic 

reconfiguration of oil through its abstraction into the financial system. The question of what do 

with petrodollars is an economic concern that becomes a representational one because it 

requires prospective infrastructure projects capable of absorbing that capital and promising 

significant returns. Amid booming oil prices and economic downturn, Mexico’s offshore oil 

development provided this imaginative economic solution. Fuentes’s novel critically mediates 

the financial promises that structure how hydrocarbon futures are imagined and produced. The 

novel focuses on the representational problem of petrodollars in the thriller’s suspicious and 

interrogative narrative mode, with its potential threats, withheld information, and secretive 

spaces. It is a narrative to do with trust and credit at the scale of states and financial institutions 
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in the world-system. The Hydra Head’s generic logic investigates how transition from a gold-

dollar standard in the Bretton Woods era to a fiat currency era is a problem for financial 

representation. What grounds the value of money after gold? How does the imagined future of 

oil and value ground fictional expectations? In the chapter conclusion, I explore financial 

promises, which connects both the fetishistic value representation with material objects that 

must represent and bear value across time. Turning to Freud, here I advance the argument that 

the economic objects of financial promises are objects of desire.  

The second chapter is focused on the Lloyd’s Building, headquarters of insurance 

syndicate firm Lloyd’s of London. Lloyd’s was instrumental in underwriting offshore oil 

developments as well as the logistical revolution that made bunker fuel into a prime mover of 

the capitalist world-system. In following the circulation of oil values as financial instruments 

such as insurance contracts, I locate a relationship between architecture, energy, and insurance. 

I assess the Lloyd’s style, known as High-Tech, considered innovative because it separates 

internal and external spaces through a façade that makes the inside light, adaptable, and 

flexible, and the outside weighty and industrial. This innovation made it an adept form for the 

new digital financial infrastructure that came into dominance during the period of the building’s 

construction, 1978-1986. I use architecture to explore a cultural logic of differentiation that 

separates different kinds of spaces, insulating one from the other. This, the chapter argues, is 

the underlying logic to offshoring, an economic and aesthetic separation of oil from everyday 

life, to insulate it from democratic oversight, and therefore a democratic culture of energy. I 

find in Lloyd’s of London a form that is useful in locating a cultural logic that structures 

petroculture but is designed to be difficult to think about at all. I then show how the actuarial 

fictional expectations transformed the extreme locations of offshore extraction, such as the 

North Sea. In abstracting specific oil sites into financial instruments, insurance made extraction 

normal and expected. Insurance is a financial and narrative form about the way the future 

should unfold through how it describes what is at risk or not. Through these financial 

abstractions and the digital infrastructure of a newly wired financial world, oil gave physical 

and abstract shape to finance, and financial power over energy was materialised in architecture 

in a way that taught modern subjects how to live in an offshore world. 

Chapter three, ‘Volatility and its Vicissitudes,’ argues that ‘volatility’ – a way of 

measuring and describing financial price fluctuations – is made into a governing abstraction of 

financialised oil through the development of derivatives markets. Volatility is a category that 

mediates the economics and aesthetics of oil logistics. It shapes the representation of oil and 

insulates it within the control of oil markets. The question that organises this chapter is: what 
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critical grasp can there be on oil markets when oil’s representation is naturalised in financial 

markets; not during moments of exceptional volatility in operations but when oil circulates 

smoothly in stock exchanges, oil tankers, portfolios, and pipelines? Thinking with the concept 

of and market for derivatives provides petrocritics with mediations to track oil’s transformation 

into finance and culture, and the representational modes that render it as crude and derived 

forms. In reading films, documentaries, and novels, I provide an account of financial 

abstraction that reveals its epistemological and practical political stakes. Financial abstraction 

is performative: it attempts to bring about the future it represents, and this is central to 

understanding how finance mediates petroculture. It makes the future look more like capital, 

which is how representing oil and representing renewable alternatives to oil in an energy 

transition share a structuring logic.  

Chapter four, ‘Leverages and Limits,’ further develops the account of financial 

performativity through reference to the technical, computational, and infrastructural changes 

to finance since the 1970s, arguing that political forms are mediated by electrified and digital 

financial infrastructure. Such infrastructure makes the future visible to financial investment and 

obscure to political action, and this is how financial time is made coterminous with historical 

time. Financial abstraction has metabolised the social capacities of petroleum and transformed 

hydrocarbons into a representational value form that structures social existence far beyond sites 

of hydrocarbon extraction, giving narrative structure to the future through oil’s economic form, 

if not its content. I ask after what kinds of collective action might impact the way finance 

produces time, arguing that undermining fossil finance requires undermining the way that 

hydrocarbons ground value’s future. Because current global proven fossil reserves, if extracted 

and burned, are enough to push the climate beyond 2oC warming, capital in circulation on 

financial markets now depends on the real future of runaway climate change. Finance exists in 

a temporality of promised expenditure. Preventing the realisation of this capital necessitates an 

environmental politics that can combat the fictional forecasts that give value to promised fossil 

combustion in the present. Turning to the politics of sabotage, this chapter argues that financial 

promises become a vulnerable site because it is where the allocation of financial credit conjoins 

with narratives of transition, which means critique can be located in the gap between energy 

futures and their realisation.  

The fifth chapter, ‘Imagined Transitions,’ tracks how transition has shifted from 

historical condition to object of governance in major financial institutions, central banks, and 

energy corporations in the decade after the financial crisis. This is a financial culture that is in 

the process of creating ‘imagined transitions’: how powerful financial institutions imagine, 
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model, and create the framework for transition. Understanding these imagined transitions to be 

financial promises, the chapter asks what happens in a transitional period as finance attempts 

to detach from a hydrocarbon future and attach to renewable promises. Through a reading of 

imagined transitions published by the International Energy Agency (IEA), the Bank of 

England, BlackRock, and bp (among others), I show how financial representation gives shape 

to transition. With reference to the cybernetic imaginaries of financial investors and the digital 

innovations of bp, this chapter argues that these ‘subjects of post-history’ create imagined 

transitions that function to the extent that they do not call into question the fundamental 

principles of social life and socio-political organisations.  

To counter this requires a political project capable of establishing an infrastructure of 

social life that has broken with the logic of financial governance. But what would that look like 

and how would it come about? The final chapter, ‘A Transitional Utopia’, provides a close 

reading of Kim Stanley Robinson’s Ministry for the Future (2020), a novel about an energy 

transition that breaks with the dominant role of finance in mediating energy futures. It is 

because a transitional society is, of necessity, a speculative one, that utopia finds its function 

in the modifications to financial extrapolations that regulate the present. Another way to put 

this is that utopian writing has to internalise and modify the speculations that govern a 

transitional society to do its critical work. It registers the historicity of speculation in a 

transitional age. The novel projects an alternative temporal logic that comes about through the 

contradictory timescales of financial governance and the Anthropocene that I call the 

‘transitional utopia.’ The transitional utopia narrates how a transition to utopia is actively 

cultivated, created, and lived in the present. In the genre of the transitional utopia, components 

of the present, imperfect as they are for an alternative future, are assessed to see how they might 

function as transitional forms. It is through this that the subjective capacities to direct, form, 

and order society are developed. It is from this perspective, that connects a desirable post-

carbon future with a culture capable of getting there, that financial imagined transitions are 

challenged. 

The thesis is in three parts. Part I includes chapter one and two and is focalised through 

the offshore as a cultural logic. Part II, which includes chapter three and four, is concerned with 

infrastructure. Part III, which includes chapter five and six, is about how transition becomes an 

object of financial representation, and how this is contested.   
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Part I. The Offshore Drift  
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1. Petrodollars and Plot: Carlos Fuentes’s The Hydra 

Head  

1.1 Petrodollars  

The problem of what to do with petrodollars has been an enduring concern since the 1973 oil 

crisis. At the time, a quadrupled oil price, denominated in dollars, meant a dramatic increase in 

the currency sent from oil-importing nations to oil-exporting ones. Yet such a surge in capital 

meant that oil-exporting nations had surpluses well beyond what could spent be nationally, so 

the petrodollars were ‘recycled’ through the Atlantic financial system: London’s offshore 

Euromarkets and New York’s investment banks. Conventionally understood as a driver of 

financialisation, this was a period of credit expansion, financial markets, syndicated loans, a 

debt-led regime, overleveraged investments, and which saw the removal of controls on 

international financial movement. Flush with petrodollars from oil-exporting states, creditors 

from the core of the capitalist world-system went off in search of investments in developing 

countries and the communist bloc.95 Their emergence marks a transition between one era and 

the beginning of another. 

It quickly became clear that creditors found some prospects more pleasing than others. 

Preferable were relatively stable, low-risk states with industrial development and valuable 

natural resources. Unsurprisingly, states with proven oil reserves in need of development, such 

as Mexico, were highly sought after, because they had a future as major oil producers.96 The 

oil price was high, and so returns on investment seemed assured. The petrodollar might be 

thought of as a financial intermediation that separates two moments of extraction: one in the 

past, and one in a prospective future, represented in the present by financial leverage. A future 

of (and for) Mexico was imagined, through a financial system that capitalised upon recently 

discovered oil reserves located offshore. Notably, this entails a new way of seeing, an observer 

with a financial eye, and a structure of signification that configures reality into investments, 

assets, and yields. With cheap and abundant capital and a technological revolution in deep-sea 

drilling, it became possible to imagine and narrate, with a relative degree of certainty and 

consistency, an offshore revolution and national social transformation.  

 
95 Mahmoud A. El-Gamal and Amy Myers Jaffe, Oil, Dollars, Debt, and Crises: The Global Curse of Black Gold, 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010. 
96 Jackie Roddick, The Dance of the Millions: Latin America and the Debt Crisis, (London: Latin American 

Bureau, 1988), p. 28. 
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But whose narrative is this? Moreover, if this imagined future becomes reality, and if 

finance tries to produce a reality in which its value is realised, to whose benefit is it? This is 

precisely the sort of inquiry that Mexican novelist Carlos Fuentes brings to bear on the financial 

narratives created by petrodollarisation in the 1970s in his contemporaneous novel, The Hydra 

Head (1978)97 – according to the book’s dust jacket “probably the first Third World spy 

thriller.” In a scene typical of this thriller about the 1970s Mexican offshore oil boom, two 

spies, one a Mexican bureaucrat named Felix Maldonado, the other a mysterious British 

financier, meet in a skyscraper in Houston, Texas, in a clandestine version of what was 

happening with syndicated loans to developing nations. Looking out over the skyline, the 

British spy says to his Mexican counterpart: “look outside, and see the evidence of 

petrodollars.”98  I find this invitation to look outwards at a petroleum landscape from within 

the towering skyscrapers that regularly represent high finance to be an emblematic trope of the 

‘financial vision’ and the specific difficulties that petrodollars pose to representation, narrative, 

and plot. What should be looked at, and which from perspective? How it should it be seen, and 

what is the evidence of seeing properly? The British spy goes on to foreground the confusion 

it causes, as “the petrodollars flow in here [Houston] and out there [New York]. Does anyone 

know for whom he’s working?” (167). 

The representation of finance and the financial representation of the future are, for 

Fuentes and for us, a narrative problem. The question of what do with petrodollars is an 

economic concern that becomes a representational one. It becomes a representational concern 

because petrodollars are a financial instrument, credit, that produces narratives. Crediting this 

narrative, or not, is an economic – and an aesthetic – evaluation because it increases the 

likelihood of financial returns. The passage in full reads like this: 

“Look outside, and see the evidence of petrodollars. Let’s say we play Israel 

against the Arabs and the Arabs against Israel. Houston is the Arab capital 

of the United States, and New York the Jewish capital; the petrodollars flow 

in here and out there. Does anyone know for whom he’s working? But let’s 

confine ourselves to our game. All scenarios are possible. Even – or 

especially – one for a new war. Depending on the circumstances, we can 

 
97 Among others. Fuentes is the unacknowledged epic poet of the petrodollar, having engaged with its 

representational and social forms with unsurpassed skill for decades. He has a ‘petrodollar tetralogy’ of a sort: 

The Hydra Head, Christopher Unborn (1987), The Crystal Frontier (1995), and The Eagle’s Throne (2003).  
98 The Hydra Head, translated by Margaret Sayers Peden (Trowbridge & Esher: Redburn Wood Limited, 1978), 

p. 167. Hereafter citations in text.  
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close the New York valve and suffocate Israel, or close the Houston valve 

and freeze Arab funds. Follow the moves in our game, please. Imagine an 

isolated Israel plunged headlong into a war of desperation. Imagine the Arabs 

refusing to sell oil in the West. Choose your script, Maldonado…” (167). 

The act of looking at oil and seeing narrative indexes a financial signifying system. 

Note the recurrence of narrative forms to describe political possibilities: play, game, scenarios, 

imagine, script. Note also how the object of concern changes, with no apparent recognition by 

the speaker: from what is outside, the city and its oil infrastructure as the evidence of 

petrodollars, to the various power games possible inside the skyscraper, representative of high 

finance. It is possible to detect, in the shape of the sentence itself, how a financial eye moves, 

perhaps without recognising it, between infrastructural representation and financial 

representation. The oil infrastructure is represented and represents value. But financial 

representation – the scenarios, imaginations, and scripts that represent anticipated value – is a 

narrative form of value’s futurity, which gives financial anticipation a consistency and 

certainty, through the possibility of alternative scenarios playing out.  

The British spy describes one future, a profitable one, and offers up alternative 

scenarios as threats. It is because such alternative scenarios are imagined that they do not 

happen and, instead, the anticipated profitable scenario plays out, and this makes them into a 

sort of currency. They are narratives about value. “All scenarios are possible” (167), 

Maldonado is told, so he better pay attention.  

Such representations are examples of the way finance turns time and narrative into 

energy futures. This mediation of the present through the future introduces a specific temporal 

structure into literature and social life. Finance produces time because it is an organisation of 

social groups, resources, technologies, and capital through expectations about how the future 

will unfold.  

Financial narratives, inside and outside the text, are not only laid out to make described 

events happen. Sometimes, as is the case here, narratives circulate as possibilities, to make sure 

that the described events do not happen. “Conditions resulting from being on the brink of war 

provide the necessary shock that prolongs an armed peace for fifteen or twenty more years” 

(167), the British informs the Mexican spy and as a result, the petrodollars keep flowing. Thus, 

alongside the ‘main plot’ of a financial form, the financial investment that capitalists hope will 

pay off, there are any number of ‘sub-plots’: scenarios, rumours, speculation, ratings, 

reputations, created both by industry and investors and those outside of them, in the media and 
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society. And more distant and abstracted from the particulars of economic development, there 

are cultural expectations, hopes, and desires through which subjects imagine their relation to 

their real conditions of existence and thus, if only unconsciously, index the evaluations of 

finance. I call these ‘financial promises’ and discuss them in more detail at the end of the 

chapter.  

This is the sort of insight that Fuentes’s aesthetic mediation of petrodollars generates. 

It is not because petrodollars are fictitious in the way that a novel is fictitious that is important. 

What The Hydra Head shows is that narratives can be financial forms even if what they narrate 

never takes place but, through a possible future, an anticipated future value is otherwise 

realised. The Hydra Head is a novel about the financial stories about oil, and the reality that 

such stories make. Narratives about oil are (made into) financial forms, and therefore into 

value. The passage cited above weaves together a lot of the strands of this study: finance and 

narrative; architecture, infrastructure, and the offshore; volatile aesthetics.  

So, what motivates this British spy? Why is Mexico important? Because, he explains 

to Maldonado,  

“Mexico can’t sit forever on the most formidable oil reserves in the 

hemisphere, a veritable lake of black gold stretching from the Gulf of 

California to the Caribbean Sea. We simply want to be sure that Mexico 

profits from it. For the good, preferably. All this can be done without 

disturbing President Cárdenas’s sacred nationalization. Oil can be 

denationalized, by Jove! without changing appearances (168). 

In 1976 Cantarell, an offshore oil field was discovered in the Gulf of Mexico. It was 

the largest ever discovered at the time, and when it came online in 1981, it was the most 

expensive. Published in 1978, The Hydra Head is forward looking – like the offshore oil 

industry – and is a narrative about what the extractive future in the Gulf of Mexico will be, to 

intervene in that prospective future that exists in the present as a financial value. It takes its 

content and form from its mediation of world-systemic financial forms. It is a novel about how 

the present is mediated through an imagined future. In 1938 Mexico nationalised oil, and all 

oil is property of the Mexican state (incidentally Fuentes, son of Mexican diplomats, was in 

school in Washington when this happened and reportedly became aware of himself as a 

Mexican in a foreign country for the first time because of how he was treated by American 
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schoolmates).99 Fuentes goes about his intervention into fossil financial forms by asking how 

international financing and debt-led expansion change national extractive industries, even 

when it does not change the appearance of extraction. Can it really have the same appearance 

and be denationalised? In which case, his novel is engaged in an aesthetic mediation of financial 

abstraction.  

Before proceeding with this question in the form of a close reading of The Hydra Head, 

I want to spend a little time exploring what Fuentes is representing here. What the two men in 

the skyscraper are discussing is the offshore, and it will help if a little more is said about it. 

After this digression, we will return to the two spies in Houston with a renewed sense of the 

mystery the British spy is explaining to the Mexican one.  

1.2 Offshore Mysteries 

 

It would be appropriate to begin with a mystery, so let’s start with one set in some of the world’s 

largest ports:  

A ship is mysteriously renamed. Someone crosschecks cargo manifests, 

notices a pattern of erratic offshore movement, and begins to construct a 

story, a suspicious sequence of events, where before there were only lists and 

voyages, a repetitive and routine industrial series.100 

 In Allan Sekula’s photowork Fish Story, the mystery in the international shipping world is 

placed alongside photographs taken of workers in shipping ports such as San Diego, Rotterdam, 

Gdańsk and Barcelona. The motivation for this is that ports are “a position to see the global 

patterns of intrigue hidden in the mundane details of commerce.”101 While global commodity 

circulation is mundane, Sekula’s formulation suggests that it nevertheless exerts a palpable 

fascination, given the way that global commerce and geopolitical intrigue are “pictorially 

condensed” in settings such as ports, which are the infrastructure of contemporary 

petrocapitalism.102 The problem that Sekula articulates is one of representation: hidden in 

repetitive and banal transport are patterns of intrigue, and intriguing patterns, that remain 

undetected. Against the backdrop of the 50,000-strong global merchant fleet, carrying ninety 

 
99 Academy of Achievement. ‘Mexico's Most Celebrated Novelist – Academy of Achievement.’ Last modified 

February 8, 2021. <achievement.org/achiever/carlos-fuentes> [accessed 21 June 2022].  
100 Allan Sekula, Fish Story, (Dusseldorf: Richter Verlag, 1995), p. 49. 
101 Ibid., p. 32. 
102 Ibid., p. 32. 
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percent of the world’s internationally traded commodities and two thirds of its oil, it is only 

through a “pattern in erratic offshore movement,” that a plot begins to be constructed. In a 

different place, he writes that “the oceans remain the crucial space of globalization: nowhere 

else is the disorientation, violence and alienation of contemporary capitalism more manifest. 

But this truth is not self-evident and must be approached as a puzzle, or mystery; a problem to 

be solved.”103 Here, Sekula employs a language typical of noir fiction to focus his description 

of the shipping ports and the events that take place in them; to investigate and detect, as he 

writes elsewhere, “the world's increasingly grotesque ‘connectedness,’ the hidden merciless 

grinding away beneath the slick superficial liquidity of markets.”104 This enables Sekula to 

connect the very material (yet curiously abstract) world of shipping and the very abstract (but 

material) world of financial liquidity.  

For those working in the energy humanities there is perhaps little novelty to this claim, 

shipping and logistics being of special interest both within the field and in the infrastructural 

turn more broadly. But scant attention has been paid to the style in which Sekula describes his 

object, and therefore the relationship between style and object remains unclear. Literary critics 

have long understood there to be something ‘objective’ about style; the object gives over to 

writing a style through how the object is, which set limits on how description, communication, 

and interpretation translates that is into linguistic structure and narrative form. Put as a 

question, how does the offshore shape the style and form through which it is described, 

narrated, and experienced? For Sekula the description is that of the investigative mystery, 

because the offshore relies on exclusion, obfuscation, and limited (or ideally no) public 

oversight. Let’s call it the ‘offshore mystery.’  

The offshore might provisionally be defined as “a logic through which capitalism 

carves out and exploits legally distinct and supposedly exceptional spaces.”105 The offshore is 

a logic of extra-territoriality: a juridical-spatial regime that circumvents nation-state regulation 

through extraterritorial ownership practices, and can include offshore finance, special 

economic zones, resource extraction, and flagging practices. Flags of convenience, the offshore 

that Sekula is referring to – and elsewhere described by Sekula as an “ensign of camouflage 

 
103 Allan Sekula and Noel Burch, ‘Notes on The Forgotten Space’, 

<www.theforgottenspace.net/static/notes.html> [accessed online 22.06.2021] 
104 Allan Sekula, ‘Between the Net and the Deep Blue Sea (Rethinking the Traffic in Photographs)’, October 102 

(Autumn, 2002), 7 < http://www.jstor.org/stable/779129> 
105 Shaina Potts, ‘Offshore’ in Keywords in Radical Geography: Antipode at 50 (London: Wiley Blackwell, 2019), 

p. 198.  
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and confusion”106, and by Rodney Carlisle as “systems of subterfuge”107 – effectively conceals 

ownership of ships, oil-rigs, and other sea-going vessels, through complex systems of 

incorporation, in order to limit regulation and obfuscate social responsibility.108 While it seems 

like a topic for dusty textbooks, the offshore has a surprising currency in a subset of noir fiction, 

set in and around ports, in which ‘a pattern in erratic offshore movement’ is the key to 

unravelling a sinister plot.109  

For Ronen Palan,  

offshore consists of a set of juridical realms marking differential degrees of 

intensity by which states apply regulation, including taxation. Offshore is an 

enclave distinguished from ‘onshore’ not necessarily because of its location, 

but because it defines a territory or realm of activities in which states choose 

to withhold some or all of their regulations and taxation.110  

The offshore can be territorial enclaves such as offshore oil development, or it can have 

only a virtual existence, such as ship chartering and registering, banking and tax havens. “This 

strange world of offshore,” Palan writes, “is all a fiction. Side by side with the state system, 

therefore, emerges a virtual world of make-believe, driven by a commodified form of 

sovereignty.”111 

 
106 Sekula, Fish, p. 50.  
107 Rodney Carlisle, Sovereignty for Sale: The Origins and Evolution of the Panamanian and Liberian Flags of 

Convenience, (Annapolis ML: Naval Institute Press, 1981), p. 179. 
108 Hannah Appel, ‘Offshore Work: Infrastructure and Hydrocarbon Capitalism in Equatorial Guinea’ in 

Subterranean Estates: Life Worlds of Oil and Gas, Appel, H., Ed. Cornell University Press: Cornell, 2015; pp. 

257-273. 
109 A small (but by no means exhaustive) sample of these offshore mysteries reveals their broad political 

geography: Ian Rankin, Black and Blue (London: Orion House, 1997), Peter Høeg, Miss Smilla’s Feeling for 

Snow (London: Harvill, 1992), Attica Locke, Black Water Rising (New York: HarperCollins Publishers, 2009), 

Kwei Quartey, Murder at Cape Three Points (New York: Soho Press, 2014) and Chen Qiufan, The Waste Tide 

(New York: Head of Zeus, 2018); and TV and film such as The Wire, dir. David Simon (HBO, 2003), Syriana, 

dir. Stephen Gaghan (Warner Bros, 2005) and Occupied, dir. Erik Skjoldbjærg (Zodiak Rights, 2015). This 

aesthetic extends to non-fiction and muckraking writing too, for which intrigue is of more narrative interest than 

the quotidian world of oil production. See: Ken Silverstein, The Secret World of Oil, (London: Verso, 2014); 

Christopher Leonard, Kochland: The Secret Histories of Koch Industries and Corporate Power in America (New 

York: Simon & Schuster, 2019).    
110 Ronen Palan, ‘Offshore and the Structural Enablement of Sovereignty’. In Offshore Finance Centres and Tax 

Havens: the Rise of Global Capitalism, Ed. Mark P. Hampson and Jason P. Abbott. (New York: Palgrave, 1999), 

p. 25. 
111 Ronen Palan, The Offshore World: Sovereign Markets, Virtual Places, and Nomad Millionaires (Ithica: Cornell 

University Press, 2003), p. 4. 
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According to historian Rodney Carlisle, flags of convenience were an extension of the 

American multinational corporate system. The drafting of Liberia’s Maritime Code, which 

would influence the entire legal structure of ship registration including the 1958 Law of the 

Sea Convention, was checked and approved by the American Overseas Tanker Corporation, 

Standard Oil and ESSO, who wished to use the Liberia flag to weaken ship workers unions and 

undermine the European shipping nations.112 It is a legal structure shaped by fossil capital by 

creating a juridical realm that circumvents the political and legal risks associated with ‘onshore’ 

activity, ensuring that legal titles to valuable oil resources are available to extraterritorial 

ownership. The offshore reveals that the ocean is not “a formless void between societies but 

rather a unique and specifically constructed space within society”113; not a res extensa but a 

contested spatial-juridical field used to construct legal distinctions between spaces connected 

through world-system logistics. 60% of the world oil trade and 25% of the world liquified 

natural gas trade takes place by sea. Oil is circulated through an environment that is regulated 

by the powerful instrument of the offshore. If the ocean is the space upon which fossil capital 

depends for its realisation, the offshore might be understood as the legal form of fossil 

capital.114 

The offshore does not replace older legal forms, it coexists with them. As Susan Dianne 

Brophy argues “older legal relations can restrict the growth of capital, and on such occasions 

new laws may be introduced that do not absolutely abolish extant legal forms, but instead 

combine with them to establish new grounds of application and exploitation.”115 Combined 

development creates juridical exceptions, the offshore, which exist alongside national 

‘onshore’ laws. It is the formal separation but real combination of unevenness. If what 

distinguishes offshore is, in one sense, the fact that it is a ‘fictional’ and ‘virtual’ realm of tax 

laws and legal regulations, as Palan suggests, it is no less real because of it. Through these legal 

representations, the offshore obtains a real existence; it produces space and time, given the 

preponderance of energy and capital that are circulated through such juridical-spatial regimes. 

These are the social relationships that Sekula is investigating in Fish Story. The ‘offshore 

 
112 Carlisle, Sovereignty, pp. 110 – 132.  
113 Philip Steinberg, The Social Construction of the Ocean. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), p. 

23. 
114 In other words, it is a legal framework that expresses the social relations of fossil finance. Legal forms are 

abstractions from a particular content, the social relations of capital, but objective abstractions, lived concretely.  
115 Susan Dianne Brophy, ‘An Uneven and Combined Development Theory of Law: Initiation’, Law Critique 28 

(2017), 188 < https://doi.org/10.1007/s10978-017-9200-0> 
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mystery’ is a style employed to provide a situated representation of the world the offshore 

‘fiction’ has built.  

The offshore can create value because of how it promises to increase profitability for 

those who operate within it, thus increasing anticipated future value. For La Berge it is “because 

representation can affect whatever end a financial transaction awaits, finance too—whether its 

particular constituent is an institution, a country or individual—has a stake in narrative 

compositions about finance.”116 The offshore makes obfuscation productive of value. It has its 

own conceptual cartography, not of a standardised and homogeneous space but, as James 

Ferguson describes it, of “enclaves [that] are increasingly linked up, not in a continuous, 

territorial national grid, but in transnational networks that link dispersed spaces in a selective, 

point-to-point fashion.”117 It insulates interconnected enclaves from democratic oversight, 

labour rights, taxation, regulation, etc. That both oil and finance can be offshored is not an 

accident but evidence of a shared constitutive logic. The offshore provides channels of 

sabotage.118 Through the withdrawal of efficiency and by moving investment elsewhere, 

offshoring changed the terrain of capital accumulation to discipline labour and control 

production. We will have more to say about financial sabotage in chapter four. 

At this point it is worth returning to the two spies in Houston. The British spy has 

invited Maldonado to the office of the company he works for. It is called ‘Wonderland 

Enterprises, Inc.,’, an allusion to Alice in Wonderland, and it is a shell company. It can 

disappear and “there will be no trace” (171) it was ever there, Maldonado is told. Shell 

companies are typical offshore practices, enabling companies to hold assets and investments 

outside the nation-state in which the main company operates. The spies are in Houston because 

each is in pursuit of a special technology, a ring, containing a detailed map and all information 

of the Mexican oil industry, and “whoever possessed it and deciphered it had all the necessary 

information for utilizing, interrupting, or – depending on the circumstances – appropriating the 

function of this machinery” (239). Control of this oil information is the motive of the plot, and 

pursuit of it leads Maldonado on a journey from Mexico City to Coatzacoalcos, which was at 

the forefront of offshore development in Mexico. The ring disappears on an oil tanker flying 

the Panamanian flag. With no way of knowing who owns the tanker or where it is going, 

Maldonado turns to logbooks, but they provide little information: “It’s hard to tell one tanker 

 
116 La Berge, Scandals, p. 119.  
117 James Ferguson, ‘Seeing Like an Oil Company: Space, Security, and Global Capital in Neoliberal Africa’ in 

American Anthropologist 107.3 (2005), 380 < https://www.jstor.org/stable/3567023> 
118 Nicholas Shaxson, The Finance Curse, (London: Random House, 2018), p. 23-25. 
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from another […] All a tanker has to do is change her name” (147). The tanker is given away 

by a crime: it changes names and flags to avoid port regulation, concealing its operations from 

national authorities – the crime, it turns out, is little different from the actual mundane 

operations of ship registration. Eventually, through a series of literary codes, Felix works out 

that the tanker has been renamed Alice, bound for Galveston and American control. This will 

lead him down the offshore rabbit hole to Wonderland Enterprises, Inc. 

Aside from the fact that the literary geography replicates the transnational offshore 

network in a way that is, as far as I know, unique in fiction, what is so striking about the 

‘offshore mystery’ in The Hydra Head is how it gives form to the differentiation through which 

the offshore works; and, through that, the problems of how to plot petrodollars. The border 

between onshore and offshore becomes a moment of narrative tension. Moreover, I argue that 

it radically resituates what critical finance studies understands to be a ‘finance fiction’, because 

of how it construes the relationship between representation and finance in fiction.119 What is 

financial about the novel form is not, ultimately, the finance in the text, but how it reflects and 

interrogates financial value representation. This is because the novel’s perspective is situated 

not from Houston, as this scene in the core of the world-system might suggest, but from the 

semi-peripheral position of a public intellectual and former politician in Mexico, for whom the 

financialisation meant something much different to what it meant in the industrialised core; 

where finance signals not ‘dematerialisation’ and ‘fragmentation’, to note some of the terms 

critics have used to mediate between the economic and aesthetic of finance, but rather 

intensified extraction and dependency on foreign investment.  

Back in the Gulf, Felix tracks a spy to the port city of Coatzacoalcos, which he arrives 

at by plane.  

From the air, [Maldonado] had seen the expanse of the Petróleos Mexicanos 

refineries in Minatitlán, the stormy Gulf in the background, the industrial 

capital inland, a modern fortress of towers and tubing and cupolas glinting 

like tinfoil toys beneath a storm-sated sun, the busy port with its railroad 

tracks extending onto the docks, and long, black, sleek-decked tankers […] 

Swift glimpses of coconut-palm forests, zebu cattle grazing on brick-colored 

plains, and the Gulf of Mexico whipping up its early-evening thundershower 

 
119 If one were to map the geography of texts analysed under the rubric of ‘financial fiction’, most would be located 

in the major financial centres of New York and London which, while obviously essential to finance and financial 

culture, in no sense exhaust its cultural geography or its representation in fiction.  
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yielded to a view of a port city with low, ugly buildings, their windows 

blasted out by hurricanes, and dirty neon signs, unlighted at this hour, a 

whole consumer society installed in the tropics, supermarkets, television-sale 

and -repair shops, and in the foreground the everlasting Mexican world of 

tacos, pigs, flies, and naked children in mute contemplation (121-22).  

This aerial perspective captures the vast size of the oil boomtown, the port and the refineries, 

and its proximity to agricultural and fishing industries. Meanwhile, the offshore rigs, out of 

sight, were registered under flags of convenience, so exempt from local law and taxation.120 As 

with Sekula, who sees in ports the world “pictorially localized” (32), the description tries to 

capture the entire infrastructural reality of the region, its sense of scale. The world of the novel 

is strange and unfamiliar; in response, the sentences become more certain, abstract, precise. 

This makes sense, given that our investigator is a bureaucrat, organ of the state apparatus, 

rationalising space, intervening against the intrusive extraterritorial offshore. Simplistic, 

bureaucratic, cold: words roll over the landscape, peering into its crevices, describing the 

banality of pipelines, ports, shipping, decoding the environments they pass through. And this 

is one of the definitive contradictions that reveal the offshore in the style: the mysterious plot 

ties together a wide-scale, amorphous and deliberately opaque network of power; and the 

individual sentence, more localized and small-scale, plods though this epic setting, naming and 

ordering it, slotting each element into an allotted place, giving meaning to inert, alien 

infrastructure. This also suggests why noir is particularly useful, because it mediates the scales 

at which the offshore operates. This is noir’s narrative energetics: the incessant rolling forward 

of a figure that slowly assembles mysterious pieces together. It expresses how the scalar 

disorientation created through oil infrastructure precedes and necessitates an entire 

reorganization of the perceptual field through which such infrastructure is represented: a gaze 

that selects what is seen as logistical and restores to it a sense of how to detect the political 

effects of the offshore.  

Maldonado pursues the ring, but it disappears on an oil tanker, bound for Galveston.  

The cambujo broke into a run toward the market, swinging the beef carcasses 

aside, turning over crates, scattering straw in his wake […] The cambujo 

continued his flight through the market, zigzagging back and forth and 

sowing obstacles in Felix’s path […] They emerged at the far end of the 
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market onto the railroad tracks, and Felix saw the mestizo bounding along 

the rails like a rabbit, following the tracks toward the port outlined in the 

distance by scattered yellow lights […] The rainstorm had ended with the 

same abruptness with which it had begun, magnifying to an even greater 

degree the pungent odors of the tropical port. A moist lacquerlike film shone 

on the long expanse of dock, the moribund rails, the asphalt, and the distant 

hulk of oil tankers […] Felix clasped his machete more tightly in his hand; 

at any moment the cambujo might turn with a pistol in his hand, his pursuer 

now within sure range. He stopped beside a black rain-washed tanker 

sweating gray drops of water and oil (136-7).  

The port provides narrative and energetic excitement. Crashing crates and swinging 

goods; changes in atmosphere and weather; the sudden inhalation of foreign smells; the threat 

of violence; and in the distance, ominous oil tankers enclosing the horizon. Unlike the stable 

panorama from the plane, kinetic energies swirl throughout this scene, from human movement 

to the olfactory register of climate, commodities, and culture. 

This is a striking moment: when infrastructure and shipping become a mystery, the 

offshore system becomes plot. But why is an oil tanker bound for Galveston in the first place? 

Because the oil extracted in this region is a heavy, sour oil, called ‘Maya crude’. Oil quality 

and financial evaluation is always given in aesthetic categories: light and heavy, sweet and 

sour, crude and refined. Heavy, sour crudes are a viscous oil that does not flow well (heavy), 

and which has high impurity levels (sour). These are more expensive to refine, and are worth 

less, than sweet, light crudes. For Pemex, this meant reliance on US oil refineries, and so oil 

flowed from offshore zones into international, then American, spaces. So, oil and logistics is 

viewed as something both national and international, essential to the nation but part of a wider 

network of dependency on a more industrially developed neighbour. Resource sovereignty is 

integral to Mexican nationalism, which makes the offshore a particularly fraught and contested 

space, given that it undermines a particular understanding of state boundaries, and the 

relationship between ‘national’ resources and international industries.121 Maya crude 

demonstrates how oil valuation is tied to its material character, the specifics of geography and 

logistics, which determines its representation in financial markets: a materiality of financial 

abstraction. This shapes its literary and aesthetic character as well: the atmosphere of ports, 

 
121 Lisa Breglia, Living with Oil: Promises, Peaks, and Declines on Mexico’s Gulf Coast, (Austin: University of 
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the emplotment of spaces that represent financial power, and the ever-widening narrative 

movement, beyond the place of extraction toward distant locations of transport, refining, 

management, and financing, abstracted from the material flow of oil.  

Recall that the British spy has told Maldonado that the Mexican oil “can be 

denationalized […] without changing appearances” (168). A sinister plot is afoot, to 

surreptitiously change what is really happening behind the scenes, while keeping appearances 

the same. The thriller is a genre in which narrative plot is driven by a diegetic plot. Crucially, 

for both plots to work they must generate excitement for reader and investigator, to drive them 

toward participation in the narrative, either through reading or uncovering the plot. There must 

be withheld information or knowledge, which is central to creating motive. One critic argues 

that is the potential for action in thrillers that creates the excitement, the “potentiality [of action] 

is responsible [for narrative excitement], not its realization.”122 To read a thriller requires 

speculating on potential action; the reader and the spy each speculate on which plots might 

become real and make judgments about what will help or harm that realisation. Whether or not 

the story pays off is to do with how well the plot is constructed. 

This sounds a lot like financial narratives, and for this reason it is unsurprising that the 

thriller has become a major genre in financial fiction. Reading British fiction of the period, 

Nicky Marsh argues that “the literary thriller remains a vital form for charting the role that the 

emergence of the global financial economy has played in postwar British life – enacting its 

peculiar distortions of space and time, both the secretive post-national space of the offshore 

and the exuberant futurist time of speculation.”123 The thriller encourages a suspicion of a 

deceptive normal reality, paying attention to the distortions caused by a secretive world that 

exists beneath the surface or out of sight. This is an effective way of rendering the offshore 

world in narrative form, even if there is an ambivalence to such writing, given it can mystify 

in exactly the way that finance might want to be mystified to avoid oversight and transparency. 

Deception is a valuable tool for finance and for literary thrillers because it generates interest 

and excitement.  

Maldonado’s worry is that debt obligations can lay claim to national resources, 

providing a financial imagination not of immaterial or deracinated capital flows, but secretive 

control, paper trails, and covert claims to national resources and land. As Edward LiPuma 

writes, “nothing defines the field of finance more than the value of knowledge, which 

 
122 Jerry Palmer, Thrillers: Genesis and Structure of a Popular Genre, (London: Edward Arnold, 1978), p. 59. 
123 Nicky Marsh, ‘Finance, Fiction, and the Genre of a World Economy’ in The Cambridge Companion to British 

Fiction since 1945 ed. by David James (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), p. 204. 
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correlatively, also imbues deception with value.”124 The worry that Fuentes articulates is that 

the national oil narratives and oil investment are deceptive illusions. This financial mood 

saturates the novel from its first page, when Maldonado, not yet recruited into espionage, is on 

his way to work at in the Ministry of Economic Development.  

Felix Maldonado attended a political breakfast every morning. A pretext for 

exchanging impressions, ordering world affairs, plotting intrigue, conspiring, 

and organizing cabals. Small early-morning fraternities that serve, above all, 

as a source of information that would otherwise remain unknown (3). 

He meets an old friend, Professor Bernstein, who he will later discover is working to 

advance American oil interests in Mexico to weaken Saudi influence. For now, Maldonado 

thinks him only an old friend. They discuss Maldonado’s recent transferral from Pemex.  

“Ah, the famous Mexican oil reserves! The great mystery. Why did you leave 

Petróleos Mexicanos?” 

“They transferred me,” Felix responded. “They have some idea that an 

official gets stale if he stays in one post too long.” 

“But you’ve spent your whole career with Pemex, you’re a specialist, what 

idiocy to waste your experience. You know a lot about the reserves, don’t 

you? (4). 

They reflect on politics, financial news, and the nature of information.  

“Just now, as I came in,” Felix went on, “I was thinking how you can’t 

understand anything the Mexican press says unless you attend political 

breakfasts. That’s the only way you can understand all the allusions and 

veiled attacks and unprintable names hinted at in the newspapers.”  

“Neither do they print important news like the sum total of our oil reserves. 

It’s curious how news about Mexico appears first in foreign newspapers.” 

(5). 

This scene is experienced, as it were, twice. On the first read, it appears that the story 

is focalised through a character who is privy to the sort of information that comes with the 

 
124 Edward LiPuma, The Social Life of Financial Derivatives: Markets, Risk, and Time, (Durham: Duke University 
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privileges of state power, while the national newspapers are, at best, misinformed or, at worst, 

blind to what is really going on. There is a suspicion that information is being ‘leaked’ to 

foreign newspapers whose readership have financial interests in Mexico. The reader’s trust in 

public information is undermined by the novel, because it suggests that people like Maldonado 

have it and the reader does not; but the information as it is presented in the novel is confirmed, 

because we are privy to the privileged conversations of the powerful, through Maldonado.  

However, when it becomes clear later in the novel that Maldonado has been deceived, 

he has been transferred out of Pemex to silence him and that Bernstein, his old compatriot, is 

working against him, this retroactively invalidates the information as it has been presented so 

far. The scene is experienced, firstly, as if it were true, and then secondly, as if our experience 

of this truth is a necessary fiction that conceals what is really going on. The fiction that 

Maldonado and the reader gave credit to, turns out to be a fiction that makes a new reality to 

the extent that it is believed by some but not by others. It is through the fiction that Maldonado 

has about himself – his confidence in his knowledge and judgment, and his relation to the 

Mexican oil reserves, of which he is considered a ‘specialist’ – that conceals from him how oil 

information is really circulating elsewhere, as financial values, in foreign newspapers and in 

the state, through syndicated loans. Information is to be doubted; but that does not mean that 

misinformation is without value.  

The Hydra Head gives form to an offshore logic because it represents the way political 

insulation, and a lack of democratic oversight, produces an unevenness of information. Uneven 

information shapes narrative form and a mode of reading. The way it forces a retroactive 

rereading of untrustworthy information replicates how the offshore produces disparities from 

the onshore; any story circulating onshore might be false, or a deception. Maldonado’s faith in 

the national oil narrative is what enables him to be duped by Bernstein. The offshore works 

because Mexican oil reserves appear to remain the same while being fundamentally reworked 

through the debt obligations Pemex has to its financial investors, who see it as an investment 

opportunity. A national narrative of oil abundance is a fossil financial form through the 

extension of credit, while giving credit to the national oil narrative is what enables the 

petrodollar loans to represent an anticipated value in the present.  

Moreover, and I think this is crucial, the deception that takes place is not in 

contradiction with the apparent reality and with available information but happens through 

represented futures of oil abundance, because Pemex really does have unsurpassed oil reserves. 

The deception is working through the truth, which is that oil is abundant and profitable; it 

creates value because the represented future of offshore oil development is expected to be 
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realised. But as the fictional becomes reality, this reality retroactively undermined the narrative 

that a debt-led oil boom would free Mexico from underdevelopment. This turned out be 

prescient, because in 1982, after the oil price crashed, Mexico defaulted on its debt and this led 

to structural adjustment programmes, austerity, and to the Mexican state’s forced integration 

with neoliberal policies. I will speak more about 1982 at the end of the chapter. Suffice it to 

say for now that what the novel’s deception shows is how the fiction – the represented future 

of oil development – worked to produce a future and become reality, but in becoming reality 

the fictional promises retroactively became untrue; the fiction created the situation in which it 

became fiction, by becoming real!  

1.3 International Credit, National Character 

 

The Hydra Head wants the reader to wonder who to trust, which stories to give credit to, and 

which to see as bankrupt. It also wants us to critically reflect on how potentialities can become 

effective in the present as valuable information, even when such potentialities remain 

unrealised. The potential for conflict means narrative mediates financial value precisely 

because it shapes how oil is valued in the present, and how that present is mediated through 

many potential futures. Moreover, The Hydra Head provides a rejoinder to accounts of finance 

and postmodernism which, in David Harvey’s description, is “dominated by fiction, fantasy, 

the immaterial (particularly of money), fictitious capital, images, ephemerality, chance.”125 I 

think this emphasis on the immaterial and ephemeral misses the mark, and cannot account for 

the relationship between finance, abstraction, and oil. In continuing my close reading of 

Fuentes, I take up the account of economic and aesthetic form in an era of free-floating 

currencies, periodising this through the petrodollar revolution. Reflecting on the influential 

interpretations of Harvey and especially, following him, Jameson, I suggest that this has 

produced a structuring blindspot to oil from within critical financial studies, for which 

‘abstract’ money is fictional, fantastical, and immaterial. I am not arguing that oil is invisible 

in or behind finance. Rather, ‘financial abstraction’ constituted as an object of study is 

structured by this invisibility to oil (not of oil); oil is within the discourse’s ‘site of omission’, 

to speak with Althusser.  

The novel extends a discussion about financial fiction, two instances of which I take as 

key examples. Ian Baucom’s account of the finance, slavery, and historicism in the eighteenth-
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century world-system shows how bills of payment demanded “a phenomenology of 

transactions, promises, character, credibility”, because such bills relied upon assessing the 

creditworthiness of the person whose signature guarantees the bill’s value. Individuals had to 

learn to make judgments about whether to trust the bill and the character of its issuer; to accept 

a bill was to have confidence in one’s own ability to “read character”.126 For Baucom, what 

connects a speculative culture of trust and the insurance contracts of the Atlantic slave trades 

routes to literary form is the notion of the ‘typical’ that emerged as a way of seeing financial 

practices and investments – the typical returns on and risks of cargo, including, centrally for 

his study, enslaved Africans – and the historicism of the historical and realist novel, which 

provided characters, as Lukács puts it, as “the embodiment of historical-social types.”127 A 

related argument appears in Mary Poovey’s study of the credit economy in eighteenth and 

nineteenth century British writing, for whom monetary instruments were value representations 

that had to be made valid by naturalising them as representations, solving the ‘problematic of 

representation’ – the gap between sign and referent, between paper money and the value paper 

money represented. Naturalising value representation was necessary so that individuals would 

treat these representations as currency, and this meant directing attention away from the 

medium of money toward how it might be exchanged. A culture of credit naturalised, and 

thereby concealed, financial signification. Meanwhile, in literary fiction, a “writer might teach 

a reader to believe once more in possibilities that could not be proved; in so doing, a writer 

could encourage readers to accept the deferral that was essential to credit, both private and 

public, without feeling imperiled by risk.”128  

Neither sort of monetary instrument still exists, and the social relationships through 

which credit is issued in the world-economy are now radically different. However, there is a 

way that both these accounts help explain what I call ‘national character’ in twentieth- and 

twenty first-century financial forms, and how this economic and aesthetic form became a way 

for international banks to have the confidence to speculate and engage in issuing credit. What 

happens to credibility, belief, and character, when the loans are international, and the debtors 

are states and state companies? What happens when what is loaned are petrodollars and the 

anticipated future is more oil? To understand this requires knowing how the petrodollar 

revolution was facilitated by the eurodollar markets, the ending of Bretton Woods, and the 

 
126 Baucom, Specters p. 63. 
127 Quoted in ibid., p. 40.  
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dollar denomination of oil revenues, so that we can see how a culture of credit in this period 

becomes a financial petroculture.  

A prelude to the financialisation of the later decades of the twentieth century, the 

eurodollar markets were an accounting trick – a ‘virtual fiction’, Palan would say – invented 

in the City of London in the 1950s that allowed dollars to be held outside the United States’ 

regulatory reach, instrumental to the origin of offshore money. The amount of dollars in 

circulation around the world was vast, fuelled by the expanding postwar world-economy and 

the increase in global trade. Because under Bretton Woods all currencies were pegged to the 

dollar, and the dollar was backed by gold reserves, the boom in the volume of dollars 

undermined the ability of the US to redeem dollars for gold: there were too many in circulation 

for the amount of gold held at Fort Knox. In 1971 Richard Nixon ended the Bretton Wood 

system and “the fiction of the gold-dollar exchange standard”129 and currencies became ‘free-

floating’, the exchange rate between them settled in financial markets rather than by 

government decision. The dollar became a ‘fiat’ currency, whose price might increase or 

decrease, seemingly without any relation to an objective referent of value, which had been gold. 

To Joseph Vogl, this “slow but irreversible transition” from commodity-backed money to credit 

money created a regime of “free-floating signifiers – anchorless and immeasurable […] a 

system in which currencies referred only to other currencies.”130 In the conventional narrative 

told in accounts of postmodernism, severing representation and value meant money 

dematerialised and became ‘more abstract’. As Jameson puts it in his article that practically 

inaugurated the study of ‘Culture and Finance Capital’, “free-floating capital […] will begin to 

live its life in a new context: no longer in the factories and the spaces of extraction and 

production, but on the floor of the stock market”; where “nothing is quite so abstract and 

deterritorialized as the finance capital that underpins and sustains postmodernity as such”, a  

“new ontological and free-floating state” in “a kind of cyberspace in which money capital has 

reached its ultimate dematerialization”; ultimately, finance is “a play of monetary entities 

which needs neither production (as capital does) nor consumption (as money does): which 

supremely, like cyberspace, can live on its own internal metabolisms and circulate without 

reference to an older type of content.”131   

 
129 Arrighi, Long, p. 310.  
130 Joseph Vogl, The Specter of Capital, translated by Joachim Redner and Robert Savage, (Stanford: Stanford 

University Press, 2015), p. 61.  
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But the dollar remained central to the international financial system because oil was 

sold internationally in dollars and this meant that all oil-importing states maintained a structural 

need for them, effectively substituting oil for gold as the basis of American monetary power.132 

In 1974 OPEC, led by Saudi Arabia, pegged oil to the dollar, which anchored the dollar as the 

world’s premier currency since.133 The financial system has been structurally integrated with 

oil since – hence ‘fossil finance’. Finance does appear to be abstract, but this abstraction is a 

result of oil’s voluminous saturation. Capital’s ‘dematerialisation’ occurs, so the argument 

goes, when value and representation is severed in 1971 at the end of the gold standard. But this 

‘dematerialisation’, which makes finance more abstract because it relates only to itself, is 

possible only because the dollar was then underpinned by the expansion of very material oil 

extraction and eurodollar markets. $35 dollars may no longer have been exchangeable with an 

ounce of gold as they were under Bretton Woods; but dollars were worth what they were worth 

not because they related only to themselves in a seductive disappearance of the referent, but 

for the more mundane reason that the world needed to trade them for oil.134 Dollars derive their 

character from the petroleum’s world-economic centrality; because oil is sold in the dominant 

currency of the world market, oil comes to regulate the money-form.135 The relationship 

between signifier (money) and signified (value) which make up the financial sign clearly posits 

a referent which the sign cannot do without if it is to exist as such. Dollars were able to fulfil 

their function as money because they were an adequate value representation. The ‘black gold 

standard’ makes oil into an exceptional economic force because it gives an energetic form to 

world-money – what Marx understood to be the ultimate universal equivalent and most general 

 
132 Thompson, Oil, pp. 94 – 100.  
133 Ibid., p. 111. 
134 As Myers Jaffe and El-Gamal note, it was met with some surprise by contemporaries that the world was willing 

to hold more dollars without backing than dollars backed by gold, and  

 

in large part, the Dollar’s success in expanding its role as global currency was tied to the Kissinger-

Simon program for petrodollar recycling, which included investing the proceeds of oil exports in 

Dollar-denominated assets and pricing oil in Dollars. To some degree, therefore, the term 

“petrodollar” has also served as a reminder that Dollars were essentially backed by oil, as Saudi 

Arabia and smaller oil-exporting countries in the GCC have continued to support the Dollar both as 

a store of value and as a medium of exchange. 
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value-form – and makes oil singularly important to the world-economy’s financial architecture. 

And after 1973 this energised value-form was constituted through the offshore.  

Finance became ‘more abstract’ because it became more extractive, not less! This opens 

up a different interpretation of financial culture and the historicity of value, against Jameson’s 

account. Moreover, as I argued above, the fictitiousness of finance becomes most visible when 

the reality it produces undermines the promises that made that reality desirable; the fiction 

comes to seem fictional as it becomes real. Because not all imagined scenarios can become 

true, and most are not meant to, some appear in retrospect only as fictions – but this is how 

finance makes decisions in an inherently uncertain environment. The question is not whether 

finance is fictitious, but how finance works and so comes to be understood as fictitious. Finance 

can appear – in reality and in critical finance studies – as fiction, fantasy, or the immaterial only 

because oil backs dollar values, but only informally, rather than codified in an institutional 

arrangement such as Bretton Woods and the gold-dollar standard. Free-floating finance seems 

increasingly fictional because Bretton Woods can be distinguished from the petrodollar as a 

formal, tangible relationship rather than an indeterminate one, thus retroactively making 

currency in the former gold-dollar regime seem a more real value representation than in the 

latter. I am not claiming that Jameson’s conclusions are wrong, but that his discussion of 

finance replicates on a cultural level a blindness to the relationship between oil and finance on 

an economic one. Seeing finance as an object in isolation is an aesthetic of oil’s structuring 

absence; it is how finance conceals and objectifies oil’s systematising force in money-form.  

Nevertheless, money did change, changing financial signs. As dollars, a formally 

unbacked yet oil-dependent currency, flowed through the offshore network, not only had the 

money changed, but the form in which they were lent changed too. Rather than loans or 

exchanges made between people who know each other, or even issued by a commercial bank 

to a private individual, “the 1970s saw groups of lenders banding together to make so-called 

syndicated loans to Third World governments as sovereign borrowers. The correspondence of 

the borrower with the state meant that risk adhered to the nation itself as economic actor.”136 

If, as Baucom claims, bills of payment created “a phenomenology of transactions, promises, 

character, credibility” and, as Poovey argues, “a writer could encourage readers to accept the 

deferral that was essential to credit”, how might an assessment of credit and character take 
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place when what is being assessed is, as Quinn Slobodian puts it, “the nation itself as economic 

actor” (9)? 

I am suggesting we understand the 1970s as a period in which financial signs are 

dialectically entwined with the specific natural form of oil. If this is the case, then it is perhaps 

no surprise that petrodollars find a natural home in Petróleos Mexicanos, Mexico’s national oil 

company. Mexico was considered a ‘safe’ debtor: it had an industrial history and 

manufacturing base, shared a border with the US and, perhaps most importantly, was a non-

OPEC country with huge, recently-discovered oil reserves, to which much of the investment 

flowed.137 Thus the ‘problematic of representation’, or gap between money and that which 

guarantees money’s value, is solved by the promise of future oil revenue because oil is 

denominated in dollars and dollars are valuable because the demand for oil makes them so. If 

this sounds suspiciously like tautology, then it is not unsurprising that for a writer like Fuentes 

it appeared as if petrodollars were little more than an illusion, concocted by capitalists in the 

core of the world-system who sought to transform Mexican oil into financial returns while 

underpinning the dollar’s value representation. When Maldonado mistakes his specialist 

expertise for knowledge and so does not realise elements of the Mexican government are 

conspiring against him to turn financial control of oil over to the Americans, he has fallen for 

the trick that makes him a good ‘national character’ for the conspirators: through his belief in 

the primacy of the state, he has mistaken the world-economic situation, which makes Mexican 

oil a safe investment.  

If Baucom and Poovey describe a culture in which trust and character assessment was 

to be cultivated between people and perspicacious judgment a quality to be cultivated within 

the self, then the difference that Fuentes articulates is the alienation of this culture to the 

interactions between investment banks and the state, in a way that disarticulates what people 

believe about creditworthiness and what people actually do. What is to be done when you 

distrust the credit, but the debtor is the state? Zizek writes that belief is “not to be conceived at 

a ‘psychological’ level: it is embodied, materialized, in the effective functioning of the social 

field.”138 Belief is inscribed most clearly in disavowed action – ‘I do not believe that this is 

true, but nevertheless I act as if I do.’ This is the fiction of credit as it is mediated by the state: 

the belief is materialised through people acting as if the fiction will become real; but this has 

the converse effect of making the narrative itself seem more fictional, precisely because one is 

 
137 James E. Mahon, Mobile Capital and Latin American Development (Pennsylvania: University of Pennsylvania, 

1996), p. 57. 
138 Slavoj Zizek, The Sublime Object of Ideology, (London: Verso, 2008), p. 34.  
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free to not believe it, while this disbelief has no effect on what is happening. This is perhaps a 

defining element of petroculture’s political logic, a “gap between knowledge and action”139 

realised in fossil finance. To paraphrase Zizek, the things themselves, the financial instruments, 

believe in the subject’s place. This, I think, is the situation articulated in the novel, through 

how Maldonado, a ‘national character’, is treated by representatives of international credit.  

Maldonado is initiated into an international conspiracy to publicly assassinate the 

Mexican president but, upon its completion, he is to be given plastic surgery, a new identity, 

and documents, and given “a more solid economic and social position” (32) in state 

employment. The man who promises him this, a mysterious Director General who works in the 

“deliberately murky penumbra of [a] windowless office” (29) in a Ministry building, assured 

Maldonado that “we are not interested in you. We are interested only in your name. Your name, 

not you, will be the criminal” (33). The play of names is part of the enjoyment derived from 

thrillers, wherein spies and readers enter a game of appearances and attempt to work out the 

truth behind the mask. Maldonado fails to pull off the assassination, refusing to help those who 

wish to undermine Mexican state oil control, which thrusts him into an increasingly 

complicated and opaque world of fake names, doubles, and incomprehensible motives. The 

British spy he meets in Houston, for example, turns out later on to be an American spy, playing 

both sides.  

Then, in a brilliant twist, it turns out those are both masks for a Mexican petrochemical 

company owner, who sees business opportunity in the oil boom and its export economy but 

has to defend this from foreign plots to incorporate him into multinational corporations. “Call 

me a nationalistic conservative, if you want,” he tells Maldonado. “I’d like to conserve that, 

keep the oil ours, and prevent outsiders from playing games with us” (226) – financial games, 

of course, being all too real. The Hydra Head’s character-system is structured by the gap 

between sign and referent that financial value mediation attempts to conceal and naturalise. 

Moreover, signs and referents are each accorded a different position within the text, as names 

become ‘free-floating’ and are detached from the person to whom they refer. After the plastic 

surgery, Maldonado’s name has been criminalised but is told “the man behind the name no 

longer exists” (69). The question then becomes, for the astute spy and the reader, as to whether 

the name or the person is creditworthy, and whether belief should be extended to what the name 

or the person is said to have done.  

 
139 Szeman and Boyer, ‘Introduction’, p. 5.  
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In addition to the allusions to Alice in Wonderland, the novel is replete with literary 

references to Shakespeare. The triple spy gives himself the code name ‘Timon of Athens’, 

Shakespeare’s play about a man who indebts himself giving gifts to his friends and is 

financially ruined. The name that Maldonado is given is Diego Velázquez, after the famous 

Spanish court painter in the reign of Philip IV (need we mention gold again?), whose 

masterwork Las Meninas (1656) is used by Michel Foucault to introduce the problematic of 

perception and representation in The Order of Things.  

Masks, appearances, false doubles, and distorted reflections. To what end? Fuentes’s 

Timon tells Maldonado that “Felix Maldonado is dead and buried. Diego Velázquez is the ideal 

replacement. No one is looking for him. He has no past. He has no outstanding debts” (241). 

Because “it’s to everyone’s best interests that you forget Felix Maldonado and take on a new 

identity. The perfect spy has no personal life, no wife, no children, no house, no past” (241). 

The ideal spy is abstraction personified: a total absence of qualities. But Maldonado cannot 

give up his name and so makes for a poor spy. Maldonado suffers from the difference between 

his ‘real’ self and his ‘fictional’ mask – he is incapable of maintaining his mask, and therefore 

his place in the symbolic order, inaugurating a gap between symbolic and psychic identities. 

He cannot reconcile himself with the name and the role he is given. “Who is it who has this 

power, this power to change lives, twist lives at his whim and make us someone else?” he asks. 

“I give up” (282). 

Maldonado cannot see that it is only the mask that matters – and is so an appropriate 

figure for someone unable to discern the gap between sign and referent in the fiat dollar, 

guaranteed not by a (fictional) lost ‘real’ value but according to the symbolic order of the state 

and its reliance on oil-dollar value; something that appears to be only a fiction, a mask, in 

comparison to the lost real value representation in a gold standard, a fantasy of what value 

‘really is’. 

This is how the novel offers petrodollars as an aesthetic or representational problem, to 

do with trust and credit at the scale not of individuals but of states and financial institutions in 

the world-system. Such economic factors are not concealed but are constitutive of Maldonado 

as he mediates between sign and referent. For Maldonado, the lesson is not whether the mask 

is true or false, but how it works in stabilising the problematic of representation; his character 

is irrelevant, but as a national character within the symbolic order of state power, it is essential 

to the financial contest over oil as credit materialises belief about energy futures.  

Maldonado, bureaucrat that he really is, is not up to the task of working this out – he is 

the “James Bond of underdevelopment” (247), according to a rival, “a mediocre economist, a 
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mediocre bureaucrat, a mediocre Don Juan” according to another – hardly spy material – and 

is led on a dizzying chase through the offshore world by Timon. He cannot give up his name, 

not least because of its association with oil nationalisation. Maldonado “insisted heatedly […] 

that he’d been conceived on the eighteenth of March, 1938, the day of nationalization” (218). 

The triple agent personifies international credit, because in him convergences American oil 

interests, British financial interests, and Mexican oil export interests. Perhaps it is of little 

surprise that the national character, Maldonado, unable to separate his name from his person, 

is duped. But – and this is typical of the thriller genre – it is through being duped that the plot 

reveals the illusion that structures the social reality. In being deceived by the offshore world 

and multiplication of masks and social roles, he acts in such a way that he comes to confront 

the triple agent. The truth is in the deception.  

So, what is revealed to our underfunded, under-equipped, and unprepared James Bond? 

Well, perhaps not that much, but that not much is itself revealing. He has learned that it is oil 

itself that is the eponymous “fertile Hydra head” (239). Moreover, the creditworthiness of 

characters and the scenarios they want to achieve are supported by the promise of oil. But there 

is another hydra too. The triple agent explains to Maldonado that establishing the relation 

between sign and referent, or between action and desire, is a fool’s game.  

Ah, passion again rears its fearful Hydra head. Cut off one, and a thousand 

will grow in its place, isn’t that right? Call it jealousy, dissatisfaction, envy, 

scorn, fear, repulsion, vanity, terror; probe into the secret motives of any of 

who participated in this comedy of errors, Felix, and give to his passion 

whatever name you will. You will always be wrong, because behind every 

label there is some unnameable, obscure political or personal reality – makes 

no difference which – that justly or unjustly – makes no difference which – 

compels us to disguise as action what is actually passion or hunger or 

suffering or desire or a love nourished out of hatred or a hatred nourished out 

of love (244). 

The novel is first read as about decoding secret motivations but becomes a message 

about the loss of knowable motivation as such. It does not matter what characters believe, but 

how they act as national characters. It thus works on two levels. On a psychoanalytic level it 

stages the representation of desire, how it demands expression, but is constantly mediated in 

the symbolic order which provides desire with its object. On a political level, it stages the 

inability to trust the narratives of international credit, to resolve the national project of oil 
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development with the demands of the financial game. What I am arguing is that this describes 

the situation in which national extraction is represented by finance. The eponymous hydra head 

refers to both desire and oil. The relation between desire and action, referent and sign, and 

extraction and abstraction are all condensed in the novel’s energy unconscious. Put differently, 

action that drives the plot resembles fiat currency, credit, and petrodollars, in that each is 

structured by a dialectic with an unstated resource – the libidinal energies of desire, the 

extraction of oil. I will return to this in the conclusion of the chapter, but for now a final word 

on narrative form, financial fiction, and world-literature.  

As the plot unfolds, it becomes clear that it is narrated not by Maldonado, as the reader 

is led to believe, but by Timon, the agent who it appears, once again, has changed sides. It turns 

out, he really has been trying to defend national oil resources all along. He “imposed a certain 

order” on the story – a Freudian secondary revision, the reorganisation of dream-work into a 

comprehensible narrative, for Maldonado “told his story [to Timon] the way the memory 

works, in disjointed fragments” (215). The story has been reorganised by the person who the 

reader is led to think is attempting to deceive them; again, the reader is forced to doubt not only 

the information that makes up the story but its formal organisation too. Timon’s narratorial 

voice represents and obscures Maldonado’s in an act of rewriting that makes us aware of a 

different version of the story while refusing us access to it. The narrative of the national 

character has been, from the beginning, organised retroactively and contained within a larger, 

international fiction. “Which of the two endings would be the real true one”, Timon asks 

himself: “the one I was preparing to invent, or the one [Maldonado] was preparing to live?”   

This exemplifies what Franco Moretti describes, in his ‘Conjectures on World 

Literature’, as the compromise created by the import of foreign forms to the peripheries of the 

world-literary system: “foreign plot; local characters; and then, local narrative voice.”140 In 

my reading, the foreign plot is the thriller and the financial form that make Mexico as a space 

of international financial investment: petrodollars and plot. The local character is, obviously, 

Maldonado, the “James Bond of underdevelopment” (247), a character in a foreign form 

because he is a bureaucrat forced into espionage, a contradiction between state public service 

and state private service. He is wholly unsuitable for the job and is allied to a conservative oil 

nationalist – unlikely spies both. Finally, the local narrative voice is, diegetically, the triple 

agent, whose compromise is located between his attempt to tell the conventional thriller plot 

 
140 Franco Moretti, ‘Conjectures in World Literature’, New Left Review 1 (2000), 65 < 
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while forcing Maldonado and the reader to constantly, retroactively, reread the significance of 

events from the perspective not only of the ‘national character’ but of ‘international credit’ too, 

as training in how distinguish between them. Fuentes’s narrative voice shifts between petro-

nationalist and international investor, a skill no doubt developed through his years as a Mexican 

diplomat, as a semiperipheral mediator between core and periphery in the capitalist world-

system. He finds in the thriller a form that creates a space of interaction between national 

characters and international plots, showing how fictional scenarios translate the beliefs of 

national characters into credible stories for international plots to become fossil financial forms. 

The social relationships of the petrodollar are not external to the novel, a neutral object of 

representation, but a problematic internal to its form, that defines its narrative voice and mood, 

its infrastructural spaces and financial time. The novel shows oil’s doubled life in financial 

representation and infrastructural development, which I have read through the novel’s 

distinction between international credit and national character – and the preponderance of the 

former over the latter. The novel’s ominous threat turned out to be prophetic – written a few 

years before the Mexican debt crisis, in which the euphoria of the oil boom would give way a 

crashing oil price and to state default, austerity, and structural adjustment.  

1.4 Financial Promises 

 

The Hydra Head provides some key interpretative strategies and concepts that will be 

employed throughout the thesis. I end this chapter with a reflection on them and signal how 

they fit within the direction of the project as a whole.  

First and foremost, in my argument The Hydra Head is a lesson in how to interpret oil 

as a financial form. For this reason, it is the first text I discuss. It teaches us how to read oil 

narratives as world-systemic in both form and content, because it mediates how international 

credit, a financial form that becomes dominant in the era of financialisation, shapes energy 

futures. Oil is a financial form not only because its pricing in dollars maintains the value of the 

period’s premier currency and universal equivalent, and therefore all kinds of other financial 

activity, but also because extraction is a prospective endeavour, oriented toward achieving 

profit and therefore return on investment. The novel mediates oil’s dual existence, as asset and 

infrastructure, with their distinct temporal modalities. Moreover, the novel gives form to the 

offshore logic of differentiation and insulation in the offshore mystery’s conceptual and 

represented geographies – which, through a close reading of Fuentes, we discovered was a 

financial form in its own right, because it translates information and deception into value. It 
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shows that financial narratives are structured by potential realisation, not necessarily realisation 

itself. Fossil financial forms represent potential energy as a financial value in the present. The 

representational effectivity is derived from its ability to make that form credible long enough 

to produce a reality – even if, as I argue, that reality can subsequently invalidate the fiction that 

created it, as the promises become untrue in the process of the fiction becoming real.  

This lets us pause for a moment, to reflect on a distinction between financial form and 

financial promise. Financial forms are finance’s represented futures: the economic and 

narrative development set in motion so that financial instruments can be given a form to bear 

value across time.141 These are the iterative unfolding of a represented future value, a financial 

transaction that bridges present and future and whose present value is stable to the extent that 

the imagined future remains credible as it approaches some definitive but open-ended terminal 

point. Mexican offshore oil development remained valuable to the extent that the path from the 

present to the future was understood to be stable. When the oil price crash made that future was 

no longer credible, the form that structured the relation between the present representation of 

future value and the future dissolved – to be reconfirmed as only a fiction, rather than a form 

realising itself, becoming real.  

What I mean by financial promise, in contrast, is the social and cultural expectations, 

narratives, and desires that are given an object through the credibility of financial 

representations. Promises of abundance, advanced development, and oil wealth are literally 

made through petrodollar investment; meanwhile such narratives, economic expectations, 

desires shape financial credibility. Finance produces time, and its own distinct temporality, 

through the building and construction of material that bears value across time. A promise gives 

a temporal structure to desire because it represents an object of desire that will provide profit 

and satisfaction in the future. Financial subjects are invested in an imagined future. Finance 

produces time and desire. 

Financial form mediates relations between people, sociotechnical assemblages for 

producing financial instruments, and the material bearers of value. Through the idea of 

financial promise, I have begun to suggest that financial forms operate through the social and 

aesthetic constitution of desiring subjects. As financial forms produce time, they are 

intercalated and structured by the promises to create a future, which creates expectation, desire, 

dissatisfaction, and loss.  

 
141 Mitchell, ‘Infrastructures’. 
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Earlier I claimed that, within The Hydra Head’s energy unconscious, two levels of the 

text were brought into an allegorical frame: the psychoanalytic relation between desire and 

action and the political-economic relation between oil and finance. I meant that there are certain 

formal similarities between the way Fuentes describes the relation between what characters 

want and the action they take in the novel and how, in the petrodollar era, fiat currencies are 

unbacked yet retain a determinate relation to oil which, indirectly, is the material substratum 

of financial value. My point is that there is something of a shared logic (although not a causal 

relationship) between the libidinal energies of desire and financial form in the age of fiat 

currency and the petrodollar.  

Think of Freud’s model of desire, an energy system whose cathexis (expenditures of 

mental energy) reduces external energetic stimulus to protect the subject from the 

unpleasurable destabilising stimulation; while internal drives (libidinal energies) are managed 

through the conditioned mental apparatus so that desire can be satisfied in modified forms 

permissible in the subject’s social environment.142 The unconscious is unrepresentable as such 

but is given form: in the action, dream work, repression. Primary processes such as desire are 

modified through a secondary process that screens and represents it in forms in consciousness. 

This model retroactively confirms primary processes in the form of secondary processes; forms 

produced through the cathectic energy of the secondary process to create an experience of 

satisfaction.143  

The dollar system is subtended by oil, but the equivalence between finance and oil, 

price and value, and signifier and signified is not given but must be made. Dollar values are 

formed through an energy system that requires constant financial valuation. Dollars represent 

the oil in a price-form. A financial structure of signification predominates over oil; money acts 

as a ‘quilting point’ for the value of oil, a sliding signifier (price) that temporarily stabilises 

and expresses a signified (value).144 This is the retroactive confirmation of oil’s promised value, 

the temporal structure of the valorisation of value. The financial sign means understanding 

price and value in a recursive temporality, where the relation of signifier and signified is 

historically and socially constituted but not absolutely fixed, a form that links consciousness 

and representation to an ultimate ground or referent of social material activity and production. 

 
142 Sigmund Freud, Beyond the Pleasure Principle, trans. James Strachey, (London: Norton and Company, 1961).  
143 Sigmund Freud, Complete Psychological Works, Vol 4, Part 1: The Interpretation of Dreams, trans. James 

Strachey, (London: Vintage Classics, 2001).  

For a discussion of Freud’s energy models see Dominic Boyer, ‘Anthropology Electric’, Cultural Anthropology, 

30.4 (2015), 534–536 <DOI: 10.14506/ca30.4.02.> 
144 Clover, ‘Retcon’, 19.  
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This articulates a structural similarity between the mediation of desire and finance, in a 

way that substantiates a theory of the energy unconscious of financial forms. Desire and oil 

value can be mapped onto the financial promise and the financial form. The financial promise 

represents a deferred desire extended across time. This interpolates with the financial form, 

structured by the value of oil. Financial forms have an energy unconscious because they 

mediate libidinal energetics and oil. The ‘absent cause’ of a transition in the capitalist world-

system’s money-form brought about by the pressure of oil’s political economy begins to shape 

the narrative structure of finance and writing about finance; and, in a more extensive sense, it 

comes to structure and saturate financial media and the signification of money. Written 

financial futures are ineluctably shaped by the economic and aesthetic force of oil. It is through 

Fuentes plotting petrodollars that such an argument can be made. 

Fuentes’s great insight occurs at a transitional moment in world-petroculture. Immanuel 

Wallerstein calls it “an age of transition […] in which the entire capitalist world-system will 

be transformed into something else.”145 Arrighi claims that, as an era of financial expansion, it 

should be conceived as a “fundamental transformation of the agency and structure of world-

scale processes of capitalist accumulation.”146 What Fuentes sees happening to Mexican oil 

periodises financial petroculture through how finance becomes a representational dominant of 

oil futures. What he identifies is a financial logic in which oil narratives are made into 

information (or misinformation) and become fungible (and valuable) commodities in their own 

right. For this reason alone, Fuentes is an essential writer in world-petrofiction and world-

finance fiction. His work is an incontrovertible argument for the importance of finance to 

petrocultural mediations. 

This means that the novel’s critique is also a recognition of a financial logic, so the turn 

to genre is also a coming to terms with an imported petroculture because it offers a lesson in 

financial representation. It is a genre that is obliged to make form out of financial speculation. 

Its ambivalence mediates the conjuncture in which the petrodollar had transformed petroleum’s 

constitutive role in the world-system. More than resource or fuel, the macroeconomics of oil 

becomes the basis of the value-form, and in doing so its market abstractions become internal 

to the modes of representation in which value is signified, described, and narrated.   

What Fuentes’s novel critiques in content it denies in form. Both detective fiction and 

thrillers are emplotted through mystery. The detective story is about uncovering something that 

 
145 Immanuel Wallerstein, ‘Globalization or the Age of Transition?: A Long-Term View of the Trajectory of the 
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has happened, with clues as evidence that lead to the construction of past events. But the thriller 

is about stopping something from happening, usually a threat. Its temporal orientation is toward 

the potential, not the actual. Loans given to oil extraction are potential energy given financial 

form. But this only holds if that future expenditure is expected to happen. The Hydra Head’s 

formal critique is found in the difference between the generic formal expectations of the thriller 

and the logic of offshore oil, the formal unevenness of generic expectations and oil 

development. Maldonado cannot prevent offshore oil development under the control of 

international credit; foreign form works against local narrative content as he fails to stop the 

potential becoming real. If the reader is invested in the success of the underdeveloped spy, and 

therefore the satisfaction produced in the generic structure of the thriller, then this promise has 

not paid off. In 1982, as the oil price crashed and Mexico defaulted on its loans, the financial 

promises of oil failed to pay off too.  
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2. Architecture of the Offshore: The Lloyd’s Building 

Across the Atlantic, the United Kingdom underwent its own offshore revolution. In the 1950s, 

while Bretton Woods was still in effect, bankers in the City of London discovered a loophole 

that allowed them to hold dollars that were not regulated by the Bank of England or the United 

States. Called the ‘Eurodollar’ market, it was home to stateless money that existed on the 

sidelines of nation-states and slowly undermined the Bretton Woods gold-dollar standard.147 

By 1971 there were so many Eurodollars in petroleum markets that the United States could no 

longer redeem international dollars with gold. Much of the oil rents accrued in economies 

unable to invest the vast sums in production, a tendency that greatly accelerated after the 1973 

oil shock. Eurodollar markets operated as a channel through which to circulate petrodollars and 

“by the mid-1970s the volume of purely monetary transactions carried out in offshore money 

markets already exceeded the value of world trade many times over. From then on the financial 

expansion became unstoppable.”148 Meanwhile in Scotland in the 1970s, offshore oil and gas 

discoveries in the North Sea were parcelled up, sold, and development began, an industry that 

had, and maintains, deep political and financial ties to the City of London.149 The 

transformation of the world-system’s financial architecture connects the petrodollar revolution 

of the previous chapter with the offshore eurodollar revolution of this one.150   

The goal of this chapter is to specify the cultural logic through which the offshore 

becomes a normal part of everyday life. The financial offshore is less a site and more a 

telecommunication network with a cultural logic. It is a reconfiguration in the social – because 

the social and its boundaries is precisely what is at stake in the offshore. This reconfiguration 

happens in accordance with a particular logic – a tendency or modality that works immanently 

within a structure and gives it a particular dynamic across disparate practices, organisations, 

and conventions: a way to see the offshore at work within social experience. It is about the 

strategies of engagement, recognition, promise, and disavowal that shape economics and 

culture. It is about the social and knowing the social, and thus names a mode of experience that 

 
147 Vanessa Ogle, ‘Archipelago Capitalism: Tax Havens, Offshore Money, and the State, 1950s-1970s,’ American 
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connects being to consciousness (and the unconscious); it specifies the offshore as a mode of 

sociality rather than a regime of expertise and exclusion (thus an analysis of offshore cultural 

logic works against it, as it were). It is about the world-configuring function of separation and 

about how subjects navigate the actual and imagined offshore; how categorising and 

differentiating between real and fictional or economic and aesthetic is how a culture is trained 

to live in the offshore world.  

The subject through which I demonstrate the offshore cultural logic is the Lloyd’s 

Building, a headquarters commissioned by preeminent insurance company Lloyd’s of London 

and designed by architect Richard Rogers in 1978 (figure 1). Architecture is a privileged object 

for making legible the offshore cultural logic because it is a social practice concerned with 

producing space and aesthetic forms but remains beholden to economic need. It makes possible 

an inquiry into the ways that offshore is produced, lived, and felt without requiring the 

disclosure of information and knowledge that the offshore is structurally designed to disable 

and obfuscate. That architecture provides a form for thinking spatially is useful, because it 

offers a way of thinking a cultural logic that is immanent in social life but is designed to be 

difficult to think about at all.  

Lloyd’s has specialised in marine insurance since its inception in the seventeenth 

century. Since the mid-twentieth, this has meant oil-fuelled shipping and offshore oil 

exploration and production, while it now has significant amounts of contracts in aviation, 

energy and motor insurance, and a very large reinsurance market (that is, spreading and sharing 

risk across contracts to reduce individual liability). With Lloyd’s at the forefront, the shipping 

insurance market boomed in the 1970s through the logistical revolution, as well as structural 

changes in the oil tanker business because of oil nationalisation in the OPEC states.151 Further, 

given the exorbitant quantities of fixed capital required for ‘tough’ offshore oil, underwriting 

is a precondition for financial investment in oil extraction. The offshore expansion was because 

of the depletion of cheaper, easier to extract oil and the 1970s oil price boom, and so is a result 

of the long transition that structures the temporality of fossil-fuelled societies. Lloyd’s 

insurance is thus an excellent example of fossil finance – financial forms that mediate 

hydrocarbons and transition while producing historical and ecological time. Until as recently 

as 2018, when it was subject to huge losses as a result of natural disasters, it was the largest 
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insurance market in the world,152 and in recent years it has become a target for climate 

protestors, because of its insurance of fossil fuels. Construction began in 1978 – the year The 

Hydra Head was published – and opened in 1986, a month after the London Stock Market 

deregulation known as the ‘Big Bang.’ 

Lloyd’s – the institution and the building – occupies a central place in my study for two 

reasons, one historical and the other methodological. The historical reasons I have just outlined 

– it is perhaps only a slight exaggeration to call Lloyd’s an institution of world-historical 

importance in petroculture. The methodological reason is that it is through the description of 

architectural form that the cultural logic of the offshore can be formulated in aesthetic and 

financial terms. While I will discuss the historical importance of Lloyd’s in a little more detail, 

this mediation between finance and aesthetics will make up the substance of the argument. The 

first section is about the connection between architecture and the energy unconscious. The 

second looks at the architecture form of Lloyd’s as a way of specifying how architectural space, 

fossil financial form, and aesthetic experience mediate the offshore to subjects through its 

juridical-spatial logic of differentiation. The penultimate section argues that seeing like an 

extractive insurer – the work that goes on inside the building and the particular gaze such work 

creates – is a project of representing oil as typical, not exceptional. The conclusion compares 

seeing like an offshore insurer with an outside observer of Lloyd’s’ architecture, arguing each 

are ways of training subjects in how to live in the transition to the offshore world, as Britain 

became central to the creation of opaque networks of insulated jurisdictions in the 1970s.  

2.1 The Energy Unconscious 

 

In this chapter I draw on theory that argues architecture’s form is, in David Cunningham’s 

words, essential to capitalism’s “own spatial production and reproduction, and of the 

production of new forms of subjectivity appropriate to it: a kind of education or training, so to 

speak, in how ‘to live’ in an emergent world.”153 Through architecture criticism, I aim to 

articulate how it is that architecture provides an aesthetic education – although in a different 

sense, an aesthetic sans education, specified in the conclusion – for how to live in an offshore 

world.  

 
152 Oliver Ralph, ‘Can Lloyd’s of London survive as the home of global insurance?’, Financial Times 

<www.ft.com/content/23e1c812-6e45-11e8-852d-d8b934ff5ffa> [accessed 21 June 2022] 
153 David Cunningham, ‘The Architecture of Money: Jameson, Abstraction and Form’, in The Political 

Unconscious of Architecture: Re-Opening Jameson’s Narrative ed. Nadir Lahiji, (Surrey: Ashgate Publishing 

Company, 2011). p. 47. 
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The City of London’s architecture changed with its fortunes in the offshore revolution. 

An economic boom was transforming its architecture when Lloyd’s opened its new 

headquarters in 1986. A signal example of this is the ‘High-Tech’ style, of which the Lloyd’s 

Building is a pioneer. The City and the global style of High-Tech is deeply indebted to Lloyd’s, 

which, according to Kenneth Powell, “in its flexibility, environmentalism and responsiveness 

to the changing shape of services, electronic and non-electronic,” provided an influential 

architectural model.154 

What makes Lloyd’s so innovative as a design is the way it separates ‘served’ and 

‘servant’ spaces, an influence of modernist Louis Kahn, for whom it was used to distinguish 

between used space and space that serves what is used (Figure 1). The piping, heating, 

elevators, and service sectors are all placed on the outside of the building, rather than in the 

internal structure. This bold, dynamic façade has a dramatic effect on the inside because it 

creates a large, adaptable, and flexible space, capable of change and unconstrained by 

infrastructure. This central space is called the ‘Underwriting Room’ and is overlooked by a 

series of galleries that are given light by the barrel-vaulted glass roof (Figure 2). In the 

uninhibited interior – which contains only eight concrete pillars, the elevators and a central 

clock – insurance stalls and intersecting elevators sit in a light and open marketplace. The stalls, 

owned by various underwriter syndicates, sell a financial form: insurance. The light and 

unimpeded interior emphasise smoothness, mobility, and dynamism of insurance contract and 

capital flow. The exterior is a striking combination of steel and glass, while the functional 

infrastructure, such as elevators and pipes, disrupt the smoothness of the exterior with turret-

like shafts. According to Powell, it is a symbol of the City of London, an architectural triumph 

that is beautiful, innovative, and historic, while fulfilling its role as a financial marketplace in 

which the risks of the world can be bought and sold.155  

Hal Foster notes that the Lloyd’s Building is an architectural forerunner. While 

relatively rare in the 1980s, the stylish large-office buildings pioneered by Rogers dominated 

London’s financially-driven boom years of the 1990s and 2000s, of which 88 Wood Street 

(1993-99) and the Lloyd’s Register Building (1993-2000, not to be confused with the Lloyd’s 

Building) are examples.156 It remains a popular style, with the Leadenhall Building (2010-14), 

another Rogers design, now standing opposite the Lloyd’s Building and dwarfing it in size. 

 
154 Kenneth Powell, Lloyd’s Building: Richard Rogers Partnership (London: Phaidon, 1994), p. 45. 
155 Powell, Lloyd’s, p. 10.  
156 Hal Foster, The Art-Architecture Complex, (London, Verso, 2011), p. 25. 
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The other most famous example of High-Tech is Norman Foster’s HSBC Main Building in 

Hong Kong (1978-85).157 Why was there such an appetite for High-Tech in this period?  

Amitav Ghosh asks, “if contemporary trends in architecture, even in this period of 

accelerating carbon emissions, favour shiny, glass-and-metal-plated towers, do we not have to 

ask, what are the patterns of desire that are fed by these gestures?”158 Although he does not 

phrase it this way, what Ghosh is asking after is the energy unconscious of architecture. 

Architecture is also, for reasons of real estate and land speculation, a financial form, while steel 

and glass skyscrapers have become symbolic of high finance. Architecture therefore connects, 

in a material way, the two main fields of interpretation of this thesis.  

According to a critic who knows a little about the unconscious, the usefulness of 

architecture criticism is in “the establishment of a mediation capable of translation in either 

direction: able to function as a characterization of the economic determinants of this 

construction within the city fully as much as it can offer directions for aesthetic analysis and 

cultural interpretation.”159 While Jameson never speaks of architecture’s political unconscious 

as such, his encounter with architecture theory provided striking insights into the dialectic of 

architecture form and capitalist society, not least of which is that the architectural “exterior is 

coeval with History and society itself, and it is susceptible therefore the most fundamental 

materialist or dialectical reversal of all”160 – the mediation of the capitalist world-system in 

socio-spatial experience. In Jameson’s ‘Postmodernism’ essay he saw in postmodern 

architecture a “mutation in built space itself” and therefore “something like an imperative to 

grow new organs.”161 Architecture produces space and a spatial education in how subjects 

might live within the postmodern ‘hyperspace’ of the world-system. The privileged insights of 

 
157 HSBC has played a key role in providing access to offshore Eurodollar markets for Chinese business during 

the years of China’s industrialisation. Employing the same industrial symbolism and flexible internal 

environment, the HSBC Building is another example of architecture’s relation to fossil finance and the offshore 

economy. Oliver Wainwright describes the building as a “gleaming off-shore rig, a machine for drilling wealth 

from the bedrock beneath Central Hong Kong, a refinery built on opium and imperialism.” In the years running 

up to the transfer of sovereignty over Hong Kong, the British investment bank wanted a symbol of imperial might. 

Its main headquarters are now in Canary Wharf in a building also designed by Foster, owned by the investment 

arm of the Qatari government. 

Oliver Wainwright, ‘Norman Foster's Hong Kong HSBC headquarters tore up the rule book – a history of cities 

in 50 buildings, day 45’, Guardian, 28 May 2015 <www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/may/28/hong-kong-hsbc-

hq-bank-history-cities-50-buildings> [accessed 21 June 2022] 
158 Amitav Ghosh, The Great Derangement: Climate Change and the Unthinkable, (London: University of 

Chicago Press, 2017), p. 11. 
159 Jameson, Cultural Turn, p. 182.  
160 Jameson, The Ideologies of Theory Volume 2: Syntax of History (Minnesota: University of Minnesota Press, 

1988), p. 44. 
161 Fredric Jameson, Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism, (London: Verso, 1989), p. 39.  
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architecture criticism are, according to Jameson, due to how architecture combines the 

economic and the cultural and mediates subject and social structure.  

But it is after this postmodern moment that a dialectical reversal has, in turn, happened 

to Jameson’s architectural insights, in a way that opens a space for thinking architecture’s 

energy unconscious. In Modern Architecture and Climate, Daniel Barber contends that “the 

debates on postmodernism […] those resonant in Jameson’s extended critique […] were all a 

sort of froth on the material transformations and energy infrastructures being developed below, 

alongside, and at the same time.”162 Architecture divides the world into a planetary interior and 

exterior by creating thermal environments that distinguishes an inner architecture and an outer 

climate through an energy-intensive assemblage of shading devices, AC units, designs, and 

materials, all to maximise the conditions of an internal comfort zone unaffected by weather, 

coming together to condition a specific kind of human subject with specific cultural wants, 

desires, and expectations. Barber interprets modern architecture as an environment-making 

project reliant upon fossil energy infrastructures. Indeed, Barber’s critique of Jameson mirrors 

the critique in the previous chapter of Jameson’s account of financial abstraction. Both are 

expressions of the unique and fundamental role of oil in the transformation of the world-

economy. Although the term is not used, Barber’s argument suggests that the energy 

unconscious is formed in relationship between cultural desire, architecture, energy system, and 

climate.  

However, Jameson’s emphasis on mediation remains crucial because it insists on 

thinking about architecture’s economic and aesthetic determinants as semi-autonomous. It is 

necessary, he claims, to be able to characterise architecture through dull questions such as real 

estate, land speculation or, in this case, insurance and through aesthetic evaluation, formal 

analysis, the evolution of architectural style, and so on. Insurance underwrites capitalist 

temporality. Architecture is a financial promise – it is a source of value across time that 

produces temporality. But is also an aesthetic experience, creating environments in which 

subjects learn certain habits, expectations, and values. As durable material structures with 

distinct social and economic purposes, architectural form mediates the time of value into socio-

spatial experience.  

This architectural time is energetic: “Architecture can be understood as a material 

organization that regulates and brings to order to energy flows; and, simultaneously and 

 
162 Daniel Barber, Modern Architecture and Climate: Design Before Air Conditioning (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 2020), p. 270. 
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inseparably, as an energetic organization that stabilizes and maintains material forms.”163 

Architecture shapes social space, climate, politics, and desire through organising energy and 

material at particular architectural sites amid wider fields and flows. In the previous chapter, I 

argued that the energy unconscious of fossil finance was located in how financial representation 

gave temporal form to oil and desire. Architecture’s energy unconscious is how it gives a 

material form to a financial promise, training subjects through a particular organisation of 

energy, material, and desire. The energy unconscious is not hidden in architecture, it is the form 

of architecture itself.  

2.2 High-Tech Desire 

 

In 1977, Rogers and Renzo Piano completed the Centre Pompidou in Paris. A public 

library, museum, and centre for the arts, this building pioneered a futuristic and utopian style 

that positioned architecture at the forefront of a democratic culture. Playful and entertaining, 

this building was a rich engagement with a number of modernist styles, such as Futurism and 

Archigram. It was to be accessed by the public and so represented and facilitated a civic 

identity, while its internal spaces were flexible and could change according to public need. At 

the end of the Centre Pompidou project and at the tail end of the UK’s 1970s recession, with 

less work available for architects, the then Richard Rogers Partnership (now Roger Stirk 

Harbour + Partners) applied to design the new Lloyd’s Building commission. Embodying mass 

culture, the Centre Pompidou was to Rogers’s disadvantage because Lloyd’s wanted a design 

more in keeping with the austere nature of its role as insurer. At the same time, Lloyd’s wanted 

an impressive and innovative visual monument, with the future building positioning the 

institution at the cutting-edge of architectural development.164 When Rogers won the contract, 

he found himself in a contradictory position: at the forefront of a so-called radical architectural 

movement, High-Tech, with a background interest in structural simplicity and energy 

efficiency, but commissioned to design buildings for not only for a financial institution, but to  

 
163 Guillén Fernández, and Luis Fernández-Galiano, Fire and Memory: On Architecture and Energy (London: 

MIT Press, 2000), p. 5. 
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employ the architectonic innovations in service to the forms of financial work that Lloyd’s 

demanded.  

The 1970s was a strange architectural climate, especially for an architect such as 

Rogers, who wanted to maintain the social and cultural importance of the modern movement 

even as it went into terminal crisis in Britain. The economic crisis had effectively ended the 

modern movement that defined the UK’s postwar architecture scene, which had been 

Figure 1: The Lloyd’s Building. ‘High-Tech’ is known for its ‘inside-out’ 

style, the servant spaces visible on the façade. Source: Lloyd’s Website. 
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dominated by the welfare state’s planned economy.165 For David Harvey, this meant “a break 

with the idea that planning and development should focus on large-scale, technologically 

rational, austere and functionally efficient ‘international style’” to seek “some kind of 

accommodation with the more flexible regime of accumulation that has emerged since 

1973,”166 a periodising break central to my argument for a distinctive cultural logic of fossil 

finance. Modernist projects – the notorious concrete high-rises (which share an energetic but 

not a social logic with other concrete infrastructure of petroculture such as roads and highways) 

– were no longer seen as an architectural solution in the wake of the crisis, stagflation, and 

economic downturn.167 Critiques of modernist urban planning and architecture were 

formulated in both economic and aesthetic evaluations. ‘Non-Plan: An Experiment in 

Freedom’ (1969), exemplified this critique because of its attack on the UK’s postwar 

development – at a national level, British petrocultural modernisation – which it saw as the 

destruction of local particularity, democratic participation, and a sort of inherent popular 

sensibility style. The influential article, is taglined “Why not have the courage, where practical, 

to let people shape their own environment?” By “find[ing] out what people would want […] 

one might discover the hidden style of mid-twentieth century Britain.”168  

The authors quote Frank Lloyd Wright approvingly, who said that “the gasoline service 

station may be seen the beginning of an important advance agent of decentralization,” a nod to 

the effects of automobility on the geographical dispensing and distribution of forms of social 

life that were once centrally bound to American city centres.169 The contrast, for the Non-Plan 

authors, between East and West Midlands industrialisation – between Birmingham’s industrial 

concentration and a regional industrial decentralisation – is that the former deepens the town-

country divide while the latter accommodates the difference through automobility. They take 

inspiration from American petrocultural suburban sprawl and adapt this foreign form to a local 

British context; an uneven and combined petroculture adapted to an English countryside, 

encompassing suggestions from Vegas-style strips around airports to a cybernetic revolution 

 
165 Tahl Kaminer, Architecture, Crisis and Resuscitation: The Reproduction of Post-Fordism in Late-Twentieth-
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in planning and even, bizarrely, thermal-controlled domed nudist beaches – an apotheosis of 

the separation of thermal interiors and exteriors. Petroculture changes architecture not only 

because of the modes of planning petroleum’s capacities make available, but because 

architectural space and experience can be imagined differently through automobility. 

Decentralisation mediates the economic and aesthetic needs of a motorising British society and, 

if it is not too indulgent to note, culminates (in England) in the decentralised University of 

Warwick, home of specialist automobile manufacturing in Jaguar-Land Rover, which hardly 

resembles the Ford River Rouge Plant so exemplary of centralised Fordism (which might be 

contrasted at the aesthetic level by the Tile Hill paintings of George Shaw and the coal-infused 

modernist abstraction in the Detroit Industry Murals of Diego Rivera). Decentralisation 

becomes an imaginary resolution to a localist environmentalism that sees modernist planning 

as a destructive and anti-democratic extension of industrialisation, resolving the divide between 

country and city at a regional level, while generalising it at a global one. 

Imaginatively powered by petroleum, ‘Non-Plan’ crystallised in architectural critique 

an economic and aesthetic anti-statism that could be valenced into a pro-market position, 

populism, pop culture and advertisements, or an English environmentalism of country 

preserved against industrialisation. It is a perspective that accounts for oil as the fuel of what 

would later get called postmodernism, first in architecture and then, later, late-capitalist culture 

as a whole. It captures the exciting influence of American petroculture – still an import at the 

time – while articulating the limits of the nation-state as a framework from which to make sense 

of the changes ushered in by oil. Whatever came after architectural modernism, so the argument 

went, would have to be suited to a different society than that centred in the nation-state. 

This culminated in the Thatcherite revolution, the transformation of Britain from coal 

culture to a petroculture, and the return of British finance to world-systemic importance. After 

1973, the national economy no longer provided a coherent object of governance as it gradually 

reintegrated with the world-economy, and London became a major financial centre.170 When 

oil came online in 1975, oil revenues supported sterling value and made Britain into a major 

energy producer again, in the North Sea rather than its coalfields, restoring Britain’s place as a 

net-energy exporter for the first time since the end of empire. But as is regularly noted in 

historical scholarship, oil did not enter into British national image and identity. Expertise and 

infrastructure for offshore development were imported from abroad, the industry workforce 
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remained small and fairly non-unionised, and so did not cohere into a class culture like those 

who worked in coal capitalist industries did.171 The offshore enables a transition between a 

national and an international orientation because it represents some activities as external to the 

nation-state. The offshore shows that the social character of the state is distinct from its spatial 

character, as its juridical domain does not correspond with its territorial one.172 What this means 

is that oil is better grasped in British petroculture not as a symbol or through its direct 

representation but as a cultural logic modulated by Britain’s offshoring economy, and I am 

arguing that architecture and architectural critique is uniquely sensitive to this.  

At the time of Lloyd’s’ construction High-Tech was an innovative and distinctive 

vision. The style – industrial functionality and flexible adaptation – is allegorical in a very 

direct way of the transition the UK was experiencing. What is conspicuous about this building 

for the argument I am pursuing is that Rogers’s design combines distinctive, at times 

oppositional, styles. Postmodern architecture, which came into fashion in the 1970s, 

emphasised context and historicism, so that buildings ‘fit in’ with their immediate environment 

(generally conceived as a reaction to modernism’s desire to make the new). To an extent Rogers 

employed this through the fidelity with which the building is aligned and ordered with the 

curvature of the historic medieval Leadenhall Street and Market. But he combined this with an 

anti-historicist style, in that the building does not reference its immediate environment. It 

clearly does fit within an alternative, modernist tradition – and so draws on energetically 

symbolic styles. It is also an environmentally conscious building, responsive to problems of 

energy exchange (such as heat loss and lighting) between internal and external environments 

and as such is an attempt to resolve environmental problems architecturally. Moreover, Rogers 

had to contend with the naturally conservative clients at Lloyd’s, many of whom were 

uncomfortable with modernist architecture. But in the 1970s Lloyd’s was growing and needed 

both a much larger, more flexible space and to remain within the City, where most of its 

business clients were located, so economic necessity drove the compromise.  

At first glance what is most striking about the Lloyd’s Building is the steel exterior. 

Along with its externalised infrastructure, which gives Lloyd’s its definitive outline, the steel 

skin conveys a tensile energy, of weighty permanence with a sense of motion – especially as 

one moves around it, the outside rippling as the silhouette shifts and change the ratios of visible 

material. Bodily movement and congealed energy shape aesthetic experience through 
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navigation of space, while the façade structures vision. The infrastructure – elevator shafts, 

pipes, service towers and cranes – are connected by concrete joints, which gives the building a 

high degree of articulation and a distinctive geometrical precision. But it is not symmetrical, 

given its fit into the curved medieval street and uneven tower height, and this asymmetry makes 

it visibly unique. This distinguishes it from the postwar high-rise (especially those influenced 

by the International Style, but also the Brutalism prevalent in British cities) whose architectural 

language is monolithic, uniform, and abstract. Lloyd’s is distinguished from its environment 

not through abstraction but through particularity.  

The Lloyd’s Building was constructed on the site of a former East India Company 

building and the Lloyd’s company itself has roots in Britain’s marine empire. Yet it is unlike 

Figure 2: The Atrium. The 60m high Atrium is the central to the building, 

providing both light and a complex air-conditioning and heat system 

through air circulation. 
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designs such as the Tate Modern or Battersea Power Station, old industrial buildings renovated 

for art installations or luxury apartment complexes, which are consciously historicist. The 

Lloyd’s Building is, to the extent possible, an anti-historicist design. External infrastructure 

appears to ground the vault atrium, as if, without it, the entire building itself would float off. 

This is a modernist impulse, expressed in the anti-historicist symbolism of steel. Stainless steel, 

unlike concrete, does not bear the mark of temporal change through discolouration, as if the 

material itself is both inside and outside of historical change. Lloyd’s iconic power as a symbol 

of the City and its architectural innovation as energy-efficient and environmentally 

consciousness gives it the curious status of unique and ecological yet modernist.  

The Lloyd’s Building is an ingenious innovation because of how it tries to resolve 

contradictions of environment and social function and between infrastructural necessity and 

user desire. In fact, this might describe Rogers’s architecture in general, which has always 

developed under contradictory impulses. In a speech in 1988, Rogers says that the work of his 

firm is 

a continuation of the Modern Movement, trying to expand its approach to 

meet constantly changing needs. We are searching for a more open and 

dynamic yet harmonious order which offers the user freedom from the 

constraints of finite form: a geometry which may be modified by new 

experiences allowing for planned and unplanned evolution but in which the 

totality has complete integrity at any one time.173 

This modernist dynamism negotiates newness and change through a historicity of 

obsolescence and is most clear in the building’s ordered arrangement of service sectors, made 

from pre-assembled ‘kit-of-parts.’ This became essential once the City moved from the call-

and-response paper-based financial trading to digital trading because the kit-of-parts 

infrastructure easily allowed for the installation of digital technology. This is precisely the 

‘freedom from the constraints of finite form’ Rogers describes, and which must also be read as 

an insight into the nature of architectural value to finance, because mitigating obsolescence is 

a speculative practice that offers a vision onto what the economic future was thought to look 

like in the 1970s. Meanwhile the usage of innovative technology to invite light into the building 

and an advanced, energy-efficient heat-control system creates an adaptable and flexible 
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Underwriting Room capable of holding 6,000 people.174 Rogers finds a geometrical order for 

the “programmatic indeterminacy”175 of financial space: the unity of “planned and unplanned 

evolution” is a striking coexistence of opposite spatial logics that becomes a mode of 

experience harmonised in architecture.  

Lloyd’s internal space is a suitably plastic form adaptable to the informational and 

financial work that defines a modern financial city such as London. Since the 1986 opening 

three broad economic trends have shaped the United Kingdom. Manufacturing nearly halved 

and labour productivity (economic output per unit of labour-time), once the highest in Europe, 

did not keep pace with other industrial economies (and has been almost stagnant since 2008).176 

Since 2008, it has had negative average productivity growth. Between 1986 and 2008, financial 

services as a percentage of total UK exports rose from under 10% to 29%, with a growth rate 

far outstripping manufacturing growth, driven primarily by overseas demand.177 The United 

Kingdom became a ‘service economy’, with services accounting for two-thirds of the economy 

in 1986, and four-fifths in 2011.178 Meanwhile, North Sea oil and Gulf petrodollars propped up 

sterling value as the UK’s manufacturing export sector weakened, effectively offsetting the 

balance of payments deficit that threatened to undermine the economic power of the UK.179 

The changes in architecture to meet the new needs of the City of London (and other 

financial centres) index and produce financial forms. High-Tech’s flexibility and dynamism 

provides a way of thinking finance in spatial terms, as a specific site for electrical infrastructure, 

digital finance, and an actuarial culture. The façade, as the bearer of external infrastructure, is 

an economic and aesthetic production.  

There is a strong Futurist influence on the façade design. Rogers’s admired the work of 

Antonio Sant’Elia, who wrote the ‘Manifesto of Futurist Architecture’ and whose Città Nuova 
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(1914) is visually recognisable in the Lloyd’s Building (Figure 3). While Sant’Elia envisaged 

his design at city scale, the description he offers has startling similarities with Lloyd’s:  

We must invent and reconstruct the futurist city on the model of an immense, 

bustling shipyard, every part agile, mobile and dynamic; the futurist house 

must become a kind of gigantic machine. Lifts mustn't be hidden away like 

solitary worms in stairwells, stairs - now obsolete - should be abolished, and 

lifts should wriggle up façades like steel-and glass snakes. The concrete, steel 

and glass building, bare of painting and sculpture, enriched only by the 

inherent beauty of its lines and modelling, will be extraordinarily brutal, ugly 

in its mechanical simplicity and as tall and large as necessary, unlimited by 

municipal building restrictions.180 

 
180 Antonio Sant’Elia, ‘Manifesto of Futurist Architecture’, Reading Design 

<www.readingdesign.org/manifesto-futurist> [accessed 27.01.2020] 

Figure 3: Città Nuova. In 1914 Antonio Sant'Elia, Futurist architect, lived in 

modernising Milan undergoing its own version of the Plan, the ‘Beruto Plan’, 

loosely based on Haussmann’s work in Paris. He designed a building with 

external elevators shafts as part of his Città Nuova (1914). Most of the 

drawings are of power plants. While it was never built, the similarities with the 

Lloyd’s Building are striking. Source: Wikimedia Commons.  
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Sant’Elia’s Futurist architecture gives form to the desire for the speed, scale, and 

dynamism afforded by electricity and fossil fuel which would provide a radical break with the 

non-modern city, and is expressed in the smooth surfaces, volumetric form and stark silhouette 

of the drawn building, which dwarfs the circulation of pedestrians, trams and automobiles in 

scale.181 Rogers adapts the expressive Futurist energies, including the external shafts – 

Sant’Elia’s as “steel-and-glass snakes” – their visible mechanics a celebration of automated 

movement, but totally repurposed. For Sant’Elia this was an aesthetic embodiment of industrial 

progress, the city resembling the internal workings of a factory and so its inhabitants trained 

for the modern world through their movement in a modern environment. But in Lloyd’s the 

façade differentiates between the city and the flexible and dynamic internal financial space and 

thus the industrial exterior is an economic promise of a post-imperial resurgent financial sector.  

Rogers’s modernist design was resisted by Lloyd’s on several occasions. Amazingly, 

at the centre of this Futurist-inspired building, lies the Committee Room, an eighteenth-century 

banquet hall disassembled, transported to the eleventh floor and reassembled, to satisfy the 

conservative Lloyd’s membership. Powell writes that “the effect of these two floors is like a 

bad dream – it seems out of place and incongruous.”182 This unevenness was created by the 

conflict between modernist architect and conservative client, times out of joint but connected 

by the Futurist steel-and-glass snake elevators, as automation intersects, literally, with the 

structured hierarchical space. What is fascinating about this conflict is that it reveals how 

necessary the modern design was for it to be both accepted and yet so strongly resisted. It had 

to be accepted, because the flexible space afforded by High-Tech could not be compromised if 

Lloyd’s was to retain its (literal) place as lead insurer in the City.  

For Rogers, Futurist style expresses a desire that can only be used, as it were, for 

aesthetic enjoyment, on the outer façade – that is, Futurist architectural energetics wraps around 

an internal flexible space, digitally and informatically wired for financial flows through the 

world-system. This design is not some great social utopian vision in the style of Sant’Elia or 

Le Corbusier, of a city remade and life reinvented. It is precisely the disunity with such a vision 

that must be emphasised.  

I want to briefly pause here, to signal the first formulation of the cultural logic of the 

offshore. Lloyd’s financial promise is offshore freedom, which promises internal flexibility 

and autonomy in a safe, controlled environment; a space insulated and differentiated from the 
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outside. Hannah Appel argues that “offshore oil operations […] share with offshore financial 

setups the idea that there are spaces where the production of profit can evade or minimize 

contestation.”183 It is the “habitation of distance” – spatial or regulatory – that insulates the 

offshore from claims of national or popular sovereignty.184  Liam Campling and Alejandro 

Colás speak of the offshore as a utopian imagination because they “actualise the ambition of 

an enclosed space, separate but connected to the rest of the world.”185  

But it is architectural form, and especially the façade, that gives it its cultural logic, 

because it lets us see how capital regulates a relationship to the social (the nation, the populace, 

etc.) through the economic and aesthetic production of distance from oil through financial 

mediation, and how that regulation gets enclosed and habituated. Barber invites us to think of 

the façade as a technique “embedded both in the interior (the architecture) and the exterior (the 

climate); it mediates, mitigates, and negotiates”186 between inner and outer space. Lloyd’s 

façade alerts us to the constitutive production of different kinds of spaces – onshore and 

offshore – as well as the production of different kinds of subjects who are shaped in this 

separation. I am going to return to this in more detail in the conclusion, because first we must 

have a greater sense of the inner and outer space and the architectural production of difference 

between them. My argument thus far has been that Lloyd’s gives form to the cultural logic of 

the offshore, and that this is an economic and aesthetic form structured by oil.  

While the façade and internal space suggest transparency and openness, in a way that 

is opposite to offshore secrecy, the private nature of finance contained inside makes this 

transparency into a spectacle, a site of visual attraction, rather than having any democratising 

effect on the form of work it contains. This contradiction surfaces, and indeed becomes part of 

the visible surface of the building, in the elevator design. Up to the fourth floor is a semi-public 

space. The fifth and upward, although encased in glass, are private. They are accessible via the 

external glass elevator, and thus they are visible from outside the building, as its users move 

upward into a private sphere. The new elevator technology enables a design that allows the 

private and the visible to briefly meet. This architectural language of surface and transparency 

coexists with the Futurist spectacle of innovative technology, projected onto the outside of the 

 
183 Appel, ‘Offshore, p. 259. 
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building. As one leans back and watches individuals flicker in and out of visibility as they 

disappear into private space, transparency dissipates into technological marvel.  

If the great circular service towers draw the eye upward in one moment, they are drawn 

downward to a subterranean space in another. One need only view the building lit at night in 

cool blue and green hues, its exterior shafts appearing like drills thrust into the earth, to get a 

sense of the building as an industrial spectacle. High-Tech expresses a futuristic industrial 

mood. At night, the pipes and lighting create an effect evocative of a spaceship landing from a 

distant, chromatic future. Lloyd’s gives aesthetic form to financial time because it represents 

an expected future in the present. It combines material experimentation and formal coherence: 

echoes of modern utopianism reinterpreted as a flexible but harmonious order between the 

planned and unplanned, the public and the private – a Futurist façade containing the digital 

infrastructure of a financial form.  

Rogers recounts the purpose of the inside-outside design and the large open space 

inside: “[We] kept the floors clear because Lloyd's said they wanted two things […] They 

wanted a building that would last into the next century – we met that one – and they wanted a 

Figure 4: The Underwriting Room. With the building’s infrastructure on the outside, this open, uninterrupted space 

can expand or contract, flexibly accommodating to the needs of the insurance market. Source: Lloyd’s Website 
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building that could meet their changing needs.”187 Building the services and infrastructure on 

the outside “create[d] uninterrupted spaces inside. This is similar to the Centre Pompidou, and 

has equally uncluttered and highly flexible internal spaces.”188 Look at the terms used to 

describe the space: uninterrupted, uncluttered, highly flexible, adaptable, but contained within 

a structure of relative permanence and spatial order. It can expand or contract, if necessary, by 

developing or retreating from different floors. The internal space is non-programmatic and 

open to transformation. This is designed into the floorplan of the Underwriting Room.189  

It is easily served by the servant spaces on the outside. It is perfectly adaptable to 

financial infrastructure and financial work, while facilitating the exchange of risk in an internal 

competitive market. It is adaptable to an uncertain future yet able to weather economic risk.  

It is here that Rogers’s influence by the 1960s Archigram movement is most clearly 

discernible. Archigram was a modernist style updated for the technological moment of the 

1960s. The movement wanted a dynamic, technologically advanced, and adaptable 

architecture, inspired by the new commodities created by postwar chemicals, electronics, and 

aeronautical industries. Against the social fixity embodied by the image of concrete high-rises, 

and what it perceived to be the excessive arrogance of the top-down plan, Archigram saw the 

future of architecture in mass-produced, malleable pre-cast building materials, known as a ‘kit-

of-parts’, that could be widely, cheaply and democratically distributed, and suitable to the 

changing needs of a consumer society (these appear in Lloyd’s concrete kit-of-parts columns). 

As was written in the Archigram Magazine in 1963, “Through every level of society and with 

every level of commodity, the unchanging scene is being replaced by the increase in change of 

our user-habits – and thereby, eventually, our user-habitats […] We must recognise this as a 

healthy and altogether positive sign. It is the product of a sophisticated consumer society.”190 

Archigram’s speculative energies ran on petroculture’s abundance and plasticity, as well as 

economic worries about obsolescence, the drag of fixed capital, and outmoded environments. 

The focus on automation, movement, interchangeability, plasticity, and fluidity speculated on 

how future spatial form and cultural practice might be envisioned. Meanwhile, the connection 

 
187 Richard Rogers quoted in Lizzie Crook, ‘The Lloyd's building is Richard Rogers' first high-tech office block,’ 

Deezen (2019) </www.dezeen.com/2019/11/19/lloyds-building-richard-rogers-high-tech-london> [accessed 25 

November 2020] 
188 Ibid. Emphasis added.  
189 For a floor plan, see <www.designingbuildings.co.uk/wiki/File:Lloyds_of_London_floor_plan.png> 

[accessed 25 November 2020] 
190 Quoted in Simon Sadler, Archigram: Architecture Without Architecture (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2005), p. 95.  
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between colloquial habits and habitats is suitably elastic to encompass notions of both a culture 

of mass democracy and of mass consumerism.  

Archigram positioned itself as an avant-garde against the British architectural 

establishment, preserving the futurity of modernist architecture in an era in which modernists 

had become dominant.191 In his book-length study of Archigram, Simon Sadler writes that the 

movement “contended that architecture should not create fixed volumes of space to be mutely 

inhabited, less still shaped masses of masonry, but must provide the equipment for ‘living’, for 

‘being’.”192 For Archigram, living was equated with change and the plasticity of life, work, and 

space, reconfigured by new postwar petroleum technology. The movement expressed a 

structure of feeling expressed through architecture and a non-linguistic form of spatial 

imagination (the kit-of-parts, malleable space, endless variation), connecting the consumer 

society to mass democracy and to what Diamanti calls oil’s plasticity: the capacity for oil’s 

derivative forms to give material shape to daily life.193  

Archigram had its heyday in the 1960s but did not survive the 1970s. Its promise of 

endless expansiveness and total urban reorganisation through the modification of reproducible 

and disposable component parts turned out to be architectural science fiction as 1970s 

stagflation put paid to its social visions. But it had a lasting impact on High-Tech. One of 

Rogers’s earlier designs was a prefabricated house with an interior space capable of 

reorganisation according to the needs of the inhabitants. It was mass-produced but non-

standardised and assembled from energy-efficient resources. Rogers found inspiration in 

Archigram but moderated it with an economy of material for the energy-anxious culture of the 

1970s. Such design was unburdened from social history and top-down planning, with little 

concrete in sight; and, in a great irony, Lloyd’s remains to this day an energy efficient 

building.194 While the infinite expansion of malleable material was never realised, the interior 

spatial flexibility that Archigram desired became essential to Rogers’s project, equally useful 

in the democratic Pompidou Centre as the Lloyd’s Building.  

Archigram functioned as a sort of ‘vanishing mediator,’ criticising an outmoded 

architectural modernism and providing the formal innovation for new spatial organisations of 

work, after which it dissipates and disappears into architectural history.195 While the Archigram 
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movement maintained a Utopian impulse in envisioning non-alienated environments for life 

adapted to the changing needs of a new consumer society, in effect they provided Rogers with 

the inspiration for creating spaces suitably elastic for the financial economy. This no doubt is 

the reason why High-Tech has become a global icon of corporate architecture. Archigram, 

tempered into High-Tech through the energy crisis decade and an austere financial culture, 

provided a transitional form between democratic space and financial space. Echoes of 

bricolage, present in Centre Pompidou, are shorn of playfulness by an austere formalism of 

contrasting material, between steel and glass, weight and light. This combined multiple styles: 

the industrial energy of Futurism, the consumerist plasticity of Archigram, and the modernist 

weightiness of towers of concrete and steel. It is a financial promise structured through the 

aesthetic enjoyment of petrocultural architecture. The façade turns function into an assertion 

of self-reliance, the detachment of the Lloyd’s Building from its immediate setting. It is a 

financial promise materialised in architecture.  

My argument so far has been that the Lloyd’s Building provide a way of discerning a 

cultural logic through how the offshore modulates British petroculture. In this architectural 

space, the façade differentiates between two different kinds of space. In the next section, I am 

going to suggest that two different kinds of subjects are trained in this socio-spatial experience, 

and it depends on whether the subject can enter the building and look outward as an insurer or 

cannot enter the building and looks on it as an aesthetic spectacle. Clearly, I do not mean this 

is an overly literal sense, as those who can enter can stand outside and look at it too. What I 

hope to show is that the contrast between these two ways of seeing is a product of the offshore 

cultural logic that I have been arguing is how finance occupies a dominant representational 

position in petroculture. I will speak about insurance and risk in this section and focus on 

aesthetics in the chapter conclusion.  

2.3 Underwriting Oil 

 

Lloyd’s has played a historic role in underwriting fossil capital’s expansion in the era of ‘tough’ 

oil, offshore manufacturing, and global connectivity. Given the exorbitant cost of tough oil 

extraction, underwriting is the precondition for financial investment in oil extraction.196 

Insurance is essential in determining the economic feasibility of energy extraction. Tough oil 
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means huge quantities of capital must be invested in oil extraction, and insurance determines 

the risk of such activity. How an extraction territory becomes financially legible is through the 

way it is categorised, underwritten, and transformed into the fossil financial form of an 

insurance contract. This ‘representation of space’, in Henri Lefebvre’s terms, is how space is 

produced and conceived.197  

Insurance structures economic expectations, producing a way of seeing risk. Insurance, 

especially marine insurance specialists like Lloyd’s, are central to how oil looks to financial 

investors, and so maintaining financial liquidity and oil flow. It is thus a financial 

representation of oil, reliant on fictional expectations and on the financial promises of yield 

and energy abundance. But it also defines what is considered normal and safe. Baucom writes 

that “Insurance’s condition of possibility is a way of seeing within the particularities of any 

given contemporary life, commodity, or venture it is called on to underwrite, the typical 

structures of mortality, exchange, or history that circumscribe these things and operate as their 

historically peculiar circumstances.”198 Insurance gives shape to the typical, the normal, and 

expected. The offshore becomes a space different from onshore but available for resource 

extraction through abstracting from the particular and producing a typical representation of its 

risks. Insurance is an economic and narrative form about how the future is expected to happen. 

Financial representation of the offshore is a precondition of North Sea extraction.  

If insurers represent the offshore as safe for investment, they are not representing an 

external reality but providing a model that shapes how the space is produced. Insurance defines 

what is typical, exceptional, secure, or risky. La Berge writes that “economic processes by their 

very nature involve verbal and mathematical description. To describe the economic world is 

always implicitly to describe a manner of making money, losing money, or maintaining 

money’s value in that world.”199 Description is an essential element of financial forms. How 

did financial promises shape North Sea development?  

Historians have argued that North Sea development was driven by a short-termist 

perspective of financial investment which, supported by Margaret Thatcher’s government, 

created rapid exploitation in the North Sea. High oil prices after the 1979 Iranian revolution, 

and constant anxieties about supply disruptions from the Middle East meant that oil from the 

United Kingdom was expected to be safe and profitable, which incentivised getting it out of 
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the sea as quickly as possible. This required a dependency on overseas American expertise.200 

In Britain in the 1980s, undergoing a revolution in the role and function of the state, “the post-

war model had been turned on its head. In place of nationalisation and statutory monopoly, 

privatization and competition became the driving forces of energy policy. Security of supply 

would no longer be driven by government, but instead would be the outcome of market 

forces.”201 The transformation of the offshore into an infrastructure for typical investment 

rather than an exceptional one (in economic rather than cultural perception) made for 

conditions that described speed as something that made capital safe. Financial activity is 

temporally structured by the expectation of future gains. The North Sea was seen through the 

need to extract as much value as possible in a period when high oil prices made it a short-term 

promise. What this means for a financialised logic of oil extraction is the connection between 

abundance, rapid exploitation, and speed.  

Every conception of an accident requires the invention of a background norm against 

which the accident is seen as a deviation. The accident requires the typical, the realistic 

expectation of generalisable normalcy. It was against this background that the worst disaster in 

the history of oil industry took place: Piper Alpha in 1988. What made Piper Alpha exceptional 

was the temporal structure of the financial form that had made the offshore typical: insurance. 

Insurers at Lloyd’s decided to underwrite Piper Alpha, which opened it to investment and 

development, while American oil companies, and their anti-trade-union culture, side-lined 

union ability to set health-and-safety policy. Oil production started in 1976. In 1988, the 

platform set on fire, with one hundred and sixty seven deaths and sixty five injuries. The 

disaster led to a reformation of offshore manufacturing and what Lloyd’s calls “exposure 

management”, how risk is measured in offshore energy industries. This was the largest insured 

man-made catastrophe to date, estimated at $1.4 billion. This was because there was a huge 

quantity of cheap insurance contracts related to Piper Alpha, primarily because underwriters 

were desperate for profit and “saturated with exposure” to the oil market.202 

The quotation in the previous paragraph is drawn from writings by insurers, at Lloyd’s 

and elsewhere, reflecting on Piper Alpha. Both use the term ‘exposure’, a term that means the 
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amount of money invested in the assets of a particular industry and therefore the risk that 

disruptions in that industry pose to a portfolio’s value. If half a portfolio is invested in the oil 

industry, it has a 50% exposure to oil. The idea of ‘exposure management’ takes on a different 

salience when it is thought of as the measure of what is typical and a way of insulating financial 

ownership of valuable assets from the exceptional. Understanding Piper Alpha as an ‘exposure’ 

is to frame it as an exception against a background of normality.  

What finance does is inseparable from how it describes what should or should not take 

place under ‘normal’ conditions. The relationship between Lloyd’s and Piper Alpha shows that 

measuring risk and typicality is performative, because a represented space is the precondition 

of offshore extraction and the circulation of oil revenues in the City of London. But this 

measurement is itself driven by capital seeking safe investment and determining safeness – for 

capital – to be equivalent to rapid development: under conditions of market saturation, when 

something must bear value into an uncertain future, and the promise of abundant oil does just 

that. In making speed an expectation, financial investment created the conditions in which the 

catastrophic results of that speed would seem exceptional by making unsafe practices typical. 

This solidified a relationship between the typical and exceptional in petroculture because oil 

catastrophes are already caught within a financial representational frame that defines them as 

exceptional.  

Lloyd’s does more than insure oil extraction. Its Joint War Committee (JWC) is one of 

the key arbiters in deciding the risk associated with different shipping routes, gateways, and 

corridors. The JWC, connected to military security in NATO, make threats to maritime trade 

an object of financial governance. Governance becomes difficult when threats are difficult to 

predict with statistical probability – piracy, labour disputes, environmental catastrophe, 

terrorist attacks – and so these risks are defined by the lack of information that can be gathered 

about them. Lloyd’s and NATO turn this incalculability into a logic of ‘risk-embracing’, 

leading them to “shape a security apparatus to enable the profitable operation of their insurance 

venture,” actively contributing to the marine environments in which risks to oil capital are 

managed.203 Oil flows securely through militarised ocean routes because insurance contracts – 

exposures – circulate through the City of London.  

The question this raises is whether risk, as a financial form that is both an economic 

abstraction and narrative about the potential outcomes of a given situation, is itself infused with 
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the temporal acceleration and short-termism of petroculture – such as rapid development, 

depletion anxiety, and the exuberant promise of wealth. Finance mediates oil not only through 

barrel prices or economic expectation, but the very signifying frame in which it is represented, 

categorised, and understood.  

I am going to speak more about uncertainty, volatility, and risk in the next chapter. But 

for now, I want to connect this argument about oil’s financial mediation to the physical space 

of the Lloyd’s Underwriting Room. Connecting physical and digital, this wired and flexible 

space is insulated from the outside by the façade and private financial power. Dominic Boyer 

argues electrical infrastructure “must be understood as the organization of enabling power that 

allows any invention of statecraft to occur in the first place.”204 This is true of financial markets 

too, and High-Tech architecture provides the environment in which insurance, electricity, and 

individuals are made into socio-technical assemblages for the production of models and risk, 

anchoring pipelines to price mechanisms as capital circulates in architectural space.  

If digital infrastructure wires the financial imagination, what precisely does this 

imagination look like? Moreover, how does architecture facilitate it? This can best be 

understood by reference to F. A. Hayek’s economic imaginary and the concept of ‘catallaxy’. 

As is well known, Hayek was a strong opponent of central, state-led planning. In Law, 

Legislation and Liberty (1976), Hayek adopted the term ‘catallaxy’ as an alternative to 

‘economy’, which had, because it had roots in the Ancient Greek oikos, household 

management. Catallaxy, instead, meant ‘to exchange’ and to ‘admit into a community’, and 

was used to describe the spontaneous order that emerges in a market.205 Hayek argued that the 

problem with planning was that it was always consciously directed by an individual with 

incomplete knowledge, while a complete knowledge of the totality of economic relations was 

impossible. All plans were destined to distort the more efficient mechanism of the market order, 

which utilised the aggregate knowledge “dispersed among uncounted persons” and regulated 

by price mechanisms.206 Instead of a planned economy, what was required was a catallaxy 

insulated by protective regulations that would inhibit the capacities of state planners to interfere 
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with the ineffable operations of the world market.207 This is a vision of liberty rooted in a 

“communication systems we call the market” which “turns out to be a more efficient 

mechanism for digesting dispersed information than any that man has deliberately 

designed.”208 Thus the catallaxy provided an economic vision in which modelling and 

description of abstract price signals are sufficient for rational economic activity.  

Of course, this sounds a little like what happens at Lloyd’s, where concrete risks are 

abstracted into prices that can be exchanged in the Underwriting Room. I am arguing that our 

understanding of architectural space is enhanced if we understand what kind of imaginary it 

anchors, both materially and discursively, and that this is one way of thinking about 

architecture’s energy unconscious. Hayek’s notion of the catallaxy is a sublime register of the 

experience of unknowability. What the concept of catallaxy does is accommodate a subject to 

uncertainty – the temporal horizon of financial investment. It does this in much the same way 

I am claiming for the architectural space of Lloyd’s. Uncertainty is a way of describing the 

future with imperfect knowledge, and for Hayek is a deeply held belief about the nature of 

social existence. For insurers, who trade in it, uncertainty is something to be measured and 

catalogued, turned into a price and exchanged, shaping the world they represent. My point is 

not that Rogers or the insurers at Lloyd’s were influenced by Hayek, but that Hayek’s ideas 

elucidate something of the connection between imagination and space in the digital financial 

marketplace at Lloyd’s – and the importance of information, modelling, and exchange to the 

creation of the offshore as both typical and exceptional.  

Both Hayek and Rogers offer meditations on economics and architecture in the shift 

into economic neoliberalism and outward to the North Sea, two constitutive and interrelated 

moments of the development of financial petroculture, concentrated at Lloyd’s of London.  

2.4 Offshore Aesthetics  

 

Walking around the building, the change of perspective creates an unusual optical 

effect, as a shifting viewpoint make the shafts and staircases appear to rotate. The aesthetic 

encourages such movement, while its height encourages observation at a distance. To really 

see the building, you have to move around it. Moreover, the entrance is relatively concealed, 
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and inaccessible to the public. The admirable physical features, spatial order, and innovative 

flexibility offer aesthetic enjoyment but also a sense of powerful, permanent concealment. The 

outside is modernist monumentality, communicating certainty and power, yet the internal space 

celebrates cultural flexibility and technological revolution, suggestive of the dialectic of 

permanence and change Rogers identifies as the heart of his architectural vision: flexibility and 

freedom insulated by a protective exterior that cloaks internal space.  

So, what kind of training is this to those stood outside? It is clearly distinct to that of 

the flexible internal marketplace and the project of exposure management. The façade provides 

the clue, because it is a technique for screening internal from external environments and 

subjects, but in a form that opens this experience up to aesthetic enjoyment. The exclusion from 

the internal space shapes socio-spatial and aesthetic experience. Aesthetic contemplation 

comes about through the distance between the architectural object and the observer; the 

experience of the apparent immediacy of architecture has come about through this mediation 

that constitutes an aesthetic object and a contemplative subject.  

The distance that produces the contemplative observer is the cultural logic of the 

offshore. The distance is an effect of exclusion, exclusion produces the differentiation between 

internal and external space, and the exclusion is created by the façade. The façade produces a 

subject as aesthetic observer and not a participant or political subject. My argument, then, is 

that in contrast to the members who are in the market for making energy systems, Lloyd’s 

façade should be understood as an education or training in how not to think about oil. The 

offshore as a strategy of political insulation is a precondition for its aesthetic contemplation. If 

the offshore is an attempt to escape onshore politics and elude representation, and such 

concealment is productive of value, then perhaps this is most strongly detected not in politics 

at all, but in an aesthetic sans education, in an aesthetic of the separating façade. From the 

outside one feels distinctly ‘onshore’, as an urban subject; what happens inside a mystery, if it 

is thought about at all.209  

In this chapter, I have used architecture criticism to mediate the dialectic of onshore 

and offshore and used this to advance an argument about different energy subjects made 

through different spatial training. It may seem an overly generalised claim to draw from one 

building, but my argument is that the offshore is more of a logic than a nominal space. Within 

the building’s enclosed space is a secure environment shaped by techno-environmental 
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adaptation and invention, where light and heat are rationally and seamlessly integrated into, 

but differentiated from, the external environment. This enclosure is a means of ‘managing 

exposure’ to the outer elements, human and political or natural and ecological. There is a 

nascent environmentalism contained within a larger system of environmental destruction. Is 

this not an incipient environmental politics of green zones, dependent on but spatially distant 

from extractive economies on the peripheries whose resources and profits are abstracted from 

periphery to core; a way of connecting privileged zones and insulating them from the national 

political territories in which they are embedded?  

As the borders of the social are what is at stake in the offshore as a cultural logic, this 

can be seen in the way that subjects are differentiated through the delimitation of different 

kinds of space, which architecture gives us a particularly privileged way of thinking. The 

offshore is a social act of categorisation before it is a spatial phenomenon. This chapter’s focus 

on oil, insurance, architecture, and aesthetics has shown not a shared model but rather a shared 

cultural logic, because each of these is structured by an internal dislocation in the social that 

registers a distinction between onshore and offshore. It is visible at the scale of aesthetic 

contemplation and insurance contract and that of the building, the financial institution, and 

ultimately the state.210 My point is not that the offshore disturbs a pregiven organic whole – the 

‘nation’ as a community – but that it alerts us to a fundamental antagonism in the social, to a 

particular modality of class struggle in the age of transition. The offshore may be imagined as 

an external space, but it is a logic in which difference becomes profit and so is where the 

abstraction of value gets realised as social form. It is a differentiation not as a break within the 

social but as constitutive of the social. 

The question this poses, then, is what kind of society is ratified when architecture and 

architects ask us to equate freedom with flexibility; when observers are asked to enjoy the 

differentiation that structures the social? What underwrites and energises such desire? The 

Lloyd’s Building alerts us to the extraordinary energopower of architectural form, mediating 

the weightiness of fossil infrastructure and the lightness of a wired world. Earlier I said that 

architecture’s energy unconscious is not hidden but is the architectural form itself. If this is 
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true, then Lloyd’s is an architecture of transition: a promise about how to get from present to 

future: how to order, control, and separate internal and external environments. Its energy future 

moves laterally, as it were, through the offshore, in which it sheds the social promise of 

modernism and emerges instead as a financial promise: rather than a utopian space made 

universal it offers an exceptional space made typical. And what is typical can be 

accommodated, tolerated, even enjoyed, as it is woven into the fabric of a whole way of life. 

Thus, the offshore is a cultural logic inscribed in the form of consciousness not as something 

we do not know, hidden from us, but as something we do not know we know; a jouissance, a 

compulsion, a duty to enjoy, in the subject yet outside it, structuring desire so as not to disturb 

the private zones of petroculture, in which financial power over the future of energy resides.  

The first two chapters have sought to do two things. The first was to develop a 

dialectical method for reading the energy unconscious of financial forms. The second was to 

define a cultural logic of the offshore as a way of situating the political and aesthetic stakes of 

the long transition. The focus on the 1970s as a critical, transitional decade was a deliberate 

selection because each form I have examined have their origins in this moment but extend well 

beyond it to define the present. They are critical moments in the long transition. The next 

chapter continues this investigation in a study of visual media, derivative markets, and energy 

logistics.  
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Part II. On Infrastructures  
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3. Volatility and Its Vicissitudes: On Derivative 

Aesthetics  

This chapter is about volatility as a way of thinking about the aesthetics of oil’s value forms. 

Volatility is a category used to understand oil – a way of seeing a resource whose derived forms 

structure a world-system of shipping, pipelines, stock markets, portfolios, and military power. 

To a chemist, volatility is a measure of how likely a substance is to vaporise at particular 

temperatures, such as gasoline, which was a useless petroleum by-product until the invention 

of gasoline engines. Volatility means gasoline requires insulation and storage in safe, non-

flammable environments, and means oil must be transported in barrels, pipelines, and other 

secure forms of movement to reduce vaporisation risk, toxic diffusion, or explosion. This 

volatility is the explosive combustion that powers internal combustion engines. Volatility is, 

among other things, what gives the oil-derived world its logistical character and use-value. It 

is a stock energy that is safer when it flows, kept on the move, pushed through liquid 

landscapes. To a financial trader, however, volatility measures the variation of a stock price 

over a time period. It describes how much markets expect the price of oil to change, and so oil 

markets are described through volatility indexes. Oil becomes more volatile as its future price 

fluctuates in greater magnitudes, making it riskier because its future price is less certain. Both 

chemical and financial volatility describe a transformation. Controlling volatility is how crude 

oil’s derivations – such as kerosene, gasoline, and diesel, and financial instruments whose value 

is derived from quantities of oil barrels – are mediated into forms of capital and culture. 

Chemical and abstract volatility is how the materiality of petroleum and its abstraction into 

units of exchange shapes petroculture.  

I track an aesthetic of volatility across petroculture, with reference to a geopolitical 

thriller, Syriana (2005), a documentary, Big Men (2011), and a novel, Netherland (2008), to 

investigate how financial media shapes the perceptibility and ideology of oil. Volatility is a 

way of seeing material flows and financial abstractions. I am interested in volatility because it 

tells us about how finance became central to oil’s economic and cultural mediation in the 1980s 

through the expansion of energy futures: a financial derivative used to trade oil. I will go into 

more detail about derivatives later, but for now it is sufficient to know that an energy futures 

contract is a way of trading expectations about the future price of oil. Through energy futures, 

representation becomes internal to valuation, as oil comes to structure and synchronise 

logistical landscapes, financial markets, and everyday life. I am offering a hermeneutics that 
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emerges from energy crisis but does not locate crisis as a way of disclosing the future of energy, 

as a moment of revealing. Rather, as the conclusion will argue, I will propose a hermeneutics 

of convolution, tracking a logic of twisting and enfolding that makes it difficult to conceptualise 

and narrate the future, a logic immanent to financial mediation and its critique. I am interested 

in how the material and financial process of deriving oil is paralleled in the forms of thought 

through which we know it.  

3.1 Mediations of the Oil Market 

 

If something is derived, it is obtained from something else, processed into a new form. 

We can think of petroculture as an expansive world derived from oil: “oil-derived lubricants 

are indispensable for countless industrial tasks, modern transportation infrastructures are 

unthinkable without oil-derived paving materials, and syntheses of scores of plastics begin with 

oil-derived feedstocks. All these benefits derive from resource extraction not renewable on a 

civilizational timescale.”211 But it is the financial derivative that is financial petroculture’s 

economic cell-form. Thinking with the concept of and market for oil derivatives provides a 

mediating concept to track oil’s transformation into finance and culture, and the representations 

that render it as crude or derived forms. This is what gives oil its derivative aesthetic: a 

mediated visuality of oil’s derived forms, as commodities and financial assets, but not the 

process of how it gets to this state. The economic and aesthetic process of derivation refines 

oil’s volatile physical and financial forms, making it mundane, and producing a desire for and 

familiarity with oil’s derivative forms alongside an indifference to and unfamiliarity with its 

crude existence and infrastructure. Just as oil infrastructure is deliberately designed to keep 

crude oil out of sight, so financial media configures oil’s knowability through visual and 

numeric representation. This is a way of representing oil’s value-objectivity, in a dimension of 

futurity appropriate to the spaces of financial representation.  

Oil is simultaneously material and financial. Markets enframe economic and cultural 

significations of energy, from crashes and price shocks to the investment of approximately a 

third of all stock market capitalisation. If what characterises fossil finance is its representational 

prominence, from this emerges a cluster of questions: what critical grasp can we have on 

finance as the dominant medium of oil’s signification? How should we read oil’s representation 

in financial markets? How can we locate oil’s derivative aesthetic not during moments of 

 
211 Vaclav Smil, Oil: A Beginner’s Guide, (Oxford: OneWorld Publications, 2008), p. 163-4. 
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exceptional volatility in operations but when oil circulates smoothly in stock exchanges, oil 

tankers, portfolios, and pipelines? Petrocultural critique is well poised to engage with moments 

not only of critical breakdown in oil operations, but, according to Macdonald, to “show the 

ecological violence of the mundane world of oil” – to show the ecological disaster in oil’s 

smooth and unhindered flow, and therefore to “demonstrate the catastrophic in the everyday 

life of ‘banal’ oil.”212  

What makes oil banal to the financial gaze? Traders in futures markets profit from 

volatility in a process called arbitrage, making money from minor differences in ‘future’ and 

‘spot’ price: the predicted price represented by the derivative and the actual price at the end of 

the derivative contract. To encourage participants who wish to hedge against risk and 

speculators who wish to profit from it, oil’s smooth circulation requires price movement, so 

periods of normal operations cannot be defined by the absence of volatility (which we will see 

is impossible in the conclusion). Volatility makes oil banal: it is both ideological and 

perceptual, but more importantly, it is a mode of representation central to the expanded 

reproduction of oil capital.  

This results from the distinction between the actual volatility of a financial instrument, 

a measure of its past prices, and implied volatility, a measure of its expected future variation. 

Implied volatility is modelled through the Black-Scholes-Merton (BSM) derivatives model, to 

create predictions of future prices. One of the inputs to the BSM model is volatility, so 

derivatives are mathematical representations of, among other things, volatility. Derivatives are 

financial instruments that abstract the uncertainty of concrete risks into a commodity-form by 

giving those risks a price. For example, political disturbances in the Straits of Hormuz, a 

particularly cold winter driving up demand for gas heating, unpredictable weather in the North 

Sea, and a boom in Chinese demand for engine oil are each comparable because all are concrete 

risks to potential value, priced and exchanged in futures markets. Oil prices signify the world 

of oil in a simple, abstract, objective representation. This has shaped an energy landscape in 

which prices dominate energy’s representation. The meaning of oil becomes associated with 

its price.  

According to Donald Mackenzie, derivative models are not inert descriptions of an 

external reality. They shape how actors interact with the market. Implied volatility is a 

theoretical notion that cannot be calculated without a model, and this modelling recursively 

shaped energy futures because the model became embedded in how market participants see 

 
212 Macdonald, ‘Containing’, p. 55. 
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and interact with the market. Models are representative abstractions that alter the market; 

theoretical representations that bring about and impose an empirical state they were meant to 

describe.213 What I am calling oil’s derivative aesthetic is characterised by this abstraction as a 

dominant form in, not from a social reality flooded with energy derivatives. Derivatives are 

present representations of future value that recursively shapes model and market. It is how 

finance makes abstraction into an operative force.  

Because the future cannot be modelled with absolute accuracy, estimates and 

predictions enter into the expectations and calculations of market participants. If there is high 

volatility it means that market actors are constantly revising their expectations of future prices 

and materialising those expectations in financial instruments. These expectations are governed 

by the volatility abstraction as an objective force in the market. So implied volatility is a strange 

mixture of subjective judgment and objective market form. Performativity captures this 

movement between subjective and objective abstraction as a problem central to the dialectical 

criticism of oil.  

There is a methodological difference, La Berge claims, between finance being abstract 

and finance representing an abstraction (value).214 In this understanding, derivatives are a mode 

of representing and materialising abstraction in a market form. Derivatives do not abstract a 

newly immaterial finance from the material world. They make financial abstraction the very 

medium in which crude materiality gets modulated into petroculture. Financial abstractions 

(yield, interest, risk, volatility, etc.) are not the same sort of thing as aesthetic abstraction in the 

conventional sense. Abstraction must be modally specified, otherwise one risks making an 

abstraction of abstraction and dubious claims about correspondences between its modes. The 

volatility abstraction drives representation toward mathematical accuracy and scientific 

realism, not figuration, expressionism, and the departure from realistic representation, as might 

be expected if one thought that financial abstraction was homologous with aesthetic 

abstraction. The point, then, is not to get ‘behind’ the derivative aesthetic to see ‘oil itself’ in 

unmediated form but rather to show that this resource aesthetic is at work in the world. As 

Jameson argues, “We can think abstractly about the world only to the degree to which the world 

itself has already become abstract.”215 

 
213 Donald MacKenzie, ‘Is Economics Performative? Options Theory and the Construction of Derivatives 

Market’, Journal of the History of Economic Thought 28 (2006), 29-55. 
214 Leigh Claire La Berge, ‘The Rules of Abstraction: Methods and Discourses of Finance’ in In the Mind but Not 

from There: Real Abstraction and Contemporary Art, Edited by Gean Moreno, Verso, London: 2019, p. 58. 
215 Jameson, The Political Unconscious, p. 51. 
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Volatility is an incessant revision of future expectations mediated through price. As 

trader Elie Ayache puts it, “Derivatives prices (or, generally, prices) are the forward-looking 

narrative [that] literally help us infer the future.” 216 While the market “is the material process 

that puts you in contact with future contingency. It is the technology of the future” that embeds 

the dynamics of the future in price volatility.217 Volatility gives structure to oil’s economic 

representation, inaugurating a temporal logic in which the present is mediated by potential 

futures, which must be judged for their likelihood and used to make decisions in the present. 

According to MacKenzie, the historical importance of volatility is due to its ‘cognitive 

simplicity’: “The underlying mathematics might be complicated, but the [BSM] model could 

be talked about and thought about relatively straightforwardly; its one free parameter – 

volatility – was easily grasped, discussed, and reasoned about.”218 Financial abstraction makes 

oil easier to understand, not harder, but such cognitive simplicity “makes its force and function 

in the global economy difficult to see.”219 It reduces oil to price, but this is a reduction operative 

in reality, not a distortion of an underlying real. Performativity is what makes the representation 

of oil matter, to market participants and petrocritics, because it is where a resource aesthetic 

attains economic objectivity.  

3.2 In the Shadow of Disruption 

 

On 13th June 2019, the US Military released footage of an attack on an oil tanker they claim 

was sabotaged by Iranian special forces in the Gulf of Oman. The grainy, black-and-white 

footage appears to be taken from a surveillance plane, and so it is a representation of events 

from a military logistical perspective.220 30% of ocean trade is oil, and 60% of oil is traded by 

the sea. Securing oil flow is key to American naval policy, and historically the Gulf has been 

critical to world energy supply, as much of the world’s oil and liquefied natural gas passes 

 
216 Elie Ayache, The Blank Swan: The End of Probability, (Chichester: John Wiley & Sons, 2010), p. 21; Elie 

Ayache,  
217 Elie Ayache, ‘On Black-Scholes’ in Derivatives and the Wealth of Societies ed. by Benjamin Lee and Randy 

Martin (London: Chicago University Press, 2016), p. 249 
218 Donald MacKenzie, ‘Is Economics Performative? Options Theory and the Construction of Derivatives Market’ 

Journal of the History of Economic Thought 28 (2006) 29-55 <doi:10.1080/10427710500509722> 
219 Diamanti, Climate, p. 23. 
220 Such images are not a novelty. In the Gulf War, which had 24-hour news coverage, the stylisation of oil 

conflicts through visual surveillance was solidified. I should stress immediately that this form of surveillance has 

a genealogy that extends back to, at least, the moment of anti-colonial resistance over resource sovereignty in the 

1960-70s that would, in turn, lead to the 1973-4 energy crisis, one of the major triggers of financialisation, and 

quite possibly even further to the co-evolution of imperial forms of knowledge and photographic documentation; 

it is worth bearing in mind even if there is not the space to cover it here. 
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through it. When the video circulated through global media outlets, the price of oil shot 

upwards. So financial markets interpret this event and factor it into expectations of future price. 

The video is what Allan Sekula calls an ‘instrumental image’, its meaning found in what the 

image indexes, to which it lends a ‘rational’ interpretation.221 It conveys information that is of 

strategic use and financial value. It is a financial image. Why? Because what it represents opens 

up the potential for intensified Iranian-US conflict, the possibility of embargos, and oil trade 

disruption. There is a traffic between instrumental and speculative signs, whose strategic and 

financial value is derived from their relation to oil.  

 

Despite the threat, no conflict took place. But to the futures markets, the possibility is 

what matters. The future price of oil represents predictions about the future brought into the 

present. The video indexes an act that can be, and therefore is, interpreted as the potential for 

war. It does not even need to be convincing. Energy traders only need to anticipate what the 

average trader is anticipating, or what the average trader expects the average trader to anticipate 

(some studies suggest that the perceived risk of Iran-US hostilities kept the oil price high in the 

years preceding the 2007-8 financial crisis222). But no one need believe it all. The potential is 

what matters. 

 
221 Allan Sekula, Photography Against the Grain: Essays and Photo Works 1973-1983 (Ohio: Press of the Nova 

Scotia College of Art and Design, 1984), p. 35.  
222 Daniel O’Sullivan, Petromania: Black Bold, Paper Barrels and Oil Price Bubbles, (Hampshire: Harriman 

House Ltd: 2009), p. 31. 

Figure 5: Video taken in Gulf of Oman by US Military, 13th June 2019. The Kokuka Courageous is approached by a 

military patrol boat. Source: Guardian 
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For the attacker, despite the fact that the Kokuka Courageous is not American – it is 

Japanese-owned and flies under the Panamanian flag of convenience – it is in an American-

secured energy corridor, and so within the logic of energy territoriality it is quasi-American. 

The attack is meant to disrupt energy flow. It is not the oil per se, but the potential for political 

and financial contagion that makes such ships into strategic targets. If the financial promise 

works through the potential for what finance can bring into the world, then volatility provides 

a way of seeing potential threats to the world of petroculture, exposure to which must be 

managed but whose risks provide sources of arbitrage. 

There is a curious abstraction at work here, from what the video is of, to what it 

represents for the financial markets. The attack, reported and circulated in global media outlets, 

becomes a quasi-financial thing, an event unfolding through market mediations as much as 

military conflict. The video offers an example of how financial markets discern expected 

volatility. But it is also an event that anyone can talk about. Volatility is important because it 

is not technical: it is easily discussed by people who are not financial traders or experts. 

Because volatility is so easily turned into value through potential futures, it gives oil 

information a value, even if those circulating it are not involved in financial markets at all. All 

images and narratives of financial assets have the potential to affect their valuation.223 Which 

means energy futures become a critical site that mediates petroleum futures between financial 

modelling and cultural expectations.  

For those who ‘follow the market’, the way that numbers are anticipated to move 

provides another narrative, a narrative of the market itself. It entails a numerical literacy so that 

the market can be read, interpreted, and decoded. Volatility connects information with desire; 

price movements with the jouissance of financial rises and falls, exuberant profit and 

catastrophic loss. What drives such narrative, and the desire to follow it, is not a particular 

object or event but the vicissitudes of volatility. The events of June 13th offer moments of 

exciting destabilisation before these are enfolded back within the stability of the social order. 

Volatility measures a deviation from the typical, and this provides narrative and financial 

interest. Volatility is “easily grasped, discussed, and reasoned about”, MacKenzie writes, but 

also enjoyed.  

Energy futures were traded for the first time in 1979, and in 1983 on the New York 

Mercantile Exchange (NYMEX).  Energy futures are financial instruments abstracted from the 

resources they are derived from. This future expenditure is traded as virtual commodities in 
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markets that are hard to access for non-experts, but which nevertheless are central mediating 

institutions for the value of oil. A derivative is a financial contract whose value is derived from 

one or more underlying assets. A futures market is an exchange where contracts for a particular 

commodity sold at a particular price on a future date are traded. This may be as short as a month 

or as long as years. West Texas Intermediate (WTI), a benchmark contract for oil futures, 

extends as far as eight years into the future. In a futures market, participants are either ‘long’ 

on contracts if they wish to take the delivery at the quoted price, or ‘short’ if they wish to sell 

the contract at the quoted price.  

After 1973, major US oil companies pushed for oil pricing in financial markets.224 This 

was part of a broader movement to undermine the ability of postcolonial oil-exporters to 

become price-makers. Until this point, oil prices had been fixed, firstly by the oil majors and 

then through negotiation with the oil producer nations as anti-colonial movements in the 1950s 

and 1960s led to the nationalisation of oil industries. As oil revenues streamed into OPEC after 

1973, they floated back out again, in petrodollar loans recycled through London and New York 

banks, as well as exchanged for stockpiles of armaments and munitions sold by Western 

military contractors. Arms exports from the US doubled between 1967-1975.225 Militarism and 

financial power developed in tandem. Meanwhile, the Iran-Iraq war made supply disruptions a 

recurrent event. While this cemented the Saudi-US alliance in the region, it further undermined 

faith in OPEC’s ability to act as a price regulator.226 OPEC’s monopoly was further weakened 

by the new geography of offshore oil extraction, and new oil states outside of OPEC, such as 

Mexico, the UK, and Norway.  

A new mode of regulating oil was needed.227 Caleb Wellum has shown how volatility 

justified financial governance. The postcolonial world was volatile, so the narrative went, 

exposing oil flows to severe disruption which could cause economic reverberations in the 

western oil-importers. Futures markets were the response, insulating the western oil-importers 

from their volatile former colonies, whose governance produced violent extremes of social and 

political behaviour. Futures markets came to be seen as sites for stabilising price and meaning. 

If they worked, petroleum could recede to the background, a distant concern that remained 

distant as long the price at the pump or in the pension fund stayed stable. And while, as we will 
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see below, markets were envisaged as rational managers of resource extraction rates, they could 

mediate ecological disasters such as Deepwater Horizon but not the temporality of global 

warming.  

In 1982 a global oil glut led to a price crash (the same crash that ended the petro-

euphoria Fuentes so caustically attacked in The Hydra Head) which, according to Wellum, was 

interpreted “not as a permanent return to lower prices but rather as confirmation of oil’s volatile 

future.”228 In contrast to the era of postwar stability, the price shock aftermath was a new and 

uncertain world, to be understood through volatility, risk, and speculation. Energy futures 

markets, capable of both price-finding and hedging, would be used to offset the volatility 

caused by OPEC’s price-setting power. This reconfigured oil price as a form about the future, 

giving it a diffuse power over energy at a structural level. It also made the market a site that 

conjoins geopolitics to everyday life through a commodity essential to social reproduction.229  

This narrative of OPEC volatility ignored the capitalist core’s own history of energy 

volatility in the hands of oil corporations, but it nevertheless defined the argument for the usage 

of oil futures.230 A NYMEX publication claimed that “the only certainty in today’s market is 

uncertainty […] risk management is, therefore, the key to long-term performance.”231 A 

narrative of volatility that traded on anxieties about instability justified the entrenchment of an 

anti-democratic carbon-financial complex, maintaining the distance of oil production and 

supply from the direct concerns and control of citizens. There have been recurrent crisis 

moments, in which oil future prices have seemed to detach from oil’s perceived value – the 

beginning of the Gulf War (1990-1), the Iraq War (2002-3), the oil price shock of 2007-8, 

covid-19, and the Ukrainian War – but these volatile periods punctuate what has come to be 

seen as a natural price-setting and price-discovering mechanism in financial exchanges in New 

York and London.  

Take the narrative volatility of some scenes from Stephen Gaghan’s geopolitical thriller 

Syriana (2005). The film opens with lingering shots of a desert somewhere in the Gulf, evoking 

a speculative gaze on what the landscape contains, on its surface and under the ground. This 

dissolves into a long shot of South Asian migrant workers, nameless and unidentifiable, 

competing to get onto a bus to work at a new oil development. Into this volatile world, a CIA 
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operative and an energy analyst each pursue different, but related, plots: illegal weapons trading 

and the financial backing of oil development. The film’s Gulf region is an endless fog of 

uncertain war – the intrigue of oil companies, petrostates, and a terrorist network connecting 

exploitative Saudis and disaffected workers – requiring specialist expertise to uncover.  

Terrorist threats and nationalist projects contribute to the disorder of things, and one 

way the film imagines the re-establishment of political stability is through a drone strike, which 

eliminates an Arab political opponent threatening to nationalise oil and disrupt pipeline 

construction to Europe. The form of this bloody denouement – but, importantly, bloodless 

through satellite image sightlines, which promises violence in which there will not be blood – 

perceives the energy world from above, even if it is morally inflected with an anti-imperialist 

message. The target for assassination is an emir who wishes to modernise his unnamed Persian 

Gulf state, articulating a belated nationalism similar to that which motivated OPEC in the 

1960s. Some forty years later, such nationalist messages meet the advanced American war 

machine.  

 

Of interest here is the visual form through which such discordant encounters are 

ordered, and certain forms of visual and informational abstraction. For Sekula, the aerial wars 

of the late twentieth century were ‘wars without bodies’, where “bodies [are] redefined as mere 

matter in space, mere occupied volume.” Environments are viewed through the energetic 

abstraction of sightlines. Militants are represented “by the quality of being ‘soft’ rather than 

Figure 6: Syriana’s drone strike, a familiar visual motif of late twentieth century warfare. 
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‘hard,’ and thus vulnerable to different intensities and distributions of destructive force”232 – 

the propulsive force of modern weaponry. Space and time are viewed through devices that 

represent strategic environments through heat, light, vibration, and sound, from which human 

activity can be extrapolated.233 Randy Martin claims such warfare has its origins in the Gulf 

War, in which combat was envisioned through the principle of overwhelming force to minimise 

risk of casualties, “an insulation from domestic loss prompted by fear that any body count 

would erode support for war” – limiting exposure to volatile political extremes.234 Begun in 

1991, Operation Desert Storm was, from the perspective of the USA, primarily an aerial war. 

In Syriana, the satellite shots are mimetic of aerial warfare’s visual abstraction. This is 

a gaze that is mediated by technology and the image; environments are fields of perception, 

surveyed by representational technologies such as cameras, satellites, gunsights, sensors, 

thermographic and light-sensitive images. It is a crenelated visual field established through 

limited information. It works through uncertainty, possibility, and risk. The logic is that of 

possibility and action, or information and value. The assassination of a political opponent 

condenses, in Syriana’s final, uncomfortable moments, the temporal logic of the pre-emptive 

strike. It anticipates an imagined future, summoning the spectre of a return to the nationalist 

volatility of the 1970s. It then forecloses this future by isolating and eliminating an extreme 

‘risk’, whose volatility might be contagious and disturb the balance of power in the Middle 

East.235 It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that the final shot concludes with an American energy 

analyst returning to the comforting embrace of his family: suburban middle-class America, safe 

from systematic volatility.  

Alongside this narrative of political assassination, focalised through an energy analyst 

who can see the potential profits and risks involved in the nationalisation project, there is a 

narrative strand that connects exploited migrant labour to fanatical extremism. There is a 

terrorist strike on an oil terminal. In the energy unconscious of financial militarism, terrorists 

are figures outside the measurable terrain of risk calculation and management. The terrorist 

attack is a narrative vehicle for what Frank Knight calls true uncertainty, “that higher form of 
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uncertainty not susceptible to measurement and hence to elimination.”236 Measurement and 

elimination, and beyond this enclosure, an ambiguous uncertain zone: an environment seen and 

imagined through potential risks. The terrorist is a volatile other whose beliefs exemplify an 

outside extremity that threatens a secure inside. But such volatility provides a narrative 

movement against which the ultimate stability of the environment is asserted. The assassination 

and the terrorist strike are, in this argument, both exemplary of anticipated futures that circulate 

as sources of information, misinformation, deception, and value. 

While volatility may have initially been an ideological justification, it was gradually 

abstracted from the political tensions of the decades following the 1973 crisis and became an 

autonomous political logic that justified itself: markets created volatility and managed it, and 

it is this feedback loop that sustains its continued existence as a mode of financial accumulation.  

Derivatives offset the uncertainties of global connectivity in an era after fixed currency 

exchanges. Without fixed currency, businesses were at risk of sudden losses due to price 

volatility. When derivative markets got going after 1973, they allowed trade to take place 

across a world-economy undergoing an expansive restructuring of production through a just-

in-time logistics revolution. A financial instrument that can price abstract risks237 to different 

elements of capital (parts of commodities, types of capital, between currencies, and across 

time), it reduced the volatility of capital’s oil-powered movement across the national territories 

and currencies of an expanding world-economy.238 As industrial countries have 

deindustrialised since the 1970s – a decline in the share of manufacturing in total employment 

– capital sought investment in financial channels and short-term, liquid assets.239 Derivative 

markets blossomed, fuelled by petrodollars and the uncertainties of trade in a world of 

containers, tankers, and currencies no longer anchored to the gold-dollar standard. The decline 

of relatively certain long-term investments shaped a financial industry adept at poring over the 

short-term. Because of long-term downward pressure on financial assets in the twenty-first 

century associated with declining profits, the migration of finance into oil, which remained 

highly valuable, added to the price shock that contributed to the 2007-8 financial crisis.240 
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Derivatives are useful channels of financial accumulation because what is traded is not 

the underlier, but a contract derived from it, and so it is possible to take out as many contracts 

as there are market participants willing to purchase them, leading to derivatives markets having 

a notional value many times greater than the values of the underliers to which they refer. As 

the oil price reached its highest recorded amount in 2008, each barrel of oil in physical 

circulation was being sold on average ten times per day in the exchanges. Contracts can be sold 

many times over without the physical commodity changing hands. As what is traded is abstract 

nominal amounts of oil barrels, it is impossible to know the origins of the traded oil, reinforcing 

the sense that the ‘oil market’ is a derivation of an extractive world separate and autonomous 

from it. A conceptual, infrastructural, and aesthetic separation occurs between sites of oil’s 

physical and financial movement.  

Developed initially so that those involved in the physical production of oil could reduce 

exposure to market volatility, oil derivatives opened the market to financial speculators who 

had no interest in taking physical oil deliveries. Instead, they saw commodity indexes as an 

investment, taking speculative positions on market volatility. In fact, 99% of exchanges on 

NYMEX are settled through what is called ‘offsetting,’ having buys and sales on the same day 

so that no physical settlement takes place, effectively turning short contracts into long-term 

investments. This means that market participants who have no interest in settling contracts 

through physical delivery can nevertheless exchange ‘paper barrels.’ These might be 

speculators such as hedge funds, or more traditional institutional investors such as pension 

funds who see commodity futures as safe assets in a portfolio (this was the case from roughly 

2000-2007). Because contracts can be purchased and sold continuously, traders are encouraged 

to constantly recalibrate the contracts they hold in accordance with market movement. 

Financial institutions, have reshaped the fundamental structure of commodity markets, 

introducing a speculative dynamic, more concerned with the financial performance of the 

market than the commodities being traded.241 The interest shifts to market performance as a 

mediator of value and therefore to the models and narratives that make up how market 

performance is communicated and understood.  

Oil markets were thought more efficient because they are less democratic, less 

controllable from a singular institution, and so not beholden to either state or cartel price fixing. 

They diffuse power through financial management, dispersing it through market mediation. Oil 

markets were viewed as a rational mechanism whereby the value of oil could be constantly 
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recalibrated in line with new information, technological developments, geopolitical and 

strategic changes, reserve estimates, and economic demand.242  Within the context of concerns 

about peak oil and resource finitude, the market would also regulate the speed of extraction 

and allocate capital through the energy system to prevent energy shortages and manage a 

transition period into alternative energy sources, something no democratic polity or central 

state could be trusted to do.243 Because the future of oil was uncertain and volatile, a cadre of 

invested experts would best rationally manage its future. The market proved so successful that 

by 1988, OPEC, which had attempted to assert resource sovereignty through oil as a strategy 

for decolonisation, had fixed the price of their crude to the Brent benchmark, a light, sweet 

crude produced in the North Sea. As a result, Brent is considered the global oil price. This 

abstraction of oil into barrels as a unit of exchange reflects the fact that there is little way of 

knowing where traded oil comes from once it is in tankers and pipelines. No longer a defence 

against a volatile postcolonial world, energy futures, measured in contracts of nominal cargoes 

of barrels, became “the means by which oil as a commodity in the concrete saturates the 

economy abstractly.”244 The financial commodity and its economic categories became the 

mode for thinking oil.  

With the establishment of the International Petroleum Exchange (IPE), Brent became a 

financial commodity, an asset rather than (only) a type of crude oil. Unusually for the time, it 

traded in nominal cargoes of one thousand rather than five-hundred thousand barrels. Thanks 

to this new stock exchange and contract size, participation in the markets was claimed to be, 

rather contradictorily, more democratic, because trading lower nominal cargoes was more 

affordable. Other actors could participate in the trades facilitated by the clearing house through 

electronic screens, viewing the fluctuation of oil prices in real-time. In the words of one trader, 

the new contract “allowed the grocer or the barber (as one used to say) to get involved in the 

dynamics of the oil market, to have an opinion about OPEC and to feel him or herself 

adequately informed after reading the news.”245 Consequently, the international oil market is 

now represented in the City of London and Wall Street, newspapers and stock markets, rather 

than settled in boardroom meetings of the Seven Sisters or OPEC.246 By the turn of the 
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millennium, oil futures had become, in some senses, indistinguishable from other financial 

assets; investment and profit for investment banks, pension funds, and speculators. As 

petroleum became a unit of exchange, it left its imprint on the global economy through the 

value-form of the dollar.  

This has its origins around the response to the 1973 oil shock, when the demand for oil 

ensured a structural demand for access to dollar markets. Increasing oil production drove the 

expansion of dollars as a credit money, because the oil barrels surging into the global economy 

needed a corresponding value-form in which its value can be represented. As Robert Meister 

summarises, after 1971 the ability to pump out oil without a fall in prices depended on the 

ability to pump out dollars, as unbacked credit money, without a fall in their value. The dollar’s 

new status as world money and universal value-form was secured in a flood of oil onto world 

markets. But the oil price shock posed a real inflationary threat, threatening to weaken dollar 

values. Something was required that could hedge rising oil prices without lowering dollar 

values and therefore the value of the dollar-denominated financial assets of such importance to 

the accelerating financial accumulation. The new financial mechanisms to represent the 

bankable value of dollar-denominated oil assets were derivatives. Meister writes that “the price 

of liquid carbon could be controlled only because there were new ways to manufacture 

liquidity in the global financial system through the expanded use of [derivative] options.”247 In 

effect, derivatives stabilised oil production, financial accumulation, and the value-form, 

because it enabled financial instruments, and therefore oil assets, to become representations of 

the swelling value of oil without requiring actual dollars (although they remained priced in 

them). Financial liquidity enabled oil to keep flowing and dollars to function as a value-form 

without suffering inflationary devaluation. Derivatives provided stores of value that did not 

need to be held in cash, while enabling financialised markets to extract value from the ongoing 

volatility and spread of oil prices. But because this gives oil an objective futurity inscribed into 

the logic of the market, its volatility is open to political manipulation, because if volatility can 

be amplified it increases the price of oil futures and so oil value in the present. Oil’s mediation 

of the value-form opens up a global space for market volatility to become a cultural logic.248  

If I am to look at the current price of Brent Crude, to where does this financial 

signification refer? Brent Crude futures are a financial contract that refers to oil from the North 

Sea. But roughly eighty percent of all types of crude oil is pegged to Brent, which means it 
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functions as a global benchmark oil price. If I wished to trade Mexican Maya, Angolan Nemba, 

Russian Siberian Light, or Indonesian Minas, I would need to reference the Brent complex 

benchmark. Brent Crude trades in U.S. dollars and is traded through London. Oil markets have 

a global and extranational geography. Meanwhile, the physical extraction of oil across the 

global extractive system is the physical form that bears the value circulating in financial 

markets. Finance makes these hydrocarbon spaces distant and proximate. I am arguing that 

because energy futures fundamentally mediate the world of oil, they are a way of critically and 

cognitively mapping the meaning of finance in the formation of a global petroculture.  

Futures markets addressed a crisis of representation created by 1973, a perceived gap 

between oil value and price, which oil markets inscribed into the formation of a global 

petroculture. If OPEC could not resolve this representational problem, so the argument went, 

perhaps the financial markets would. With oil distribution no longer the monopolistic purview 

of the oil majors or OPEC, alongside the difficulty of predicting reserves in offshore sites, 

which are far more geologically uncertain, forecasting future supply and demand was more 

difficult. Price became a way to map the future, flooding it with competing representations. 

The financialisation of oil meant financial knowledge was central to giving oil a price, creating 

an industry of intellectual expertise: energy analysts, traders, and mediators between oil and 

finance companies. In futures markets, “intelligence (about a derivative’s future volatility and 

liquidity) is the milk of profitability.”249 From markets to media, volatility provides market 

participants and observers with a mode of speculative interpretation, because it becomes 

possible to assess all events according to implied volatility. Energy futures are a performative 

process utilising information, perception, and expectations, in which “the market judges or 

perceives fundamental value. They turn the contestability of fundamental value into a tradable 

commodity.”250 They operate in the gap opened by an opposition between price and perceived 

value, and thereby frame the problem of representing the value of oil in a shared language. 

Deviations between future price and perceived value are explained through interpreting the 

signifiers of the oil market. 

Big Men (Dir. Rachel Boynton, 2013), a documentary about an American oil 

exploration company called Kosmos Energy (incorporated in an offshore financial centre, 

Bermuda) as it begins offshore oil development in Ghana, shows what this representational 

problem looks like. Oil price volatility gives the documentary its narrative form. It opens, in 
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2007, with uncertainty over whether or not oil will be struck. After oil is found in the Jubilee 

Field, development begins. Narrative tension is generated through negotiations between the 

founders James Musselman and Brian Maxted, representatives of the Ghanaian government, 

and the company’s New York investors. The company received favourable business terms, 

justified, according to Musselman, who is interviewed throughout the documentary, by the 

extraordinary risk they took in exploration. However, an upcoming election threatens to 

overturn this deal, and the loss in potential profits affects the company’s valuation, upsetting 

the financial backers. There are corruption rumours, and Musselman is forced to step down 

from his role as company figurehead. 

Two other plots are entwined with this one. Firstly, there are scenes shot in Nigeria’s 

Niger Delta, where corruption, sabotage, and violence are represented as a conflict over the 

region’s oil profits. This functions as a cautionary tale in the documentary, the spectre of a 

resource curse which provides a warning about what the future of oil in Ghana might be like, 

if managed poorly. The other one is the 2008 financial crisis because, in the backdrop of 

Ghanaian oil development is an oil price drop that dramatically decreases potential oil profits 

and threatens to bring the development to a halt.  

Big Men is not only a narrative in which financial valuation threatens to destabilise oil 

extraction, but, because it was filmed between 2007 and 2011, when oil fell from $147 to ~$30, 

it is a narrative in which financial volatility displaces drilling as the central loci of plot. 

Contrasting shots juxtapose mask-wearing militias in the Niger Delta and people siphoning 

highly flammable condensate from pipelines with shots of skyscrapers, ticker tapes awash in 

red, stunned looking traders and news clips about the scale of the financial crash. The oil price 

crash superimposes the volatile disunity of abstract and physical oil onto the same narrative 

frame.  

As oil prices impact projected profits, the global energy landscape and its market 

becomes the backdrop against which the action is interpreted. The narrative is structured 

through financial volatility and nationalist politics, distinct events comparable in effect. Firstly, 

the risk posed to international business by potentially destabilising claims to national resource 

sovereignty, as the incoming President, John Atta Mills, threatens to renege on the earlier 

financial arrangement between Ghana and Kosmos Energy. There is social unrest and potential 

future threat of sabotage and militant violence represented by Nigeria. Finally, there is financial 

volatility in the oil markets. The way this undermines the company’s projected future is what 

gives the narrative its conflict, tension, and resolution. This sudden reversal of fortunes 

exemplifies how financial narratives of rise and fall demand attention and so make it possible 
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to see oil’s financial mediation and, at the same time, harder to see the quotidian reproduction 

of oil when oil fortunes run smoothly into the bank accounts of oil companies, investors, and 

states.  

Following this plot requires following the oil market, which means recognising price 

volatility as a narrative. This entails observing financial markets and seeing them as a document 

of a reality that cannot be captured by the direct representation of oil extraction, pipelines, or 

offshore development. It is impossible to look at an oil barrel and see how much value it 

contains. The oil market does not exist in the oil itself: it is a social not a natural form. Neither 

it is possible to see oil infrastructures in financial signifiers, and a crashing oil price makes no 

physical change to an oil barrel. It remains what it is, crude in a metal drum. Following the oil 

market entails thinking about finance as a signifying mode: contested signifiers that we can, 

and should, doubt, especially in moments of critical breakdown. The crisis of representing 

value in exceptional moments becomes a moment of narrative excitement, but also a lesson in 

whether to trust the financial representation of oil. Big Men wants the viewer to think about 

whether or not the market is adequately representing oil value, which is to the documentary’s 

strength, but entirely within the representational logic of the market itself. The adept market 

reader sees through the temporary misrepresentations of financial volatility documented in the 

film to the ‘real’ value that finance is meant to, but failing to, represent.  

The film opens with a quote from Milton Friedman that reads “Tell me, is there some 

society that you know that doesn’t run on greed?” According to the film’s cultural logic, greed 

and speculation are the cause of resource misfortune and the disparity between price and value. 

This is wrong, of course, but it gives the narrative shape. Moralising finance during moments 

of crisis provides a way of simplifying political economy to plot. If all societies run on greed, 

then the specificity of an oil society is subsumed by an ideological critique that is diffused by 

its lack of historicity. As the backdrop of the petroleum industry is brought into the foreground 

at a critical moment, oil itself is relegated to a secondary role, a figure for the greed that all 

societies run on. Here, a critical representation of oil is a form of our “epistemic unwillingness 

to name our oil ontologies.”251 Critiquing oil through the market via a too-quick identification 

of greedy speculators confirms the framework of the market as the ultimate index of oil’s 

reality.  

If in Big Men oil’s physical and financial form are brought into representational focus 

through a crisis in financial signification, I have been asking a more expansive question about 
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how petrocultural critique focalises oil when oil markets are not in crisis, and so are adequately 

mediating oil. I have been calling this difficulty oil’s derivative aesthetic, constitutive of the 

market capacity to internalise critical breakdowns as well as quotidian financial reproduction. 

We must move beyond the market framing of Big Men to posit a dialectic of physical and 

financial oil that drives energy’s futurity.  

Energy futures create a real separation between physical crude markets and futures 

markets. The latter became a site of investment, where wealth appeared to increase as if by 

itself. What was viewed as a solution to the crisis of representation between price and value 

caused by volatile oil-exporters states instead created a new autonomous social logic. This 

shapes the oil market in particular ways. Mazen Labban writes that 

introducing financial logic to the study of oil engenders a space-time parallax 

between oil’s representation as a physical commodity circulating in physical 

(and financial) markets and its representation as a financial asset circulating 

in financial (and physical) markets. This is not a dualism between a ‘real’ 

space-time of material circulation and a ‘fictitious’ space-time of financial 

representations. Both are real enough and have their own materiality, but 

each alone is an abstraction incapable of standing in for the oil market, whose 

objectivity is produced from the incessant displacement between two space-

times of circulation.252  

These two sides of the same process are linked but “cannot share the same space 

because of their different materiality and temporality.”253 Energy futures are not an abstracted 

or distorted representation of a ‘real’ physical market, as Big Men might lead us to think, but 

rather a real space-time of financial circulation essential to the objectivity of the physical and 

financial oil market. Labban takes the notion of ‘parallax’ from Zizek, for whom it describes 

an object’s displacement against a background through a change in observational position, 

against which the object is brought into focus. Labban’s infrastructural parallax is a shifting 

perspective. The real of oil is not the physical or paper barrel, the disaster or crash, but the 

simultaneous but non-synchronous existence of oil as a physical commodity (with a price-

form) and a financial asset (with a material existence as an asset on a data server). Volatility 
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explains and stabilises this global formation, securing petroculture’s financial promises against 

crisis moments that arise between these two interrelated circuits of accumulation.  

Energy futures entangle macroeconomic market mediations with geopolitics and 

everyday life, stabilising an energy form for which modern living has no alternative. Financial 

information is transparent enough that anyone can be informed about the market, but this 

information translates into potential value, not action. Aside from exceptional moments of 

crisis, when oil prices spill over into everyday life and make it worse, this makes fossil finance, 

at best, uninteresting enough to be ignored, or at worst, actively harmful to disrupt. Huber 

argues that low prices for oil during the 1980s and 1990s “served to (very partially) offset 

overall declines in wages and incomes”, which has the converse effect of meaning rising prices 

bite deeply into the living standards of life reproduced through the petroleum landscapes of 

consumer goods and automobility.254  

Joseph O’Neill’s Netherland (2009) is illustrative in this regard. A realist novel about 

a Dutch energy analyst living in New York after 9/11 who, split between the pressures of his 

career and his family, finds an outlet in the under-developed New York cricket scene. Hans 

van der Broeck, mulling on the geopolitics of the post-9/11 world-system, thinks:  

I could take a guess at the oil production capacity of an American-occupied 

Iraq and in fact was pressed at work about this issue daily, and stupidly. 

(‘What are you saying, two and a half million barrels or three million? Which 

one is it?’) But I found myself unable to contribute to conversations about 

the value of international law or the feasibility of producing a dirty bomb or 

the constitutional rights of imprisoned enemies or the efficacy of duct tape 

as a window sealant or the merits of vaccinating the American masses against 

smallpox or the complexity of weaponising deadly bacteria or the menace of 

the neoconservative cabal in the Bush administration, […] In this ever-

shifting, all-enveloping discussion, my orientation was poor. I could not tell 

where I stood. If pressed to state my position, I would confess the truth: that 

I had not succeeded in arriving at a position. I lacked necessary powers of 

perception and certainty and, above all, foresight. The future retained the 

impenetrable character I had always attributed to it. Would American 

security be improved or worsened by taking over Iraq? I did not know, 
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because I had no information about the future purposes and capacities of 

terrorists or, for that matter, American administrators; and even if I were to 

have such information, I could still not hope to know how things would turn 

out. Did I know if the death and pain caused by a war in Iraq would or would 

not exceed the miseries that might likely flow from leaving Saddam Hussein 

in power? No. Could I say whether the right to autonomy of the Iraqi people 

– a problematic national entity, by all accounts – would be enhanced or 

diminished by an American regime change? I could not. Did Iraq have 

weapons of mass destruction that posed a real threat? I had no idea; and to 

be truthful, and to touch on my real difficulty, I had little interest. I didn’t 

really care.255 

Because Broeck is insulated from what he analyses, he has to make no decision about 

the events, only about whether the events will affect his firm’s financial investments. It can be 

read as a failure to adopt a subject position that enables the formation of a political 

consciousness. Broeck’s only concern is data useful to his work, which is what shapes decisions 

made by his investment firm, while “powers of perception and certainty and, above all, 

foresight,” are surrendered. Information is separated from decision-making. Later, Broeck 

describes himself as “an analyst – a bystander.”256 Perception does not yield insight but 

information. The description Netherland offers suggests how data production for financial 

trade inculcates not the absence of knowledge but an indifference to it: a by-stander, unable to 

step into the flow of the market for fear of being swept away.  

This is useful, because it suggests that financial management is soothing if it enables 

Broeck to avoid a confrontation with his place within the petroleum landscapes of American 

military and financial power, and how this avoidance is predicated on a dominant position 

within world-petroculture. Put differently, it alerts us to the division of labour of writing energy 

fiction and energy financial contracts, which is the precondition for a novel in which a 

character’s distance from the derivative contract’s underlier – the political economy of oil 

production – becomes a source of personal crisis. This feeling of distance from, and the 

meaning of, oil to everyday life is a mode of experience in which oil only ever appears in 

derived forms.  
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Netherland shrinks from financial drama, watching the market at work but maintaining 

a distance from it. Volatility produces excitement and indifference. The novel reveals how the 

drama of speculation and greed focuses attention on the representational excesses of finance, 

while missing the actually existing reproduction of petroculture in oil markets, formulas, 

automated exchanges, and price spreads. These dull but socially efficacious tools for future-

making disactivate political interest, in no small part because, when working correctly, they 

resist imaginative and symbolic engagement. It is important that it is through Broeck’s work 

as an energy analyst that enables this distancing effect. Energy is not repressed or invisible – 

after all, he is an expert – but it is imaginatively and infrastructurally separated. Netherland is 

useful because it demonstrates the financial logic through which oil appears distant and of little 

concern. My point is not that it would be somehow better if Broeck were to have an ‘immediate’ 

experience of oil but that an environmentalist politics must register such a derivative aesthetic 

as a central element in the reproduction of fossil capital. 

3.3 On Convolutions 

 

If dramatic oil price increases become the mechanism by which demand for energy is 

curtailed, and there is not the physical capacity to replace it with other energy, then it is likely 

to produce significant political backlash from those for whom energy price increases mean 

increases in production or living costs, economic hardship and falling living standards. While 

the management of volatility might be profitable for financialised oil markets, the failure to 

manage it is hardly good for environmentalist politics, because surging prices get mediated into 

everyday life, which offer obvious solutions: increase oil production. Energy transition is 

affected by the way that financial market shapes the visibility of oil and engineers it into certain 

political relations that mediate between producers and consumers. This means that volatility 

no longer needs an external justification like it did in 1973. Oil has become so thoroughly 

integrated into the financial economy that it can create its own justification: in a volatile world, 

cause and effect blur into a structuring blockage that is sustained by a futurity regulated by 

financial volatility. Recall that for Diamanti our future is still the future of 1973.257 We might, 

then, think the present as a derivative of the 1970s, a kind of repetition that sustains itself 

through the logic of volatility rather than the content. Whether it be the crises of 2008, 2016, 

2020, or 2022, the vicissitudes of volatility structure each energy crisis so that the only way 
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out is to restore the conditions that create the crisis. If this makes a smooth transition out of oil 

unlikely, it demonstrates that a political culture unequipped to deal with volatility reproduces 

the economic and aesthetic force of oil in moments that otherwise appear to threaten it. 

Why is oil uniquely vulnerable to these derivative disasters? The material ecology of 

petroleum is sustained so effectively through financial assets due to oil’s ‘stock’ quality: it can 

be left untapped or stored, while its flow can be easily directed, modified, controlled, and 

sabotaged. While hydroelectric dams, watermills, wind farms, solar panels, and land itself can 

circulate as legal title, fictitious commodity, and rent, the flow of energy, unless stored or used, 

is lost. Stock energy, on the other hand, is a resource that must be extracted through enormous 

quantities of fixed capital and human labour and subjected to heat and refinement to become 

useful. For Malm, fossil energy’s “most concrete quality was abstractness, permitting it to 

circulate through nature rather than around predetermined places in the landscape.”258 This 

material abstractness is what makes fossil energy so effective as the energetic substrate of 

capital. Because fossil energy is mobile, divisible, and latent, it can be stored, moved, and 

burned in places distant from its extraction. It has a spatiotemporal profile unlike that of energy 

flows, which is rooted in particular energy landscapes. This material abstraction creates 

specific political-economic relations between capital and labour.259 

Because stocks are predictable, abstract sources of potential energy, they can be used 

at a future date according to economic need. Finance can circulate in the present because of the 

predictable energy expenditure, known in advance by proven reserves. Reserves are stores of 

value in their own right, because, as abstract energy stocks, they are treated as known future 

profits. Like derivative options to purchase a given stock, share, or commodity at a future date, 

oil stocks are stores of energy that can be transformed into work when needed, unlike energy 

flows which flow regardless of capture or not. Proven reserves can be sold and traded without 
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their extraction or used as collateral for loans. The equivalent kilojoules of energy flow cannot. 

Financialised oil blurs the distinction between extracted and yet-to-be extracted energy. As 

long as there is a promise of future extraction, oil futures can circulate on international stock 

exchanges while the physical oil it represents is still in the ground. Thus, for example, pension 

funds began to invest in energy futures markets in the early 2000s because unextracted oil 

abstracted into financial form represented a safe investment.260 Fossil finance is dependent 

upon fossil energy’s spatiotemporal characteristics (we will see how energy companies 

envisage replicating the spatiotemporal profile of the stock with renewable energy 

infrastructure in the fifth chapter). The stock market swells with future combustion.  

 But unlike coal, which is a static stock, oil’s materiality means its moves under its 

geological pressures: it rises to the surface, seeps through the ground, and flows through 

pipelines and into tankers. What makes it useful as a fuel also makes it dangerous to store. 

Petroleum flows easily and is safest on the move. This movement also makes it safe from 

workers, who have a harder time disrupting the flow to make political demands, and shapes a 

resource aesthetic in which, for many of us, our experience of crude is as a financial abstraction, 

as Brent or WTI. But what I want to emphasise here is how this materiality of oil means 

geological and economic knowledge has a latent imprecision – or ‘convolution’ – that is 

repeatedly transformed into macroeconomic and political effects.  

Oil reserves are not fixed, definitive amounts of crude. They cannot be measured 

directly and so are inherently uncertain. Companies use reflection seismology to get an 

estimation of oil reserves. Sound waves are generated at the surface from different positions 

and sound receivers record the seismic reflections returned from rock formations, which 

generates a 3D image of subsurface deposits. This generates a series of different representations 

of the same subsurface space. Because these sound-waves each produce a distinctive space, a 

‘convoluted’ image is built, a technical term that expresses how each seismic image trace is 

distorted by overlapping representations of the same seismic space. This superimposes 

different representations in the same location that both generates the reality of a represented 

space and confuses it. Computational power is required to ‘deconvolute’ these representations, 

removing the distortions which both obscure the space and constitute the raw data out of which 

seismic maps are created. A stable, if inherently imprecise, 3D representation emerges from a 

saturating process that mediates constitutive distortions into the imaginary appearance of a 

singular geological shape. This 3D visualisation is supplemented with 4D surveying, which 
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tracks changing heat, pressure, and movement, enabling geologists to anticipate reservoir 

flows.261 An image series is taken across a period of time to visualise oil’s flow. No one sees 

proven reserves – they are convoluted representations. This digital revolution in seismic 

mapping, developed in the 1960s, predominantly offshore in the Gulf of Mexico, was an early 

form of digitalisation, and advances in computing power gave a more refined interpretation of 

the subsurface.262 This reduced the financial risk of wildcatting, especially in expensive 

offshore extraction. In reducing costs of project financing, advances in seismic mapping made 

returns on oil investments more certain, rather than an industry in which smaller businesses 

were likely to be bankrupted by too many dry holes.  

My argument is that the convolution of petroleum stock and flow is more than a 

problem of geophysical representation, but something like the central problem of an oil market 

in which each energy future generates a shape that is both focalised and distorted by the 

presence of other futures. Energy futures are always functionally modified by other futures, 

and these internal modifications cannot be removed because without them each representation 

would insufficiently render the future and be useless as a critical and cognitive map. Which 

means that oil’s convolutions – in the seismic sense, but also in the sense of a knotted 

complexity that is difficult to follow – is a distortion that is constitutive of our energy futurity, 

because of the objectivity of petroleum’s market mediations. Convolution names the fact that 

petroleum always slips away from thought, exceeds its grasp; it is a seismic subsurface whose 

echoes we can measure and assemble into derivatives, but never be immediate to, immersed 

in. Financial markets translate this constitutive gap between objectivity and representation into 

implied volatility, but it is closer to what Szeman calls our “energy ontologies.”263 Seismic and 

financial representations of oil are not modally distinct: geological and financial spaces are 

socio-technically constituted and related to one another. They are a cascade of internally related 

representations of a substance that is impossible to deconvolute absolutely. Our futures are 

written in a language that reverberates with ‘the earth’s echoes’: reserve estimates, flow rates, 

seismograms, price spreads, and volatilities.264 It’s a cultural logic best articulated by a 

character from William Gibson’s Pattern Recognition (2002): 

 
261 Smil, Oil, p. 84-87.  
262 Tyler Priest, ‘Seismic Innovations: The Digital Revolution in the Search for Oil and Gas’ in Energy in the 

Americas, ed. by Amelia M. Kiddle (Calgary: Calgary University Press: 2021), p. 180.  
263 Szeman, ‘Literature’, p. 324. 
264 This wonderful turn of phrase is taken from a poem by petroleum geoengineer Öz Yilmaz, in the introduction 

to Seismic Data Analysis.  
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we have no idea, now, of who or what the inhabitants of our future might be. 

In that sense, we have no future. Not in the sense that our grandparents had 

a future, or thought they did. Fully imagined cultural futures were the luxury 

of another day, one in which 'now' was of some greater duration. For us, of 

course, things can change so abruptly, so violently, so profoundly, that 

futures like our grandparents' have insufficient 'now' to stand on. We have 

no future because our present is too volatile […] We have only risk 

management. The spinning of the given moment's scenarios. Pattern 

recognition.265 

While the technical capacity to render subsurfaces dramatically improved through 

advances in microprocessor technology, it could not eliminate the risks of drilling or provide a 

totally deconvoluted geological map. Which means that estimates given by state companies 

and publicly-traded oil companies can never be fully deconvoluted: they are open to 

obfuscation, either through overestimating reserves in order to push up stock market valuation 

or shrinking it to reduce taxes.266 Much of it is sealed in confidentiality agreements. It is not 

just scientific uncertainties, and the amount of proven or unproven estimates of a given oil 

field, but technological capability, extraction costs, taxation, environmental impacts, and 

investor confidence. A document on petroleum reserves states that a “key problem in 

structuring information about reserves is that relatively objective estimates of reservoir 

characteristics must be combined with subjective forecasts of project feasibility and 

commerciality.”267  

Proven reserves are revised in the wake of macroeconomic shifts, which contributes to 

changing expectations about future prices, creating volatility – the justification for futures 

markets and arbitrage. Higher prices bring more expensive wells online. Expectations of future 

 
The Classical Greeks had a love for wisdom — 

It came down to us as philo·sophia. 

And I have a passion for the seismic method — 

Let this be an ode to philo·seismos. 

O how sweet it is — 

Listening to the echos [sic] from the earth 

 

Öz Yilmaz, Seismic Data Analysis: Processing, Inversion, and Interpretation of Seismic Data Volume 1, (Tulsa: 

Society of Exploration Geophysicists, 2001), p. 1.   
265 William Gibson, Pattern Recognition, (London: Penguin Books, 2011), p. 57. 
266 Labban, ‘Oil’, p. 543.  
267 John Mitchell, ‘Petroleum Reserves in Question’, Sustainable Development Programme, SDP BP 4.3 (2004) 

<https://www.oxfordenergy.org/publications/petroleum-reserves-in-question/> 
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production are the basis of oil company stock market valuations, so the interface between 

society and geological strata operates through a logic that synchronises with financial 

uncertainty. The socio-natural properties that make oil into a speculative resource make 

abstract volatility an inevitable feature of an oil market. All the ideological precepts of 

financialisation are embedded features of the oil industry: high-risk plays, uncertain futures, 

volatile markets, technological mediation, technocratic expertise. As it drifts offshore and gets 

caught up in the cybernetic revolution, this financial logic justifies the private world of fossil 

finance at an ideological level, while its convolution is the means of its control at a strategic 

level. Oil is an inherently forward-looking business, not only due to the fact that extractive 

industries require new sites as old ones run dry, but because proven reserves are a key resource 

for subjective forecasts of an oil company’s ability to generate future profits, which are 

essential to reward shareholders and maintain share price. Seismic mapping can produce a 

convoluted zone whose imprecision and volatility sustain financial accumulation across stock 

and futures markets precisely because there is a financial certainty maintained in geological 

imprecision. If the present is too volatile for a stable future, then, contradictorily, instability is 

the mode of its reproduction.  

3.4 Volatile Distortions 

 

In this chapter, I have used volatility to explore how energy futures emerge from a 

derived world. Szeman argues that one of the central structuring beliefs of petroculture is that 

there will always be enough energy, but that energy plays only a minor role in the drama of 

human history.268 I have attempted to show that financial environments are necessary for 

petroleum to appear only as a background condition of modernity, structured economically and 

aesthetically through derivatives as part of the financial landscape. This happens best when oil 

circulates smoothly in stock exchanges and oil tankers, portfolios and pipelines. A more 

extensive piece would connect this to the history of oil-based militarism, on the automation of 

combat, the development of aerial combat and petroleum-fuelled weaponry, and the changing 

of the structure of armies from mass conscriptions to private professionals, which contribute to 

 
268 Szeman, ‘Literature’, p. 324.  
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the (admittedly overdetermined) hollowing out of mass democracies and the end of history, but 

I do not have the space to do that here.269  

Much of what makes fossil fuel valuable is that is not represented, but remain enclosed 

in tankers, storage facilities, registered offshore. This absence of oil’s crude form exists in 

distinct contrast to the representational dominance of capital derived from oil: prices, stocks, 

and shares; gasolines, fertilisers, plastics.  

The concept and form of derivation lets us cognitively map oil without relying on 

moments of critical breakdown as an exposé, as a dramatic revealing where the mystery is 

uncovered. Instead, we have seen how crisis and conflict justifies energy futures and creates 

political backlash against curtailing oil demand. The effect of energy crises in oil markets exerts 

a conservative force over energy futures because it convolutes depletion with loss of prosperity, 

while offering no channels of recourse or alternative modes of life. No moment of criticality 

will disclose the shape of the future because crisis is the volatile logic of energy futures, its 

mode of financial reasoning; to grasp this logic requires a hermeneutic of convoluted overlap, 

saturation, distortion, volatility. The cultural logic of oil’s convolution is a result of the vast 

array of petroleum derivatives that constitute the media, materiality, and economy of 

petroculture. 

Oil is a unique material. Its material character means that it, like finance, can be both 

stock and flow: it can be treated as an asset and unit of exchange across a global economy that 

has burned more carbon since the beginning of energy futures trading than in the entirety of 

human history prior. But the propensity of this liquid to flow in and out of subterranean estates 

means that movement is generative of our problems of knowing oil and its future. Attempts to 

gain clarity on that future means recognising the fact that it is already saturated by financial 

writing that determine how investors allocate capital and value financial assets in relation to 

energy. Think of millions of traded futures contracts, oil reserve predictions, scenarios, 

company outlooks, climate modelling, speculative fiction and non-fiction, and so on: the 

density of that represented space we call the future cannot be deconvoluted without dissolving 

into anaemic abstractions; any single future is only a function of the distortion that the series 

of futures must necessarily be in order to attain sufficient representational saturation to shape 

our relation to it. While it might be literally true that proven reserves are finite, the measure of 

finitude is insufficient to prevent extraction at quantities that amount to climate catastrophe. 

 
269 Recall that for Georg Lukács in The Historical Novel (Middlesex: Penguin Books, 1981), mass conscripted 

warfare in the Napoleonic Wars was what gave birth to a mass experience of historicity, which dwindles away in 

the postmodern age of the F-14 and the drone strike.  
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While the addition of more reserves and advances in extraction technology has meant there is 

about two-and-a-half times more proven oil than there was in 1980, which means that hope an 

external limit will bring an end to oil extraction is desperate political fantasy (the same is true 

of coal).270 Neither will Nature itself march onto the stage of history as its new subject and 

bring about the oil’s end. Between the apocalypses of limits and limitlessness is a future of too 

much, an excess much harder to narrativise. Petroleum surges through the financial system 

whether it has been burned or not, inflating the share values of oil companies through the 

promise of future combustion. Reckoning with oil’s convoluted ontologies means thinking 

about how oil gives narrative structure to energy futures that make oil visible, but visible in a 

way that makes it harder to imagine a future beyond the volatile abstractions we continue to 

live as our ongoing warming present.  

The future of energy is contained in the present, through project financing and markets 

as much as through the cumulative emissions that trap heat in the atmosphere. The materiality 

of oil writes our present into the future and our future into the present as much as financial 

contracts, in the signs we learn to read of a warming world: uncanny weather, wildfires, floods, 

and droughts. Every trajectory plotted out of petroculture runs into financial or atmospheric 

volatility. The problem is how to thread a path between crises that entrench fossil fuel usage 

further or the political fantasies of an orderly transition that does not move fast enough. The 

purpose of this chapter has been to show that these are not representational distortions of our 

future that can be scrubbed out as we proceed from ideological ignorance to knowledge of our 

oil ontology. They are constitutive of a convoluted reality that we must critically register if we 

are to build a world after one derived from oil.   

  

 
270 Spencer Dale, ‘The New Economics of Oil’, Society of Business Economists Annual Conference London 

(2015), 3-8 <https://www.bp.com/content/dam/bp/business-sites/en/global/corporate/pdfs/news-and-

insights/speeches/new-economics-of-oil-spencer-dale.pdf> 
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4. Leverages and Limits  

Toward the end of Ursula Beimann’s Black Sea Files (2006), a documentary about an oil 

pipeline that spans the Caspian to Europe, there is an aerial landscape shot of a tanker at a 

terminal, loading oil. Overlaying the image is a digital ticker tape, displaying stock prices of 

companies involved in the extraction and transportation of oil in the region. The director’s 

voiceover says, “there is a growing tension between the messy resource fringe in remote places 

and the clean world of digital mobile users.”271 The conceptual separation of oil from the digital 

world is an error, the film suggests, since they are materially linked by energy, even if this 

connection is aesthetically disassociated by infrastructure, which keeps energy out of sight. 

“The [oil] terminal is a major node in the connection between the two sites,” the voiceover 

informs us, as the digital stock market ticker tape that runs across the bottom of our viewing 

screen demonstrates the relationship between oil infrastructure and the visual and financial 

media that organises our perception of it. The documentary foregrounds the offshore territories, 

multinational corporations, and secretive financial practices that conceal the industrial 

practices that mediate oil into digital life, while registering the fact that the visuality of screen 

media that shapes perceptions of the resource fringe is itself a resource aesthetic of the resource 

world and its logics and logistics of separation. This contrapuntal image conjoins the terminal 

and the LED scrolling ticker tape as a single slow offshore drift. It is a digital film, watched on 

digital media. The film’s media reflexivity denaturalises the aesthetic experience of oil and 

media as it is critically alert to the resource logistics that animate high-tech industries.  

 
271 Ursula Beimann, Black Sea Files (2006), <https://vimeo.com/156098465> [accessed 22 June 2022] 

Figure 7: Still from Black Sea Files (2006). 
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This shot attunes the viewer to something that is not present in the image: the 

technological media itself. It encourages reflection on the form of representation and the digital 

infrastructure that stores, transmits, and communicates that form. While the film does not 

develop this line of critique in any further detail, it is the point of departure for this chapter.  

Financial petroculture is as much shaped by infrastructural forms as direct ownership 

of energy. The currents, cool vibrations, and hums of computational life seem detached from a 

coarser, cruder extractive world. But the former requires the intensification of the latter: life in 

the cloud digs deep into the earth’s crust. Echoing Beimann, Diamanti writes that the logistical 

integration of capital, energy, labour is “the infrastructural and technological base of the fossil 

fuelled fantasies driving the immaterial, the digital, and the fluid […] Digital culture is an 

expression of a resource aesthetic whose ecological reality runs deep.”272 The digital server’s 

soft hum and the oil tanker’s dull roar are sonic cousins of the Anthropocene, wasted sound 

energy of fossil capital’s general intellect. Since the invention of energy futures, oil’s 

coordination by the financial sector might be understood as the migration of financial promises 

into a saturated temporality of promised expenditure. This is a story of computer screens, 

stocks, and shares as much as pipelines and ports.  

Darin Barney claims that “the task of a critical theory of petroculture is to identify the 

forms that politics does and might take under conditions that would otherwise seem to erase it, 

forms that are consistent with the material realities of that culture.”273 This chapter locates the 

political and aesthetic logic of financial accumulation, as power pulses through electrical grids, 

databanks, and servers. Petrocultural critique of finance means attuning critical sensibility to 

the physical, digital, and legal environment in which arrangements of people, energy, and value 

are reproduced. “Energy systems are shot through with largely unexamined cultural values, 

with ethical and ecological consequences,” notes LeMenager, and fossil finance is no 

exception.274 This chapter provides a critique of energy and finance that is not narrated through 

a discrete event – such as a financial crisis might give us – but rather articulates its political 

logic: not singularity but systematicity. A political ecology of the price system follows oil from 

 
272 Jeff Diamanti, ‘Energyscapes, Architecture, and the Expanded Field of Postindustrial Philosophy’ in 
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273 Darin Barney, ‘Beyond Carbon Democracy: Energy, Infrastructure, and Sabotage’, in Energy Culture: Art and 
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pipelines and terminals into the data centres and financial models where information and 

infrastructure are condensed.  

Financial energy futures activate social operations and relationships to, as Konings 

claims, “make investments that will bend the production of the future around one’s own 

position. Leverage involves the effort to position oneself as the focal point of the interactive 

logic of speculation, as an attractor in the social field.”275 Finance amplifies certain possibilities 

and curtails others, exerting an attractive force that configures reality around the attempt to 

validate a speculative promise. This iterative leveraging of futurity mediates a distributed social 

environment with a distinctive political logic. Tracking this political logic means identifying 

how finance is the focal point for the framing of social problems that it can transform into 

claims on future value. The difference between the financial promise and the historical reality 

that the promise produces are a consequence of it being performative, an operative 

abstraction.276 The future is mediated through a specific modality of financial time in an energy 

transition – capital’s search for a ground of value beyond materially abstract hydrocarbons. 

Financial time extends into an uncertain future, but this uncertainty opens it to disruption and 

pressure. I locate a political logic in this moment: when capital is suspended between the value 

it sets in motion and its realisation.  

4.1 Infrastructure, Site, Medium 

 

It is a common position in infrastructure studies to say that the dispositions, conditions, 

and mediums it creates are due, in no small part, to the fact that it remains invisible, complex, 

and hard to conceptualise. “Infrastructure space has become a medium of information,” Keller 

Easterling writes, “the information resides in invisible, powerful activities that determine how 

objects and content are organized and circulated.”277 Making an analogous claim, Diamanti 

writes that “this is why the struggle to visualize infrastructure is central to any environmentalist 

politics.”278 Usefully refining these claims so they are not caught within an impasse of visibility 

 
275 Konings, Capital, p. 16. 
276 I use this term because I want to give a sense of an operative abstraction as, on the one hand, an operation 

performed by an actor toward a particular end that configures a reality, and on the other, as what Toscano, after 

Alfred Sohn-Rethel, calls a real abstraction – not, that is, a mental or ideal abstraction, or “a mere mask, fantasy, 

or diversion, but as a force operative in the world” which is “the properly ontological character of capitalist 

abstraction.”  

Alberto Toscano, ‘The Open Secret of Real Abstraction’, Rethinking Marxism, 20.2 (2008), 274, 276 
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277 Keller Easterling, Extrastatecraft: The Power of Infrastructure Space, London: Verso, 2014, p. 13.  
278 Diamanti, ‘Energyscapes’. 
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and invisibility, Macdonald writes, in a critique of pipeline politics, that “it is not enough to 

simply bring such infrastructure into wider visibility. It is about seeing pipelines as cultural 

objects.”279 This is an analytic shift from the framework of invisibility to a cultural approach 

that sees infrastructure as instrumental in facilitating the movement of carbon and capital 

despite widespread anxiety and fear of climate change. Seeing pipelines as an infrastructure of 

containment that manage oil’s visibility at points of destruction and conflict, Macdonald reads 

them as narrativised things whose signifying prowess smooths oil’s movement across the 

world-system. This is close to Brian Larkin’s understanding of infrastructure as “concrete 

semiotic and aesthetic vehicles” that “address and constitute subjects.”280 It is with these 

approaches in mind that I turn to financial markets, forms, and infrastructure, in order to view 

them as cultural-ecological objects; to read against the flow of energy markets, to open an 

alternative perspective on it as a medium that mediates and materialises energy and futurity.  

CME Group, owner of NYMEX and the world’s largest operator of futures exchanges, 

operates two data centres in the United States, one in Aurora, Illinois, and a backup centre in 

Manhattan, New York, and another in Britain, in Slough, a large town west of London. Hosted 

by Equinix, a data centre provider, this market infrastructure enables ultra-low latency 

electronic exchanges, to allow for algorithmic high-frequency trading. In stark contrast to stock 

exchange and investment bank buildings in New York and the City of London, these 

nondescript warehouses are located on the peripheries of major financial cities, postindustrial 

zones that provide infrastructural services to the new economy. While not exactly secret – 

CyrusOne London I, as the one in Slough is called, can be found on Google Maps – they do 

not draw attention. Its architectural form refuses the sort of criticism that major financial 

architecture in the City invites. More interesting is how it is advertised to potential users and 

how its internal space was digitally mediated.281 The site contains its own electrical substation 

and generators. This is to power the computer room air conditioning (CRAC). High density 

data storage requires energy, emitting heat, and so dedicated heat extraction is required to 

monitor and maintain temperature. Requiring little staff except for maintenance and security, 

the major running costs of data centres are their electrical bills, making cheap power a 

 
279 Macdonald, ‘Containing, p. 39.  
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requirement.282 Alongside the fact that such buildings do not advertise their contents to the 

public, critical as they are to the financial economy, the warehouse architecture is shaped to 

minimise heating and therefore cost. Cooling plants enclose each data hall, which are 

independently regulated, with heat vented through the roof. They are individually linked to 

battery management systems to prevent cascading failure and power surges, with an 

autonomous back-up system and fire suppression. Security, automation, and energy efficiency 

is the name of the game. The economic logic of financial data centres turns on its relation to 

electricity, while its media logic shapes financial media and modelling. Whereas the latter is 

where the drama of the stock market is represented, the former is where it literally sited.  

The foreign exchanges hosted in Aurora and Slough are as much part of the petroleum 

world as oil terminals located in the Caspian Sea, because each mediate oil into its value forms. 

To say that financial markets rely on digital servers and computational power is a mistake. 

Trading takes place in data centres like the one owned by CME Group. Financial digital media 

is the interface of its technical operation, a mode of networked social connectivity that 

organises market perceptibility. From the models to the optic cables, ocean cables, satellites, 

microwave transmissions, server warehouses, to the code, information, signals, relays, and the 

digital market itself and those who work within it, the coders, traders, quants, server providers 

and maintenance, the computational infrastructure of finance is the market. Market 

infrastructure function through energy. What existed only as an idea in 1973 is now a socio-

technical system that “adheres at the nanoscale: in the flashes of light in fibre-optic cables, and 

in the lipping bits of solid-state hard drives, which most of us can barely conceptualise.”283 Oil 

is mediated by our ability to operate on media, which establish representations inseparable from 

the materiality of circuits, hardware, silicon, copper, plastic, and electricity.  

Like all electrical social forms, the social relations activated through electrical 

information and data ultimately cohere through critical energy infrastructure. Because 

information and communication technologies, from data centres to the 550,000 miles of 

underwater ocean cables, consume electricity, and most electricity generation still relies on 

fossil fuel combustion, as of 2020 this infrastructure contributes about three percent of global 

 
282 Anne Pasek, ‘Managing Carbon and Data Flows: Fungible Forms of Mediation in the Cloud’, Culture Machine 
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carbon emissions.284 The point is not that digital life is a major driver of climate change, but 

that, without fossil infrastructure, a digital economy and culture would simply not run.  

The relationship between the digital and oil is chemical as well as energetic. While 

silicon is the poster material of the digital economy, removing its impurities to speed up 

semiconductors – a prerequisite of the increased processing power required for advances in 

computational speed – requires toxic synthetic petrochemicals and solvents, “complex 

halogenated hydrocarbons like trichloroethylene and methylene chloride, and various new 

ketones and resins.”285 Petrochemicals are the material substratum of the digital economy, 

which is assembled in places like Ciudad Juárez on the Mexican-US border. Exploitation in 

the maquiladoras powers the technological frisson of the digital sublime through a world-

system of digital petrocultural labour; Roberto Bolaño’s 2666 (2004) becomes the 

contemporary of William Gibson’s Neuromancer (1984) and Don DeLillo’s Cosmopolis 

(2003), not through homology between energy and literary form but “the horizon of the 

capitalist world-system”286 and its energy regime. Other important metals like aluminium, iron, 

copper, nickel, and zinc are extracted, primarily from African states like the Democratic 

Republic of Congo, Ethiopia, and South Africa, assembled into electronics in Thailand, China, 

and Indonesia.287 If digital development is measured in advances in processor speeds (‘Moore’s 

Law’), its unevenness is recorded in a global division of labour of petrochemical development, 

extraction, and worker exploitation: the infrastructural basis of data centres such as CyrusOne 

in Slough.  

The digital is a physical medium of financial operations. There is nothing immaterial, 

invisible, or increasingly abstract about finance: it is always a material transmission of 

electrical data, housed in climate-controlled warehouses strategically located near financial 

centres. In a sense, this is a banal claim. Who, after all, does not recognise that finance takes 

form through matter and (historical) materiality?288 But my point is that the way this fact is 
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missing from critical theoretical accounts reveals how finance is structured through the 

systematicity of oil in more ways than just direct representation. Here my argument dovetails 

with Diamanti’s, who argues that the aesthetic misrecognition of the digital as immaterial takes 

place through the infrastructural logic of a postindustrial economy.289 Finance has an 

infrastructure of signification whose existing visibilities are produced and negotiated, to 

borrow a phrase from Nicole Starosielski.290 The financial environment takes shape, character, 

and form from an extensive social-electronic infrastructure wired for capital accumulation.  

Digital infrastructure and media operate on different vectors of concern. While dramas 

of financial speculation are more headline-grabbing, offering narrativisable moments through 

geopolitical events and the rise and fall of oil prices, the more mundane data centres take on 

cultural form only rarely (like the settings of cyberpunk). The digital finance aesthetic emerges 

from the relation between infrastructure and media. No matter how one inspects the 

architecture or internal operations of CyrusOne London I, it is impossible to tell what goes on 

inside – nothing about its architectural form will tell you whether it hosts the London Stock 

Exchange or YouTube. Digital media encompasses both, which are represented on screens 

using the same technology and operations. Friedrich Kittler: “There are no longer any 

differences between individual media or sensory fields: if digital computers send out sounds or 

images, whether to a so-called human-machine interface or not, they internally work only with 

endless strings of bits, which are represented by electrical voltage.”291 If the media vector of 

finance tends critique toward representation, the infrastructural vector tends towards the 

material environment of operations. Each have a determining relation to energy futures. A 

political ecology of price data shows that the data server is where the feedback loop of 

cybernetics and the feedback loop of the earth system become mutually comprehensible.  

 
Put together amidst the energy crises and third world debt crisis, in which monetary value located its ground and 

substance in the capacity of oil to function as resource and bearer of value, and financial markets developed 

liquidity instruments that could bear value without needing recourse to money, this book is busy abstracting 

thought from matter in a way that runs counter to the real structural changes in the form of world-money at the 

close of that crucial decade.  
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What connects infrastructure and financial information? How did advances in 

processing power shape the world of oil?  

The calculative models used to produce financial time relied on advances in financial 

software.292 In 1973 Fischer Black and Myron Scholes created a mathematical model for 

pricing options, the Black-Scholes formula (BS, later modified by Robert Merton, which 

became the Black-Scholes-Merton, BSM). This neatly coincided with the opening of the 

Chicago Board Options Exchange in the same year. The formula created a perfectly hedged 

portfolio that would earn a riskless rate of interest. It took advances in computer modelling to 

provide the technological capacity to produce large amounts of options prices so a trader can 

create a ‘spread’ – holding different positions on the same underlier with different prices and 

expirations as a hedging strategy.293 The software Black and Scholes developed made data 

increasingly available in a format that provided certainty to derivatives trading. Traders were 

sure that the data was relatively solid, and therefore could be used for trading. 

In the 1980s, advances in computer technology and changing market regulations meant 

computational finance was no longer just needed for churning out options prices, because 

trading itself went digital. Pits and trading floors were slowly replaced by trading desks, 

computers, offices. As dynamic, flexible spaces were required, architecture adapted to 

computational requirements. High-frequency trading (HFT) began, although with trade times 

of milliseconds, not nanoseconds, as it is today.294 Thinking became computational: promises 

of ever-greater quantities of data, more advanced models, and powerful tools shape the 

environment and the action possible within it.295 All of this was knitted together by a grid of 

electrical wires and internet cables, as the digital became the medium of finance. In the previous 

chapter we saw how advances in data processing allow for 3D and 4D seismic mapping of oil 
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reserves, enabling huge advances in the accuracy of oil exploration and recovery predictions, 

especially in offshore exploration where wildcatting is extraordinarily expensive.296 

Meanwhile, cloud computing and AI technology – Amazon, Microsoft, and Google – have 

increased the oil industry’s data storage and analysis, bringing older oil fields back to life. An 

example of this cybernetic automation is pipeline monitoring, which uses data collected by 

computing devices to monitor pressure, detect leaks, and to automate flow to reduce 

downtime.297 Digital seismic mapping lowered exploration costs and refined reserve estimates, 

reducing the financial risk of oil firms and bolstered their value as extraction tended toward 

offshore zones, which are notoriously expensive and risky.298 A cloud of oil integrates the 

expansion and increased profitability of oil extraction and distribution. Cybernetics drives up 

the organic composition of capital through the entire fossil capital commodity chain while 

convoluting it with digital mediation.  

Though anyone with an internet connection can view oil prices on stock markets, follow 

the news, and discuss the volatile world-system, the mechanisms through which it is generated 

on computer screens across the world is opaque. It is not possible to see the institutions, the 

traders, the engineers, software developers, the anonymous and impersonal computer systems, 

data servers, undersea cables, transmission towers, terminals, software programs, algorithms, 

and HFT firms in the screens that constitute financial media today. But the effects it establishes 

are all around us. Markets impose a temporal logic on the social world as its calculative 

apparatuses shape the present through the future. There is something of a double abstraction at 

work here, the abstraction of the market from a site such as a trading pit into a medium, and 

the abstraction of petroleum into units of exchange on an open market such that it is impossible 

to know the origins of the traded commodity.  

Juan Pablo Pardo-Guerra notes that “The art of finance is no longer about gazes and 

hand signals, but about toying with the nimble algorithms, sophisticated computer processors, 

hacked routers, and specialized telecommunication systems that are the material foundations 
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of the contemporary stock exchange.”299 If silicon, electrons, and code have replaced smoke-

filled rooms, exchanges of paper, and quiet words in the ear, Padro-Guerra, echoing the 

passages from Easterling and Diamanti quoted above, claims that political forms of contesting 

financial power require, as a minimum, making “visible the mundane, boring, and taken for 

granted, placing infrastructures, the societies they bring into being, and the societies they fail 

to deliver, as visible objects of collective deliberation.”300 Applying dialectical torque to such 

a task requires seeing markets as cultural-ecological objects: as material representational 

practices through which subjects live their relation to the world.  

Financial models are a real social force, operative abstractions that shape finance 

capital’s dimension of futurity. In Larry Lohmann’s words, they are “the combustion engine of 

the collateralized debt obligation world.”301 With relatively simple parameters, available 

information, and a liquid market, traders can participate in exchange with the likelihood, if not 

the certainty, of returns. Derivatives trading is material, technical, and calculative, much of it 

automated. The computational nature of the financial process means that financial actors adopt 

a stance conforming to the performativity of the market, because profits are derived from 

working with the financial models. This is enforced because deviations from the model create 

the opportunity for automated arbitrage. Financial automation appears to, and under the right 

circumstance does, circumvent decision-making, choice, and judgment. “Whether investors 

expect stock prices to rise or fall are irrelevant,” MacKenzie explains. “If the price of an option 

deviates from its Black-Scholes value, a risk-free profit opportunity that demands no net capital 

investment is created.”302 

Algorithmic finance scripts for volatility, hedges through spreads, and makes profit on 

fluctuations in price. This is the economic motivation for automation. Whoever’s algorithm 

makes the trade fastest gets the returns. But this exciting image of automated high-frequency 

trading, approaching light-speed, belies its rather dull reality of incremental increases in signal 

transmission speeds, along with the general development of automated index funds which 

include oil stocks and options. Anyone with money in an index fund, which includes anyone 

with a pension, in all likelihood has stocks in fossil fuel (although this is starting to change, 

with the advent of activist investment and divestment movements). But no individual is asked 
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to decide what they think of investment in oil. The infrastructural power of finance is that it 

makes social reproduction of oil-powered life impossible outside of the mediations of the 

market.  

This creates a gap between expectation and belief. No matter what one believes about 

climate and decarbonisation, performative financial modelling means that profitable 

expectations in energy markets are amplified and realised. The capturing of oil markets by the 

financial sector creates a temporality of promised expenditure, even if no one believes in the 

long-term possibility of fossil capital. It is enough that the models believe instead. Finance’s 

automatic investment in oil means that financial automation is not crisis-prone but works too 

well, as a site of disavowal.  

Energy markets impose material practices that cause a split between economic 

expectations and climate anxieties. Financial infrastructure is not invisible but operationalises 

the performativity of models in a way that does not require the sorts of recognition, response, 

and input that would foster a culture of collective decision. While this highly mediatised world 

is visible, its practices and modes of decision-making are figured as incomprehensible. Fossil 

finance insulates subjects from having to make the sorts of decisions that the end of oil requires. 

Because it enables subjects, traders or otherwise, to believe in climate change and expect that 

either they can do nothing, or the market itself will do something, it is an effective form of 

climate inaction, objectively materialised in infrastructure.  

4.2 Algorithmic Atmospheres 

 

Financial trading has tried to adapt to the climate, rendering it as financial volatility. 

Derivatives remake the world through the ‘blending’ different units of capital into a single 

measure, making an ‘economic equivalence’ between the ‘natural distinctiveness’303 of things: 

“They make it possible to convert things as economically nebulous as ideas and perceptions, 

weather and war into commodities that can be priced relative to each other and traded for 

profits.”304 This real abstraction provides a concrete “‘essence’ – a sort of DNA of capital – 

that all particular capitals share in common.”305 They dissemble and unbundle capital into 

smaller, tradeable elements, without trading the underlying asset itself, fixing in financial 
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instruments what had hitherto only been present in capital in the abstract; not an abstraction 

from an underlying reality but value’s real abstraction. This matters to oil because, within the 

signification of financial markets, it loses its social particularity and becomes a bearer of value, 

not consciously in thought, but concretely in material practice. This naturalises oil as capital 

because within this social representation, oil is indistinguishable from other commodities, 

regulating how finance produces time.  

Derivative abstractions make possible the late twentieth and twenty-first century 

financialisation of nature. The power of BSM lies in the fact that the parameters can measure 

a wide array of outcomes. The fact that the market can be modelled gives it a palpable facticity, 

while the flexibility of the model, and the encompassing of events into it via an abstract 

measure of expected volatility, mean it can be adapted to a near-infinite set of outcomes, 

incorporating nearly any event. This is how derivatives model, and financialise, nature: because 

particular natural phenomena can be generalised and measured through the model’s 

parameters.  

Derivatives provide a pattern of environment-making. Enron’s weather derivatives 

began in 1997 an industry that uses meteorological data to measure the vagaries of climate 

phenomena to create weather indices – sunshine, temperature, precipitation, windspeed – to fix 

and model weather as a calculable risk entered into financial circulation.306 Leigh Johnson, 

writing on the financialisation of the Gulf of Mexico’s extreme weather risks, writes that 

“instead of envisioning and forecasting for the medium- to long-range future (and inevitable 

energy transition) in the Gulf, we are confronted with an ever-multiplying number of forecasts 

and contracts that mediate and produce near futures as financial objects.”307 This makes 

financial oil assets more valuable, because expected future volatility in the price of oil raises 

the current price. The proximity to oil infrastructure transforms weather into a quasi-financial 

object because such events shape future production that is already circulating on financial 

markets.308 This also shows how financial governance mediates climate and produces 

transitional time, sometimes by ignoring or hindering transition altogether.  

The same logic is at work in carbon markets. A carbon offset is a financial instrument 

that measures a reduction of a metric ton of carbon emissions. Industrial projects are assessed 
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for their carbon reductions. Carbon-emitting industries can then purchase the offsets to increase 

their own carbon ‘budget’ and raise their emissions cap set by climate regulators. This includes 

land use projects, such as forests, but also carbon avoidance, such as renewable energy or 

methane containment. It can also include routine increases in energy efficiency or short-term 

downward trends, which means there is no necessary incentive to decarbonisation with carbon 

offsets. Carbon offsets treat CO2
 emissions as ‘pre-standardised’ and abstract: divisible, 

measurable units of carbon, with no historical or systemic origins, which are equivalent and 

exchangeable.309 Carbon politics is reduced to the CO2
 emissions a company or nation 

produces, which can be mitigated through carbon offsets. All emissions are equal in carbon 

markets. ‘Avoided’ emissions in, say, Bolivia, can increase the cap on real emissions in 

Scotland. With a bit of speculative imagination and the motivation of profit, the possibilities 

of carbon offsets are endless. Because they are valuations of avoided CO2
 emissions, they rely 

on counterfactuals: if this forest were cut down, there would be a known number of emissions; 

because it was not, those emissions are avoided. Through the magic of financial instruments, 

this avoided future can be swapped for a real one. Carbon offsets rely on seeing a potential that 

is not happening and then trading it for something that is, extending the value relation into the 

virtual. Thus, a forest or hydroelectric dam can become a quasi-financial object because it 

enables trading differences between the imagined and real. Like in a science fiction novel, 

carbon offsets create parallel worlds, in which value in ours depends on the convoluted ghost-

like presence of alternative ones which exist only in emissions models.  

What this does for decarbonisation is unclear, especially if, as is the case, much of the 

avoided emissions would never have been emissions in the first place, or reductions that would 

have happened anyway, such as renewable power or protected woodlands. These become 

counterfactual futures only because measuring them is a source of climate capital.310 

Calculating avoided emissions relies on precise quantification of a speculative scenario, which 

can then be equated with real carbon sinks. As with derivatives, quantification and modelling 

is connected to the most speculative and creative hypotheticals. This means that data collection 

on weather systems and industrial emissions, while central to the politics of climate change, 

are easily incorporated into financial accumulation too. Employing climate and emissions 

modelling and scenario thinking, governments, regulative agencies, NGOs, economists, 
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scientists, and technicians pursue the carbon flows of industries and natural resources and 

transform them into commodities in their own right.311  

This creates a complicated but simplistic conception of climate action: balance the 

carbon books. Computational power, which began at the dawn of the oil age with the US 

military trying to make the weather predictable, now finds itself put to the task of making 

weather unpredictability profitable. Finance turns the atmosphere into a matrix of real and 

potential abstractions through climatic volatility. Carbon combustion makes the atmosphere 

into a medium for historical time because it transmits the cumulative effects of anthropogenic 

CO2 combustion into the ecologies of human life long into the future – a strange and warping 

communication with the future that is the uncanny opposite polarity to the financial projections 

that structure capital’s temporal horizon. This temporal dialectic rotates around the real 

contradiction of fossil finance: the impossibility of sustaining its present future, an 

impossibility that contours the representational dilemmas of an abstract form beyond abstract 

energy.  

These market-led climate solutions simplify social, cultural, political, and technological 

problems into a single framework that is not necessarily capable of addressing them 

simultaneously – and not least because it envisages energy transition as the substitution of one 

energy input for another, in which a concept of energy operates as, in the words of Daggett, a 

“unit of equivalence through which distinct fuels (oil, solar, nuclear) can be compared 

regardless of space and time, even as what counts as energy changes dramatically.”312 This 

simplification is a representational solution to the social contradiction between the structural 

necessities of oil’s economic function and the search for a post-fossil energy source capable of 

grounding capital’s value. This representational solution is petrocultural because it draws upon 

a concept of energy that treats energy as an external input to social systems: in which 

hydrocarbons are imagined “as a material resource squeezed”, as Szeman puts it, “into a social 

form that pre-exists it, rather than the other way around.”313 In other words, it confuses an effect 

of oil’s cultural form with a condition of energy as such. Energy appears merely as external 

input to the real drama and drivers of modern life – and this has become internal to the 

calculative-narrative modes through which governable future is represented. This is what I 
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mean by financial simplification: a narrative structure that works through what is missed; an 

abstraction creates an absence around which financial signification is curved.  

Yet the source of this simplifying abstraction is objective, a mediation of fossil capital’s 

real abstraction. Marx famously called interest-bearing capital the fetish in “the most flagrant 

form”314 because it appeared as if money were breeding money when, for Marx, the profits that 

accrue to money-capital are a share of the surplus-value created in commodity production. The 

function of money-capital, he notes, “appears as a capacity to represent and increase value”, 

that is, to be a form that represents abstraction.315 Because hydrocarbon energy and capital have 

become bound through various phases of energy intensification, the economic expectations of 

interest-bearing capital are structured by the levels of productivity and growth of the petroleum 

age. The search for sources of abstract growth after oil means treating future energy forms as 

equivalent to – and in competition with – current ones. In which case, the energy abstraction 

that Daggett describes above becomes internal to financial representation of the future. Finance 

represents a future whose narrative and performative coherence is premised on the flagrant 

mystification, or simplification, of an abstract equivalence between energy forms – that is, an 

external input squeezed into financial form, rather than the other way around. Financial 

simplification is an objective realisation of value’s logic; it determines how the future becomes 

intelligible to financial representation. Indeed, it is one of the ways that financial abstraction 

has metabolised the social capacities of petroleum and transformed its materialised abstractions 

into a representational form of value that structures social existence far beyond extraction sites. 

This is harder to follow than the oil price crashes of the previous chapter, but it shows how 

financial futures have internalised oil’s economic form and project it in the structure of its 

imagined transitions. This brings pressure to bear on what is meant by after oil when what 

comes after oil is a representational dilemma structured as much by oil’s economic form as its 

content.  

Dominic Boyer argues that we should “conceptualize infrastructure not in a nominal 

but rather in a modal way.”316 That is, we should focus less on infrastructure as a material form 

and more on infrastructure as a process that allows something to happen. This is important 

when thinking about energy systems in transition, as can be seen by the European Union’s 

energy market structure. Energy grids enable the existence of energy markets. Electricity is a 
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unique commodity. It cannot be stored in significant quantities, so its generation must equal 

consumption.317 Market integration means that electricity-generation inputs are functionally 

indistinguishable at the level of the grid, so it abstracts energy from its resource origins into an 

undifferentiated networked distribution of power. Electricity from wind and solar is materially 

indistinguishable from oil and gas. The difference between the two can only be quantitative: 

amount and price. Purchasing electricity futures reveals nothing of that electricity’s resource 

origins. Electricity markets have already mediated between fossil and non-fossil forms of 

energy because it provides an infrastructure of compatibility in which one can be substituted 

for the other without wholesale changes to a private market structure. Because electricity 

cannot be stored, the relative predictability of consumption can only be a regular revenue 

stream if capacity exists to offset intermittent losses in generation, a real risk for renewables. 

In European markets, where electricity is always a market form, intermittency is offset by 

backstops – increasingly natural gas – that come online to meet demand when supply drops. 

It is important to note here the way that an abstraction of energy has come to regulate a 

narrative structure of leveraged futurity – and of electrified life itself – and that this is a brought 

about through infrastructure. Rather than see financial infrastructure as invisible, it is better to 

see it as a cultural-ecological object that regulates leverage through its convoluted saturation 

of an imagined future, which makes it visible to investment and obscure to political action. 

Focusing on financial infrastructure provides a petrocultural critique that does not make 

recourse to the subjective misrecognitions of energy’s constitutive role – of which there are no 

doubt many – in order to isolate the constitutive leveraging logic that gives shape to energy 

and political form. 

Abstracting energy and carbon emissions into prices and risks then becomes the key 

conceptual tools through which transition gets represented to and by finance, which makes the 

future easier to think about when projected through oil’s economic form, an energy/information 

nexus that renders the future for financial accumulation. My argument has been that this market 

mediation pushes the problem of transition into the energy unconscious. I am here pursuing a 

way to historicise a political logic to finance, transition, and climate through finance’s operative 

abstractions. Market infrastructure limits and limns political forms, which disorients struggle 

over energy futures. How can we re-orient struggles in this strange digital space that we 

passively confront as a pre-existent present and future? What political forms does it foreclose 
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or afford? The purpose of the following section is to ask whether financialised oil has its own 

points of critical vulnerability and what is necessary to strategically and cognitively map them. 

4.3 How to Blow Up an Abstraction 

 

Timothy Mitchell’s magisterial history of democracy, coal, and oil shows how a coal-

based energy system created the basis for democratic political power. He writes that the “flow 

and concentration of energy made it possible to connect the demands of miners to those of 

others, and to give their arguments a technical force that could not easily be ignored. Strikes 

became effective, not because of mining’s isolation, but on the contrary because of the flows 

of carbon that connected chambers beneath the ground to every factory, office, home or means 

of transportation that depended on steam or electric power.”318 The systematic integration of 

coal into every aspect of the modern world gave the workers who mined it and the workers 

who combusted it in productive processes the political and technical capabilities to make 

political demands. In his argument, the concentration of workers at critical junctures of carbon 

flows made modern mass democracy. The ability to close the factories and stop electricity 

generation made a new form of political power through what Mitchell calls ‘sabotage from 

below’. 

Oil radically undermined the political power of large-scale labour movements. Coal 

had to be extracted from the ground with large and concentrated labour forces (at least until 

strip mining). Oil was extracted in the peripheries of the world-system, distant from large urban 

populations, and the relatively automatic process by which it came to the surface significantly 

weakened the power of workers who once occupied key zones of the coal-based energy system. 

Oil workers were geographically separate, and often divided by ethnicity and nationality. The 

pipelines and oil tankers that moved crude oil to refinement and consumption did not follow 

fixed railroad lines and so were less vulnerable to industrial sabotage. “Unlike the movement 

of coal,” Mitchell notes, “the flow of oil could not readily be assembled into a machine that 

enabled large numbers of people to exercise novel forms of political power.” This took place 

over vast geographical distances, creating “a great separation between the places where energy 

was produced and those where it was used.”319 For instance, during the 1984-5 UK Miners’ 

strike, the British government was able to combat the drastic reduction in coal thermal 
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electricity generation because of a network of oil-fired power stations.320 Sabotage from below 

was replaced with sabotage from above, giving capital power through the control it exerted 

over and through energy.  

Alongside this development in petroleum energy, electrified automation rapidly 

reorganised the technical composition of industrial production. Unlike coal-fired blast 

furnaces, flows of electric current through grid infrastructure separated electricity generation 

in turbines and its usage in industrial processes. This energetic basis of the computational 

revolution powered automated machines capable of monitoring and measuring production 

outputs and using this information to adjust production inputs in real-time, without the direct 

intervention of a worker. Behind the mass production and mass consumption society was 

automation, which developed first in oil and petrochemicals, synthetic chemistry, electrical 

energy, and telecommunications. “True automation,” Serge Mallet writes in 1965, “which was 

able to develop only with the discovery of electronics, ensures not only the totality of 

operations formerly effected by the human hand, but also certain functions reserved until now 

to the human brain. Feed-back processes, the self-regulation of operations and errors, the 

synthesis of certain economic data, and the computerization of conventional production 

operations are all entirely normal today.” As a result, “the nature of industrial labor is totally 

changed: one speaks more readily of ‘supervisor’ or ‘operator’ than of producer.” Moreover, 

and as important, this “tends to ‘technicize’ the entire working class at the same time that it 

reduces the number of persons used in production.”321 The number of workers required to 

produce the same economic output decreases through electrification and automation, as does 

number of workers required for power generation through the steady displacement of coal by 

oil.322 Capital’s electrical automation meant smaller cadres of specialist workers who supervise 

flows of energy separated, spatially and visually, from their point of generation. “The very 

image of the worker seems to disintegrate before this recomposition of capital”, Caffentzis 

writes, as “the burly, ‘blue collared’ line worker seems to blur in the oil crisis, diffracted into 

the female service worker and the abstracted computer programmer.”323 

But as the importance of electrification demonstrates, the replacement of human labour-

power by computerised machines did not mean that the amount of energy required for 
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production decreased. Huge increases in productivity through labour-saving and labour-

disciplining technologies required remarkable expansion in electrical technology and inputs, 

and the new information systems were driven by technological revolutions that led to extensive 

changes in industrial organisation. As the production process was remade through electrified 

automation, the character of labour was modified quantitatively and qualitatively. Workers 

became supervisors of flows of ever-greater quantities of electrical energy and, as David 

Thomas puts it, “the microchip, device, server, automaton, and network — form[ed] a complete 

postindustrial circuit with the power plant and the strip mine.”324 Replacing living labour with 

dead labour requires the replacement of animate by inanimate oil and thermal generation 

electricity.  

Mark Simpson and Jeff Diamanti conceive of sabotage as “poiesis – as contest over 

world-making.” “Sabotage from below,” they argue, “works to apprehend so as to render and 

capture the active forms of capital.”325 What of financial sabotage, from above and below? 

If oil and electrification increased productivity through greater throughput volume and 

reducing the capacity of workers to sabotage the flow of value, this is true, too, of electrified 

financial economies, managed by small labour forces of technical experts. In the words of 

Barney, “sabotage – the strategic disruption of established regimes of accumulating value and 

power by subtracting from their efficiency – might provide insight into the basic logic of 

politics in capitalist settings.”326 Sabotage relies on disrupting the movement of value: it exists 

on the strategic terrain of capital, with a keen eye to the interruption of value through disruption, 

slow-down, withdrawal, or subtraction. But digital media infrastructure provides few openings 

of critical vulnerability that might be leveraged into political demands over the future of energy. 

Moreover, it is hard to identify infrastructural targets, and blockading or protesting outside, 

say, CyrusOne London would have little effect on the data centre’s operations. The political 

logic of its infrastructural vector runs smooth. Infrastructures foreclose political possibility as 

well as opening them.  

Sabotage has been used to pressure political regimes for rights and shares of wealth, 

but it has not proven effective at preventing carbon extraction and combustion tout court. Oil 
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stocks are remarkably durable and flexible, while disruption to oil-based energy systems have 

been internalised in virtual risks and opportunities for financial traders. Sabotage drives 

extraction offshore, where the powers of sabotage lie more strongly with states, firms, and 

businesses than workers or citizens: sabotage from above. It is impossible to blockade offshore 

oil rigs and tankers. And it has proven difficult to redirect capital out of carbon-intensive 

accumulation when ensconced offshore. Clearly then, a horizon of collective politics remains 

a necessary orientation, and one that follows finance into its market-mediated forms.  

The material flow of oil is only one site of political power over energy. Controlling 

credit allocation is central to the reproduction of fossil capital – and these are not halted by 

minor disruptions. Withdrawing investment unless favourable conditions are met is how 

financial power blocs enact sabotage from above. Reducing or increasing oil production or 

driving prices up – sometimes the same thing – give major state and financial actors the 

capacity to stabilise their own conditions of reproduction through the threat posed to social 

reproduction. Share prices and energy prices distribute financial vulnerability across a financial 

economy: blowing up a bp pipeline ripples through the stock market and into pension funds, 

inflating the saturated petroleum economy and lowering living standards. Power is 

concentrated, vulnerability dispersed.  

To paraphrase Moore, to stop pipelines, oil tankers, and coal mines for good means 

stopping the relations that mediate these forms of energy into value.327 Oil extraction is 

expensive, with a high capital composition (ratio of means of production to labour-power). A 

high composition increases rigidity because large investments in fixed capital require large 

markets to sell to, which shapes the relation between capital and temporality. The longer a well 

or pipeline is used, the more value is valorised. This high composition is why oil is structurally 

important to financial markets. To prevent this requires not temporarily halting combustion but 

of destroying huge amounts of future value through permanent shutdown. In other words, these 

are contests mediated by financial time: investing in and building alternative energy systems 

and decommissioning fossil infrastructure. Without the former, the latter only leads to reaction. 

But the control of the former lies with financial investors in an orderly, market-led transition. 

Transition is regulated by financial sabotage from above.  

Here intersect two threads of my argument, one to do with performativity, the other to 

do with transition. Both relate to the possibilities of collective sabotage in financial time. The 

 
327 Jason W. Moore, ‘The Rise of Cheap Nature’, Anthropocene or Capitalocene? Nature, History, and the Crisis 
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first, performativity, concerns what La Berge calls “the organizing emptiness of money’s 

groundless signification with the temporality of finance itself […] its need to look forward and 

to create […] an end point against which some value can be realized”328 – its need to ground 

its sign to a referent in order to function as value representation. The second, the long transition, 

names the situation between petromodernity and what comes after. If, as I am suggesting, 

petroleum has been an essential referent for credit money since the end of Bretton Woods, then 

transition is a crisis of representation, as capital looks toward an end point for value realisation 

after oil. Transition is a transition in the money-form. Here can be located a point of leverage 

over finance’s future. What will ground money’s signification of value after oil is a social, 

cultural, and technical question, open to collective sabotage.  

Because current global proven fossil reserves, if extracted and burned, are enough to 

push the climate beyond 2oC warming, financial value now depends on a future of runaway 

climate change. Finance exists in a temporality of promised expenditure, literalising Marx’s 

statement that “Apres moi le deluge! is the watchword of every capitalist and of every capitalist 

nation.”329 Preventing this becoming real necessitates an environmental politics that can 

combat the fictional forecasts that give value and power to future fossil combustion. One way 

to think about this is leverage, which in financial parlance refers to using debt to invest, in the 

expectation of future profits. But it can also, according to La Berge, “be seen as the temporal 

extension of modern, monetary self-referentiality,” as money, a technology that ineluctably 

binds present to future, attempts to anchor itself to a speculative future value.330 According to 

Konings, leverage is how “we aim to give our fictitious projections a self-fulfilling, 

performative quality, how we seek to provoke the world into affirmatively responding to our 

speculative claims.”331 It exerts power to the extent that it bends the future toward its 

speculative projections. A leveraging operation, Konings continues, works most effectively 

when it is insinuated into the way others “comprehend their conditions of reproduction,”332 that 

is, when a way of life is thought to be inseparable from the realisation of a speculative future. 

Leveraging is an epistemological and political orientation toward the future that is substantiated 

in representations. Oil capital is adept at this, as seen in the various attempts of major oil 

companies to rebrand themselves as energy companies – a strategy pioneered by Enron, but 

 
328 Leigh Claire La Berge, ‘Money is Time: On the Possibility of Critique after Neoliberalism’, Finance and 
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330 La Berge, ‘Money’, 201. 
331 Konings, Capital, p. 14.  
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notoriously adopted by bp’s rebrand as ‘Beyond Petroleum’ – to present themselves as integral 

to energy transition, as integral to the reproduction of modern life beyond oil and the transition 

to it. But it is surely fertile ground for an environmental politics.  

I have called this temporality a financial promise, to name how fictional projections to 

do economic and cultural work in the present. The future of energy is a fight over credit 

allocation. Because contests over alternative energy futures are fundamentally mediated by 

financial signification, this means getting serious about modes of speculation and the political 

logic it engenders. Michel Feher claims that “it is precisely in the art of speculation that today’s 

activists must become proficient. […] Challenging investors on their own ground […] involves 

acting on the conditions under which credit is allocated. For in financial markets, the 

reputations that attract investment are not earned at the end of tough bargaining, but constructed 

through wagers on the promising character of projects submitted for evaluation.”333 Feher 

locates a moment of reputation and credit allocation that is open to collective sabotage, seen, 

for example, in the militant activism targeting major fossil financial banks and disinvestment 

campaigns, which seeks to discredit institutions that remain invested in fossil fuels. When 

protestors take part in divestment campaigns or target banks that finance carbon extraction, 

they are not targeting energy flows but investor reputation. This follows logically from the 

shifting terrain of struggle: from wealth created in industrial economies to the potential carbon 

emissions represented in the share values and stock prices of investment banks and fossil fuel 

companies.  

It is not hard to see this peculiarity of financial time and its signifiers across a range of 

oil companies grappling with value in transition. Take bp’s rebranding as ‘Beyond Petroleum’. 

They signify value in the present through oil, but how they signify their future value and value 

in the future – not quite the same thing – relies upon positing that natural gas and green 

technologies will be valuable enough for its shareholders to expect that such companies remain 

good investments. Whether or not this is true, such representations of transition subtend the 

present capacity of oil companies because it defends share prices in the prospect of a future 

transition. In which case, the financial promise of transition can increase the capacity of oil 

companies to draw on project financing, not just decrease it.  

The conflict over reputation and credit allocation can also be seen, albeit in more 

mediated fashion, in ‘on the ground’ conflicts over extractivist developments, such as, for 

example, in Lancashire, England, where a decade of conflict has taken place over fracking. An 
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export of the American-led fracking boom (and thus of the era of cheap credit ushered in by 

quantitative easing after the 2007-8 financial crisis), Cuadrilla, a fracking firm, has tried to 

position itself as a pioneer in ‘transitional petroculture’ – firms, institutions, and businesses 

who claim to offer lower carbon intensive forms of extraction as a steppingstone between 

carbon-based and non-carbon-based energy systems, notably in conventional or fracked gas. 

Positioning themselves as an alternative to coal, Cuadrilla has built a brand around the promise 

of transitional projects, promising energy security and stability, operating as a backstop to 

intermittent renewables. Thanks to local activists this has failed, but Cuadrilla’s failure reveals 

how such a project attempts to marshal signifying power – and therefore its financial claims to 

future value – to make natural gas an essential part of a transitional imagination.  

As recorded in Power Trip: Fracking in the UK (2018), various local and national 

groups, such as Frack Free Lancashire and Friends of the Earth, led a public awareness 

campaign around the seismic disturbances caused by fracking. Repeated earthquakes, 

leveraged by protestors through disruptive direct action, forced the repeated shutdown of 

operations.334 As collective sabotage, such groups have repeatedly undermined Cuadrilla’s 

speculative promises, leading to the withdrawal of its financial backers, weakening the 

credibility of fracking in England – a financial sabotage from above forced by sabotage from 

below. Operations were successfully halted not only at the level of material flow but over 

reputation and, ultimately, investment. This conflict is financially mediated: over share prices 

and credit alongside flows of coal, oil, and electricity.  

Threatening the financial value of oil companies is not a tactic confined to climate 

activism. The interest in ‘carbon bubbles’ and ‘stranded assets’ led by the Carbon Tracker 

Initiative since 2011 has attempted to change market expectations about the economic life of 

carbon assets – so-called ‘unburnable carbon’, to describe the reserves that cannot be burned if 

the world is to stay within emissions targets. This has stimulated a debate about the future of 

energy in the transition to a low-carbon economy.335 The fact of unburnable carbon is readily 

recognised by major oil companies like Shell and bp, even if the quantity that is unburnable is 
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not.336 In a bp publication called ‘The New Economics of Oil’, fossil fuels are no longer seen 

as an exhaustible resource, because the rate of discovery of new reserves and improvements in 

recovery technology has outstripped consumption over the last fifty years and far exceeds the 

carbon budget.337 As climate becomes a matter of concern and the carbon budget becomes a 

limit that can be technologically and politically negotiated, oil resources no longer have an 

external constraint, and so can be treated as non-exhaustible by industrial actors.  

The debate over unburnable carbon is shaped in reference to financial valuation and the 

price of oil. Yet the question remains as to what extent shifting financial expectations impacts 

oil extraction at a structural level. It is evident that market changes shape the world of oil within 

a fairly consistent logic of increased use rates in line with economic growth. But it remains to 

be seen whether the threat of carbon bubbles and stranded assets exert enough force on oil 

company share prices to trigger a market-led transition. Crucially, the problem of the end of 

oil shifts from a geophysical to a political-economic dynamic: the end of oil will be brought 

about through making carbon unburnable, not natural exhaustion. According to bp economist 

Spencer Dale, this change in the oil market means that carbon capture technologies are of vital 

importance in subtending the financial value of oil companies, and that there is no longer a 

reason to think that oil prices will gradually rise over time as shrinking supply meets continued 

demand.338  

Such arguments are readily assimilable to a vision of the future structured by the form 

of value: oil will be made uneconomical and so companies will transition to survive. Stranding 

is another word for devalorisation: the destruction of value because it is not necessary from the 

perspective of the totality of capitalist production. But without the pressure of demand 

destruction through price increases, how it will be made uneconomical is no longer easily 

identifiable within the market. This dynamic destructuring of the transitional function of energy 

markets (alongside carbon offsets) provides oil companies the capacity to manoeuvre in 

relation to proven reserves and carbon budget targets, as the future is opened to competing 

representations of petroleum’s role in shaping transition. Indeed, carbon capture represents one 

way that oil may be imagined as remaining economic, because the carbon budget becomes an 

unstable figure through the projections of different warming targets and carbon futures. The 
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speculative promise of carbon capture does economic and cultural work by sustaining the 

present future of oil. The positioning of major oil companies in relation to the carbon limit is 

immediately that of overcoming, or at least deferring it, through technology. Financial 

governance through this reductive abstraction makes the future of capital easier to imagine and 

harder to contest, even as it fails to figure the scale of the social transformations an energy 

transition will require. This represents a new strategic terrain for sabotage from above and 

below.   

The political logic of fossil finance can be discerned through the mediated conflict over 

the future via the share values of extractive industries. Such conflicts take place through 

representations of the future, climate models and carbon budgets as well as stocks and shares. 

Situating this within a longer history of fossilised digital automation, I have argued that the 

question of who gets to access energy markets, and how they do so, is conditioned by 

infrastructural and media forms that shape how the future of energy can be sabotaged or 

leveraged into political power. Carbon Democracy’s great lesson is that fights over power take 

place through, not just over, socio-technical energy systems. The fight over the future of energy 

is the same. But unlike sabotaging energy flows in carbon infrastructure, sabotaging the future 

of fossil energy is a political form that has become financially mediated. The historicity of 

energy’s futurity is in the search for an imagined future of value, a mode of speculation whose 

abstractions are all too real. No petrocultural critique can ignore the fact that financial 

investment is a prerequisite for a world premised on renewable energy, but neither can it fail 

to recognise that financial infrastructure insulates decision-making in elite centres. This kind 

of critical impasse offers few points of leverage, because only some representations get 

marshalled into effective political force. But as long as social reproduction is mediated through 

petroleum infrastructure, the only way to stop the flow is through the exertion of pressure on 

the social forms that produce the future. This is fundamental to an environmental politics 

because the difference between the financial promise and the historical reality that the promise 

produces are what characterise this mode of futurity not as natural or inevitable but political 

and contested; restoring a way to think financial time not as a postmodern ‘end of 

temporality’339 but as the very medium of the political which had been so forcefully concealed 

in our energy unconscious. 
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4.4 Conclusion: Futures on the Permafrost  

 

The preceding chapters have tracked how structural shifts to energy and capital since 1973 

have altered the relationship between the present and future of oil through infrastructure, 

architecture, media, and culture. Using energy markets as an evolving cultural-ecological 

object through which to track a financial aesthetics of oil, chapter three and four bridged that 

period and the present. When markets dominate energy representation, it shapes how the future 

is imagined. But market mediation is about more than how fictional expectations shape oil 

prices, even if this hypermediated reality is one of the most easily identifiable signifiers of the 

oil world. Cognitively mapping this visual, numeric media alongside the infrastructure on 

which it runs, I have demonstrated a way of understanding finance, energy, transition, and 

culture that recognises some of the limits that such mediations pose to imagining energy 

transition, as well as how transitional sabotage can work through reputation and credit.  

In Thomas Pynchon’s dream-like and surreal financial thriller, Bleeding Edge (2013), 

a shady financial investor describes how global warming unsettles digital futurity.  

“More and more servers together in the same place putting out levels of heat 

that quickly become problematic unless you spend the budget on A/C. Thing 

to do,” Ice proclaims, “is to go north, set up server farms where heat 

dissipation won’t be so much of a problem, take your power from renewables 

like hydro or sunlight, use surplus heat to help sustain whatever communities 

grow up around the data centers. Domed communities across the Arctic 

tundra. 

“My geek brothers! the tropics may be OK for cheap labor and sex tours, but 

the future is out there on the permafrost, a new geopolitical imperative—gain 

control of the supply of cold as a natural resource of incomputable worth, 

with global warming, even more crucial—” 

Media theorist Jussi Parikka reads this moment as a displacement from geographical concerns 

to geophysical. “Data demand their ecology,” he notes, “one that is not merely a metaphorical 

technoecology but demonstrates dependence on the climate, the ground, and the energies 

circulating in the environment. Data feeds of [sic] the environment both through geology and 

the energy-demand.” Coolness is not just an aesthetic of the digital but a material requirement 
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“that ties the earth to the escape velocity of data.”340 Yet a countervailing force pushes data 

into proximity with urban areas: connectivity and latency drives the technological race of 

automated trading. High-frequency exchanges, where profits accrue to the fastest trader, rely 

on proximity. The faster the transmission, the higher the profit. The architecture of computer 

room air conditioning is the mediating geophysical environment between financial 

accumulation and electrical energy lost as heat. Access to the supply of cold via air conditioning 

links leverage to a grid that must be secured against overheat, intermittency, and blackout – but 

which is more reliable than a melting permafrost at the hydrological frontier of a warming 

climate, which hardly offers stable ground. In the absence of the natural cooling available in 

the permafrost, the digital is shaped by the reality of energy because it remains wedded to 

electrical heat regulation. Media abstractions take on atmospheric form through particular 

infrastructures and sites. Coolness is an economic imperative first, artificially maintained in 

changing thermodynamic environments. There is perhaps no better allegory for the fate of 

digital finance in a warming world.  
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Part III. Transitions 
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5. Imagining Transitions 

5.1 Temporal Stratification 

 

Transition forces petroculture into anticipation, orienting the present through visions of a world 

changing through declining fossil fuel, in a transitional temporality I have been calling ‘energy 

futures.’ Perhaps the clearest expression of this transitional temporality is in the sense of time 

offered by economics and climate science, in the movement between present and distant future, 

with the medium term a convoluted, unintelligible zone. The future is given duration and order 

by punctuating dates, percentile changes, thresholds, and tipping points.  

 From the IEA’s Net Zero by 2050 scenario: “The radical transformation of the global 

energy system required to achieve net-zero CO2 emissions in 2050 hinges on a big expansion 

in investment and a big shift in what capital is spent on. The NZE [net zero economy] expands 

annual investment in energy from just over USD 2 trillion globally on average over to five 

years to almost USD 5 trillion by 2030 and to USD 4.5 trillion by 2050. Total annual capital 

investment in energy in the NZE rises from around 2.5% of global GDP in recent years to about 

4.5% in 2030 before falling back to 2.5% by 2050.”341 

 From the IPCC’s Sixth Assessment Report: “A tipping point is a critical threshold 

beyond which a system reorganizes, often abruptly and/or irreversibly.”342 

 From the conventional definition of stranded assets used in economic literature: 

“stranded assets are assets that have suffered from unanticipated or premature write-downs, 

devaluations, or conversion to liabilities.”343 

 Investment amounts, tipping points, and stranded assets are each a temporality that 

figure a relation between cumulative quantitative change and a latent eschatological moment 

that ‘changes everything.’344 These temporal forms are calibrated through finance and climate, 
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the futures of which gets less certain and more non-synchronous the further they are projected; 

epistemic certainty recedes in light of the geophysical surge of nonhuman systems through the 

infrastructures and concepts that regulate the meaning of modern life. But despite how weird 

the weather gets, we never confront the climate in itself; it comes before us always-already 

mediated – that is, interpreted – through habits of perceptions sedimented in stratified layers of 

our political, energy, and climate unconscious. The future is measured through carbon and 

financial targets, the motivation for meeting them the sublime threat of crisis beyond measure, 

or just the banal bankruptcy. This shared logic between climate and financial realism hinge on 

the breakdown of narrative coherence as the geological ground overwhelms the diegetic world 

of financial accumulation. Breakdown at conceptual and imaginative thresholds is meant to 

generate political urgency, but it can also be politically disabling, as the spatial coordinates of 

the atmospheric and geologic disorientate cognitive maps. This modulates economic 

expectations as well as the mood that runs like an undercurrent through the forms generated to 

conceptually map this shifting future terrain. In chapter three I called this convolution, to 

describe how the representational space of the future is saturated by the distorting overlap of 

concatenated representations. Here, I am interested in situating ‘how we know about oil’ at the 

confluence of climatological, cultural, and financial flows that, in a warming world, risk turning 

into tipping points and feedback loops, engendering floods that breach the physical and 

epistemological boundaries that ground modernity.345  

The previous chapter showed that, as fossil fuel reserves far outstrip the carbon budget 

required to keep the planet within two degrees of warming, we have an entered a historical 

epoch shaped not by finite resources or imminent climate collapse, but an urgent temporality 

of too much, of excess. This excess is itself indeterminate, a moving figure, as quantity 

transforms into quality, and futures become out of date the moment they are published, even 

as they seep and spill into our consciousness rapidly expanding to the scale of the planetary. A 

fiction of limits through natural exhaustion obscures the future, losing clarity through a too-

easy imagination of catastrophic depletion. In the absence of a natural depletion, all narratives 

of transition must locate who makes transition and how they do so. But how much is too much, 

and just how warm are we willing to get? So, the problem of transition means locating what to 

transition and what makes transitions happen – even as a warming world unsettles the 

conventional subjects that we understand to make history, subjecting classes, movements, 
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states, technologies, and markets to geological forces and energy-intensive environments built 

to circulate value.  

My argument is that this excess futurity is convoluted by financial representations, 

which operate as a regulative constraint on political and economic futures. This is how the 

future of transition, the world, and the planet, gets rendered. Arguments that finance should 

lead the transition are made on the basis that finance has “all the attributes to face the challenge 

of climate change” because “financial institutions and markets are organized globally, and 

climate change is a planetary phenomenon”, and so finance gets naturalised as a mode of 

regulating transition in the surreptitious equivalence of global market and planetary crisis.346 

Finance is both problem and solution in a way that simplifies both – too much of it in fossil 

fuels, there is not enough in green investment. It is both hindrance and resource – investment 

in dirty fuels makes transition harder, investment in clean fuels makes transition happen at all.  

My concern in this chapter is how capitalist institutions narrate themselves as the actors 

that make transition happen, in corporate autobiographies written in the future perfect tense. I 

am interested in the unstable stratification of atmospheric and geological temporalities on the 

one hand, and the temporality of financial capital and energy futures on the other. Unlike the 

stable stratified layers of geological rock formations, this metaphor is drawn from the unstable 

stratification of atmospheric layers: when two different densities or temperatures inhabit the 

same space, they become a destabilised mix, forming instabilities – like wind, as solar energy 

trapped by the earth is emitted as heat radiation, and rises through denser, cool air; or oil in 

water – that have their own logic of interaction and movement. Different densities produce 

unpredictable shapes, patterns, and movement that arise from unstable interaction. I am 

interested in the unstable stratification of different temporalities, as a way of focalising the 

interaction between the materiality of carbon and the immateriality of value, or what Dipesh 

Chakrabarty calls “immiscible chronologies”347 of our convoluted energy futures.  

The texts I draw on include the financial writings of banks and energy companies, most 

notably the Bank of England, BlackRock, and bp, focused through speculative modes: 

‘imagined transitions’ that become socially effective as they saturate a representational space. 

Powerful institutions produce influential imagined futures, and others come to share those 

expectations and coordinate their own actions accordingly. This includes measurements of risk, 
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climate finance scenarios, ‘sustainable’ financial instruments and ratings, and public 

messaging, that, following La Berge, can be called a ‘financial print culture’ in which there is 

a “a logic of the sinews of finance itself, as it stakes out spaces of textual representation and 

then metabolizes them into sites of profit, loss, and value.”348 The pressure to shape a future 

for value entails writing about it, a representational process central to making the financial 

transition.  

Corporate autobiography is inherently performative: it is an economic performance 

through the recounting of a tale, and it is meant to produce and configure a reality. A 

corporation’s financial character results from the fact that its audience is the market and the 

public, which sometimes comes into contradiction and must therefore be negotiated. The 

movement between the corporate personhood and the corporate representative, such as the 

CEO, gives the self-narration two impulses, between corporate or institutional responsibility 

(such as shareholder value) and the economic vision of its representations, which we might 

transcode as value and ideology. Corporate self-narration negotiates between the audiences of 

market and public through how it mediates both. The corporate form is “capital personified”349, 

the field of force in which the future is imagined. Crucially to our reading here, corporate 

autobiography is how corporations position themselves in the global energy landscape: the 

setting for their transitional bildung, which is a narrative mode stratified by economic and 

geological logics of time.350  

 Financial energy transitions are economically and aesthetically rendered for the 

abstractions of capital and so are mediated by the energetic intensity of fossil fuels. I explore 

this social contradiction – the fact that most fictitious capital and its value claims will not 

survive a real energy transition but will try to – through a series of financial representations 

that attempt to solve it. I am proposing that the imagined transitions that map a future rendered 

unthinkable by the political economy of fossil fuels are making a forestalled transition in the 

process (even if it’s one few want). Rather than treat this just as a catastrophic failure of elite 

imagination (which it is), I have attempted to take seriously this transition in the making, in the 
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spirit of critique alert to the shape of the future visible in the actual; to identify how a financial 

logic of transition makes thinking about different relations to energy harder. Unstable 

stratification, then, is a concept with which to refine the texture and logic of a mode of futurity 

that tends toward an obscurity of the unknowable in both subject (finance) and object (climate), 

itself a dualism that casts a gloom over the dawning awareness of the climate in history and the 

history in climate.  In other words, stratification is a metaphor for writing towards two 

interacting fields that are notoriously difficult to illuminate, but which must be registered as 

dominant logics in our understanding of a transitional petroculture.  

5.2 Unconventional Futures 

 

Trying to think the past, present, and future outside petroleum’s macroeconomic ebb and flow 

is impossible. The high prices caused by the 1973 crisis had financed substantial exploration, 

leading at the macroeconomic level to abundant supply. This cheap oil abundance would 

gradually get absorbed by Chinese oil demand, which fuelled its long economic boom and 

would, in the 2000s, lead to sustained rising prices. If the 1970s were a supply shock, the 2000s 

provided a demand shock that would eventually destabilise the western growth model of credit 

and asset bubbles and precipitate the 2007-8 great financial crisis (GFC), as sluggish western 

economies could not sustain the inflationary pressure of high energy costs.351  

 This crisis reconfigured the role of central banks. Historically, the mandate of central 

banks was to ensure financial stability in the monetary environment. Because the stability of 

the financial system is a longer time horizon than election cycles, central banks must be 

“insulated from the political process.”352 This is the basis for much of the populist ire directed 

at them: central bankers make important decisions about social value – what gets protected in 

a crisis – which crystallise new political and cultural movements and moods. Their mandate 

targets citizens, because the purpose of controlling inflation is to protect consumer wealth and 

the financial security of modern publics. This functions best when there is a separation between 

experts and citizen-consumers. 

A changing monetary environment from one in which central banks’ primary 

responsibility was governing the distant future through regulating monetary supply, to one 

where unconventional monetary instruments like quantitative easing become a central 
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representative mechanism for governing the present, has shaped transition through the 

framework of these powerful financial institutions. In essence, quantitative easing (QE) is a 

financial tool that increases the liquidity of financial markets. It increases the total money 

supply in the financial system. Central banks purchase huge quantities of government bonds, 

which drives down their yields (their interest rates). Falling bond yields reduces revenue 

investment bank revenue, which incentivises them to move out of safe bonds into higher-risk, 

higher-yield stocks, thereby boosting the stock market. By inflating asset prices, QE indirectly 

boosts higher-risk businesses and makes stock owners wealthier, incentivising them to 

consume, all while increasing inequality and polarising populations through their social 

positioning by stock markets.353 

A distinct financial dynamic emerged after the GFC in relation to energy and climate. 

Historically low interest-rates and cheap credit caused by quantitative easing and the need for 

growth provided the perfect financial environment for a boom in fossil fuel developments, 

including high-risk shale oil and bitumen, articulating progressively greater quantities of 

financial promises and claims on future fossil fuel profitability. The Federal Reserve’s QE 

program made cheap credit available to the shale oil industry. Such ‘junk bonds’, as they are 

called, are not circulated as a consequence of sound economic judgment, but because of the 

exuberance of medium-term returns as they are telescoped into view by the quantities of state-

backed public debt reducing long-term interest rates, creating a boom and bust tied to the 

financialised dynamics of state central banks. Caught between the needs for low energy prices 

to fuel economic growth and the high price thresholds for profitability in an indebted energy 

sector, financialised oil struggled to generate returns. High oil prices translate into inflationary 

pressures and slower growth, to which central banks respond with raising interest rates, which 

undermines incentives to invest in high-risk fossil fuel developments. Oscillating within this 

structural double bind, oil volatility became increasingly regulated not by expectations of price 

trajectories in relation to so-called economic fundamentals but to the policies and 

prognostications of central banks, and their capacity to leverage the future with cheap credit.354  

 Central banks are central mechanisms for sustaining belief in market liquidity. 

Preserving liquidity (stopping instruments getting exchanged for cash) presupposes continued 

capital accumulation – precisely what is at stake in the transition out of fossil capital. What 

guarantees QE is the bond market, which might be thought of as the faith that financial 
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investors have in states to repay debts over the long-term. State bonds promises of a fixed 

amount of capital over a period of time. What grounds the fictitious capital of bond markets is 

taxation on future capital accumulation.  

 Here a peculiarity emerges, because the capacity to leverage the present through 

quantitative easing is premised on the speculative promise of a state capable of acquiring tax 

revenues to fund its state debt. The best way to ensure financial stability is sustainable growth. 

Too much growth and ‘inflationary pressures’ – including rising wages and the intensification 

of class struggle – undermine the confidence of asset holders, too little and long-term economic 

prospects decline, and tax revenues dwindle. The present is regulated through the long-term 

horizons of a stable financial monetary environment. If this debt exists as promised carbon 

expenditure, as Jeff Rubin suggests,355 because without cheap energy economies do not grow, 

central bank prognostications are reliant on a stable monetary environment saturated in fossil 

fuels. Which means that the capacity for state investment is regulated by a future that, it is 

hoped, green investment is meant to get us out of. In the aptly titled Transition in Thinking, 

representatives of the Bank of England (BoE) write that “at a macroeconomic level, the impact 

of the adjustment [to a low carbon economy] on macroeconomic factors such as growth, 

productivity and investment could have implications for sovereign risk [state debt].”356  

 While it is tempting to proverbially shrug the shoulders and leave banking to the 

bankers, it is useful to foreground this financial contradiction at the heart of transition, because 

it has determinate effects on transition politics and culture. It is enshrined in the Paris Climate 

Agreement, article 2.1: “strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change, in the 

context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty.” To do this requires 

“Making finance flows consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse gas emissions and 

climate-resilient development.”357 But the problem with making finance flows consistent with 

a pathway towards a low carbon economy is that, to the major investors who aim to be leading 

beneficiaries of the transition, it really means making a low carbon economy consistent with 

finance flows.  
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Vaclav Smil has shown that renewables are unlikely to substitute for fossil fuels in cost 

terms. Renewables are significantly more materially expensive than fossil fuel extraction, and 

not only in terms of rare metals, but in concrete, steel, iron, aluminium, copper, and other 

common resources too.358 The figures are extreme: somewhere between a 5-18% annual 

increase in the extraction and smelting of steel, aluminium, and copper is required to meet just 

one third of the IEA renewable energy target cited above. Meanwhile, renewable infrastructure 

requires fossil energy inputs (steel, metals, electronics, and electricity). Even if considerably 

more spatially distributed solar infrastructure can be assembled to replicate the current coal-

oil-gas-electrical one in energy quantity, there is little guarantee its costs will match cheap oil 

or be consumable at the same rate. Because solar and wind are much less energy-dense than 

fossil fuel, the energy infrastructure must also be much more dispersed – rather than 

concentrated around rich coal seams and subterranean oil lakes. Fossil fuel infrastructures 

move power-dense energy forms from concentrated nodes to a dispersed network of users, but 

a renewable infrastructure would need a much more extensive reach to capture low power 

density energy and concentrate them in populous centres, and, to match current energy usage, 

energy infrastructure would increase in size a hundredfold.359  

This decentralisation of electrical energy is regularly proposed as a possible source of 

energy democratisation. But the global political economy of metal extraction it implies, and 

the financial barriers to entry, should caution us against such a crude energy determinism of 

democratic politics. And electricity is only half the problem. There is little chance 

electrification will replace petrol and diesel as the motive power of the transportation industries 

at its current scale.360 And there is as yet no substitute for the petrochemicals foundational to 

most economic activity. Petroleum is the preeminent feedstock, the raw material, of our 

synthetic world, and to frame the social relations of oil only as fuel, and not the myriad 

derivatives that are the material basis of rising productivity and growth, misses how the 

capacity of commodity production to give material form to value relies upon a petrochemical 

system that synthesises social reproduction into its image (or what I earlier called the derivative 

aesthetic).361 Petroleum is an exceptionally malleable element of nature. Petrochemicals drive 

productivity growth through replacing other natural resources, through reducing the value 
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embodied in synthetic raw material to practically nothing. Plastic makes the material of the 

commodity as close to free as possible. It is the materialisation of capital’s abstraction and its 

impossible drive to reduce labour-power to zero, turned into a second nature that has an 

extremely long material lifetime. This shapes an aesthetic logic in which our ability to figure a 

world beyond petroleum fuels remains wedded to what Diamanti calls the ‘plasticity’ of its 

material form.362 Economic expectations are mediated through petroleum’s abstract material 

potentiality – and as long as that remains the case, the case for continued petroleum extraction 

is easily defended and funded. This means the political economy of green industrial growth 

rests on weak economic – and theoretical – foundations, but it also demonstrates how the 

unstable stratification of temporalities means a petrochemical transition is not imagined at all.  

Here we can better see the narrative logics of decarbonisation. Because the absence of 

growth is precisely what capitalists cannot imagine, and the financial architecture of the 

modern world-system is structured to prevent, financial signification is entangled by the 

impossibility of its own existence after oil, and the (stalled) transition it is making adjusts 

accordingly around what must remain unsaid.  

The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) was established in 

2015 by The Financial Stability Board (FSB), an international organisation composed of the 

G20 central banks and the European Commission, established in 2008 to address the challenges 

of the financial crisis. The direct institutional continuity between the GFC and climate crisis is 

important. The TCFD produced a report that synthesised an investigation into the needs of 

major financial actors in a transition, which it used to provide shared strategies for central 

banks, major investment banks, and asset managers. Their remit was to “enable stakeholders 

to understand better the concentrations of carbon-related assets in the financial sector and the 

financial system’s exposures to climate-related risks.”363 Risk is the economic category that 

sustains the imagined possibility of growth in a world after oil, a financial abstraction 

evidenced in bank statements, press releases, political institutions, and events such as COP26. 

To do this, TCFD developed a risk typology. It is widely adopted in the literature and 

the financial industry. They distinguish between ‘transition risks’ and ‘physical risks.’ 

Transition Risks. Transitioning to a lower-carbon economy may entail 

extensive policy, legal, technology, and market changes to address 
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mitigation and adaptation requirements related to climate change. Depending 

on the nature, speed, and focus of these changes, transition risks may pose 

varying levels of financial and reputational risk to organizations. 

Physical Risks. Physical risks resulting from climate change can be event 

driven (acute) or longer-term shifts (chronic) in climate patterns. Physical 

risks may have financial implications for organizations, such as direct 

damage to assets and indirect impacts from supply chain disruption. 

Organizations’ financial performance may also be affected by changes in 

water availability, sourcing, and quality; food security; and extreme 

temperature changes affecting organizations’ premises, operations, supply 

chain, transport needs, and employee safety.364 

The terms ‘transition risk’ and ‘physical risk’ aim to expand the conceptual field through which 

social and ecological events are brought within financial temporality. If companies are 

inadequately preparing for the energy transition, so the argument goes, it is because they have 

not yet developed the tools to make climate visible. As Blackrock (who, incidentally, now 

advise the EU on climate strategy) notes, “This causes investors to discount pressing climate-

related risks already lurking in portfolios.”365 The risks exist as social and biophysical things, 

but not (yet) to, and therefore as, capital – that is, not yet incorporated within financial value 

signification. That the anticipated future lurks within portfolios suggests that what is being 

registered here is a growing awareness of a structuring blind spot to hydrocarbons in a financial 

vision.  

This is finance reflecting upon its own ground, upon the process that grounds its 

leverage and renders the world in capital’s image; a moment when a geological epochal shift 

means the figure of unstable temporal stratification captures the difficulty of positioning 

value’s climate future. The difficulty of trying to figure money’s ground is a problem internal 

to its structure, which is to say that, in Konings’s argument, trying to specify the objective 

ground of money is a function of money’s performative operations, so it is better to identify 

the logic of its grounding rather than nominalise it.366 What gets rendered in this genre of 

financial writing is the generic: risk works to the extent that a representational system can 
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generalise a means of tracking the constitutive grounding force of fossil energy in the financial 

economy. And this is a process that gives physical and transitions risk a general equivalence: 

reducing physical risks, the economic effects of climate change, increases transition risks, the 

economic effects of transition, and vice versa. This formal equivalence is the precondition of 

financial imagined transitions, which balance the ecological and economic from the perspective 

of value. This means that it is possible to weigh up the costs to capital posed by different kinds 

of investment risks and decide climate catastrophe is a better bet – after all, atmospheric 

instability offer a dynamic practically the opposite of capital’s need for regulated material 

abstractions.  

 Take, for example, Lloyd’s of London’s 2017 risk report on Stranded Assets: The 

Transition to a Low Carbon Economy. While not exactly a gripping read, what is fascinating 

about this report is how the catalogue of potential stranded assets relevant to Lloyd’s insurance 

ventures (energy, property, and shipping), and the scenarios used to narrativise potential values, 

enable the representational reduction – the real abstraction – of climate to risk: a simplification 

into risk, effect, response, and result. 

Risks: Government regulations. Effect: Climate change. Response: limit 

increase in global average temperatures to 2oC. Result: Reduction of global 

emissions, fossil fuel reserves could remain unburned.  

Risks: Societal norms change. Effect: Climate change. Responses: 

Divestment from fossil fuels. Result: Reduction of investment in the fossil 

fuel industry.367 

This representation, sparse as it may be, marks a transformation in thinking that indexes the 

historicity of modes of interpreting climate. This is a description of actually existing value in 

the form of fictitious capital – fossil fuel reserves, the market value of fossil fuel companies, 

leveraged in the present through stock markets. Subsequent revaluations of what is insurable 

and credible are therefore confirmations of the imagined effects of climate change on an 

economic horizon. Transition becomes internal to the real abstraction of value through risks 

that can be moved from columns labelled ‘assets’ or ‘liabilities’, marking an emergent situation 

in which transition has shifted to a calculative and imaginative practice internal to financial 

knowledge. It matters that this genre of financial writing is a crucial part of a financial media 
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culture that has been regulated by, and productive of, petroculture since the middle of the 

twentieth century (Lloyd’s of London, discussed in chapter two). Energy, and now climate, 

regulate financial representation, in a mode that becomes effective through how it leverages a 

relationship between an uncertain present and uncertain future. Risk becomes the basic 

economic and cultural dimension of representations that support and structure a financial 

reality, building its very sense of transition. Financial risk and its value-forms are abstractions 

that constitute the objects represented as risks. In shaping spaces for representing transition, a 

financial media culture produces the scene and temporality in which climate is signified as a 

financial object.  

 After the previous chapter, it will perhaps come as no surprise that the financial mode 

of imagining transition is primarily cybernetic, integrating the problem of energy form and 

energy information. It is the form of thought that financial thinking takes when forced to 

imagine an atmospheric background to declining profitability.  

 In a famous address at Lloyd’s of London on the topic of climate finance adaptation, 

Mark Carney, governor of the (BoE) between 2013-2020, warns his audience of insurers that 

“while the sector is well-placed to respond in the near-term you should not assume your ability 

to manage risks today means the future is secure.” However, insurers are “amongst those with 

the greatest incentives to understand and tackle climate change in the short term.” His solution 

is a predictable one: “With better information as a foundation, we can build a virtuous circle of 

better understanding of tomorrow’s risks, better pricing for investors, better decisions by 

policymakers, and a smoother transition to a lower-carbon economy. By managing what gets 

measured, we can break the Tragedy of the Horizon.”368  

 We will return to information as a solution to transition within financial media culture 

shortly. But first I want to sketch what it is a solution to, and that means thinking about the 

imagined target that Carney and other institutions describe, called either the ‘net zero economy’ 

or the ‘lower-carbon economy,’ and the relation between energy and economy this implies. 

 In Carbon Democracy and an article entitled ‘Economentality’, Timothy Mitchell 

argues that ‘the economy’ as an abstraction emerged in the late 1940s, not as a reflection of a 

pre-given economic reality, but as the result of a way of organising knowledge and calculative 

practices, through measures such as GNP, production, employment, investment, interest rates, 
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and wages, in order to manage the spatially-bounded political entity of the nation-state. The 

economy became the object of economic knowledge and political governance through the “the 

assembling of actions, devices, and fields that are characterized and formatted by economists 

and others as being economic.”369 The primary effect of this new object of governance was that 

it provided a “way to bring the future into government.” The “appearance of the economy 

established a new temporal scheme… a new prognostic structure in which a future was 

mobilized as a mode of adjudicating and managing claims in the present. The government of 

the present, as it was imagined through new forms of the future, would come to operate within 

a new metric of temporal change, the measurement of growth.”370 In order to support this new 

temporal scheme, a number of sites had to be stabilised and secured, one of which was the flow 

and control of energy supplies. 

 During the 1950s and 1960s, oil was abundant and, thanks to global shipping, 

geographically unconstrained. Cheap energy could be treated as inexhaustible, no longer 

posing an external limit to the economy, now conceived in GDP terms as a measure of money 

circulation. As a result, “Democratic politics developed, thanks to oil, with a peculiar 

orientation towards the future: the future was a limitless horizon of growth [… which] made it 

possible to imagine the central object of politics as an object that could increase in size without 

any form of ultimate material constraint.”371  

 This economic futurity came to end as the energy arrangements on which it depended 

came under pressure with the energy shocks of the 1970s, even if, as Mark Simpson and Imre 

Szeman argue, the goal of limitless growth persisted in “fractured form.”372 The conventional 

role of central banks in the neoliberal era reflected this destructuring, through the importance 

of governing sustainable, non-inflationary growth. This reflected the shifting forms of wealth 

in the era of financialisation towards financial assets at risk of devaluation if the economy 

‘overheats’ as well as alternative logic of governance according to the measures of the 

monetary environment (best represented by the 1979 ‘Volcker Shock’, where the point was to 

‘shock’ the economy to elicit a particular reaction, mediated through financial instruments like 

leveraged debt, rather than intervene in it directly, which altered how the future was conceived 

as a governable temporal form). This economic space was constructed and governed through 
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bond ratings, stock markets, inflation rates, employment figures, sovereign debt, growth 

figures, and other financial representations. After the GFC, new tools were employed to 

influence it, like quantitative easing. In the age of transition, it is governed according to a 

modified futurity: growth into the ‘lower-carbon economy’.  

 Following Mitchell’s argument, the economy abstraction functioned because cheap oil 

makes it possible to treat the economy as limitless. And the economic literature, of which I 

have been using Robert Brenner’s notion of ‘the long downturn’ as representative (but we can 

also think in terms of secular stagnation too), would seem to bear out the conclusion that, 

without cheap oil, economies stop growing. Which means that the financial representations that 

structure a decarbonised future economy and monetary environment have to develop new 

forms. Neither limit nor limitlessness describes the historicity of energy in a transition, and it 

is this new temporal logic of indeterminate excess that finance is trying to govern.  

Under Carney’s stewardship, this has become an important concern at the BoE, and one 

of the problems identified in The Future of Finance is the failure to “take account of longer-

horizon forward-looking information such as climate change.”373 Sustaining growth requires 

the representation of climate and carbon in information that can be used to govern investment. 

According to this report, one of the primary reasons that climate change has not been factored 

into long-term investment strategies is information shortage. It is because the future does not 

look enough like the past – the problem of representation at the heart of this thesis – that a 

cybernetic logic of information gets imagined as a solution. If the risks of the lower-carbon 

economy are the content of financial transition representations, then information is its form, 

how it is mediated through financial environments. From the same report: 

the Bank must take steps to ensure systemic risks from climate change are 

addressed and the safety and soundness of regulated financial institutions 

upheld. This means making sure risks are properly managed. It requires a 

strategic approach to account for the distinctive features of climate risks. 

These features arise from the breadth of industries and geographies, the 

magnitude of the impact climate-related events can have on the economy and 

their foreseeable nature. Most importantly, short-term actions today are 
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determining the size of future impacts. So the uncertain time horizon of 

climate risks needs to be brought into traditional business planning cycles.374 

This imagined transition runs from ensuring the safety of financial institutions to the 

management of risk, necessitating a new strategic approach that registers impacts on ‘the 

economy’ and the foreseeable nature of such risks. There is an implied ratio between present 

action and future impact, and the coordination of financial and climate time horizons. 

Information becomes the key leverage point between present action and future impact, a 

framing suggests that climate information, if disseminated across the sector, will generate the 

effect of climate change in the economy now, leading to a smooth and rational transition from 

a high- to a lower-carbon economy that avoids the shocks of stranded assets and the devaluation 

of carbon-intensive infrastructures. Risk is both a thing to be measured but also a representation 

that makes the future intelligible to financial governance, while enclosing and protecting 

infrastructure from external shocks posed by governments, workers, or activists – securing 

finance against sabotage from below. 

Devaluations impact most citizens because it threatens the soundness of assets, 

important sources of personal wealth that link life expectations to the fate of decarbonisation 

in a way that is highly mediated and hard to see.375 But if everyone with asset wealth is exposed, 

according to the BoE the responsibility for investing in the future “falls to the financial sector: 

to banks, and to investors in companies’ equity and debt. The scale of that task would be 

challenging even if the path to net zero were certain. But it is not – so investors must also 

manage the potential for significant losses on their assets, as and when more aggressive policies 

to reduce emissions come on stream, or physical climate events grow in intensity.”376 For 

Carney this means creating an investment climate to make “sustainable investment 

commercially viable”377 through private-public partnerships and changes to market structure, 

sustainable revenue capture and growth. Daniela Gabor claims that the state is thereby 

envisioned as ‘derisking’ the world for transition: using public finance to make up shortfalls to 

expected commercial rates of return. This is accounting for the absence of growth in a world 
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after oil, integrating the state into sustaining the monetary environment through offsetting the 

risks of a low growth economy. The threat is that finance will withdraw slowly and 

inefficiently, sabotaging financial flows toward transition infrastructure.  

 Energy futures interface with information processing through climate modelling, the 

basis of the IPCC and IEA reports that fundamentally influence this archive of financial writing 

about climate, and through the attempt to render climate visible to finance and therefore 

accountable: to reflect climate in prices. This is an attempt to construct a monetary environment 

that will become self-regulating through the dispersal of knowledge through the price system. 

Making transition fit a market price system demonstrates how financial models do not just 

model the world but produce techniques of governance that create effects in, and constitute, 

the reality they model. My conceptual touchstone for understanding how this financial writing 

attempts to produce a cybernetic temporality has been the philosopher of the price system, 

Hayek, for whom  

The process of adaptation operates, as do the adjustments of any self-

organizing system, by what cybernetics has taught us to call negative 

feedback: responses to the differences between the expected and the actual 

results of actions so that these differences will be reduced. This will produce 

an increased correspondence of expectations of the different persons so long 

as current prices provide some indications of what future prices will be, that 

is, so long as, in a fairly constant framework of known facts, always only a 

few of them change; and so long as the price mechanism operates as a 

medium of communicating knowledge which brings it about that the facts 

which become known to some, through the effects of their actions on prices, 

are made to influence the decision of others.378 

 Attaining certainty over the future requires, paradoxically, that the negative feedback of 

disappointed expectations gets communicated through prices to all participants. In this 

cybernetic logic, general knowledge of climate change has no effective advantage over a 

knowledge concentrated in a class of technical and financial specialists, because it is the 

investors who will adapt to the risks and opportunities of energy transition, as measuring the 

risks to carbon-intensive assets will force them to. Even they need not know how the price of 

forms of capital reflects a new climate reality or understand conscious direction or design. This 
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addresses epistemological and political questions, of how to make the climate communicable 

through markets, and how to establish this as the basis for a mode of impersonal domination. 

Let’s track this cybernetic logic into the important genre of climate futurity, scenario analysis.  

 The TCFD identifies scenarios as “a process for identifying and assessing the potential 

implications of a range of plausible future states under conditions of uncertainty […] how 

various combinations of climate-related risks, both transition and physical risks, may affect its 

businesses, strategies, and financial performance over time.”379 It suggests that financial 

institutions deploy scenarios consistent with a 2oC or lower scenario because “will support 

investors’ evaluation of the potential magnitude and timing of transition-related 

implications”380 (despite the fact that the IPCC describes 2oC as a near-impossible goal).  

 The International Energy Agency is an organisation established by the OECD after the 

1973 oil crisis and a key source of energy information and policy advise to governments. Let’s 

take the IEA’s scenario in its 2021 flagship report Net Zero by 2050 as our primary example. 

There are large reductions in the use of fossil fuels in the NZE. As a share of 

total energy supply, they fall from 80% to just over 20% in 2050. However, 

their use does not fall to zero in 2050: significant amounts are still used in 

producing non-energy goods, in plants with CCUS [carbon capture, 

utilisation, and storage], and in sectors where emissions are especially hard 

to abate such as heavy industry and long-distance transport. All remaining 

emissions in 2050 are offset by negative emissions elsewhere.381 

Total energy consumption remains at 2019 levels. Long-distance travel and heavy industry 

remain fossil-based but offset with carbon sinks. Around 3.5 Gt CO2 is prevented using CCUS 

(nearly 10% of CO2 emitted in 2019), and all other petroleum is used in non-emitting industries 

such as petrochemicals. Most carbon savings come from clean energy technologies, and nearly 

half from technologies that are not yet on the market. Global net zero emissions can be reached 

by 2050 if $100 trillion of new capital (excluding capital expenditure) is invested in requisite 

renewable technologies, energy efficiencies increase, CCUS, and supra-national governance 

enables the world to be suitably ‘derisked’ so that private investors are assured of sustainable 

profits – in both senses of the term – and so switch from dirty fossil fuels to green technology.382 
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The mechanism for this social transformation is extraordinary levels of financial investment, 

in an era when financial markets are unwilling to invest in long-term infrastructure projects. 

This climate realism abstracts from the monetary environment of low growth. Transition gets 

abstracted into financial figures, a number of technologies that do not yet exist at industrial 

scale, and the desire for a climate leviathan that can manage discontent, coordinate inter-state 

cooperation, and direct finance toward renewable development. In this imagined future, the 

disciplining function of capital markets (its capacity to sabotage from above) can only be 

controlled by a greater political power, which is precisely what a powerful financial system 

prevents from emerging. My point is not that the IEA think this is likely, this not being the 

point of scenarios, but that in showing the financial requisites for this future, a climate realism 

demonstrates the narrative and political constraints that finance places on a route to a net zero 

economy.  

 Diamanti reads the development of Shell scenarios by Pierre Wack in the 1970s as a 

“temporary solution to […] the problem of rendering the real abstraction of value into a form 

of knowledge accurate enough to act upon—and the unique function of oil in generating that 

solution.”383 Pursuing petroleum’s historicity through how it shapes thinking about futurity, 

Diamanti reveals a narrative logic to the synchronicity of oil and value measured as growth, 

such that the future becomes regulated by the economic and aesthetic saturation of oil. The 

problem that Diamanti frames is that “oil is more than one kind of thing in the figuration of the 

future. It is both an object of concern, tied as it is to emissions of CO2 into the atmosphere and 

hydrosphere, and the primary medium in which the very thinkability of economic futurity is 

made possible.”384 What occurs when oil is deliberately subtracted from economic futurity is 

precisely the representational difficulty that climate financial scenarios must address. Genres 

arise as resolutions to particular historical conditions: their forms are immanently ideological 

social acts, shaped by and resolving a historical social contradiction. This ideology of form 

persists when such genres are reformulated in different historical contexts, rewriting their 

ideological resolutions onto successive historical moments.385 This is true for scenario analysis, 

which emerged as a way of writing the future as the future came to be mediated by oil, and 

which is adapted to writing the future of finance as the world warms and the future must be 

decarbonised. The formal emergence of the scenario as a mode for thinking futurity through 
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growth, runs up against a horizon reconfigured through information that subtracts the energetic 

force that gives it consistency. What emerges to fill that absent space occupied by fossil-fuelled 

growth is how the genre adapts to the historicity of the net zero economy.   

 Another scenario adaptation is to combine it with climate data algorithms, using climate 

data financial asset inputs to model, with impressive detail, the consequences of climate 

change, at local levels across the financial landscape. This can be imputed with the various 

scenarios given by climate organisations, which the model then transforms into a highly 

variegated and specific map of climate risks against different socio-ecological outcomes. 

Drawing on past data sets, it then offers predictive migrations of capital and labour, which 

gives investors a sense of how climate risks on the way to 2°C also provide opportunities. If a 

region is likely to be depopulated under flooding conditions, it makes sense to raise insurance 

premiums in those areas, but also to begin to shift investment toward industries and land that 

will absorb the population and capital. Further refinements are near-infinite, including things 

like life insurance based on prediction of medical exposure (poorer people are more likely to 

have worse illnesses and be pushed into regions with worse health infrastructure), booming or 

declining industries (air-conditioning and construction up, coal down), the value lost according 

to the types of people that die, the expected loss of incomes across demographics and the 

demand in commodities they consume, and so on.386   

Portfolio managers such as BlackRock are particularly interested (and invested) in algo-

driven climate finance, for obvious reasons: an index fund that selectively moves investments 

across assets in accordance with algo-modelled climate scenarios is optimised to profit from 

shifting investment climates. Here is Rhodium Group’s description of its computational 

rendering of the future: “To create probabilistic, asset-level risk information across all of these 

impact categories, Rhodium Group uses a distributed cloud computing environment. Our 

results represent the synthesis of millions of individual simulations covering many sources of 

uncertainty. These include the degree of temperature change, variability in local weather, 

changes in hurricane activity, variability in hurricane genesis and behavior, and uncertainty in 

the impact of extreme weather events.”387 It renders a convoluted future in which information-

saturated and algorithmically-organised price signals have internalised capital’s climate 
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externalities by tracing the unfolding molar and molecular structures of climate adaptation. 

They measure capitalist time from high-frequency trading to the long-term costs of energy 

transition, effecting changes in configurations that are beyond common capacity to 

conceptualise but nevertheless modulate social allocation of capital and resources. The beauty 

of it, for the investor worried about climate change, is that even under conditions of declining 

profitability – almost guaranteed as energy expenditure declines – capital can continue to exist, 

automatically metastasizing across networks of data, alighting on islands of profitable assets 

before drifting onward in the pull of computational reasoning.  

Cybernetics becomes a site of connection between an economy wired for growth and a 

global ecology measured for homeostasis through a shared logic of feedback loops. The 

recursion of the feedback loop becomes a figurable form of the relation between society and 

climate. BlackRock’s cybernetic logic of market abstraction is a new interface of algorithmic 

mediation, a relation to nature that posits it as financial information to be represented, linking 

atmospheric feedback loops to data centres and algorithms of financial accumulation. While it 

does not seem likely that economists at the Bank of England or BlackRock are reading Bruno 

Latour, they have nevertheless discovered that society and nature is not a dualism that can be 

sustained when calibrating a future for value in a warming world, and that the cybernetic points 

to an assemblage in which energy/information flows become syncopated to an ecology 

animated by the geological force of capital. Retrofitting Hayek for the Anthropocene can be 

seen as an epistemological and political outcome of the market internalisation of climate 

temporalities.  

In the IPCC AR 6 report, the temporal form of the climate is figured through intensity 

and frequency: “With every additional increment of global warming, changes in extremes 

continue to become larger. For example, every additional 0.5oC of global warming causes 

clearly discernible increases in the intensity and frequency [emphasis mine] of hot extremes, 

including heatwaves (very likely), and heavy precipitation (high confidence), as well as 

agricultural and ecological droughts in some regions (high confidence).”388 The IPCC AR 6 

scenario narrates what would have to happen to keep planetary warming within 2oC and 

concludes that it is technically possible – if CCUS comes online at industrial scale by 2030 and 

countries cut deep into their carbon output – but politically very unlikely: 3-4oC is a better bet. 

The IPCC AR 6 is probably our best ideology critique yet, the success of which only alerts us 

to the fact that the reproduction of fossil capital does not happen at the level of ideology at all. 
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Moreover, it means that 2oC financial scenarios are energy futures already receding into our 

past, as the carbon budget of ~1100 Gt CO2 (including 220 Gt carbon capture!) will likely be 

surpassed by mid-century, and the temperature threshold not far behind. Neither the threshold 

nor its effects are stable temporal forms, and IPCC narrating the limits of narrative becomes 

the raw material for financial speculation about how to frame uncertainty when the future does 

not cohere through the political economy of fossil fuels.  

For BlackRock, this is a problem inasmuch as the ecological rhythms of a warming 

world are not yet economic ones: “Extreme weather risks already threaten utility stocks – and 

are set to rise in frequency and intensity over time [emphasis mine] – but are not fully priced 

in.”389 BlackRock use the example of ‘storm shocks’ as epicentres from which imagined 

weather extremes can be seen to flow through infrastructure in its physical and financial form. 

If a hurricane makes landfall and halts power plant operations for a measurable duration, then 

the value lost can be approximated. The less predictable, more frequent, and more intense such 

landfalls become, the harder it is to measure financial impact. More climate data must be 

internalised in stock prices to offset the financial volatility they cause. At stake in the transitions 

emplotted through tipping points and sudden devaluations is a literal peripeteia, a reversal of 

fortune, as the ecological ground of value overwhelms the numerical figures that represent it. 

We have, then, a financial imaginary in which the response to this can only be imagined as the 

extension of information into the atmosphere. Thus, BlackRock posits its own feedback loop 

as the justification of its role in transition, as each incremental change necessitates more and 

more data filtered into market forms. Emissions are cumulative even if the effects on the 

atmosphere are nonlinear, and risk becomes the fundament of economic reason for knowing 

this moving background. BlackRock’s corporate autobiography offers market abstractions to 

mirror and enframe a climate at risk of exceeding the forms of financial thought that have 

governed the relation between energy and economy since the 1970s.  

 I have been tracking a cultural logic to financial modes that shape the meaning of 

transition write through how they write about energy in the future tense. In the next section of 

this chapter, I want to pivot from market abstractions to the representation of sites of energetic 

transformation.  

5.3 In the Green?  
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Turning transition into something visible to financial writing requires referring to energetic 

sites that represent potential wealth to capital. The success of this is best interpreted through 

the infrastructure this futurity produces. Renewable infrastructure is a contested and ambivalent 

scene in which bp and its subsidiary Lightsource narrate their own future.  

 The decarbonising economy is the infrastructural landscape in which financial promises 

take shape. Take bp’s recent investment in solar company Lightsource. Over the past fifty 

years, bp has undergone a major shift from being an oil company to becoming a financialised 

energy company. Between 1979 and 1987, the UK government sold its shares in bp, ending 

state ownership. It is no longer a national corporation that moves oil across its commodity 

chain, but rather owns strategic energy assets, functioning more like a global investor beholden 

to shareholders than a major state industry or industrial corporation. Instead, the Britishness of 

what used to be called British Petroleum but now goes by ‘bp’ is defined by its place on London 

stock markets. Corporate strategy has shifted to defending its share price and creating profit 

through engaging in financial trading as much as investments in oil and gas infrastructure, 

which means that events taking place in peripheries of the world-system reverberate through 

the City of London and into the asset economy.390 One reason for this business shift is declining 

profitability in some oil and gas sectors, such as the North Sea, while another is its attempt to 

rebrand as ‘Beyond Petroleum’ as an early investor in solar. After the Deepwater Horizon spill, 

which damaged bp’s reputation and value in London markets, its partnership with Lightsource, 

a global leader in solar developments, has become a highly mediatised event.  

 Lightsource operates three solar farms in the UK, with another twenty in development, 

and has dozens more around the world. From its founding in 2010 to its world-leading global 

presence, this trajectory, as described by bp and Lightsource’s own self-narration, registers 

how finance gives form and rationality to solar growth. In the words founder Nick Boyle, 

Lightsource began “Not a solar company, but a finance company with solar experts. We 

followed the money first – in the early days of the Feed-in Tariff free-for-all, all the major solar 

players were walking around Cornwall looking for land, and we were strolling the Square Mile 

looking for investors.” ‘Nick’s Story’ starts with “with six employees and one laptop, to a 

decade on with close to 500 and offices across the globe.” Here the movement from London 

financial scene to a global landscape provides a temporal figure of economic growth and further 

narrative possibility, of a transition in the making, through its scale. Its entrepreneurial bildung 
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is a multicultural success: “we’ve built a unique culture of experiences and background.”391 

Two pivotal moments define the decade, analepses that give the narrative its structure: “putting 

finance first” and “our partnership with bp.”392 Both establish the financial realism of their 

trajectory, grounding its narrative logic. 

The success of global growth lies in its financial rendering of solar, its resource 

aesthetic:  

As an entrepreneur with a background in financial services, I banked on the 

predictability of solar from the start. Now, a decade later, the simple but 

logical business case is still the same – solar offers a long-dated, predictable, 

revenue stream that is attractive to investors. The sun goes up, the sun goes 

down each day, creating very predictable returns. As long as the sun comes 

up every morning, you’re making money, and if the sun doesn’t come up one 

morning, you’ve got bigger problems.393 

Here, energy flow is conceived as a rhythmic financial abstraction, a flow that sustains the 

financial promise.394 It poses no problems to imaginative scaling, which is what the chronotope 

of the globe evokes. The global is where capital exerts its flexibility most easily, where it is 

least trapped in specific sites – which is why it matters to more than just narrative consistency 

that Lightsource begins its journey in the most global of financial cities, London. But it is the 

proleptic device that structures this imagined future like fiction, that makes the performative 

recursive to the ideological: “The global energy landscape is rapidly decarbonizing, there’s so 

much opportunity in future innovation, and that’s what gets me excited. Not where we are now 

but the potential of tomorrow.”395 This offers a temporal orientation to an imaginary future 

state that might be beyond petroleum: the future hinted at but never confirmed, while the idea 
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of an ‘energy landscape’ implies a point of view separated from what is observed, an aesthetic 

distance consonant with a political logic of market-mediated private ownership. The fact that 

the global energy landscape is not rapidly decarbonising means that it might be tempting to 

think of this as fantasy rather than fiction, but I want to suggest that this is not really a lie or 

delusion so much as the narrative energetics of transitional petroculture: Lightsource imagines 

a transition for finance, in the sense that it envisions an infrastructure as predictable and 

sustainable revenue, to reassure potential investors because its profits – and its energy form – 

resemble the abstractions assembled from petroleum into a dominant form of work/energy.  

 Lightsource’s self-narration provides a way of thinking about the narrativisation of an 

abstraction that determines modes of financial representation. The abstraction I am thinking of 

binds the spatiotemporality of fossil fuel stocks to the expansion of capital, because the 

former’s material abstraction – it can be stored, divided, transported to where its power is most 

needed – suits the latter’s social form. Malm describes in Fossil Capital how the return to 

energy flows, such as solar and wind, is impeded by the fact that it is too cheap: “since the fuel 

is not hidden away in a separate chamber, but rather hangs like a fruit for anyone to pick, there 

is little surplus-value to extract in its production – no gap between the location of the energy 

source and that of the consumers in which the chasm between capital and labour could be 

reproduced.”396 Recall that the steam-power’s advantage over water-power was not that steam 

was cheaper – it was not – but that it was more profitable (in other words, for Marxists, 

extraction is a category secondary to exploitation; to put it the other way round misses 

capitalism’s socio-ecological mediation through exploited labour). Similarly for the financial 

transition out of the stock, renewables are not appealing when they are cheap, when prices fall 

below fossil fuels, but when they are profitable, when their usage can be turned into revenue.397 

This is fundamental to financial transitions: profit, not prices, is the regnant logic. Transitions 

into coal and oil were based on profitable fuels that made production cheaper, in a profitable 

accord between extraction and productive consumption; transition into renewables is based on 

unprofitable energy that is likely to drive energy costs up, breaking the economic logic of 

profitable energy generation and productive consumption.  

Which is why Lightsource’s Nick Boyle is so keen to describe the solar chronotope as 

an abstract rhythm, as regular as the sun rising, to show how flow can resemble stock. His story 

wavers when he assures us that “I still believe now that there are more investors in the world 
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that want a definite 8-10% return than a “maybe” 15%” (that ‘maybe’ is the threat of stranded 

oil and gas assets).398 Brett Christophers has shown that this is not the case. Investors shrink 

from solar investment because the promise, according to the International Renewable Energy 

Agency, there is a “a lack of bankable projects to attract investment and fulfil today’s appetite 

for renewable energy projects.”399 As bp themselves put it, hydrocarbons “will remain core to 

bp for decades as an engine of value creation and the enabler of our transformation.”400 

Lightsource is unique in that its global position enables to it begin developments in sites where 

solar profitability can be found. Its corporate formation implies its narrative of global energy 

landscapes. The social need for solar far outstrips its profitability, but this is a social 

contradiction that Lightsource and bp cannot resolve in reality, but only confirm as the frame 

of their narrated future world.  

This is part of bp’s ongoing public narrative and branding – unlike novels, corporate 

narratives do not really end except in bankruptcy: the sense of an ending is not a normal part 

of narrative temporality but existential threat. A 2019 advert titled ‘Unpredictable’ played on 

signifiers of Englishness like unpredictable weather, umbrellas, and cobbled London streets 

and buses, with soothing voiceover that informs viewers “Around here the only predictable 

thing about the weather is, its unpredictable! That’s why we make the most of it when the sun 

does shine.” Part of its public partnership announcement with Lightsource, it positions bp’s 

claims to be an energy company with the emphasis on an energy mix: the voiceover tells us 

that “should the weather change, yet again, our natural gas can step in to keep the power 

flowing and the light’s shining, no matter the forecast”, before ending with the Thames and the 
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City of London illuminated at night, the dazzling postindustrial architecture of its financial 

sector symbolically reinvested with national green renewal.401  

 La Berge notes that branding “is an investment in future earnings mediated through 

contemporaneous representation wherein the representation itself should be understood as both 

associative and evaluative.”402 bp’s re-branding is an associative and dissociative 

representational practice, and what is condensed along a chain of association is solar, gas, and 

transition. Solar works in bp’s transitional narrative form because natural gas does, which is to 

say that solar is evaluated in conjunction with hydrocarbons. The ambiguity of hydrocarbon’s 

future – note the conditional verb in “our natural gas can step in to keep the power flowing” – 

is how bp’s narratorial status maintains its resilience against critique, because it is the wondrous 

transitional fuel of natural gas that enables transformations.  

bp does not want to conceal the fact that Lightsource only provides a small amounts 

intermittent energy. Intermittency becomes a means of positioning itself as provider of both 

solar and gas: it works through the knowledge that solar power is inadequate to current needs. 

Solar infrastructure is what bp can use to claim that, on the one hand, they are contributing to 

the lower-carbon economy, and on the other, the limits of such a strategy mean that they have 

little choice to but focus on getting more oil and gas out of the ground. Which is to say that 

while Lightsource might occupy the foreground of bp’s transitional narrative form, petroleum 

remains internal to the narrative structure – still part of the recounted story, but not part of bp’s 

mimetic representation of a transitioning world.  

In a forward-looking statement for its investors called ‘Performing while 

Transforming’, with all the usual caveats that alert us we are in a speculative mode, bp 

described its pivot toward what it calls ‘resilient hydrocarbons’, rebranding the assets that make 

up the largest portfolio share.403 In this communication between an oil company and its 
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shareholders, bp divides oil production and operations from the category of ‘low carbon 

energy’ which includes gas; even so, by 2030 it predicts that oil production and operations 

investment will double low carbon energy, and that its revenue from oil and gas will be ten 

times that of low carbon energy. Resilient hydrocarbons represent a strategy for negotiating 

risks: they use new technology to reduce emissions (such as methane), the rigs can easily move, 

and have much shorter production cycles, making them less vulnerable to stranding and giving 

frequent posted profits, making them resilient against transition risks. This confident, even 

brazen redescription of the oil world belies a financial anxiety about the value that can be 

extracted in the time left before oil’s undefined endpoint. The conceptual and infrastructural 

turn towards resilience figures a shift in the global energy landscape toward one that is 

increasingly volatile, and where long-term oil prospects represent stranding risks, 

obsolescence, sudden devaluations. The solution is to speed up, extracting at the rate most 

suitable to the financial landscape of a transitional economy and the long-term horizon of 

shareholders. 

In the statement, bp CEO Bernard Looney refers to this global energy landscape as the 

‘backdrop’ of bp’s energy future no less than three times: “Against an uncertain backdrop we 

are working hard to provide the energy that customers and economies need.”404 Here, energy 

surreptitiously becomes metonymic of high- or low-carbon economies, of wealth as such. The 

world energy market chronotope is a shaping force on the representation of space and time.405 

It is energy figured through the world market that sustains bp’s place in the transitioning world. 

As Huber argues, “Fossilized time– space compression represents the conditions of possibility 

for the very ideas of global markets.”406 bp narrates itself into transition at the scale of a 

financial environment and global energy landscape dominated by petroleum. Indeed, bp 

sustains its own scale, only becoming “leaner, more agile, digitally-enabled organisation” and 

in doing so figures the scale of the economy in which transition is imagined.407 No matter its 

content, the economic form that governs its imagined low-carbon future is a petroleum world. 
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In a different forward-looking statement, against the ‘uncertain backdrop’ of the covid-

19 pandemic, Looney describes bp’s goal to transition from an international oil company to an 

international energy company; his intention is to give “a coherent story of how this all fits 

together.”408 The changes required to become an international energy company (streamlining 

oil and gas, divestment from unprofitable infrastructure, reshaping portfolio to include 

transitional energy) is “all part of a single coherent plan – all part of the same journey.”409 

Given all we have seen from the Bank of England and BlackRock about the difficulty that 

transition poses to financial futurity, it is striking that the CEO’s communication to the 

corporation’s shareholders hinges on the coherence of its self-narrated journey. Coherence is 

central to the mode of communication between companies and shareholders describing a net 

zero economy. It is also a representational mode appropriate to the financial rendering of 

leveraged investment.  

The financial genre’s chronotope is a global atmosphere saturated in uncertainty. 

Uncertainty is a dominant mood of narrative anticipation. The coherence of bp’s self-narration 

lies in its realistic positioning against this background: there are no alternatives to an energy 

mix of gas and renewables, with gas as the main player. This narrative form represents a volatile 

global energy landscape in crisis, and bp, personifying capital, poses itself and natural gas as 

the only realistic option. bp’s narrative of transition is shaped by its point of view onto the 

landscape in which that future is being produced. It does not hide the fact oil remains central 

to the long-term journey. It can be read, plain as day, in the statistics. bp will have met its net-

zero goals by 2050, but it will still be pumping oil out the ground then too. They say that “we 

see hydrogen & CCUS [carbon capture, utilisation, and storage] as critical to the world 

delivering net zero and we are accelerating to take early positions.”410 Here, ‘world’ and ‘net 

zero’ are sustained as meaningful political and epistemological visions of transition through 

reference to two speculative technologies, which enable the economy to continue framing the 

future. Hydrogen storage represents the great promise of stock energy made from the flow (but 

so energy inefficient that it requires such an energy abundance as to be fantasy). Unless stored 

or used, wind and solar are lost, so high-storage batteries and hydrogen power replicates 

petroleum’s spatio-temporal profile. Nick Boyle speculates that “hydrogen could be shipped 

around the world as an energy source which essentially came from the sun but is captured as a 
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gas, and burned the same way as historic hydrocarbons.”411 According to the IEA, capturing 

carbon released by fossil fuels and converting them into hydrogen stock means also the 

conversion of the fossil energy transmission and distribution infrastructure, retrofitting them 

for new energy forms so as not to devalue them.412 CCUS enables continued petroleum 

combustion long into the net-zero economy, enabling proven reserves to remain assets rather 

than liabilities.  

The voice that focalises bp’s transition knows that oil must end but does not admit to 

knowing how, which, like BlackRock’s algorithmic investment strategy, implies that what is 

needed is more information and technology. bp’s future is uncertain, but that is to its advantage. 

This narrative of bp’s own lack of knowledge is precisely the representation of space – the 

global energy landscape – in which the duration of oil is elliptical, shaped by the sense of its 

ongoingness. If even the net-zero economy remains saturated by petroleum and natural gas, 

then this financial genre cannot be said to have a sense of an ending to oil, even while it claims 

to be presenting one. It should be clear that, whatever their technological success, hydrogen, 

CCUS, and even financialised solar destroy the narrative coherence of a serious transition out 

of fossil fuels. Bp thrives in this contradiction because it sustains the facticity of its fictitious 

capital, which is the ground that gives its journey narrative coherence.  

This is not to say that bp are deceiving anyone; this is the logical trajectory of a 

corporation that must transition but, in all likelihood, cannot; that must turn energy forms into 

value forms that, in all likelihood, cannot become them. bp cultivates a transitional realism: to 

avoid crises – political, financial, ecological – we need natural gas, they assure us, to which 

there are no credible alternatives. Decarbonisation is the expansion of alternative forms of 

carbon deepening. This unstable stratification of non-synchronous temporalities configures the 

spaces of financial representation. In a financial logic, critique becomes the justification for 

further rounds of investment, and the prospect of petroleum’s end becomes the reason for its 

pragmatic persistence. In a sense, this is true: we cannot currently do without petroleum, so 

why not continue to invest in it? That this is a narrative that correlates to the economic logic of 

avoiding profitless renewables is hardly mentioned. It runs counter to even the optimistic IEA 

net-zero scenario, which states that “beyond projects already committed as of 2021, there are 
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future-looks-bright-for-lightsource-bp> [accessed 23 June 2022]. 
412 ‘Net Zero’, 75. 
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no new oil and gas fields approved for development in our pathway.”413 Which means that this 

energy future is already out of date, even as it confirms the temporality of excess that disorients 

our sense of the future. But much like the mandate of central banking, bp’s narrative is a story 

whose duration is that of oil’s demand over ‘the long term’, a temporal ambivalence that 

sustains the resilient promise of hydrocarbons against visions of its foreseeable end.  

 

5.4 Petroleum at the End of History?  

 

In this chapter I have focalised different temporal scales through different financial institutions 

– a central, an investment bank, and an energy corporation – through the concept of an unstable 

temporal stratification. Financial institutions shape the energy present through strategies of 

evaluating and leveraging the future. These are narratives about the private control of the 

information and infrastructure, where transition becomes intelligible when it is insulated from 

alternative modes of relating to energy. The promise of infrastructure is that it can enable the 

continuation of the energy market against the threats to value posed by democratic control. 

This shapes how subjects are invited to think, or not think, about energy futures. My argument 

has been that the operative abstractions of financial environments and global energy landscapes 

come to enframe the world in transition. Finance mediates globe and planet, in a form that 

distances it from the nation-state, the polis, and democratic decision-making. The citizenry is 

traversed, so that transition need not be fair, democratic, or filtered through political structures 

of majority support but insulated at the supranational level. BlackRock and bp’s narrative forms 

include shareholders and customers, which are filtered through markets, but not the figures of 

mass politics that might constrain the realisation of anti-democratic transitions. Financial 

insulation regulates the experience – and the critique – of energy, as something like an 

impediment to thinking not only about energy but also how to figure energic intensities in 

relation to money, knowledge, and democracy.  

These institutions and their imaginative futures are consonant with what has been called 

the ‘end of history’, a term that registers the dominating political force of liberal capitalism. 

For the conservative Hegelian Fukuyama, the end of history meant the great political questions 

over the principles of social life had been settled. With the passing of communism in 1991, 

worldwide ideological struggle over the meaning of the good life and how to achieve it was 

 
413 ‘Net Zero’, 21.  
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relegated to the museum of human history; liberal capitalism would form the bedrock of all 

socio-political organisations; the great struggle for recognition would be replaced by “the 

endless solving of technical problems, environmental concerns, and the satisfaction of 

sophisticated consumer demands.”414 The transition into liberal capitalism was final. Francis 

Fukuyama’s end of history thesis is referenced in bp’s transformation into ‘beyond petroleum’, 

as then CEO John Browne announces that “The passing of some of the old divisions reminds 

us we are all citizens of one world, and we must take shared responsibility for its future, and 

for its sustainable development.”415 

The Bank of England, BlackRock, and bp – subjects of post-history – demonstrate the 

political logic of post-historical transitions, because each traverse the democracies of nation-

states through supranational institutional forms not beholden to the demands of citizens, only 

consumers and shareholders. They do not offer alternative visions of society because they act 

as if those fundamental questions have been settled. But, as Fukuyama recognised, oil is one 

of the axes along which the post-historical and historical worlds interact: “oil production 

remains concentrated in the historical world and is crucial for the post-historical world's 

economic wellbeing.”416 The end of history is a philosophy of history configured by cheap oil 

after 1981. Petroculture has always been a particular vision of the good life, associated with 

high levels of energy consumption, mobility, and a synthetic world of consumer commodities. 

But the terminus of history cannot put off the terminus of oil. While fracking and shale oil may 

have breathed fresh life into post-historical societies, and hydrogen and CCUS prolong its sense 

of futurity, it is clear that without oil, the tectonic plates of historical transformation shift 

underneath the settled socio-political structure of liberalism triumphant (perhaps best 

exemplified by the inevitable fracturing of the neoliberal EU project, whose fault lines and 

pipelines run parallel). If petroleum sustains post-historical life, without it the fundamental 

questions of how we live together return with the urgency seen in revolutionary periods of 

history. What defines the good life in post-historical petrocultures – a particular arrangement 

of fossilised food, energy, transport, housing, entertainment, and work – must be decarbonised. 

The end of oil cannot but return contests over what kind of society we want to live in. This, of 

course, is the raison d'être of the energy humanities; as a field of study, it might be said to be 

 
414 Francis Fukuyama, ‘The End of History?’ The National Interest (1989), 18 

<https://www.jstor.org/stable/24027184> 
415 As noted in Hitchcock ‘Everything’s’, 108; John Browne, ‘Where BP Stands On Global Climate Change’ 

(1997), 19, <www.climatefiles.com/wp-content/uploads/1997/05/bp-john-browne-stanford-1997-climate-

change-speech-1.pdf> [accessed 23 June 2022].  
416 Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man (New York: Free Press, 2006), p. 277. 
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an emergent anticipation of the social-ecological transition that will restore political questions 

and historical conflict. My point here has been to underscore how the macroeconomic volatility 

of oil saturates even the philosophy of history that has become the cultural logic of the liberal 

world; petroculture will persist as long as the fundamental political and cultural questions of 

how society should be organised are not given political expression – which is why transition is 

our poetics of the future.  

In a contemporary critique of Fukuyama, Perry Anderson made clear that the end of 

history, which Fukuyama imagined as a state that all historical societies would eventually 

arrive at, was a global vision that could not be globalised, because “If all the peoples of the 

earth possessed the same number of refrigerators and automobiles as those of North America 

and Western Europe, the planet would become uninhabitable.”417 The political ecology of 

capital undermines the post-historical world. In the same essay, Anderson argued that the end 

of history would come to an end only when credible alternatives to liberal globalism could be 

turned into an effective political force. This is the problem of the political form and social 

content of transition. Prophetically, Anderson noted that “where the fate of the earth itself will 

be decided, do not the classical arguments of socialism for intentional democratic control of 

the material conditions of life stage their comeback?”418 In a world in which the energy futures 

of 2oC global warming are already a thing of the past, this requires a credible alternative relation 

to energy, intentional and deliberate, as the basis of a transition not dominated by the technical 

and economic logic of financial accumulation; one that refuses to cede to the political fantasies 

of natural limits or natural market transitions. In the next chapter I take up this problem in 

contemporary utopian fiction, as a search for transitional forms: how components of the present 

can create and cultivate a poetics and politics of a democratic transition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
417 Perry Anderson, A Zone of Engagement (London: Verso, 1992), p. 352. 
418 Ibid., p. 363. 
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6. A Transitional Utopia: Kim Stanley Robinson’s 

Ministry for the Future 

6.1 For Whom Does One Write? 

 

The problem of transition requires an incessant shift in perspective between condition, concept, 

and political project. In this chapter I want to think with transition, through answering a 

question Sartre asked in 1948 – that historical inflection point in the Anthropocene when oil 

began to assume its dominant economic and social function – which is: for whom does one 

write?419 More specifically, for whom does one write in the long transition? I will answer this 

through a close reading of Kim Stanley Robinson’s The Ministry for the Future (2020; hereafter 

The Ministry), a novel that takes on the problem of representing climate, finance, and energy 

transition. To ask, ‘for whom does one write?’ is to locate the relationship between writer and 

public, which is a way of locating the class character of a society, and therefore the power over 

the future of energy – precisely what is at stake in the conflict over transition.  

Understanding imagined transitions requires dialectical thinking that tracks the relation 

between transition and its representation, a critical mode that registers yet measures a distance 

from financial signification. The wager is that identifying what I call a ‘transitional utopia’ will 

recognise transition as condition and project in a social and collective form that is not mediated 

through, but does account for, the way finance produces time. And while the fate of the novel 

might not matter all that much in an era of climate catastrophe, I will argue here that, true to 

the tradition of literary criticism, a particular attention to the experience of a cultural object, 

otherwise called close reading, might cultivate particular habits of perception that do matter to 

transition and therefore to planetary history. What matters to this chapter is the narrative of 

energy transition in The Ministry and how the novel elicits a mode of close reading energy 

transition, with practical political consequences.420  

 
419 Jean-Paul Sartre, What is Literature?, trans. by Bernard Fretchman, (Oxon: Routledge Classics, 2001).  
420 Here I am directly influenced by Brent Ryan Bellamy and Jeff Diamanti’s adaptation of Patricia Yaeger’s 

ground-breaking challenge to literary studies. “What happens if we sort texts according to the energy sources that 

made them possible?” Yaeger asks. Bellamy and Diamanti write that “This same question might be asked of the 

history of theory: what is critical theory in the age of wood, wind, coal, and oil?” What happens to literary criticism 

and close reading in the age of oil and energy transition? Does climate change close reading? What does and can 

it do? This chapter attempts to answer the claims of both Yaeger and Bellamy and Diamanti at once, through 

reading the novel and reflecting on that reading in light of my argument about the logic of fossil finance.  

Bellamy and Diamanti, ‘Materialism’ p. xxvi.  
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The Ministry opens in 2025 in the middle of a wet-bulb heatwave in an unnamed town 

in the state of Uttar Pradesh, India.  

It was getting hotter […] All over town the stressed hum of windowbox air 

conditioner fans buzzed like giant mosquitoes. And then the sun cracked the 

eastern horizon. It blazed like an atomic bomb, which of course it was. The 

fields and buildings underneath that brilliant chip of light went dark, then 

darker still as the chip flowed to the sides in a burning line that then bulged 

to a crescent he couldn’t look at. The heat coming from it was palpable, a 

slap to the face. Solar radiation heating the skin of his face, making him 

blink. Stinging eyes flowing, he couldn’t see much. Everything was tan and 

beige and a brilliant, unbearable white. Ordinary town in Uttar Pradesh, 6 

AM. He looked at his phone: 38 degrees. In Fahrenheit that was— he 

tapped— 103 degrees. Humidity about 35 percent. The combination was the 

thing. A few years ago it would have been among the hottest wet-bulb 

temperatures ever recorded. Now just a Wednesday morning.421 (hereafter 

quotations in text) 

Surging energy demand for air conditioning causes a regional infrastructure failure and a 

dramatic energy shortage. With no air-conditioning, human bodies are incapable of cooling at 

wet-bulb humidity and temperature. The heatwave causes the death of the entire population of 

the town, and millions of others in the region. Frank May, a young American NGO worker 

helping to provide medical assistance, is the sole survivor of the heatwave.  

This opening passage is set in the near future, with an event that has not taken place. 

But the likelihood of wet-bulb heatwaves tends towards the inevitable as the climate heats up. 

If emission trends continue then at some point in the future this event, or something much like 

it, will take place. It reads differently as carbon dioxide in the atmosphere increases, as the 

scene shifts from speculation to an expected reality. The climate is not a background to reading 

but, in a literal sense, constitutes the atmosphere in which reading takes place and makes sense. 

Atmosphere shifts from scene to actant as geophysical systems mediate social relations across 

space and time. It is a representation that situates a reader in the Anthropocene; a mode of 

address that brings non-human geological forces into the collective experience and political 

action of human history.  

 
421 Kim Stanley Robinson, Ministry for the Future, (London: Orbit, 2020), pp. 1 – 2.  
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The major climate catastrophe is the catalyst for India to begin a unilateral 

geoengineering programme. Meanwhile, Frank, overwhelmed with survivors’ guilt and unable 

to find work, drifts through Europe and murders a wealthy man working for a fossil fuel 

company. Later, in Zurich, he breaks into the apartment of Mary Murphy, the head of the 

eponymous Ministry for the Future. Atmosphere becomes narrative at planetary, geopolitical, 

and individual scale.  

The encounter between Frank and Mary is disturbing. Wielding a gun, he accuses her 

of not doing enough to reduce carbon emissions.   

She said, “The ministry was set up after the Paris meeting of 2024. They 

thought it would be a good idea to create an agency tasked with representing 

the interests of the generations to come. And the interests of those entities 

that can never speak for themselves, like animals and watersheds.” 

The young man gestured dismissively. This was boilerplate, known to him 

already. “And so? How do you do that, how do you defend those interests?” 

“We’ve made divisions that focus on various aspects of the problem. Legal, 

financial, physical, and so forth. We prioritize what we do to portion out the 

budget we’re given, and we do what we can.” 

He stared at her. “What if that’s not enough?” 

“What do you mean, not enough?” 

“It’s not enough. Your efforts aren’t slowing the damage fast enough. They 

aren’t creating fixes fast enough. You can see that, because everyone can see 

it. Things don’t change, we’re still on track for a mass extinction event, we’re 

in the extinctions already. That’s what I mean by not enough. So why don’t 

you do something more?” 

 

While the opening passage is focalised through Frank, this scene is focalised through 

Mary, so the accusations put to her are put to the reader too.  

“You’re not doing everything you can, and what you are doing isn’t going to 

be enough.” He leaned toward her again and captured her gaze, his eyes 

bloodshot and bugging out, pale tortured blue eyes scarcely held in by his 

sweating red face— transfixing her— “Admit it!” (96) 
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The encounter between this volatile young man and the head of the ministry, which it 

is tempting to identify as an allegory for the encounter between radical and centrist politics, 

breaks through the institutional inertia because, shaken, Mary becomes willing to facilitate 

more radical responses to a changing climate, from science and technological solutions to 

social, political, and financial revolutions. Through interrelated subplots, the novel narrates 

how each of these change under the pressures of climate and transition. The plot ends thirty 

years later, around an imagined COP58 meeting, with the retirement of Mary and the relative 

success of her ministry.  

So, what are we reading? Political thriller? Climate realism? Speculative fiction? 

Financial scenario? … utopia? The different ways the novel has been read and generically 

categorised provide a clue into how novels register climate change, while beginning to answer 

our orienting question: for whom does one write in the Anthropocene?  

Bill McKibben, a figurehead of the liberal climate movement, wrote a review of the 

novel entitled ‘It’s Not Science Fiction’: it “is not utopian, it’s anti-dystopian, realist to its 

core” because, “in taking on heat and glacial melt and fire, Robinson is writing more realistic 

fiction than most contemporary novelists, for whom the physical world remains a backdrop for 

more interior stories”?422 For Marxist Andreas Malm the novel “is a utopia more than a 

dystopia” because “humanity manages to rid itself of fossil fuels and begin to undo the damage 

they have already done and restore a liveable climate.”423 Nick Robins, co-founder of Carbon 

Tracker, suggests “the book can be read as a vast scenario exercise showing how the 

transformation of finance becomes part of the solution to the climate crisis.”424 Gerry Canavan, 

a literary critic and expert on Robinson and science fiction, offers no categorisation at all, 

simply calling it his “grimmest book to date.”425 For his own part, Robinson thinks his writing 

is what he calls ‘proleptic realism’: in his words, “trying to cast realism into the future.”426 

 
422 Bill McKibben, ‘It’s Not Science Fiction’, The New York Review of Books (2020) 

<https://www.nybooks.com/articles/2020/12/17/kim-stanley-robinson-not-science-fiction/> [accessed 23 June 

2022]. 
423 Andreas Malm, ‘When Does the Fightback Begin?’ Verso Blogs (2021) 

<https://www.versobooks.com/blogs/5061-when-does-the-fightback-begin> [accessed 23 June 2022]. 
424 Nick Robins, ‘Coming Back From a Time of Illness: How Finance Can Learn From Climate Change 

Fiction’, LSE Blog (2021)  <www.lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute/news/coming-back-from-a-time-of-illness-how-

finance-can-learn-from-climate-change-fiction/> [accessed 23 June 2022]. 
425 Gerry Canavan, ‘Of Course They Would: On Kim Stanley Robinson’s The Ministry for the Future’, Los 

Angeles Review of Books (2020), <lareviewofbooks.org/article/of-course-they-would-on-kim-stanley-robinsons-

the-ministry-for-the-future/> [accessed February 5 2021] 
426 John Plotz, ‘The Realism of Our Times: Kim Stanley Robinson on How Science Fiction Works’, interview 

with Kim Stanley Robinson, Publicbooks (2020) <https://www.publicbooks.org/the-realism-of-our-times-kim-

stanley-robinson-on-how-science-fiction-works/> [23 June 2022]  
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These different categorisations recognise the politics at stake in the form of narratives 

about energy transition. They raise questions about the relationship between writer, public, and 

form.  

The answer Sartre gives to the question, ‘for whom does one write?’, is that a writer 

always writes for an ideal public and a real public; the ideal public is the ideal of a classless 

society, while the real public is the actual group of readers who will purchase and read the 

work. Their real public is, in all likelihood, a ‘split public’, addressed to multiple groups, which 

marks the style and form with combined modes of address that index the social tensions of a 

class society.427 Extending this insight, Raymond Williams argues that literary form is a 

relation between collective modes and individual projects. New cultural meanings and 

perceptions are offered, tested, accepted, or rejected when individual projects are or are not 

recognised as a particular form – as realist fiction, science fiction, utopia, and so on. 

Recognition, however, becomes more difficult in times of change. Old forms may no longer 

adequately communicate social experience. New forms, which must be learned by the public, 

are offered to communicate new social experiences. Forms are the activation of specific social 

relationships, but if social relationships are unstable then recognition can be too. Forms are 

active social relationships, because the way a public respond to the proffered form is an 

essential element of the social nature of literature, form, and reading. For Williams, the 

question of ‘for whom does one write’ is inseparable from ‘how does one read?’ In Marxism 

and Literature, he writes that 

Periods of major transition between social systems are commonly marked by 

the emergence of radically new forms, which eventually settle in and come 

to be shared. In such periods of major and indeed minor transition it is 

common to find, as in the case of genres, apparent continuations or even 

conscious revivals of older forms, which yet, when they are really looked at, 

can be seen to be new.428 

I am going to offer my own tentative categorisation of The Ministry by suggesting that, while 

it seems continuous with older forms, it really is offering something new. The confusion 

surrounding the recognition of the novel registers this newness and the split public to which it 

is addressed. 

 
427 Sartre, What.  
428 Raymond Williams, Marxism and Literature, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), p. 189. 
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The novel is a transitional utopia. My influence here is Tom Moylan, who saw the re-

emergence of what he called a ‘critical utopia’ in the 1960s and 1970s as the destruction, 

preservation, and transformation of the classical utopian genre, in order to adapt the utopian 

mode to a new political situation. A central concern of the critical utopia is “the awareness of 

the limitations of the utopian tradition, so that these texts reject utopia as blueprint while 

preserving it as dream. Furthermore, the novels dwell on the conflict between the originary 

world and the utopian society opposed to it so that the process of social change is more directly 

articulated.”429 The Ministry does something comparable, creating a new mode for utopian 

fiction through which to register and communicate transition. The classical utopia describes an 

alternative society. A critical utopia contrasts different societies. The transitional utopia 

narrates how the transition to utopia is actively cultivated, created, and lived in the present. In 

the transitional utopia, components of the present, imperfect as they are for an alternative 

future, are assessed to see how they might function as transitional forms. Alongside locating 

transitional forms, the genre identifies antagonistic impediments to a desirable transition and 

narrates how they are overcome: capitalist social energetics deeply invested in the reproduction 

of oil and coal infrastructure, from states to markets, petrodollars to pipelines, the ways of life 

and the sedimented habits, feelings, and comforts of petroculture. The alternative society 

remains an essential temporal orientation, but the utopian form has been adapted to a new 

historical situation by placing the most narrative weight on the social potentials of the present. 

Darko Suvin’s classic argument was that SF is not an extrapolative genre, but rather it 

critically reflects on the present society through the description an alternative society that 

cognitively estranges the present.430 What I want to argue for here, however, is the critical 

estrangement of the extrapolations we call imagined transitions. It is because a transitional 

society is, of necessity, a speculative one, that utopia finds its function in the modifications to 

financial extrapolations that regulate the present. Another way to put this is that utopia has to 

internalise and modify the speculations that govern a transitional society to do its critical work. 

It registers the historicity of speculation in a transitional age. It prefigures an alternative relation 

to energy than one coded by finance.  

My argument is that a transitional utopia modifies the utopian tradition through a 

specific political motivation, addressed to a public who must make and live transition. Because 

 
429 Tom Moylan, Demand the Impossible: Science Fiction and the Utopian Imagination, ed. by Raffaella Baccolini 

(Oxford: Peter Lang, 2014) p. 10.  
430 Darko Suvin, Metamorphoses of Science Fiction: On the Poetics and History of a Literary Genre, (London: 

Yale University Press, 1979).  
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climate changes close reading, close reading The Ministry as a narrative of transition shows us 

how to cultivate habits for the transition that will help make it – and here’s the split public – 

democratic or revolutionary, but not financialised. A social energy revolution requires an 

emergent transitional culture, made up of subjects who want control over energy systems. The 

transitional utopia is a literary form that engages this temporal horizon. I aim to read The 

Ministry as a novel formally engaged with speculative forms, as a critical mediation of futurity, 

rather than a privileged mode of futurity in its own right. 

In chapter one I argued that petrodollars have become internal to the mode of futurity 

called the financial promise. In the next section, I show how The Ministry represents a future 

and temporality beyond this. It does this through three interconnected narrative stands: one to 

do with scientific development, another to do with a financial revolution, the third to do with 

political activism. I read the novel’s character system, and notably the relationship between 

Frank and Mary, as the formal tension caused by the split public to which the novel is 

addressed; a mode of address that renders planetary forces as an object of democratic and 

conscious direction. In this way, it occasions a constant shift in perspective between transitional 

condition and transitional politics. It does this through making atmosphere a socio-ecological 

scene; a literary mode that recognises the historicity of humanity as a geological force; and a 

politics scaled up to planetary history. 

6.2 Plot Beyond Petrodollars 

 

The Ministry narrates a single generation. It is the story of Mary’s career as head of the 

ministry, in a transitional period that lays the groundwork for a different world. “It is difficult 

thing,” Kathi Weeks notes, “to think, want, and struggle for a future that will not be our 

future.”431 But this is what the novel tries to do. The duration of the narrative matters because 

it situates the political possibilities of transition in the present.  

Mary’s main role in the novel is to attend a lot of meetings: with scientists, bankers, 

government officials, military personnel, activists, economists, and, it is suggested, clandestine 

actors. As a central figure, Mary, and the ministry she works in, is a useful device for the 

novel’s presentation of the social totality, “a central figure in whose life all the important 

extremes in the world of the novel converge and around whom a complete world with all its 

 
431 Kathi Weeks, ‘Utopian Therapy’ in An American Utopia: Dual Power and the Universal Army, ed. by Slavoj 

Zizek, (London: Verso, 2016), p. 265. 
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vital contradictions can be organized.”432 An Irish woman, middle-aged, a former lawyer and 

politician, capable of emotional and political sensitivity, is an ordinary hero. A mediating figure 

at the head of a mediating institution, she facilitates connections between characters dispersed 

throughout the world-system; characters who, in turn, bring conflicting social and historical 

forces into a singular planetary narrative.  

The Ministry is a descriptive future history that conjoins two modes of narrative 

organisation: the history of institutions and the history of individuals, as two perspectives on 

planetary history. This alternation of the reader’s position between a historical chronicle of 

events and close narrative focus on the relationships between people is highly significant. The 

endless meetings – with their recordings, minutes, scientific reports, economic theories, 

discussion of political events, and catalogues of historical data – provide a representational 

solution to these incommensurable formal structures, allowing historical description to develop 

within the representation of definite social relationships. These two narratological axes enable 

The Ministry to sustain a narrative of institutions and individuals over an imagined transition.  

The first social character Mary regularly encounters is the scientist. Scientists are 

prominent figures throughout Robinson’s novels, and science – both real and fictional – 

provides a useful narrative function, as a collective discourse in which social contradiction, 

antagonism, and, ultimately, compromise is mooted. The way science gets used is repeatedly 

shown to be a political issue – as one scientist remarks to another, “a scientist gets into 

geoengineering, they’re not a scientist anymore, they’re a politician” (83).  

After the heat wave, India breaks the 2024 Paris Agreement and make the unilateral 

decision to begin geoengineering. Called ‘solar radiation management’, it involves depositing 

reflective particles in the stratosphere, reflecting heat away from the earth, slowing global 

warming. It is controversial in the climate science community, in reality and in the novel. Its 

justification, however, is compelling. As the head of the Indian delegation to the Paris 

Agreement says to Mary,  

But no one is fulfilling commitments, no one is paying the developing 

nations, and now we have this heat wave. And another one could happen next 

week […] Everyone knows, but no one acts. So we are taking matters into 

our own hands. We’ll lower global temperatures for a few years, everyone 

will benefit. And perhaps we’ll dodge another massacre like this one (20). 

 
432 Georg Lukács, Writer and Critic, (Lincoln: iUniverse, 2005), p. 142. 
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In the novel, science drives the narrative into boardrooms and institutions and out into 

the atmosphere and the earth system, connecting policy discussions with atmospheric shifts. 

Geoengineering, a hypothetical in our world, is a technology that can function as a narrative 

vehicle for a reflection on the politics and ethics of climate response. Through it, humanity 

becomes atmospheric, and the atmosphere becomes humanised. But it is not an abstract 

humanity that drives this transformation, but the immediate political situation of climate crisis. 

In this case, geoengineering provides an acute contradiction between a national tragedy and a 

planetary force, because the unilateral decision to deploy solar radiation management cannot 

be contained to the territorial borders of India, but rather is dispersed through weather currents 

into the climate. The fictional geoengineering has a limited effect on the climate: enough to 

slow heating, perhaps, but not to stop it. It is a way of buying time.  

One episode of the larger narrative is that of glaciologists in Antarctica trying to work 

out how to slow its melting to stop sea level rise. The first plan, to pump seawater directly onto 

the Antarctic sheet, is a completely unfeasible dead-end. The second is more promising. As 

icesheets melt, water builds up where glacier meets rock and the friction that holds glaciers in 

place decreases, slowing their slide into the ocean. The glaciologists decide to try using pipes 

to pump water from the bottom of the icesheet to the top, where it would melt on the frozen 

surface, increasing the friction between glacier and bedrock, slowing the slide of the icesheet 

into the ocean. Much like the solar radiation management, however, there is no delusion about 

its function.  

Hey, someone else said, geoengineering isn’t always just a fantasy. The 

Indians did that sulfur dioxide thing and that worked. Temperatures dropped 

for years after that. 

Big deal, someone else replied. 

It was a big deal! 

But it didn’t do anything to solve the bigger problem. 

Of course not, but it wasn’t meant to do that! It was a fix! 

That’s why we’re here, I pointed out. This is a different fix (122). 

Named ‘Project Slowdown’, it takes years to come to fruition. The length of the novel 

contributes to this sense of time, drawing together long strands of separate but interconnected 

subplots in one-hundred and six chapters – when the plot is planetary history, all stories are 

episodes in that vast tapestry. Geoengineering is perhaps the novel’s greatest speculative 
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indulgence, but even at this project’s most effective, it is, as the name implies, merely a 

slowdown to give more time to decarbonise. 

In suggesting and testing such climate science fictions, The Ministry limits 

expectations. The temporality is crucial. Long, exhaustive lists of glaciers make the science 

seem solid, realistic, considered: more realism than science fiction. 

Still, a lot of water to pump, but that’s for all of Antarctica. Around the circle 

of the continent, about fifty glaciers dump the majority of the ice now rushing 

into the sea, with a few being the major contributors. Starting from McMurdo 

and running clockwise, you need to stick the Skelton, the Mulock, the 

Beardmore, […] the David, the Mawson, and the Mackay… 

That’s actually seventy-four. So, sixty cubic kilometers sucked out from 

under seventy-four glaciers. (263-4) 

Its costs, funding, and technological implementation are all described, too. Repurposing 

technology and expertise from the oil industry, who are used to drilling in extreme 

environments, the novel suggests a transitional role for the industry. The work sounds dull, 

iterative, the renumeration more academic than financial. It takes place in unpleasant 

conditions, but not Romantic ones: the scientists are not echoes of the ‘heroic’ explorers of the 

nineteenth century. Project Slowdown meets with disaster, as the lead scientist dies in an 

accident, as well as scientific difficulties, setbacks, and misdirections. Eventually, success.  

So; ten years in Antarctica, with good work to do, and no more grant 

applications either. Papers got written, science got done, but mostly it was 

engineering the drills and pumps and dispersion technologies. There were 

papers to be had there too, even if it wasn’t exactly what we had gone down 

there for. Actually the glaciologists were getting data like never before, 

especially structures of ice and flow histories, and most of all, bottom studies 

(472). 

Geoengineering is not described for the frisson of the technological sublime or climate 

anxiety relief, but to afford it some specific role in a total social transformation. The reading 

duration and the gaps between the episodes of the sub-plot mean that it is neither valorised as 

a heroic moment, nor assumed and forgotten; it is not reified into a solution – after all, reading 

the process is exhausting – nor allowed to become the dominant process, the master narrative 

of the transition. It is not caustically denied nor joyfully affirmed, but slowly, almost 
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unconsciously, worked through and neutralised, as it focuses the atmosphere as an object of 

political governance.  

Drawn out of the ideological gravity well of the techno-fix, applied science is a mode 

of politics. This is an operation repeated throughout The Ministry, approaching institutions that 

are considered non-political (usually by themselves), describing their resistance to inclusion 

within the transition project before they are incorporated within it. I have highlighted how the 

novel does this because something similar happens with finance and central banking, which 

shows how the novel is about finance in the energy transition without finance being the main 

driver of the plot. The similarities between how the novel treats science and finance shows how 

the novel conceptualises finance in the transition: as a tool subordinated to political goals.  

The Ministry synthesises climate and financial knowledge, suggesting ways that 

finance can be employed to assist in decarbonisation, such as funding for geoengineering and 

investing in climate-resilient infrastructure and agriculture. Mary holds regular meetings with 

Dick, the economic advisor to the ministry. An early chapter explains how a discount rate – 

that is, how much the future value of money is discounted relative to its value in the present 

through interest – produces difficulties for intergenerational politics, because value in the 

present is worth more than in the future (129-131). Alongside offering lessons in economics 

and cautions against faith in its solutions, this character system enables the novel to test 

economic theories against “the next world system. New metrics, new kinds of value creation” 

(317). The novel calls these “speculative fictions” (344), making it an economic thought-

experiment, asking what financial concepts, instruments, and tools could be employed toward 

transition.  

The most ambiguous of these economic speculative fictions is the ‘carbon coin’, meant 

to address the tragedy of the time horizon and the economic discounting of the future. The 

Ministry’s carbon coin is a currency issued in exchange for not burning carbon, or sequestering 

carbon over a long time period. A carbon coin’s value is made through storing CO2
 in the 

ground. The novel offers a (literal) ground of value beyond hydrocarbons, imparting it with a 

climatic character that is abstract but, crucially, not dependent on extraction. The carbon coin 

is meant to guarantee the value of money across time but in a way that detaches this temporality 

from the abstract materiality of hydrocarbons.  

Carbon sequestration is an emblematic transitional technology. It is capitalist, a 

privately-owned means of production whose value is derived from the labour time and 

infrastructure required to sequester carbon. But if used at scale, most of the stored carbon 

cannot be sold as a commodity. Its means are in contradiction with its ends. It remains 
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extraordinarily expensive, and totally insufficient to meet current needs for a carbon-negative 

or -neutral world-economy. Holly Jean Buck suggests that carbon sequestration might be little 

more than greenwash, whose ultimate effect is reassuring fossil finance investors about the 

long-term viability of oil production, while deferring and never delivering on the promise of 

negative emissions.433 The problem is scalar. While some sequestered carbon can be used for 

other purposes, to make it climate-significant requires that most (as much as ninety-nine 

percent) remains unused and placed in storage. As Malm points out, this directly contravenes 

the logic of the commodity-form: why produce something for it not to be consumed?434 There 

is little financial incentive to invest in this infrastructure at climate-significant scales because 

it destroys value rather than creates it.  

The carbon coin resolves this impasse by turning a sequestered or unused carbon and 

unextracted fossil fuel into long-term bonds. It is a speculative financial form with a different 

scale of financial time, connecting value to socio-ecological projects. It provides an alternative 

to the dominance of the petrodollar, a socio-technical assemblage whose power derives from 

the structural necessity to purchase dollar-denominated oil in energy financial markets.  

Petrodollars had first been real pre-existing money, paid for a commodity 

turned into electricity or physical movement, thus turned into economic 

activity; carbon coins, on the other hand, were created by the actual removal 

of that same electricity and transport potential from the world […] They were 

functionally opposite (343). 

The institutional basis of the fictional carbon coin connects currency to politics. Mary 

and Dick decide the only way to guarantee the value of the currency is through central banks. 

Why central banks? Well, “when things fall apart, something from the old system has to be 

used to hang the new system on, hopefully something big and solid” (410). Central banks are 

transitional institutions. It is, in effect, a form of quantitative easing, but “targeted, directed. 

Meaning the creation, the first spending of the new money, would have been specifically aimed 

at carbon reduction” (174). So, while in reality QE welds markets to states, creating fictitious 

capital by drawing on the promise of growth, The Ministry suggests that central banks can be 

retrofitted for a different purpose: carbon quantitative easing.  

 
433 Holly Jean Buck, After Geoengineering: Climate Tragedy, Repair, and Restoration, (London: Verso, 2019), 

p. 127.  
434 Malm, Corona, Climate, Chronic Emergency: War Communism in the Twenty-First Century, (London: Verso, 

2020), p. 141. 
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Which means that the novel is engaging in the ‘cognitive estrangement’ of financial 

futurity. As Sherryl Vint argues, “in its role as a genre that defamiliarises the present by 

exaggerating it into an imagined future, science fiction can serve a vital role in reminding us 

that money is a social technology, not a thing.”435 Contrasting petrodollars and carbon coins 

shows how currencies are socio-technical, ecological, and class technologies. Whether or not 

the carbon coin would be a successful currency is beside the point. The objections are obvious: 

abstract wealth at the expense of material wealth is the opposite of socialist visions of 

abundance; premising financial value on competitive sequestration through human labour-

power would likely proletarianise those doing it (although waged work for sequestering carbon 

might be necessary labour); commodity production, and so social reproduction in capitalism, 

is premised on fossil fuel energy, which means that without alternative means of producing 

life, carbon coins would drive up energy prices and increase poverty, producing political 

backlash, and so on. I am more interested in how plotting carbon coins is meant to highlight 

the way finance is regulated by petroleum extraction and how finance shapes social 

reproduction. One way of thinking about a transitional utopia, then, is seeing it as an attempt 

to cultivate a newly shared perception of finance as a dominant social form.  

It might be objected that a renewed perception of the politics of central banking and 

climate change can remain technocratic. The Ministry moves beyond defamiliarizing effects 

and turns this renewed perception of finance into a conscious and situated representation not 

only for central bankers but for activists and democratic subjects.   

Elsewhere, the novel directly addresses its readers:  

“Why do we do things? What do we want? What would be fair? How can we 

best arrange our lives together on this planet? Our current economics has not 

yet answered any of these questions. But why should it? Do you ask your 

calculator what to do with your life? No. You have to figure that out for 

yourself” (166).  

When the speculative future history is set alongside questions like these, it elicits a 

mode of reading the novel that challenges its public to decide whether or not they agree with 

the proposals as they are laid out. Whether or not the carbon coins works is less important than 

changing assumptions about financial forms. With this in mind, the novel’s proposals no longer 

 
435 Sherryl Vint, ‘Currencies of Social Organisation: The Future of Money’ in Economic Science Fictions, ed. by 

William Davies, (London: Goldsmiths Press, 2018), p. 63.  
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look like solutions, but calls to active participation in discussions of finance in the energy 

transition. The novel cultivates habits of perception essential to energy transition, because it 

creates the sort of response one would expect to be common in democratic decision-making 

over the future of energy systems, problems of public consideration, not private investment.  

But because finance is not a thing but a structure with a particular logic, it must be 

changed before it can be democratised. This involves Mary attempting to persuade the major 

central banks to adopt the proposal for CQE. The objections, however, from the US Federal 

Reserve, the BoE, the Bundesbank, the ECB, the People’s Bank of China, are predictable: 

supporting an alternative currency undermines their mandate, which is stabilising their national 

currencies. The meeting compresses the geopolitical antagonism of national currencies. 

This was not just a meeting of two women and three men, but of five teams, 

five institutions, five nation-states at the heart of the global nation-state 

system. The Paris Agreement’s Ministry for the Future was small and 

impoverished, these central banks were big and rich. Just because the need 

was urgent and her case was good, that didn’t mean anything would change. 

You couldn’t change things with just an idea, no matter how good it was. 

(189) 

This initial journey leads to despair. But social chaos and upheaval dramatically change 

the situation. This is one of the novel’s strengths: the sense of interconnection and 

interdependency across the world-system, emphasizing the historical embeddedness of 

institutions and ideas. Economic stagnation, unemployment, and social upheaval; escalating 

extreme weather such as seawater rises, heatwaves, floods; species extinction; sabotage, 

warfare, and violence targeted at the centres of fossil finance – each element exerts pressure on 

the central bankers.  

As a result of “all these converging factors […] The specific principal tasks that central 

banks were charged with could no longer be fulfilled if the climate emergency got out of hand. 

Central banks would fail in their principal tasks if they did not save the civilization that had 

charged them with those tasks” (293). The major central banks agree to support the carbon coin 

as part of the mandate of central banks. As with the science, there is detailed description of 

carbon coin economics. This realism is not, however, to be read as a concrete proposal, but 

rather is found in exploring what conditions and pressures make the adoption of a new currency 

not only possible but necessary, and it does so by describing the relationships between 

institutions, ideas, and a whole way of life undergoing dramatic social and ecological change. 
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It aims to establish a convincing possible reality, extrapolated from a number of realistic 

assumptions to suggest that money must change in a low-carbon economy. In fact, making 

central bankers into unlikely heroes both highlights their real institutional power in the present 

and just how unimaginative they are in addressing climate change.  

The Ministry is at its most realist when the story is contained to the work of Mary and 

her associates in the Ministry, and the various characters within its orbit. Robinson switches 

into a different style when describing great historical changes: more historical, abstract, and 

distant, while fossil fuel and climate become characters in the financial plot.  

The new carbon coin had stimulated many short-term investments in carbon 

sequestration projects, and many longer-term investments in the coin itself. 

It had caused some of the biggest carbon owners to cash out and keep fossil 

carbon in the ground, or use it for plastics if they could. Coal had become 

just a black rock you could turn into money by leaving it alone (421). 

The novel imagines the social forces required for a radical break with the logic of fossil capital, 

and the responses that attempt to prevent this change. Financial attacks against the carbon coin 

begin in earnest, attempting to devalue it. But with trust in money necessary to avert climate 

catastrophe, the unified central banks are mandated to defend the currency and enact regulation 

that prevents such counterattacks. These measures include currency controls, limiting tax 

havens, taxation on high-frequency trading, so that money sloshing around in dark pools is 

brought into the light. Financial changes make new economic arrangements such as land reform 

and employee ownership of business possible. Ultimately, however, what makes 

decarbonisation possible is an energy alternative, pioneered by India: “the clean electrification 

of the country is being accomplished by construction of massive solar power arrays, and then 

electricity-storing facilities, and a refurbished national grid” (126), a solution we critiqued in 

the last chapter.  

The novel narrates finance becoming a transitional form. Previously an impediment, 

the central banks and financial institutions are transformed into instruments that fulfil a 

necessary function in getting from one world-system to another. The carbon coin is an object 

lesson in thinking transitional forms at the conjuncture of geological forces and financial 

temporality. The novel, inevitably, fails in its details: novels are the construction of a single 

author, world-historical transitions the construction of vast collectives. But the novel provides 

a way of apprehending transition as the deliberate, intentional product of human praxis; the 
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Anthropocene as a figure for terraforming; the novel’s subplots the elements of a single 

unfinished plot of planetary life.  

6.3 Sabotage Redux 

 

But institutions such as the Ministry, the central banks, and scientific research institutes, 

all have limits. Outside of these formal organisations, with definitive political projects and 

aims, lies the entire realm of social experience that must equally adapt to transition, but without 

the structure of organisational goals. Frank, not quite a major character but not a minor one 

either, is a sort of narrative underworker, filling in the gaps in the narrative structure that Mary’s 

central position cannot reach, and attuned to social frequencies resonating beyond the 

institutions. This character system lets the novel stage moral and strategic arguments through 

dialogue in a different mode of address to the politics of geoengineering and high finance.  

So, if your organization represents the people who will be born after us, well, 

that’s a heavy burden! It’s a real responsibility! You have to think like them! 

You have to do what they would do if they were here.” 

“I don’t think they would countenance murder.” 

“Of course they would!” he shouted, causing her to flinch (101). 

Earlier, Frank, unable to hold a job because of his PTSD, travels to India to try to join the 

Children of Kali, a radical group formed after the wet-bulb heatwave who have declared war 

on fossil fuel companies and those supporting them, such as investors, military contractors, and 

arms manufactures. They reject him and tell him instead to do what they do, back home, where 

they cannot operate. So, now in Zurich, he breaks into Mary’s apartment, before fleeing from 

the police and going into hiding. Frank’s formal function is clear. Frank is a character who is 

exposed to the climate volatility of the periphery, but, unlike those most at risk, travels freely 

into the secured enclaves of the core, thanks to his American passport. He embodies uneven 

petrocultural mobilities, travelling across borders and with air travel. The character of Frank 

resolves the narratological problems of the differentiated geography of fossil capital, mediating 

the peripheral extremes to institutions that are typically insulated from climate effects.  

Mary consults with Badim, her chief of staff, to establish a black wing of the ministry, 

able to operate outside of legal and institutional constraint. It turns out – how naïve of us to 

think otherwise! – the black wing is already in operation. Badim, with previous experience of 

clandestine action in Nepal’s Maoist government, hints that acts of sabotage have been 
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perpetrated against Indian coal factories and the financial backers have been ‘persuaded’ to 

invest in solar instead. Recounted obliquely, and almost entirely through dialogue, the novel 

does not narrate the events but offer them in the form of discussion: is this necessary? To what 

extent? How far will it go? Who will get hurt?  

There is nothing unusual about the representation of violence in post-oil worlds: 

dystopias and apocalypses are rife with it, and these are dominant modes of imagining the 

future of our own present. Violence in The Ministry cognitively maps the interconnected fossil-

financial system, showing a world-system premised upon atmospheric violence in which the 

deaths of millions does not summon the political will to change – and it speculates as to what 

would happen if, as a result, an equivalence was made between climate violence and 

conventional violence, and punishment issued accordingly 

The dilemma that Robinson poses – in the democratic polyvalence of realism, curiously 

enough, with its impulse to disagree, persuade, and argue – is that of revolutionary violence.436 

Robinson’s violence remains proleptic, and this requires a sensitivity to the question that a 

historical novel does not need, lest, in the proleptic novel, a fictional extrapolation be mistaken 

for advocating or relishing in violence. War and Peace must include violence if it is to be true 

to its topic; The Ministry must make revolutionary violence a necessity, but not a goal, if the 

novel is to reflect on the role of violence in transition. The question is an urgent one, and 

elegantly posed in the debates between Mary and Frank and Mary and Badim: can an energy 

transition happen without carbon emissions being stopped by force? If it cannot, what kinds of 

force becomes necessary?  

Revolutionary violence targeted at energy infrastructure is certainly not speculative. In 

Palestine, South Africa, Nigeria, the US, to name but a few, anticolonial struggle has 

consistently targeted the energy systems of colonial regimes, seeing the disruption of energy 

flows as the basis for revolutionary change.437 In fact, Malm sees the absence of violence in 

the contemporary climate movement as a denial of political reality. The question, he argues, is 

 
436 Indeed, Lukács claims that the historical novel was produced amid the sense of historicity created by the 

revolutionary violence in Europe 1789-1814, in the transition to the industrial capitalist world-system; mass 

armies meant the establishment of a nationalist identity and propaganda, as well as the visibility of historical 

differences between different communities. Confronted by revolutionary transformations, people could grasp their 

own existence as historically conditioned, with history experienced in daily life and subjective experience. The 

historicity of transition out of carbon industrial capitalist world-system is likely to provoke similar considerations 

of the relationship between revolutionary violence, historical change, and, to an extent, identity, culture, and 

aesthetic form. See the conclusion to chapter five, on petroleum at the end of history. Lukács, Historical, pp. 22 

– 30. 
437 Andreas Malm, How to Blow Up a Pipeline: Learning to Fight in a World on Fire, (London: Verso, 2020), pp. 

38-63. 
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“not if sabotage from a militant wing of the climate movement will solve the crisis on its own 

– clearly a pipe dream – but if the disruptive commotion necessary for shaking business-as-

usual out of the ruts can come about without it.”438 Malm claims that a dialectic of militant and 

mainstream wings of the climate movement is necessary to force states into decarbonisation, 

not too dissimilar from the relation between Badim and Mary in The Ministry.  

This, in effect, is Badim’s justification. 

“So you terrorize them!” 

“Well, but terrorism means killing innocent people to scare other innocent 

people into doing what you want. That’s what it means today, right? It isn’t 

just boo in the dark.” 

“No, I suppose not. But you scare people. You use intimidation.” 

“If we had, it might be a good thing. It might be doing the needful” (114). 

Several chapters later it is put more bluntly, in yet more dialogue addressed to the 

reader, by an anonymous member of the Children of Kali: “They killed us so we killed them” 

(135). Almost no information is provided, other than that they are a group formed by those who 

experienced the heatwave first-hand and who, like Frank, feel the need to punish those 

responsible. They are an organisation that works in the text’s background, showing that, in 

Frantz Fanon’s words, “that violence is in the atmosphere”439 – it permeates the fossil-fuel 

regime, and the violence of atmospheric volatility is experienced most by those who contribute 

to carbon emissions least. In retaliation, they declare a ‘War for the Earth.’ But they do not kill 

innocents. The novel displays an alertness to accusations of terrorism and pares violence down 

to a single function: the development of a structure of force that prevents carbon emissions. 

Later, once this is achieved, Badim will persuade the Children of Kali to stop, because such 

violence has only a temporary, transitional role. 

Reducing violence to this function strips away its symbolic resonances, as well as 

preventing the novel from transforming into ressentiment fantasy. By reducing it to sheer 

necessity – “not a pathogen, not a genocide, not a war; simply human action and inaction, their 

own action and inaction, killing the most vulnerable” (227) – the novel maintains a distance 

from violence, representing it as a historical dialectic, as fossil capital is met with force. That 

 
438 Ibid., p. 69.  
439 Frantz Fanon, Wretched of the Earth, trans. Constance Farrington, (London: Penguin Books, 2001), p. 55.  
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is, the novel speculates that the content and meaning of violence mutates in transition. The 

novel makes this work in two ways, the first representational, the second technological.   

The first is that a direct equivalence is established between climate catastrophe and 

human violence, in a way that does not exist in the present. “They killed us so we killed them.” 

The types of killings are distinct: indifferent usage of fossil fuels that becomes an atmosphere 

of searing heat, wet-bulb heatwaves, droughts and agricultural collapse, floods and land loss; 

an “atmosphere of shot and fire,” bombing and artillery.440 These are qualitatively distinct 

forms of violence. To make them equivalent requires the establishment of causation and 

representation.  

The violence is gruesome work, as a member of the Children of Kali recounts after 

breaking into the compound of an arms manufacturer and murdering him. “Now to spread the 

headset photos, spread the story. The guilty need to know: even in their locked compounds, in 

their beds asleep at night, the Children of Kali will descend on you and kill you. There is no 

hiding, there is no escape” (136-7). The ministry, whose black wing are providing information 

about the location of these figures, also helps circulate the sabotage, to change the financial 

investment climate and scare investors. In contrast, the carbon coin represents physical and 

financial safety. The attacks continue, at greater scales, on what future historians call ‘Crash 

Day’, in which, simultaneously, attacks are made against flights, shipping, and transport. This 

combination creates an economic crisis, a stock market collapse, and huge damage to 

international trade. The Children of Kali issue a manifesto, “No more fossil-fuel-burning 

transport” (229). The violence is imagined as a response to a fundamental imbalance of power 

that insulates the carbon-emitting industrial nations from the political claims of those at the 

coalface of a heating world. This is a properly dialectical speculation, because it suggestively 

connects transition to the means of destruction. 

In another chapter, the novel lists the nineteen largest carbon-emitting organisations: 

“Saudi Aramco, Chevron, Gazprom…” etc. They will be led by “good people. Patriotic 

politicians, concerned for the fate of their beloved nation’s citizens; conscientious hard-

working corporate executives, fulfilling their obligations to their board and their shareholders. 

Men, for the most part; family men for the most part: well-educated, well-meaning” (30). 

Elsewhere Frank suggests that these men should go to a climate Nuremberg (99). Read 

alongside the violence against such figures in the novel, is this list a call for violence?441 If one 

 
440 Fanon, Wretched, p. 45.  
441 I am indebted to Nick Lawrence for this insight.  
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kind of reader sees this as a narrative about increasing democratic oversight or radical social 

action, might a different kind of reader feel unnerved by lists of real companies and explicit 

calls for punishment?  

I want to pause here, on this contradiction: how can the novel advocate democratic 

transition and revolutionary violence? I have been arguing that this tension is the way the text 

mediates a split public: democratic decision-making, the violence of the dispossessed, and 

those who control levers of state and financial power. For whom does Robinson write? Those 

outside and those inside institutions with power over transition, which gives the novel a 

particular tension between different social impulses. It makes antagonism – democratic and 

revolutionary – central to his imagined transition.  

Speculative military technology is commonplace in science fiction, and The Ministry is 

no exception. But rather than engage in the technological sublime of powerful weaponry, it 

speculates on what force could disable the petroleum-fuelled military powers that dominated 

the twentieth and twenty-first century. Petroleum and nuclear power fundamentally changed 

warfare, cheapening the means of destruction, fuelling armature, vehicles, artillery, and air 

forces, ending the reliance on large numbers of citizen-soldiers, and replacing them with a 

technologically-advanced, professional militaries. By changing armies from mass proletarian 

forces to small, professional ones, this neutralised their revolutionary potential, and entrenched 

fossil capitalist states from threats within and without.  

This is perhaps one of the great strategic difficulties posed by the secured and 

militarised landscapes of fossil capital. The problem is shown when an assassination attempt 

is made against Mary, forcing her to move to a secret military base, in the Alps. She looks upon 

the fighter jets of our own era, “obviously outdated and old-fashioned, like weapons from the 

set of a James Bond movie”, useless in a newer kind of warfare, which was “invisible and 

online for the most part, but also including the possibility of drones, and of fast targeted 

missiles” (313).  

The new military technology is called a pebble-mob missile, an extremely fast, 

undetectable drone that cannot be stopped by conventional missile defence or tracked on radar 

and can target individuals with extreme precision.  

Aircraft carriers? Sunk. Bombers? Blown out of the sky. An oil tanker, boom, 

sunk in ten minutes. One of America’s eight hundred military bases around 

the world, shattered. Death and chaos, and no one findable to blame. 

The war on terror? It lost. 
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Either everyone’s happy or no one is safe. But we’re never happy. So we’ll 

never be safe. 

Or put it this way: Either every culture is respected, or no one is safe. Either 

everyone has dignity or no one has it (347). 

They might “even be a force for good, because now war was rendered impossible. It was mutual 

assured destruction, not of civilian populations, but of war machinery” (348). The Swiss 

bankers Mary meets are scared because the structures of force developed in the petroleum era 

are nullified and the integration of warfare and the industrial system disabled. Banks and 

offshore havens are under financial attack and physical threat. Mary uses this as an opportunity 

to persuade them into backing the carbon coin: the only way, she claims, to preserve them.  

Suddenly, the US Navy, the enforcer of fossil capital’s ocean routes, is useless. What 

purpose can it fulfil now? The novel suggests coastal relief. This would mean an energy 

transition in the US Navy, no longer reliant on the logistical chains that connect aircraft carriers 

and fighters to a fuel source, and effectively ending American imperialism in the world-ocean. 

Although the novel does not mention it, without the protection provided to fossil capital’s sea 

lanes, and under extreme threat of sabotage, the financial value of such routes is likely to 

collapse. It is difficult to think of a new intercontinental drone as utopian, but under its shadow 

is found the imperative to imagine alternative political arrangements and to refunctionalise the 

wasted military resources and labour. The novel encourages such speculations. It foregrounds 

the possibility for new kinds of relationships that had previously been impossible under the 

sway of petroleum-fuelled militarism.  

But what distinguishes The Ministry as a transitional utopia is how the novum is 

introduced, its strange novelty brought before the reader through certain focalising characters 

who are instruments that scan this new reality and mediate it to the reader, as if in conversation.  

The news often disturbed him. Heat waves, terrorist attacks […] And to 

Frank it seemed different than it had when he was a child, when terrorists 

were universally abhorred. Now it felt different. Many attacks now were on 

carbon burners, especially those rich enough to burn it conspicuously. Car 

races and private jets. Yachts and container ships. So now the terrorists 

involved were perhaps saboteurs, or even resistance warriors, fighting for the 

Earth itself. Gaia’s Shock Troops, Children of Kali, Defenders of Mother 

Earth, Earth First, and so on. People read about their violent acts and the 
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frequent resulting deaths, and shrugged. What did people expect? Who 

owned private jets anymore? (368) 

Between the conventional realist style of free indirect speech and Frank as a registering 

device, the reader is invited to assess these events as if they are as real as geoengineering and 

financial instruments, without the distorting weight of an authorial voice shaping our judgment. 

The movement between perspectives and voices demonstrates a democratic style, suggesting 

such possibilities for decision-making and social change can exist in the anti-democratic 

atmosphere of petroculture.  

Meanwhile, Frank spends years evading the police, while volunteering at a refugee aid 

centre: serving meals, cleaning, washing up: the sort of tasks that are missed in the ministry’s 

boardrooms. This simple, necessary work connects him to the victims of climate-related social 

upheaval, and he is allowed to continue it even after he is arrested and imprisoned for breaking 

into Mary’s apartment, years before. He returns to the aid centre because “he could work, put 

his shoulder to the wheel, help turn the world” (198). Away from the airy abstractions of 

economics and finance, the strategies and tactics of revolutionary change, Mary’s meetings and 

negotiations, rousing speeches and thinly-veiled threats, Frank’s struggle to cope with guilt is 

the humanist heart of the novel. He finds the civic hall in which free dinners are distributed 

“simple and calming, and there was time to sit or kneel by some of their guests and ask how 

they were doing, without getting involved in their lives beyond that” (199). He meets others, 

like himself, who have suffered directly from climate change, situations of violence, war, and 

terror; “all had made desperate journeys to get here, sleeping on the ground, hungry. Now they 

were in a new place where possibly new things could happen, different things, good things” 

(368). 

These narrative moments are temporary pauses within transitional spaces. Refugee aid 

centres are, ideally if not always in reality, places of immediate relief from terror, and a point 

of connection between one life and another. But, as in the real European refugee crisis, they 

are also spaces of stasis and internment, and sites of nationalist rage. In one chapter, the 

refugees are violently attacked by far-right thugs. But they are also, in the novel, spaces of care 

and civic community. Focalised through Frank, whose need for meaningful activity is matched 

by the difficulties he faces connecting with others, there remains a curious distancing effect 

which gives everything a strange clarity, as if the reader is caught somewhere between 

participant and observer. These spaces, so emblematic of the modern world-system, seem, in 
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the eyes of Frank, to contain two different worlds: the promise of an alternative future and the 

violent exclusion of the present.  

Frank observes and feels change around him, without necessarily acclimatising to the 

transition, as if permanently arrested somewhere near the 2024 heatwave. This means that he 

is a visitor to a different society, not through a voyage in time or space, as in the classical 

utopia, or between two different worlds, as in the critical utopia. He simply continues to exist, 

able to help turn the world but unable to adapt to it, while his failures and minor successes 

become an instrument through which change is detected, a stable point against which history 

can be seen to move. This contrasts strongly with Mary’s own personal and political 

development, thoroughly acclimatised to the transition; and with Badim, who must bear 

responsibility for the violence and death caused by the clandestine operations he helped direct. 

But these figures all disappear before transition is complete. This itself becomes a caution for 

utopian thinking. It does not impose theories on what a future consciousness might look like, 

and its narrative energy should rather be invested in the desire to change the present – a ministry 

for, not of, the future.  

The novel’s plots are focalised through two different but connected characters that 

mediate each other. They are both parts of a single, unfinished historical transformation, but 

because every representation of this is partial, the scalar and focal shifts cultivate a way of 

seeing different instances of transition, marked internally by the split of a class society.  

In the novel, at the 2053 58th COP Meeting, the world-system is well underway to full 

decarbonisation, with most energy generated cleanly, while the various problems of energy 

storage and the perennial worry of energy flow are channelled into local and regional 

necessities, such as desalination, carbon capture, and water pumping. Taking place over two 

days, the COP Meeting dedicates the first to summarising successes, the second to outstanding 

problems, a convenient formal device for a retrospective on our energy present as a future 

history, and a prospective view of what might problems remain, generations later. The latter 

include Arctic ice, nuclear weapons, poverty, American imperialism, plastics and waste, gender 

inequality (“although to be categorized like that, as a problem alongside pollution and nuclear 

arms and carbon and misgovernance and the like – it was galling, it was another aspect of the 

problem itself”), water supplies, ocean health, and so on – the problems are many and complex, 

and the novel, wisely, dares not solve all of them (483).   

Around this time, Frank discovers he has a terminal illness, and is moved into palliative 

care. Mary visits him, which allows her to reflect on the changes since their first meeting back 

in 2025, as well as their relationship; his feverish dreams and confused questions force her to 
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reflect on her own death, which “obtruded as if out of another dimension” (486). Frank’s illness 

begins to take the shape of a narrative closure, as both reflect on what will happen after not 

only his but her death, too. 

Another time he woke and stared at her, then knew her, and where he was. 

He said quietly, “I’ll be sorry not to see what happens next. It sounds like 

things are getting interesting.” 

“I think so. But, you know. No one will live long enough to see an end to it.” 

“More trouble coming?” 

“For sure.” She looked at her in-box; she would have to scroll down for a 

couple of minutes to get to the bottom of it. “Something this big is going to 

go on for years and years.” 

“Centuries.” (494) 

Mary retires soon after, after thirty years running the ministry. A lifetime of work, but 

a lifetime is not long enough to observe the long transition from petroleum capitalism to 

whatever comes next. The novel ends with Mary contemplating  

That there is no other home for us than here […] That the only catastrophe 

that can’t be undone is extinction. That we can make a good place. That 

people can take their fate in their hands […] we will keep going, we will keep 

going, because there is no such thing as fate. Because we never really come 

to the end (563). 

It turns out that Mary and Frank are themselves transitional figures: her retirement, and his 

death, signal the closure of the narrative. Both put their shoulders to the world to make “a good 

place”, but one they will never see – an ongoing, long transition that is not a product of fate but 

the deliberate transformation of the world that changes those who do the transforming.  

6.4 Transitional Forms 

 

I want to conclude with a reflection on the democratic spirit of the novel’s open-ended and 

polyvalent style. Dozens of shorter chapters stage abstract debates on political economy, 

science, and technological determinism, among many other topics, describe social movements 

and economic systems – my favourites are the Paris Commune redux and the farmers who 

integrate carbon sequestration into their agricultural rotation – and include riddles, chronicles, 
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and interviews. Bursting with ideas and concepts, The Ministry is a vast utopian warehouse to 

wander through and peruse. But this is not just a repository of information. The formal 

combination of such material establishes vital connections across a wide range of activities 

that, when seen through the lens of the novel, suddenly come into view as part of a shared, 

although weakly articulated, tradition. The Ministry is a strong vision of a transitional utopia 

which also encompasses within it many forms of transition that bloom around us, if only we 

can be made to look. The strength of its representation lies in how it generates recognisable 

correspondences across a wide area of experience, and it is thus an articulation of a wide and 

deep structure of feeling. All these ideas, institutions, and organisations are made to look 

strange, as if seen for the first time. The Ministry encourages us to grasp them as transitional 

forms, of great significance until, used and worn, they can be laid aside as testament to the 

strangeness of that moment of planetary history called the present.     

The transitional utopia is not a blueprint for present political conflict or a future society. 

But it restores to the problem of transition the sense that energy is not something passively 

received, but collectively chosen, made, and lived, in the transition to a carbon negative world-

system. It is a literary form for energy democracy, which “implies a broadly appealing agenda 

for greater inclusivity, equity, and influence […] Greater democratic engagement would offer 

communities a means to steer energy transitions and shape the development of renewable 

energy futures.”442 Energy democracy reframes energy systems as sites of political, economic, 

and cultural contestation, because it insists that energy systems are constitutive of wider social 

patterns. From this perspective, energy transition is not a question of substituting one input for 

another, but urges consideration of “how, by whom and for whom renewable energy transitions 

proceed.”443 Democratic control over renewable infrastructures can connect owners, decision-

makers, and users. It raises the possibility that democratic oversight of energy transition can 

decommodify money because its purpose is not interest and infrastructure is not seen only as 

financial yield. 

For whom does one write and how does one read in the Anthropocene? This is the 

problem I have attempted to frame, through reference to The Ministry for the Future, a 

transitional utopia. I have argued that the transitional utopia describes how the transition toward 

a better world is actively created and lived in the present; and that, while the fate of literary 

criticism may not have much impact on climate, finance, and energy, the act of close reading 

 
442 Matthew Burke and Jennie Stephens, ‘Political Power and Renewable Energy Futures: A critical review’, 

Energy Research and Social Science, 2018 (35), 79. <doi.org/10.1016/j.erss.2017.10.018> 
443 Ibid., p. 80. 
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this novel creates habits of perception that are useful in the long transition. “It is not enough to 

accord the writer freedom to say everything,” Sartre argues; the writer “must write for a public 

which has the freedom of changing everything.”444  

So, I want to propose a modification to Jameson’s famous thesis on utopia – “namely, 

that its deepest vocation is to bring home, in local and determinate ways and with a fullness of 

concrete detail, our constitutional inability to imagine Utopia itself.”445 This negative process 

means preserving radical difference as a possibility, even as it was foreclosed as an idea. 

Instead, I want to suggest that the deepest vocation of the utopian mode is to demonstrate our 

capacity, individually and collectively, to imagine transitional forms. The Anthropocene 

reveals that climate governance is inseparable from financial and energy governance. The point 

is to do this deliberately, rationally, and fairly, for a world of green plenty. The Ministry is 

written for the subjects needed for that to happen, at the scale of the process in which such 

subjects come to matter. The Ministry situates finance and energy systems as central mediating 

infrastructures in the long transition. What is at stake in the conflict over energy systems is 

control over human activity in a post-carbon society: work, pleasure, movement, thinking, 

dwelling. For whom does one write in the Anthropocene? For those in “the greatest turning 

point in human history, what some called the first big spark of planetary mind. The birth of a 

good Anthropocene” (475). And for those within this conflict, for the freedom to change 

everything.   

  

 
444 Sartre, What, p. 122.  
445 Fredric Jameson, Archaeologies of the Future: The Desire Called Utopia and Other Science Fictions, (London: 

Verso, 2005), p. 290.  
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Coda 

 

This thesis has demonstrated how financial representation shapes a mode of speculation: 

energy futures that wed financial temporalities to the physical and financial forms of petroleum. 

I identified a speculative logic as a hermeneutics for tracking a particular relationship between 

present and future that cohered at the confluence of energetic, financial, and climatological 

flows. I made this argument through a comparison of different cultural-ecological objects, 

forms, media, and infrastructure, across a period in which finance came to dominate the 

mediation of petroleum into petroculture. The period in question is crucial, because transitional 

forms are being established that will determine the future of energy after petroleum.  

I began with a close reading of The Hydra Head to show how literary form was 

internally shaped by the financial representation of oil after the end of Bretton Woods. 

Following this, I showed how the offshore became operative as a cultural logic in architectural 

form. The third chapter developed this to argue that volatility was central to the mediation of 

oil across the logistical landscapes of the world-system. The fourth chapter located a political 

logic in financial infrastructure and media forms. The penultimate chapter tracked how 

transition became an object of governance in the imagined transitions of financial institutions. 

Through a close reading of The Ministry for the Future, the final chapter identified how an 

alternative energy culture might not only be founded but, crucially, challenge the way finance 

produces energy futures.  

By its nature such a study is non-exhaustive. The period is too long, and the scale is too 

vast, to encompass all the ways that fossil finance operates in petroculture. This is why I have 

attempted to track a cultural logic through modes of representation under changing historical 

conditions. Nevertheless, there are some significant omissions that further study of the topic 

should address. Due to the constraints of time and academic training, the thesis is focalised 

through the North Atlantic financial system, even if it saw this as part of a world-system. 

Beginning with petrodollarisation gave it a certain narrative coherence, but it would probably 

look much different if it encompassed, for example, Shanghai, Tokyo, or Singapore and their 

distinct, but connected, dynamics of fossil-fuelled industrialisation, finance, and petroculture. 

Neither does this study have much to say about consumer credit and petroculture, despite the 

fact that much of the way petroleum is experienced is through consumer goods, and one of the 

hallmarks of financialisation has been the increase in personal debt to fund such consumption. 
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This might discover a phenomenology of fossil finance and private debt largely absent from 

this work. I suspect this would reveal how petroculture persists not only through major 

investment projects or oil markets but through cultivating consumer desire. From the 

perspective of the economic humanities, what is missing is a comprehensive investigation into 

financial print culture about oil. Oil’s financial life is a consistent presence in financial news, 

television, and professional and public investment guides. Attuned to media and genre analysis, 

this would further develop how oil looks to a financial vision. Further, the financial crisis of 

2020 dwarfed the 2007-8 crisis, and the financial intervention by central banks was an order of 

magnitude larger. While the thesis is informed by pandemic politics, especially with reference 

to the importance of central banks, the 2020 pandemic and financial crisis are a lacuna that 

further study would fill. Finally, I could only skirt the topic of war in petroculture. The 

relationship between wars, war financing, and logistics, on the one hand, and the development 

of visual and recording media, literary form, war films, and the politics of photographic 

documentation on the other, demands a long study in its own right. A comparative study might 

then compare this to the earlier forms of warfare, politics, and culture – something I could only 

hint at.  

What I do hope to have shown, however, is the historicity of financial representation; a 

process and a project that has become aware of itself as ecological and which I have, perhaps 

too mildly, categorised as insulating and anti-democratic. Energy invites speculation. It is 

baked into its market form, its local non-renewability, into the forms of capital that determine 

its shape and geological force. Speculation is the atmosphere of energy's past, present, and 

future. Alongside this I have attempted to show what the class project of financial governance 

has tried to repress, an incipient collective experience that comes about through the recognition 

of humanity (or at least the humans of the capitalist mode of production) as a geological force. 

I have shown how a shared but ever-shifting horizon of expectation structures class 

antagonism, which is worked out through sites and modes of financial mediation. In doing so, 

I have moved between traditional disciplinary distinctions between politics, economics, and 

culture – not out of an innate desire for interdisciplinarity, but because oil and finance traverse 

disciplinary boundaries, demanding new theoretical and epistemological orientations to a 

problem of energy, culture, climate, scale, and transition. I conclude here, with two recent 

examples that underscore the current urgency of this topic and the salience of my approach to 

it.  

As I began composing this coda the 2021 United Nations Climate Change Conference, 

or ‘COP26’, hosted in Glasgow was imminent. According to the COP26 explainer, one of the 
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four main issues it was intended to address – alongside securing net zero, protecting natural 

habits, and establishing international governance – is how to ‘Mobilise Finance’. 

To achieve our climate goals, every company, every financial firm, every 

bank, insurer and investor will need to change.446  

Literary training draws my attention to the sentence’s future tense, ‘will need’, and the 

curiously abstract object of the transitive verb, ‘to change’. My argument has been that finance 

has changed since it has become the dominant representational form for fossil fuel and so is 

changing the climate. What President of COP26 Alok Sharma has made clear is that finance 

must change again – but to what? While this sentence lacks specificity, it underscores an 

urgency through its repetition of ‘every’, registering a sense of the systematicity I have called 

‘fossil finance’. When the future is focalised through finance it simultaneously illuminates this 

systematicity while obscuring the potential for alternatives. Finance is problem and solution. 

The argument I have made is that finance made oil internal to its representation because in the 

petroleum economy, oil grounds value across time, which means that it is no easy task to 

imagine how to change every company, financial firm, bank, insurer, and investor. But now 

“every financial decision needs to take climate into account,”447 so the struggle, perhaps the 

impossibility, to internalise climate and take ‘it’ into account – what, after all, is the climate to 

finance? – is how finance as a temporal form begins to break down in the Anthropocene.  

Yet if there is something hesitant, anxious, and abstract about such a pronunciation on 

the future, there is little of that mood in the UK Government’s concurrent approval in the 

summer of 2021 of a plan to develop a new offshore oil field, Cambo, off the Shetland Islands. 

Licensed for exploration in 2001 and backed by private equity, a new field with a 25-year life 

cycle is planned to come online in 2025 – infrastructure transporting and increasing the value 

of financial instruments across time. They can be certain of this because, we are told, a long 

transitional period in current energy systems will necessitate oil and gas for decades to come, 

and better it be sourced from the North Sea than Saudi Arabia or Russia. The fact that COP26 

and Cambo can signify transition reveals the representational prowess of finance, as well as 

the ambiguity of excess that blurs our sense of the future. As oil prices surge and abate in 

accordance with the prognostications of experts and politicians on the covid-19 pandemic, 

prospects of economic recovery, or further economic disruptions, the uncertainty of short-term 

 
446 UK Climate Change Conference UK 2021, ‘COP26 Explained’, (2021), 22 <https://ukcop26.org/wp-

content/uploads/2021/07/COP26-Explained.pdf> [accessed 15 October 2021]. 
447 Ibid., 22. 
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profitability coexists with what remains a certainty about the connection between economic 

activity, growth, and hydrocarbons. Energy futures project clearly – to investors at least – when 

they run on petroleum.448  

The contrast between, on the one hand, the indeterminacy of ‘need to change’ and, on 

the other, the leveraged anticipation of the value of oil, condenses and emblematises the 

problem that energy futures pose to mapping the long transition. It reveals a peculiar 

contradiction between these distinct and incompatible temporal modulations – the future looks 

certain to a horizon of investment or to a horizon of climate change, but not in their unstable 

stratification. The difference between these two energy futures accentuates the way that 

transition shifts in and out of focus through financial representation. I said in chapter one that 

potential scenarios can become sources of value even if what they describe does not come 

about, if such narratives can be used to enforce adherence to the order of things. Something 

like this can be seen at work in the tension between an indeterminate call to change finance and 

the persistence of hydrocarbons in financial representation. In this way, the absence of a 

coherent financial narrative can mutate into value, into carbon, into an atmosphere saturated in 

futures.  

Is there a way through? I would only hazard the suggestion that it is be found in an 

epochal, world-historical shift of the long transition into a conscious existential reality, of 

deliberate experience, action, and knowledge. The Anthropocene impresses on our 

consciousness the ecological, geological, and the planetary force of humankind. But 

humankind is not an abstraction. It is the collective producer and product of the transformation 

of the world. If we really are in a transition, not just between energy systems, but between 

modes of organising human social activity, as I have supposed, then it provides a unique 

opportunity for the ecological, the geological, and the planetary to become consciously social 

and historical. Deep time shudders through our energy futures, as grounds of value and modes 

of epistemic certainty. How we know, represent, and produce transition is of utmost 

importance, and my argument has been that finance is the dominant, but not the only, way of 

doing this in petroculture. With the origins of our fossil world far behind us and the ending a 

shimmering horizon hard to distinguish from a heat mirage, we have started to become aware 

 
448 Since writing this, Cambo field development has been paused, and Shell has withdrawn, because Cambo would 

prevent meeting climate targets. But the Ukraine War has revitalised discussions about North Sea oil and gas, and 

Cambo specifically, to offset production losses from Russian sanctions (precisely the encounter between post-

historical and historical societies through petroleum that Fukuyama noted in End of History). This perpetual return 

to abandoned fields during moments of crisis is central to the reproduction of petroculture mediated through the 

financial volatility of oil prices and will persist as long as there are no meaningful alternatives to a petrocultural 

way of life.  
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of our situation in the middle of things, overwhelmed by the terrible wonders that, we struggle 

to remember, no one but ourselves have made. From this a new logic of time must begin, a 

renewal of futurity beyond the energy futures of the present receding into our past.  
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